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MitSyn Introduction 
"MitSyn" is the name of a system of object oriented graphical tools and high-level languages designed for 

time signal processing – usually the analysis and/or synthesis of multiple-channel signals. 

The MitSyn system is designed to provide easily learned yet powerful techniques for the specification and 

control of signal processing. Like similar application oriented systems such as electronic spreadsheets and 

computer-aided design products, its purpose is to provide a conceptual framework suited to the domain of the 

application, and to provide a capability for end users to quickly implement models/simulations and applications. 

The foundation of the MitSyn system consists of two principal high-level languages— 1) a stream 

oriented language called the "MitSyn Stream Processing Language" which represents stream processing 

algorithms using graphical block diagrams, and 2) an array processing scripting language called the "MitSyn 

Command Language". 

"Stream" type processing, i.e., processing where the data are not divided up into segments (often called 

arrays, blocks, frames, buffers, etc.), is supported using block-diagram schematics which are called "MitSyn 

Stream Processing Configurations". Most forms of synthesis, filtering, event detection, and editing such as 

mixing and splicing fall into the stream processing category. Notation driven synthesis and mixing is supported 

by the inclusion of a "score" language component. The MitSyn Stream Processing Language is supported by an 

editing mode which allows block diagrams to be drawn in with a graphical input device, and a builder 

(compiler) and run-time system which executes stream processing specified by such modules. 

The MitSyn Command Language, often abbreviated as "MCL", is a general purpose object oriented 

scripting language (a textual procedural language) with particularly strong support for array processing (and 

thus signal processing algorithms). Fourier transformations, event statistics, and histograms are included in the 

array processing category. MCL also includes extensive support for graphical user interfaces (GUI's) and data 

plotting. MCL also supports the usual numeric and string data types. The MitSyn Command Language is 

interpreted by a script engine which accepts commands interactively and from plain text files called "MCL 

scripts". 

"Raw" time signals are often best conceptualized and manipulated as continuous streams of data. For the 

early stages of processing of such raw data the MitSyn Stream Processing Language is an appropriate tool to 

start finding and extracting features and events. Time signals often also manifest a higher-level structure, or 

organization, which typically reflects some type of "event-oriented" interpretation or meaning. Such an event-

oriented interpretation results in a natural segmenting of the data by the event occurrences. The MitSyn 

Command Language supports many of the operations typically applied to event-oriented segmented time signal 

data. 

Thus the MitSyn Stream Processing Language and the MitSyn Command Language are a complementary 

pair which together support forms of time signal processing from the lower-level raw stream format through to 

the higher-level feature and event-oriented domains. 

The MitSyn languages are called "synergistic and coherent" for several reasons. The synergy of their 

union (MitSyn = mit synergy) provides a power of expression much greater than can be achieved with their 

separate individual styles of expression alone. Within the family there is a consistency of syntax and functional 

names. Careful attention has been given to the selection of brief but meaningful English verbs as functional 

names rather than hard to remember pseudo-abbreviations. And the system uses carefully designed formats for 

each of the higher-level data types so that data portability is enhanced. 

Such coherency in style together with an extensive use of graphics in both the user interface and data 

presentation domains helps to make the system easy to learn and use. 

MitSyn Languages 
The following sections give a brief overview of the functionality of the MitSyn languages. Later sections 

present more comprehensive documentation. 

MitSyn Stream Processing Language 

The MitSyn Stream Processing Language represents data processing operations in the form of "modules" 

which are block-diagram schematics of the desired processing algorithms. The MitSyn Stream Processing 

Language is classified technically as a "graphical data-flow language". This form of expression makes it very 
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easy to use since the primary editing operations are the simple selection of blocks and the "wiring" together of 

those blocks by drawing lines. 

Configurations represent the interconnection of stream processing "blocks" into networks which effect the 

desired signal processing. Primitive block types include oscillators, filters, adders, multipliers, mapping and 

signal categorization blocks, delays, waveform stream readers and writers, event list readers and writers, score 

readers, envelope generators, etc. A unique and powerful feature is a primitive block type which allows stream 

processing runs to use the Command Language during a run. In addition to the many built-in primitive block 

types, the language also supports "macro-blocks" which are constructs which may be defined by users and 

subsequently used the same way as primitive blocks, and "Extension blocks" which may be installed as add-ons. 

Depending upon the forms of particular modules, stream processing inputs usually come from waveform 

stream files, event lists, scores, array files, or real-time devices such as keyboards and analog-to-digital 

converters. The result of stream processing is usually the writing of waveforms and events to stream files, 

and/or the generation of real-time outputs such as audio and graphical plots. 

Notation driven stream synthesis and/or mixing is supported using a score or script concept which 

supports changes in values of parameters of stream processing module as a function of "score time". A form of 

data called a "MitSyn Score" is defined to support this function. Such scores may be created and edited 

graphically using interactive user interfaces implemented in the MitSyn Command Language. MCL also may be 

used to compile other higher-level forms of score notation into the lower-level form. 

The Stream Processing Language is supported by a stream processor builder which expands macro-blocks 

and then compiles modules into a form suitable for signal processing execution on a sequential machine (as are 

general purpose digital computers), and a run-time system which controls the execution of such processors. The 

stream processing builder and run-time system are integrated into the MitSyn Command Language Interpreter 

(MCLI). This integration allows MCL workspace variables to be accessed from the Stream Processing 

Language. 

MitSyn Command Language  (MCL) 

The MitSyn Command Language (MCL) is a general purpose object oriented scripting language which 

supports numeric, array, and string processing together with the functionality found in advanced general 

purpose command languages such as expression evaluation, a graphical user interface with multiple windows, 

and procedure flow control commands. MCL is classified technically as a "textual control-flow language". 

The power and uniqueness of MCL derives from its strong internal support for array processing, and from 

its easy to use support of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) complete with hierarchical menus and dialog boxes. 

Arrays are ordered groups of numeric elements. Other terms sometimes used for array type objects are 

vectors, blocks, frames, and function maps. Arrays are convenient containers for representing a wide variety of 

application oriented objects. Examples include segments of sampled waveforms, spectra, lists such as event lists 

and channel selection lists, impulse responses for transversal (convolutional) filters, shapes for oscillators and 

envelope generators, distributions such as histograms, correlation functions, nonlinear relationships for 

"functional mappings", coordinates of rectangles, etc. 

The MitSyn Command Language supports signal processing algorithms which operate upon arrays of 

data. These include Fourier type analyses using the Discrete Fourier Transform (implemented with the FFT 

algorithm) and related transformation algorithms. Analysis parameters such as processing algorithm, signal 

source, analysis window size and tapering, etc., are easily specified. The language also supports the synthesis of 

array values using various forms of representation such as sinusoidal components, polynomial and exponential 

shapes, and piecewise linear segments. 

MCL also includes extensive support for the generation of data plots, and the manual (interactive) 

measurement/marking/labeling of features using a pointing device to specify positions on plots. Examples of 

types of plots which are easily generated are segments of time signals, spectra, magnitude and phase plots, 

correlation functions, sequence plots, scatter plots, token averages, spectral averages, ensemble statistics such as 

histograms and standard deviations, and scores. 

Filter design programs for transversal filters create arrays which represent filter impulse responses. MCL 

includes one particularly useful filter design program which can be used to design many types of lowpass and 

bandpass filters, differentiators, and Hilbert transformers is supported directly by MitSyn. It is called the "FIR 

Filter Designer" and is accessed from the Numeric Array Editor. 
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User Environment 

MitSyn Tools Directory 

Several collections of MCL scripts, stream processing modules and macro-block definitions, and related 

documentation are supplied with MitSyn. 

Included in a "MitSyn Tools" directory are several tools with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) which 

facilitate general utility type activities such as viewing waveforms and labeling events therein, and editing 

arrays and scores. These utilities are quite general and provide a wide range of higher-level services. A top level 

MitSyn user environment is provided by a GUI called the "MitSyn Project Manager" (ProjManager.mcl) which 

can in turn bring up a tool for each of the major MitSyn data types such as waveform files, event lists, arrays, 

stream processing modules, and scores. Many users may find that their entire needs can be satisfied by this 

family of utilities, and will thus not need to become familiar with the underlying languages. 

Also included in the MitSyn Tools directory are some higher-level mathematical procedures such as 

fitting a regression line to two dimensional data. 

The MitSyn Tools Directory is a subdirectory under the MitSyn installation directory with a name of 

“MTools”, and may be accessed in MCL with the mcli.MToolsPath property. 

 The implementations of the utilities are also good tutorials for users who wish to become skilled with the 

underlying MitSyn languages, and such users are encouraged to augment these utilities with features oriented 

towards their specific applications. 

Examples Folder 

Other simpler scripts and modules are included in an "Examples" folder. These tutorial items generally 

focus upon a single small aspect of the languages and illustrate that aspect with many examples. It is suggested 

that these tutorial items be browsed before attempting to understand the implementations of the more involved 

utilities. 

Documentation 

The "MitSyn Language Reference Manual" is the defining document of the syntax and semantics of the 

MitSyn languages. Included in the manual are reference "dictionaries" which list the Stream Processing 

primitive blocks, and the MCL objects, statements, expression operators, and built-in functions. These 

dictionaries are the primary references for the languages, and are called the following names. 

 MitSyn Stream Processing Primitive Block Dictionary. 

 MitSyn Script (MCL) Statement and Object Dictionary. 

As a language reference document the manual is not intended to be a tutorial in the usage of the 

languages. However, the tutorial function is somewhat addressed in the Reference Manual by references to 

specific example MCL scripts and modules which show typical applications and include remarks apropos to the 

language constructs being demonstrated. The specific citations are of the form "utility or tutorial script 

name.mcl" or "module name.mspmain". These items are supplied as files in the libraries discussed above. The 

best way to learn a language construct is to examine these examples and then to run (execute) them so as to be 

able to observe the displays and results. 

For most people, browsing examples in a language is a better way to learn a language than exhaustively 

studying a reference manual. (This is also true for natural languages. Memorizing an English dictionary does 

not alone make one a good writer.) Sections of the reference manual can be consulted as needed to understand 

the examples.. 

Host Requirements 

MitSyn is currently implemented for computers running the Microsoft Windows XP platform. MitSyn 

supports the Windows standard waveform stream file format (WAVE format) for audio files, and thus may be 

used to interchange data with other applications which support that format. In particular, the "Windows Media 

Player" and “Sound Recorder” applets which are shipped with Windows support that file format. MitSyn 

supports any number of channels, and a greater variety of sample data types (e.g., floating point samples) than 

often supported for WAVE format files.
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Higher-level Data Types 
The essence of successful data management and analysis in most applications lies more in the selection of 

appropriate forms of data representation for the application than in the collection of the many different 

processes or commands which operate upon and transform the data. A suitable structuring of data for an 

application will often naturally suggest the appropriate transformations, whereas a starting point of a large "bag 

of available operations" will rarely suggest a suitable form for the data. 

Thus the conceptual foundation of MitSyn is properly considered to be its various data type abstractions 

and their interrelationships. New applications are best conceived of in terms of how the application data can be 

represented using the various data types. Once the representation of the data of an application is well formulated 

the particular combination of languages/utilities to use for transformations of the data is generally quite 

apparent. 

It is recommended that this chapter which defines the various higher-level MitSyn data types be read 

throughout before consulting the language dictionaries. The language dictionaries themselves may then be 

consulted for specific items as needed. 

Files and File Types  (extensions) 
Instances of the various file types or classes of data reside in files existing in "file systems" on various 

storage media, e.g., hard disks and diskettes. File names usually can include device, directory or path, file base 

name, and filename extension fields. The filename extension suffix is usually used to indicate the type of the 

file. 

The MitSyn file data types and their default filename extensions are as follows. 

Waveform files in the Windows standard WAVE format  (.wav) 

MitSyn Stream Processing main modules   (.mspmain) 

MitSyn Stream Processing Macros   (.mspmac*) 

MitSyn Command Language scripts   (.mcl) 

MitSyn Scores  (.mscore) 

MitSyn Array files  (.marray) 

MitSyn Waveform Event Lists  (.mwel) 

Whenever this manual uses the term "file name" the appropriate filename extension of one of these 

suffixes will be supplied as the default if a filename extension is not explicitly specified. It is suggested that the 

default extension be used to avoid confusion. The syntax of file names is that of the host file system. 

Data files which are instances of these file types are cataloged in the file system of the host operating 

system. Programs outside of MitSyn can freely access MitSyn data files. Such an arrangement is called an 

"open" system since the data files are accessible to all programs. For example, spreadsheet programs are often 

used to import data from MitSyn generated files for spreadsheet types of analysis and the preparation of 

presentation graphics. The host file manager (e.g., Windows Explorer) or command language is used for the 

usual file housekeeping activities such as file copying, deleting, renaming, and archiving. 

Most of the file types are of a textual or alphanumeric format. Such files are often called ASCII files since 

ASCII is the name of the character code used. ASCII files are also sometimes called "plain text" files. An 

important benefit of plain ASCII files is their portability. They facilitate the transfer of data between 

applications on the same platform, and across different platform types. ASCII files can be displayed, printed, 

created, and edited using normal text file manipulation utilities such as text editors, word processors (using 

unformatted mode), and spreadsheets (text mode). All of the MitSyn file types listed above are ASCII files with 

the exception of the wav, marray, mspmain, and mspmac* types. 

Waveform Stream Files 
Most of the applications of MitSyn involve the manipulation of data in waveform stream files. Such files 

represent an arbitrary duration of one or more channels of a time signal using a sequence of samples (digitized 

representations of "analog" signals). 

MitSyn directly supports waveform stream files in the Wav (.WAV) file format which is the standard 

Windows waveform file format. This file format is supported by many hardware (i.e., ”sound board”) and 
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software products, including MitSyn. Using that file format MitSyn supports any number of channels, and 16-

bit samples (the usual) along with 8-bit samples, and 32-bit floating point samples. 

Waveform stream file "attributes" or "properties" specify characteristics of the waveform stream data such 

as the sampling rate, a frame length, a channel sequence description, a sample data type, and the current logical 

length. General characteristics of these attributes are discussed here. Particular details are documented under the 

WaveFile Object Properties entry in the MCL Dictionary. 

The signal samples in a waveform stream file are all of one particular data type which is specified when 

the file is created (see the MCL Dictionary WaveFile.Open entry). The shorter fixed scale sample data types 

may be used when performance and/or file size considerations prevail. However the shorter formats imply a 

more limited dynamic range since the range of values representable by a 16-bit fraction is bounded by a peak 

magnitude of unity (1.0), and has a minimum difference of about 0.0003. For audio waveform files the Wav file 

format is usually used with a 16-bit sample data type. For modeling and simulation work the Float sample data 

type since it supports a much larger range of values and with greater precision. 

The samples from the various channels are "interlaced" or "multiplexed" in one of several options. For the 

common "sequential channel" stream file the channels are sampled sequentially at the same rate. A collection of 

one sample from each channel is called a "frame". The samples within a frame are associated sequentially with 

channels from 1 up to the frame length. The MitSyn Command Language and Stream Processing Language 

support any number of channels, but other software and hardware components usually support only a limited 

number of channels. Conversion hardware often supports more channels for analog-to digital conversion than 

for digital-to-analog conversion. 

The stream sampling frame rate attribute specifies the sampling rate in frames per second, which is the 

same as the sampling rate per channel for sequential channel files. [Note that this sampling rate is a data 

attribute, and may not necessarily be achievable as a real-time analog-to/from-digital conversion rate, since such 

real-time performance will be limited by the capabilities of the A/D/A conversion subsystem.] 

A utility tool called the "Waveform File Editor" is usually the first tool used to examine waveform 

streams. This tool supports many common activities of using waveform streams such a viewing channel signals, 

displaying various types of spectra and spectrograms, recording and playing, segment editing, segment 

extraction/copying, and marking/labeling events. It also has commands to facilitate the importing/conversion of 

waveform stream data in formats other than directly supported waveform stream file formats. 

Waveform Event Lists 
Another type of data file often needed is one containing “waveform events", where each event in the list 

contains a label, a time stamp, and an array of "event attribute values" which may be used to represent values of 

features of the event. The label field is often used to divide the events of the list into subsets where each subset 

is said to represent a particular "type" of waveform event. The time stamp values are often in ascending 

sequence but need not necessarily be so, i.e., the order of the list can have meaning independent of the event 

time stamps. 

The waveform event list data format may, of course be, used for any type of data. Waveform event records 

need not necessarily represent "true events". Since each record consists of a text field followed by a number of 

numeric fields the format is convenient for any type of data base where each member of the set consists of a 

group of numeric values and an optional label or name field. 

This simple data format turns out to be of wide applicability. One application of event lists is to label the 

location of particular points in time (or "events") within waveform stream files. Such data are useful both to 

document times and values of specific events, and to control further event dependent analysis. For example, 

MitSyn Command Language scripts can use event lists to select instances or tokens from waveform files for 

token averaging or spectral averaging, or to calculate and plot measures on sets of events such as histograms of 

event attribute values and event times or intra-event intervals. Event lists can be used as inputs to Stream 

Processing modules to extract segments from waveform files for data compression, reordering, splicing and 

concatenating (using the WaveFileRead/MWEL block), and to supply arrays of values and/or event times 

through the use of the EventListRead primitive block. 

Event lists originate from many sources. Features in waveform stream files are often labeled with events. 

The "Wave" utility tool is commonly used to manually label events within waveform streams, and to edit event 

lists which are keyed to waveform streams. The Stream Processing "Event List Writer" primitive blocks 

(EventListWrite and EventListWrite/T) can be used to write signal-time stamped event entries to event list 
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files when triggered by signal inputs. The trigger input would usually be driven by some form of "event 

detection" decision making algorithm, and the event list file would be the record of the detected events. A 

"period marking" stream processing process is an example of an event detection process which is often 

connected to an event writer to write event lists representing period marks (which can be used to generate pitch 

tracks). From within MCL scripts event formatted records in files may be written using the usual Print 

command, and may be easily read using the FStream.ReadEvent method. A text editor or spreadsheet may also 

be used to manually create and edit event list entries based upon other sources of data. 

The file format of MitSyn Waveform Event Lists (MWEL file format) files is plain ASCII text with 

comma delimited fields and new line delimited records (so-called “CSV” file format). This format is such that it 

is useful for the import/export of data between MitSyn and other applications. For example, MWEL format files 

may be opened directly by most spreadsheet programs including Microsoft Excel. Thus the data in an event list 

generated within MitSyn may also be sorted, manipulated, charted, etc. by spreadsheet and database programs, 

and the results may be subsequently imported again into MitSyn procedures. This format can be written directly 

by the MitSyn stream processing primitive block EventListWrite. 

Waveform Event File Record Format 

MitSyn Waveform Event List files are ASCII files with a default filename extension of .MWEL. The list 

is simply a sequence of event records (the order of the records is often significant). Each event record consists 

of one line of text of fields separated by comma characters. The first field consists of an alphanumeric event 

label. The second field is a numerical time stamp. The following (numerical) fields are called the event attribute 

array, which is a list of zero or more numerical values to be used as event attribute values. Any field beginning 

with a non-numerical character terminates the list, and thus provides a notation for appending user comments to 

the end of an event record. Line lengths should not exceed 256 characters. 

Array Data Type 
Numeric arrays or vectors (terms used interchangeably) consist of an ordered set of data "elements" of the 

same type (i.e., a homogeneous collection), together with some array "attributes" or "properties" which describe 

characteristics of the whole cluster. A one-dimensional array of elements is a "single-row" array. Multi-row 

arrays are sometimes referred to as "matrices". 

Arrays are similar to stream files in that both contain a homogeneous sequence of data values, but differ in 

that arrays are of bounded length (number of elements) and are usually used in operations which reference the 

array elements in parallel whereas stream file data are usually referenced sequentially. 

Arrays are convenient containers for representing a wide variety of application data objects. Examples 

include segments of a sampled stream files, spectra, impulse responses for transversal (convolutional) filters, 

shapes for oscillators and envelope generators, distributions such as histograms, "feature arrays", nonlinear 

relationships for "functional mappings", lists of all types such as event lists and channel selection lists, color 

palettes, coordinates of rectangles, etc. 

Array Attributes 

In addition to the element values there are also associated with Arrays some "attributes" which hold 

descriptive values for the arrays. 

The number of rows in an array is the attribute named Depth. 

The number of elements in an array row is called the Length of the row. The length of array rows used for 

oscillator waveforms, envelope generators, and function mappers should usually be specified as the minimum 

consistent with the desired accuracy of representation, taking into account that these operations use linear 

interpolation to evaluate ordinate values for abscissa arguments intermediate between array element definition 

points. 

Arrays are sometimes used to represent relationships which define mappings from finite "domains" (x) 

into "ranges" (y), as is often indicated with the functional notation "y = f (x)". The domain coordinates are 

usually represented in units appropriate for the application. The default domain unit (x coordinate unit) is an 

integer index with a range of from 0 to Length-1. This integer index interpretation is convenient when the array 

elements represent filter impulse responses or harmonic amplitudes. Some examples of applications where other 

types of domain units are appropriate are: sampled time-signal data have a domain dimension of time with an 

element spacing (domain increment) being the sampling period, frequency domain data have a domain 

dimension of frequency with an element spacing measured in Hertz, waveform cycles for oscillators and data 
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for Fourier transformation are often best regarded as having a domain of 0 to 2* radians, and histograms have 

a domain element spacing of the bin or cell width. 

In order than such domains can be associated with arrays when desired, each array row has some "domain 

attributes" whose values can be used to describe domain characteristics in convenient units. A domain lower 

bound, with the attribute name Dom_LBound, specifies the domain value associated with the first array 

element. An amount called the domain step, with attribute name Dom_Step, specifies the spacing in domain 

units of the domain values associated with successive array elements. The domain upper bound value for any 

array is thus 

domain_upper_bound = Dom_LBound + (Length-1) * Dom_Step. 

Array Files 

Array files contain values for array elements plus the array attribute values of Depth and Description, 

plus values of Length, Dom_LBound, and Dom_Step for each row. Array files are referenced by a file name 

with a default filename extension of .marray (MitSyn array). 

Some of these formats use the notion of a "row header" which is a single line (record) in a plain text file 

which has three numeric values for the values for the array row attributes Length, Dom_LBound, and 

Dom_Step in that order. Such a row header is then followed by lines consist of the array element values with 

any convenient number per line until a number of values equal to the Length has been specified. 

Array File Utilities and Examples 

Arrays are represented in an MCL workspace using array variables. MCL commands such as assignment 

and Array.Fill may be used to update the values of array elements and attributes, and workspace arrays may be 

saved as array files using the Array.SaveFile method. 

The following tool demonstrate techniques for the manipulation of array file data. 

NArEd.mcl — Numeric Array Editor. Facilitates the specification/editing of array values by allowing then 

to be drawn in using a graphical input device, or specified using formulas or element values. Also edits array 

values which are to be constrained to a weighted sum of a limited number of sinusoidal harmonics. Such arrays 

are often needed for oscillator waveforms. Also supports the conversion of array files between the ASCII and 

binary file formats. 

Additional examples are listed in a later section titled "Tutorial Examples of Array Notation". 

Unrelated applications implemented in computer programming languages such as C++, FORTRAN, 

or BASIC can also be used to synthesize array values for use within MitSyn by having them write the 

values as plain text files, and then converting those data into a MitSyn array using the File->Import 

command of the MitSyn Numeric Array Editor. 

Score Files 
In many time signal synthesis applications there is a need to be able to adjust parameters of a synthesizing 

and/or mixing process during a run in accordance with a specified plan, i.e., at instants specified with respect to 

some particular time base. In various contexts this notion is referred to by the terms "scores", "scripts", and 

"exogenous events". 

In MitSyn this need is met by the higher-level data type called a "score". A score consists of data which 

can be read sequentially by a stream processing module. The particular way in which the various score items 

may be read by a module is described under the various score reading blocks in the Stream Processing Primitive 

Block Dictionary. 

MitSyn scores are conceptually like scrolls on which are placed the various types of score notations. For 

graphical display purposes, the long (unlimited length) axis is positioned horizontally, and the horizontal 

positions of items are used to represent their temporal attributes. Time increases from left to right, and temporal 

positions and durations are measured in arbitrary units called "score beats". A mapping from score beats to "real 

time", e.g. seconds, is usually called a tempo mapping. The vertical dimension of a score plot is used to 

represent "levels" of most notation items. 

The basic score file format is called a "MitSyn Score", and it is a fairly low-level notation in that data is 

represented in a numerical (graphical) format. Higher-level notations, typically more symbolic and with more 

"implied context" (e.g., traditional musical scores), need to be converted (or "compiled") into the low-level 

format before they can be read by a stream processing module. The fact that a lower-level graphical form is 
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always extant allows some characteristics of a score to be specified with higher-level notations, while the low-

level representation is available for visual checking and/or the specification of additional detail using "free 

hand" graphical input. (For musicians a MitSyn score is closer in concept to a player piano roll than to a 

traditional musical score.) 

Score files are identified by file names with a default filename extension of .mscore (for MitSyn Score 

type), and are plain ASCII files so they can be edited with any text editor. However, scores are usually 

manipulated using score variables within the MitSyn Command Language. A "Graphical Score Editor" tool 

supplied with the system as an MCL script is often used for the viewing/editing of MitSyn Scores. 

Score Notation Items 

A score is a container of items of various types of notation positioned in a space of "score time". The 

types of score items are presented in the following paragraphs. 

Score Notes 

"Notes" are score notation items which include "level" attributes, a "width" or “scope” attribute, and a 

“volume” attribute. The scope of a note specifies an extent of time during which it is "ON". If the level attribute 

value of a note is constant throughout the width of the note the note is said to be a "flat" note. However, notes 

may also be "sloped" which means that the level value is a sloped straight line from a starting level to a different 

level at the end of the note. A sequence of connected sloped notes (i.e., the starting point of a note is at the same 

time and level as the ending point of the preceding note) may be used to represent a continuous "piecewise 

linear" function. 

Notes are grouped into distinct classes by a class number which is a small positive integer. Each class is 

typically used to set a stream processing parameter such as an oscillator or filter frequency, an amplitude, a mix 

ratio; or to indicate an event of some sort. An analogy with a conventional musical score would be that each 

class corresponds to a single "voice". 

Note attribute values can be read by stream processing modules as described in the NoteRead block of 

the Stream Processing Primitive Block Dictionary. The Level output of a NoteRead block is event-like in 

nature, i.e., it will only change in time at "note origins" and, in the case of sloped notes, during the scope of the 

note. The Amplitude output is used when it is desired to notate events which are characterized by an offset or 

termination which is to happen sometime after the onset or initiation of the same event—the time difference 

being called the scope of the event. 

Score Events 

A "score event" may be used to specify level values and/or indicate a specific time. Such events can be 

read by score event readers (ScoEventRead blocks) in stream processing modules. 

Score events are distinguished from each other by names (text identifiers) called event labels. Each score 

event item may be used to specify a level value called the "parameter level" which is shown in score views by a 

numeric value following the event label, and another level value called the "display level" which is shown in 

score views by the level of the item. 

Since "events" in MitSyn Event Lists represent the same type of data as score event items (i.e., label, time 

stamp, and attribute values), the source of data for score events can easily be event lists. In this way events 

detected by stream processing modules or manual marking may be put in a score to control subsequent 

processing/synthesis. The system-supplied Score Editor supports such a transformation. 

Score Markers or Bookmarks 

"Markers" are time marks which can be inserted in scores for positional reference and orientation. It is 

generally good practice to include conveniently spaced markers (e.g., rehearsal letters or section names) in 

newly created scores in order to facilitate later reading and editing of the score. 

When a score is being read during stream processing the processing run is stopped when the last item in 

the score is read. Thus a marker is usually included as the last item in a score in order to cause processing to 

continue up to the score time of that marker. 

Score MCL Commands 

"MCL Command" score items request the execution of MCL commands at the time they are read. Such 

commands are often SProcessor Block Properties update method calls which can be used to update the values 

of some particular parameters of stream processing primitive blocks a stream processing run. Such a notation 
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supports the notion of using score scripts to update parameters such as oscillator and filter characteristics, and to 

switch stream input blocks to different streams for the "mix down" phase of audio production. 

Score Level Items 

A "score level item" specifies one value or level as a function of score time. Such items can be read by 

score level readers (ScoLevelRead blocks) in stream processing modules. 

Score level items are distinguished from each other by an item class number which is a small positive 

integer. A level item can be set to a value at any time in a score, and the level following such an update is 

defined to be the assigned value until updated at a later score time. 

Score Editing Techniques 

The utility script ScoEd.mcl (Score editor for MitSyn Scores) is a graphical score editor which supports 

the viewing of scores with multiple views and part selection, and the graphical input and editing of score items 

using the input pointing device (mouse). 

Musical types of scores are often entered using the graphical user interface provided by the MitSyn Score 

Editor. That tool includes an on-screen piano keyboard for entering “notes”, and also includes services to assist 

in importing events such as "notes" and "tempo map events" from Standard MIDI files into MitSyn scores. 

MCL scripts can also be written to read and interpret scores specified in other higher level textual score 

languages. Using this technique score "generators" which are implemented other languages may be used with 

MitSyn by using the MitSyn Command Language Interpreter to "compile" the outputs of those programs into 

MitSyn scores. Scores thus can be specified by external programs which implement particular generation 

algorithms or strategies, e.g., speech synthesis-by-rule and music composition programs. It should be noted, 

however, that the MitSyn languages themselves are well adapted to the expression many types of such 

algorithms.
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MitSyn Stream Processing Language 
The processing and display of time signals usually operate on the signal data in either a continuous stream 

format or a segmented or blocked (vectorized) format. Continuous or stream format operations are supported in 

MitSyn by the MitSyn Stream Processing Language, a graphical (block-diagram) language which is the subject 

of the present chapter. Blocked data processing is supported by the MitSyn Command Language, which is the 

subject of the next chapter. 

Stream Processing Modules (Block Diagrams) 
The MitSyn Stream Processing Language represents stream processing operations in the form of 

"modules" which are block-diagram representations of the desired processing algorithms. Modules represent the 

interconnection of stream processing "blocks" into networks which effect the desired stream processing. 

The function ("semantics") of a particular module is defined by the interconnection topology, and by the 

operational characteristics of the individual block types used in the module. Each block type is in one of three 

classes — a primitive block, a (user definable) macro-block, or an added-in "Extension block" type. The 

characteristics of the individual primitive block types are defined in the MitSyn Stream Processing Primitive 

Block Dictionary. The characteristics of macro-blocks and Extension blocks are determined by their individual 

implementations. 

 Modules are specified (created and edited) by drawing block diagrams. Stream processing is executed, 

i.e., stream processors are built from modules and then run, using SProcessor objects which are documented in 

the MCL Dictionary. 

Stream Processing Blocks 

In displays of modules, blocks of all classes are represented by rectangles as shown below. 

At the top of each block is shown the 

block type. This type is that of a primitive block, 

a macro block, or an Extension block. Extension 

block type are shown with a "+" suffix. 

Immediately below the block type is 

shown a value descriptor for each of the 

"parameters" of the block. Parameter values will 

be shown as either literal values, as expressions 

prefixed by an "=" sign, or as references to 

module parameters which are shown as 

"^Param[n]", where n is an integer which 

specifies a module parameter position index. 

Usage descriptions for each of the occupied 

module parameter positions of a module are shown at the top of the display window. The use of the various 

forms of block parameter values is discussed below in the "Block Parameters" section on page 27. 

Some blocks also accept a textual list of options. The option list may be viewed/edited by viewing the 

block's properties (double-click on the block in the Module Editor), and may optionally be shown in module 

displays (as determined by a user view toggle). 

Each block instance may be assigned a user specified alphanumeric Name. These optional names may 

used when it is desired to reference the block during a run, e.g., to access/update some of its properties (see the 

SProcessor Block Properties entry). A name may also be used to simply help document the function of the 

particular block instantiation. If the first character of the Name is an "=" sign the remainder of the Name is taken 

as an MCL expression which will be evaluated at build time to realize the actual block instance name. 

Below any name is shown a system-assigned block number. The system uses block numbers to identify 

particular blocks in diagnostic messages. 

Some block types are option types. This means that they must be attached to a primary or "parent" block 

which accepts that particular option. The option status for each block type, i.e., whether it is an option type or 

will accept particular options, is shown in the Primitive Block Dictionary immediately below the schematic of 

the block. If no option type data are shown the block type is a primary type which does not accept any options. 

 Type   

 Parameter 1   

  ·  ·  ·   

 Parameter m   

Input 1 >> 1 >> Output 1  

Input 2 >> 2 >> ·  ·  ·  

·  ·  · >>  >> Output i  

Input n >> n   

  Options (block instance)  

 Name (block instance)  

  Block number  
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As a matter of style it is suggested that option blocks be positioned immediately above or below their parent so 

that the association is clearly shown. In views blocks which are option blocks have their block number shown as 

their parent's block number follow by a dot and the block's own number. 

Block Interconnections and Wires 

Blocks have input and output connection pads called "pins". The number of input pins and output pins is a 

function of the block type. Input pins are arranged vertically on the left edge of the block and output pins are on 

the right edge. Pin numbers are displayed inside the block, and are numbered from pin 1 at the top. The vertical 

size of the block is made just large enough to accommodate the largest number of either input or output pins. 

"Wires" are connections between a source output pin (right side of block) and a destination input pin (left 

side of block). Any number of wires may be connected to each output pin of a block, i.e., there are no output 

loading limitations. To make a meaningful module, however, most input pins must have exactly one wire 

connected to them, although some blocks have optional inputs which may be left unconnected. Such optional 

inputs are denoted in the Primitive Block Dictionary by enclosing the input descriptor in square brackets, e.g., 

[Amplitude]. Unless otherwise specified, inputs are assumed to accept bipolar "analog" signal values. Specified 

exceptions include Boolean type, and unipolar range. 

Blocks may be interconnected in any way with but one global restriction: any closed feedback loop must 

include at least one unit delay block (UDelay) in the loop. (A closed feedback loop with no delays represents an 

"implicit" equation for the signal values, and such equations would have to be "solved" approximately using 

iterative techniques. Such situations are regarded as inconsistent with the design goals of the language, and 

hence are not allowed.) Forward feeding branching and recombining does not involve this restriction. 

Signal Types 

The signals presented on block output pins and accepted at block input pins can be subdivided into two 

types — "analog" and "Boolean". Boolean signals are conceptually quite distinct from analog signals, and so 

any particular block port (pin) should deal with either one or the other, but not both. For example, an analog 

multiplier accepts two analog signals and outputs their analog product, whereas the most similar Boolean 

operation is an "AND gate" or "logical product" for which the output is true if all the inputs are true, and false 

otherwise. There are block types some of whose ports deal with Boolean signals, and others of which deal with 

analog signals. Examples are comparison blocks which generate a Boolean output by comparing an analog input 

with analog thresholds, and "selectors" which use Boolean control inputs to select which of multiple analog 

inputs is to be connected to an analog output. 

It is conceptually unpalatable to allow analog and Boolean signals to be mixed, e.g., wiring a Boolean 

output to an analog input. However, for one specific representation of the Boolean values of true and false 

economies and convenience can sometimes be realized by allowing such mixing, and we elect to tolerate such 

inelegance for these pragmatic considerations. A "clean" true is represented by 1.0 (unity), and a "clean" false 

is represented by 0.0 (zero). This allows Boolean signals to be patched directly into analog inputs for "analog 

gating" and switching. Boolean signals should usually not be used for analog inputs, nor analog signals for 

Boolean inputs. However, such may sometimes be appropriate in special situations. 

Block Parameters 

Some stream processing block types require parameter values. A parameter for a block may either be 

given a literal value, may be specified by an MCL expression to be evaluated when the module is run, or may be 

specified as a reference to a parameter of the module. 

The values of some block parameters may also be updated during a run (see the SProcessor Block 

Properties section). Such statements may occur either as the result of executing event handlers, or MCL 

Command score items being read from a score. The Stream Processing Primitive Block Dictionary indicates 

which block parameters may be so updated. 

Literal Parameter Values 

A block parameter is assigned a literal value by simply entering the value directly. 

MCL Expression Parameter Values 

A block parameter is set to an MCL expression (page 50) by entering an "=" character followed by the 

expression. The expression will be evaluated using the MCL context current when a stream processor is built 

using the module containing the block, and the associated value will be used as the value of the parameter. In 
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this context the term $Param [n] returns the value of the n'th parameter of the macro-block call if in a macro-

block definition, else the value of the n'th main module parameter. 

Such MCL expressions are the easiest way to make block parameter values dependent upon the values of 

variables in an MCL workspace. Expressions must evaluate to types required by the block parameters. 

Expression evaluation errors such as an undefined variable name, an incompatible type, or expression syntax 

errors are detected and reported when an attempt is made to build a processor using such expressions for block 

parameter values. 

Module Parameter References 

A block parameter is set to a module parameter reference by entering an "^n", where "n" is a digit 

between 1 and 9 which indicates which module parameter position is to be used for the particular parameter. A 

module parameter reference is one for which the actual value will be taken from an "argument" of a "call" for 

the module. The occupied module parameter positions must be contiguous beginning with position 1. For 

example, module parameter position 2 cannot be left empty if position 3 is used. 

When a parameter value is entered as the first reference to a particular module parameter position, a 

default "module parameter usage description" which is the same as the block parameter description will be 

supplied. The File->Module Properties command is often used then to edit the module parameter description 

to something more specific. Additional references to the same module parameter position must agree in data 

type with the first reference. The "usage description" will be displayed in the listing of module parameters 

shown at the top of the module displays, and will be used as the parameter label when editing the properties of a 

call for a macro-block. These module parameter descriptors also serve the same function for user designed 

macro-blocks as do the system supplied parameter descriptors for primitive blocks, and that is as usage 

documentation. 

The choice of using an MCL workspace expression or a module parameter reference is a matter of 

notational convenience. The number of module parameters for any particular module is limited, and so the 

expression approach is often used when larger numbers of non-literal parameter values are involved. 

Block Options 

Stream processing blocks may also have associated options. Options are specified either by textual 

options which are situated in an option text line with each block instance, or by option blocks which may be 

attached to a parent block as an option for that parent. Options supported by the individual block types are 

documented with each block type in the Primitive Block Dictionary. 

#if Block Option: Conditional Block Inclusion 

All block instances accept the so-called "conditional build" option which may be used to specify whether 

or not that block should be included in a build of a stream processor from the module. Such conditional 

inclusion of blocks in builds is often useful to increase the versatility of modules, and as debugging aids. This 

effect may be realized by using a textual option for the block of the form "#if (bool_expr)". Such an option must 

be the first option in the option text line of the block instance. 

Block Type Classes: Primitives, Macros, and Extension blocks 

Each block type is a primitive block, a macro-block, or an Extension block type. 

Over a hundred primitive block types form the core of the MitSyn Stream Processing Language. 

Macro-block definitions allow groups of interconnected blocks to be defined as "modules", and 

subsequently used as single "macro-blocks". Such usage is called a macro-block "call" or instantiation. In the 

display of a macro-block call the macro name is shown in the position of the block type name. Such a macro 

facility is very useful (even necessary) for structuring large modules into smaller "pages" which facilitate 

understanding and are much easier to manage than large monolithic drawings. The macro notation also 

facilitates the creation of user-defined libraries of higher level functions, and this is a major form of extension in 

the language. Macro-blocks are discussed on page 34. 

Extension block types are discussed on page Error! Bookmark not defined.. 

Module Files 

 Modules are either "main" modules, or "macro-block" (sub-module) definitions. All executable stream 

processors originate from one main module which is "expanded" by replacing all macro-block calls by the 

appropriate definitions. Macro-block expansions may contain other macro-block calls which will cause further 
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expansions. Such expansion to a complete stream processor occurs at what is known as "stream processor build 

time" which occurs before a processor can be "run". 

Main modules are identified by module file names with a default filename extension of .mspmain (for 

MitSyn Stream processing Configuration). Macro-block definitions have filename extensions of the form 

.mspmac* (MitSyn Stream processing Macro). The .mspmac is the generic case, and longer extensions are used 

for specialized subsets, e.g., .mspmac_F for "filter type" macro-blocks. 

Use of MCL While Stream Processing 
A powerful and unique feature of the stream processing language is that it allows a procedural and array 

processing command language, i.e., MCL, to be used during a stream processing run if there are operations 

more conveniently expressed in that style of language. Such operations may be realized using MCL statements 

in OnEvent handlers during stream processing runs.. 

SProcessor Block Properties are often referenced/updated during stream processing runs to update the 

values of block parameters. Such statements can be invoked either by event handlers, or from a score being 

read. 

Array processing operations sometimes desired during stream processing runs include Fourier 

transformations, histogram tabulations, and array plotting. Such operations can be effected using shared MCL 

array variables which are accessed an element at a time in the stream processing language using array readers 

and writers, and are accessed for parallel operations in MCL using the array processing methods of that 

language. 

Other situations where it might be convenient to use MCL during stream processing runs is to effect 

diverse forms of input/output and user control. For example, vector data plots are often updated during a run 

using the GC.Plot method. 

A classic example of the use of MCL commands during stream processing is in the implementation of 

what might be called "adaptive event detection". Candidate events are selected using stream processing 

algorithms on the basis of local signal characteristics such as levels and inter-feature delays, and such candidate 

events are further filtered using MCL taking into account more global considerations such as long term trend 

lines. Then the stream processing detection parameters may be updated (using assign methods) on the basis of 

long term trends, hence the "adaptive" part of the process. 

Filtering parameters such as impulse responses, and synthesis parameters such as oscillator wavetables 

and envelope shapes are other stream processing parameters often updated during runs executing event 

handlers. 

Primitive Block Functional Categories 
The primary reference for the primitive blocks is the MitSyn Stream Processing Primitive Block 

Dictionary (ordered alphabetically on primitive block type name) included later in this manual. As an aid to 

block selection we list here the primitive block types arranged in functional categories. 

Input Blocks 

Input blocks supply external data to stream processing modules. Such inputs may come from reading 

values from stream files, event lists, vectors, reading values from a "score", or from "real-time" devices which 

supply values at processing time. Real-time input blocks are either asynchronous, which means they simply 

supply current values, or synchronous, which means they are a "wait for response" type of block. For example, 

the Prompt keyboard reader block is a synchronous block, and Extension blocks may be either synchronous or 

asynchronous, depending upon the particulars of each instantiation. 

One often thinks of low frequency inputs as "control" inputs, and of higher frequency inputs as "signal" 

inputs, but such is not necessarily always the situation since there is no fundamental distinction between 

"control" and "signal" types of time sequences. For example, score type inputs are usually used for "control" 

type functions and stream file inputs are usually used for "signal" functions, but stream file and real-time inputs 

are sometimes used for control functions, and real-time control inputs are often logged in stream file output 

files. 

Input blocks include 

WaveFileRead Waveform stream file reader 
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WaveFileRead/ChEx Waveform stream file reader channel extender option 

WaveFileRead/MWEL Waveform stream reader Event List multiple segment option 

Sampler Audio input - Analog to digital converter 

NoteRead Score Note reader 

ScoLevelRead Score Level Item reader 

ScoEventRead Score Event reader 

EventListRead Event List reader 

ArrayColRead Input from a file or workspace array 

Prompt Keyboard value line input (real-time synchronous) 

Output Blocks 

WaveFileWrite Waveform stream file writer 

Play Audio output (sound board) 

Log Output to Log window and file 

EventListWriter Output Event List specifier 

EventListWrite Event List Writer 

EventListWrite/T Event Writer with explicit time stamp 

NumberVarWrite Output to a workspace number variable 

ArrayColWrite Output to a workspace array column 

ArrayRowWrite Output to a workspace array row 

PostEvent Post an event to the run's event queue 

Internal Signal Sources 

Const Constant value 

Number Numeric variable value updateable during a run 

NumberVar Numeric variable value updateable during a run my MCL 

True True Boolean constant 

False False Boolean constant 

Random Random number generator 

Clock Pulse Generator 

Oscil, Oscil/Exp2 Oscillators 

SamplePlay Play out a sound sample 

Edge, Edge/F Edge triggered Unit Sample sequence generators 

Inject Edge triggered Injector 

Init Initializing Pulse Generator 

EnvelGen/MADR Envelope Generator: Mapped Attack, exponential Decay and 

Release 

EnvelGen/MapAtkRel Envelope Generator with Mapped Attack and Mapped Release 

EnvelGen/Symm Envelope Generator with Symmetrical Release 

ArrayPlayOut Numeric array shape replication 

Analog Signal Polyadic Functions 

Add 2 input adder 

Add/m, Add/n Multiple input adders 

Add/Param Addition of a parameter value 
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Add/NumberVar Addition of the current value of an MCL Number variable 

Sub, Sub/Param Subtraction 

Neg Analog signal negation (polarity inversion) 

Mul Multiplication 

Mul/param Multiplication by a parameter 

Mul/Dt Multiplication by the tick period (delta t) 

Scale Addition followed by multiplication 

Div Division 

Div/Param, 

Div/DeltaT 

Division by constants 

Mod Remainder 

Mix/2 Two input mixer 

Mix Multiple input pair mixer 

Select Selects one of two inputs 

Max Select maximum 

Min Select minimum 

Pan Panoramic distributor 

Gate Analog gate 

Inhibit Inhibiting gate 

Logical (Boolean) Functions 

Not Logical inversion 

And Logical conjunction 

Or Inclusive or 

XOr Exclusive or 

Monadic Mapping Functions 

For these blocks the output is determined solely by the present value of a single input. They are called 

memoryless mapping functions or functional mappings. Such relationships can be used to effect inversion, 

scaling, clipping, rectification, squaring, comparing, exponentiating, etc. 

Some block types (e.g., Map/Interpol, Map/Quant, Lookup) are provided in which the mapping 

relationship is specified by vectors and thus may be specified to be any arbitrary relationship. Some functional 

relationships are common enough, e.g., clipping and comparing, that distinct specific function blocks are 

provided. The specific function blocks should be used where applicable as they are generally more efficient than 

the general functional mapping. Thus the Map blocks are generally used only for arbitrary nonlinear mappings 

for which a "hard wired" function shape primitive block does not exist. 

Such functional relationships are quite useful in many situations. One example is for representing 

"calibration curves" used to calibrate data acquired using nonlinear transducers. Another example is a 

"loudness" function which does a nonlinear mapping of an amplitude control signal so that the control matches 

better the perceptual loudness characteristics of the human ear. A "Fletcher and Munson" type curve of equal 

loudness might be used to automatically adjust an amplitude as a function of frequency signal. Other examples 

include the transformation of signals to be used for frequency control in order to realize "pitch warping", and 

nonlinear "compression" or "expansion" of signals. 

Compare Comparison with a threshold 

Compare/v Comparison with a variable threshold 

GT Greater Than comparison 

GE Greater Than or Equal comparison 
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LT Less Than comparison 

LE Less Than or Equal comparison 

Bounds Decision of whether a signal is within bounds 

Range Range classifier, a "case selection" construct 

Map/Interpol Mapping using table (vector) data and linear interpolation 

Map/Quant Mapping using table (vector) data and simple quantizing 

Lookup Mapping using lookup in a table of key-value pairs. 

Clip Clipping 

Abs Absolute value 

SqRt Square root 

Log10 Logarithm, base 10 

LogE Logarithm, base e 

Exp Exponential 

Exp/b Exponential, specified Base 

Pow, Pow/p Raise to a power 

Sin Sine function 

Cos Cosine function 

ATan Arctangent function 

Quantize Quantizer 

Bus Bus-bar, plain wire 

Filter Transfer Functions 

For some blocks the output is determined by the present and previous values of a signal input, i.e., the 

blocks have some internal "memory". Such types of stream processing are often (but not always) conceptualized 

more in terms of their frequency domain characteristics rather than their time domain properties, and hence are 

often called "filters". For the realization of filters with arbitrary transfer function characteristics (i.e., location of 

pass bands and stop bands) MCL includes a "Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filter" design capability which is 

used to design filter coefficients for use with the TranFilt block. 

TranFilt Transversal (convolutional) filter, also known as an FIR filter 

Lag First order (recursive, single pole) filter 

Diff1 First order differencer 

FmntFilt Second order recursive (two pole) "Formant" filter 

ZeroPair Second order "Zero" filter 

UDelay+Mul+Add Build arbitrary filter networks 

*** User implemented Extension blocks 

Since all digital filters basically consist of multiplies, additions, and unit delays any filter form can be 

built from Adds, Muls, and UDelays if a higher level structure is not extant. Also note that the "Extension 

Block" capability makes it possible to incorporate special filter forms which are already implemented in 

programming languages such as C into the system. 

Delay, Timing, and Boolean Memory Blocks 

Delay Delay 

Delay/v Variable Delay 

UDelay Unit delay 

OneShot One-shot, retriggerable monostable 

Timer Measures the time elapsed since a reset 
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RunTime Supplies the time since the run started 

ScoTime Supplies the current score time 

FlipFlop/D D-Type Flip-Flop 

FlipFlop/SR Set-Reset Flip-Flop 

Counter Counter 

TickCounter Tick Counter 

Analog Blocks with State Memory 

EnvelDetect Envelope detector 

Schmitt Schmitt trigger 

TrackHold Track and hold 

Distribute Distribute and hold 

Queue Queue 

ShiftReg Smart Shift register (feature finding) 

ShiftReg/P Shift register with parallel output 

RelMax Relative Maximum finder 

RelMin Relative Minimum finder 

RunningMax Running Maximum 

RunningSum Accumulator 

Integrate Integrator 

MovingSum Moving Summer 

Pseudo-Blocks 

Pseudo-blocks are not true input/output stream processing blocks, but rather are concerned with some 

"global" or "environmental" aspect of the stream processing. They are as follows: 

Comment Comment text 

Select/Row Select a row of a vector during a run 

Stop Stop the process run 

Tempo Set score time interpretation 

Blocks For Common Stream Operations 
As another aid to block type selection we list here a few common stream processing operations and the 

block types often associated which those operations. 

Signal range classification Compare, Bounds, Schmitt, Range 

Frequency domain filtering TranFilt, Lag, Diff1, FmntFilt, ZeroPair, UDelay 

Peak (maximum) finding RelMax, RunningMax, ShiftReg, FindPeaks_SlidWin 

Sliding window smoothing TranFilt, ShiftReg, MovingSum 

Correlation Delay + Mul + MovingSum 

Accumulate with reset (dump) RunningSum, Integrate 

Counting Counter, RunningSum 

Audio stream synthesis Oscil, Oscil/Exp2, Random, EnvelGen, 

VectorReplicate, Mix 

Waveform stream file segment extraction WaveFileRead, WaveFileRead/MWEL 

Waveform stream file driven mixdown WaveFileRead with a segment list, Mix 

Script driven mixdown WaveFileRead, Mix 
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Adding reverberation Reverb (Delay and Mix blocks in a feedback loop) 

Periodic pulses Clock 

Timing chain generation OneShots + Edge/F's 

Timing cycle generator OneShots, Edge/F's, + one UDelay in a closed loop 

"Case selection" Range 

Read/write memory TrackHold, FlipFlop 

Writing waveform stream files WaveFileWrite 

Reading waveform stream files WaveFileRead 

Writing arrays ArrayColWrite 

Reading arrays ArrayColRead 

Reading scores NoteRead, ScoLevelRead, ScoEventRead, Tempo, 

ScoTime 

Writing event lists EventListWriter, EventListWrite, EventListWrite/T 

Reading event lists EventListRead 

Table lookup mapping Map/Interpol, Map/Quant 

Macro-blocks 
Macro-blocks or sub-modules are user-defined groups of interconnected blocks which may be 

subsequently "called" and used as single blocks. This feature allows commonly used groups of blocks to be 

"encapsulated" and used as single modules called macro-blocks. Such a technique is a very important aid for 

structuring, editing, and understanding complex modules. 

The MitSyn macro-block facility is such that users can build up "libraries" of macro-block definitions 

which are specific for their particular application. Such libraries of macro definitions can be regarded as 

extensions, or specializations, or simplifications, of the base language, depending upon their orientation. This 

technique of creating another higher level of the language thus also enables a "macro designer" to create block 

types which may subsequently be used by persons who need not be familiar with the internal details of the 

implementation, i.e., "naive" users may easily utilize the "prepackaged" expertise of the macro designer without 

having to understand the internal design of the macro-blocks. In this way an accumulation and sharing of 

expertise may be easily realized. 

Macro-block Definitions 

Macro-blocks have block input and output connections in the same manner as primitive blocks. 

Macro-block definitions may also have a list of parameters which are to be replaced by argument values 

from calls for expansion of the definition. This feature is used when several instances of the same group of 

blocks, differing only in some parameter values, are to be used in a higher level module. Parameter references 

for macro-block definitions are specified in the same way as for main modules. User specified parameter 

descriptors serve the same function for macro-blocks as do the system supplied parameter descriptors for 

primitive blocks, and that is as a mnemonic and documentation aid for users. Macro-block designers are 

encouraged to thoughtfully consider the selection of parameter descriptors so that they accurately represent the 

intended functions of the parameters. 

Macro-block definitions may call other macros, i.e., any of the blocks in a sub-module may themselves be 

calls for other sub-modules, and such macro nesting may be carried to any depth. (Macro-blocks should 

obviously not call themselves, as such a "recursive" call implies a nonterminating expansion). Any argument in 

a macro call within a macro definition may be a parameter of the definition. This allows a parameter value to be 

passed down through several levels of macro calls. 

Macro definition output connections are usually wired from blocks (primitives or macro calls) within the 

definition. A macro definition output pin may also be wired directly from an input pin of the macro definition. 

This allows macros to also be used simply as "connector blocks" between pages or windows of main modules. 

[Input pins of a macro block call may generally be wired from output pins of the same block, except in the 

situation where the associated definition output connection is wired directly from a pin of the macro input 
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connection block. Such situations only occur in "intentionally opaque" designs, and thus normal users need not 

concern themselves with this restriction.] 

Block instance names used in macro-block definitions are usually of the "evaluated expression" form and 

dependent upon some parameter value, since if a fixed name is used and the macro-block definition is called 

more than once a "multiply defined name" error will occur. 

Example macro-block definitions may be found in the MitSyn Utilities Library. It is suggested that some 

of those definitions be examined as examples of macro-block definitions. 

Macro-block Calls 

Macro-block calls are added to modules using the same "New block" command as for primitive blocks. 

Since the command is the same for both primitive blocks and macro-blocks the user need not distinguish 

between them. The mcli.SProcessorFileSearchDirs property may be used to set a multi-directory search path 

for macro-block definitions (i.e., macro libraries). 

When a macro-block is called, the characteristics needed to call the block are taken from the definition. 

Thus a macro-block must be defined before it can be called, and when it is called parameter values will be 

requested using as prompts the parameter descriptors supplied by the macro-block definition. The resultant 

block will also have its numbers of input and output pins set from the definition. 

If a macro definition is changed after some calls for that macro have been included in other module files, 

the numbers and types of parameters and the numbers of input and output pins should not be changed. If such 

changes are made a fatal "conformality" error will be reported at expansion time, since the characteristics of the 

macro calls will not agree or conform with the characteristics of the macro definition. 

Extension Blocks 
Due to the richness and variety of the primitive block types almost all stream processing algorithms 

should be easily expressible using only these primitives. However, for exceptional situations (e.g., proprietary 

algorithms or site specific special forms of input/output) special purpose stream processing block types may be 

written in a computer programming language, installed, and then called from within a MitSyn Stream 

Processing module. Such block types are called "Extension blocks". The use of Extension blocks is exactly the 

same as the use of primitive block types. 

Under the Microsoft Windows environment Extension blocks are implemented as dynamic link library 

modules (DLLs) which are linked in as needed when a stream processor is built just prior to running the 

processor. Libraries of such block types are available from vendors for quick installation. The implementation 

of such Extension block libraries requires the use of the usual C++ development tools for Windows DLLs and 

the associated programming skills. 

Included on the MitSyn distribution media is a sample extension block library named 

...\MSX\SAMPLMSX which may be installed and experimented with. Also included in the ...\MSX\SRC 

directory are the source files for that sample library so that a prospective Extension block writer can see just 

how easy and straight forward the process is. 

Module Editing 
Stream processing modules (including macro-block definitions) are created and edited using a graphical 

block diagram editing MCL script which is called "editing MitSyn Stream Processing Modules". Module 

editing is usually initiated from a menu (often under Tools->Stream Processing Module Editor). 

Many block diagram syntax errors, such as trying to attach more than one wire to an input pin, are 

detected and disallowed at editing time. Some other syntax requirements, such as the presence of a connection 

to a mandatory input, are not checked until a stream processor is built using the module. 

Module Editing Commands 

Select a block, move a block — Left-click on a block 

Many module editing commands operate on the "currently selected block". To select a block click the 

left mouse button on the desired block or the front end of one of its parameters. The selected block is 

highlighted. 

If the left mouse button is held down after selection the block may be dragged to a new position. 
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Insert a new block — Use the New Block toolbar 

Most block types are of fixed size (number of pins), but a few primitive block types are of variable size, 

and needed size information will be prompted for when a new block of such a type is being added. The 

response proposed by such requests is the minimum size, which may be accepted as is unless more pins 

will be needed. 

Some block types require parameter values, and such will be requested with a dialog box. The various 

forms of parameter values were described in the "Block Parameters" section (page 27). 

Some block types are option types which must be attached to a primary or "parent" block. When adding 

such option blocks, the target or parent block for the option must be selected before the option is added. 

Add a connection (wire) — Left-click and drag 

Block output pins are connected to block input pins with "wires". The left mouse button should be 

depressed with the cursor over an output pin which is to be used as the source for a connection. The 

cursor should then be dragged to a block input pin, and the button released to connect the wire. If the 

button is clicked before an input pin is reached a corner will be set in the wire line and dragging should 

be continued to an input pin. When a new wire is connected to an input pin which already has a wire 

connected to it the old wire will be automatically deleted 

Block Properties — Edit menu or left double-click on the block or one of its parameters 

This command allows the values of the parameters, options, and name of the currently selected block to 

be updated to new values. 

Blocks whose parameter values are to be updated during a run need names so they can be the targets of 

Assign methods. Such names can also help document the function of a block and help in presentations 

by allowing the speaker to refer to particular blocks by their identifiers. 

Paste a Copy of Selected block — Right-click not on a block 

This inserts a new block which is a copy of the currently selected block. It is sometimes convenient 

when inserting multiple copies of similar blocks. 

Delete Block — Right-click on a block, or Edit menn 

Deletes the currently selected block. Whenever a block is deleted, all wires attached to that block are 

also deleted. Any option blocks which are attached to the specified block will also be deleted, along with 

all their attached wires. 

Delete Wire — Right-click on a block input pin 

The mouse pointer should be positioned at a block input pin which is the destination of the wire to be 

removed, and the "Delete Wire" command chosen from the right-click menu.. 

Open a different module — File->Open 

Requests a new current name, and then gets a copy of that module and makes it the current module. If 

the supplied name does not include an explicit filename extension name, a filename extension of first 

.mspmain (main module) and then .mspmac (macro definition) will be tried. If files of the same name 

but with both . mspmain and . mspmac filename extensions are extant an explicit filename extension of . 

mspmac needs to be supplied to obtain the macro definition. If a file of the new name is not found the 

new current module will simply be empty. If the previous current module has been modified since it was 

opened the user will first be asked if he/she wishes to save that module before opening the new module. 

Normal exit from the module editing mode only saves a version of the single module current at the time 

the exit is effected. 

Save — File->Save 

Saves (writes out) a copy of the current module under the current name. File->Save is normally only 

used preceding a File->Open command, where it is used to save the current module under the current 

name before additional editing under a new name is to be effected. 

Save under a new name — File->Save As 

The name of the current module is changed to a new name, and the module saved to a file under that new 

name. 
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Exit — File->Exit 

File->Exit saves the current module as a file under the current name and then exits. 

Quit — File->Quit 

File->Quit causes an exit without saving the current module. 

Update module's properties — File->Module Properties 

Properties of a module which may be updated include the "description" which is a single line of text 

which is displayed immediately below the name line. It is suggested that the description be used to 

describe the functionality of the module to aid in future usage. Other module properties include 

description text for each of the module's parameters. 

Convert to a macro-block — Edit->Macroize 

Encapsulates the current module as a macro-block definition. Input and output connector blocks are 

provided and placed at the left and right edge, respectively, of the current window. The filename 

extension is changed to .MSPMAC. Modules cannot be converted back to main modules from macro-

block definitions. 

View region adjustment — View->View Options 

Each block diagram is represented on a single large "drawing sheet" or page. A "view world window" 

selects a part of the total drawing for display. When starting new modules the window is initialized to a 

small area in the center of the drawing. The initial window size is such that the size of each block is well 

suited for reading and editing, and about 20 blocks can be laid out in the window before they become too 

crowded. If more drawing area is needed the window can be moved and/or made larger. A larger view 

window shows more of the drawing but with a smaller scale. A smaller window size (scope) yields 

greater magnification of the corresponding windowed display. 

Good style would have large modules divided up into smaller modules (each of which is a logical 

grouping and easily fits on one page) using the macro-block definition facility. View window adjustment 

is thus normally not needed or used for well designed and modularized modules. 

Help 

The Help menu provides access to various topics such as a description of the type of block which is 

currently selected. The Index button of the Help window is the quickest way to navigate in the help file. 

Stream Processing Execution 
MitSyn Stream Processing is invoked by using the SProcessor (an object type name) Build and StartRun 

methods. The syntax of these methods is documented in the MCL Dictionary. This section documents the 

process requirements, controls, errors, and implementation. 

Stream Processing Run-time Inputs 

Real-time inputs are required during a stream processing run only if requested by some particular blocks. 

Examples include Sampler and Prompt blocks. 

Stream Processing Run Termination 

A stream processing run is terminated by the first of the following conditions to occur. 

A SProcessor.StopRun method is called from MCL script for an ongoing stream processing run. 

An input to a Stop block becoming true. 

An input stream logical end-of-file being read by a stream file reader (WaveFileRead) which has the "STOP 

processing" end-of-file option selected (this is the default). 

The end of an event list being reached by an event list controlled stream reader (WaveFileRead/MWEL). 

An input event list end-of-file being read by an EventListRead block which has the "STOP processing" 

end-of-file option selected (this is the default). 

A score end-of-file being read. 

An output stream file being filled to its maximum sample count limit (Max_Count) by a stream file writer 

(WaveFileWrite). 
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A workspace array being filled to its allocated length (AllocLength) by a ArrayColWrite block. 

Whenever processing is terminated, a logical EOF (end-of-file) is written at the current position of any 

output stream files. All output event lists, which were initialized at the beginning of the run, are closed. 

Stream Processing Run-time Errors 

During a stream processing run the only errors which should occur are errors due to inappropriate signal 

values for the specific block instances. Depending upon the implementation such errors are either detected or 

ignored. Detected errors are reported and processing may or may not continue depending upon the situation. 

Stream Processor Implementation 

We present here some details of the stream processing implementation which, although not necessary for 

its usage, may help the user to better understand the architectural capabilities and limitations. 

The actual stream processing is executed by efficient native mode code provided by the compiler and 

designed to execute as rapidly as possible on the host computer. The speed of stream processing is a function of 

the complexity of the particular processing module and the speed of the processor host (for code compiled for 

and being executed by a single "standalone" general purpose CPU chip) 

Stream Processor Construction 

Stream processors are built by first compiling module files into a signal flow network. The main module 

is read, and then all referenced macro-blocks are read and expanded with the specified parameter substitutions. 

Any DLLs (Dynamic Link Libraries) needed by instantiations of Extension block types are loaded. Then all the 

stream processing blocks are sorted into an appropriate execution order. Such ordering is required since a 

processing module is conceptually a parallel stream process, i.e., all blocks run concurrently, but contemporary 

general purpose digital computers are serial machines and so an internal representation must be created which 

allows the blocks to be executed sequentially. 

Stream Processor Execution or Running 

Execution may be viewed as two synchronized processes. One is the continuous sampled-data stream 

processing which is executed for each "tick" which is uniformly spaced in "process time" from the previous 

tick. The other process is more like a discrete or event based simulation which operates at discrete times to 

execute events which have been triggered either from a score or internal actions, or may have been scheduled 

previously by earlier events. 

Dynamic Range 

Stream processing uses a floating-point representation for internal signals. Thus most applications can 

safely ignore issues of dynamic range and noise. However, the signal levels must be of an appropriate level 

when they are converted to external representations of more limited dynamic range as, for example, by stream 

file writers writing to stream files of 8 or 16 bit fixed-point sample data types. Note that the FLOAT sample data 

type can be used when one wishes to keep higher precision waveform stream data between runs.
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MCL — MitSyn Command Language 

Command Language Overview 
The MitSyn Command Language, often abbreviated as "MCL", is a general purpose object oriented 

scripting language which includes strong support for array data processing such as array arithmetic and Fourier 

processing. Numeric and string processing is also supported using standard algebraic expression syntax with all 

the usual infix operators and an extensive collection of built-in functions. Varying length string manipulations 

are supported. Data can be read and written from/to files of general text format plus files of the more dedicated 

external data types which are stream files, vectors, event lists, and scores. Scripts are supported with control 

flow commands for conditionals and iteration and procedure nesting with nested variable scopes. 

Script files (usually called "MCL scripts") which are supplied with the MitSyn Command Language 

Interpreter (MCLI) provide high-level functionality for some common particular applications such as scanning 

stream files and labeling events therein, editing arrayss, and calculating and plotting several types of short time 

spectra, the variance within a set or ensemble of signal segments, histograms for attributes of sets of events, and 

regression line data fitting. These MCL scripts are called "utilities", and users are encouraged to augment and/or 

customize them according to the needs of their particular applications. 

Many of the utility scripts are menu driven and/or prompt for any interactive input, and thus these utilities 

may be run by users with no knowledge at all of the command language. The MitSyn Command Language 

Interpreter  with its provided utility scripts can be thought of as a group of instruments like smart oscilloscopes 

which have many parameters initially set to default values suitable for the naive user without any "knob 

twiddling", but which may be adjusted by the more sophisticated user to allow great flexibility in the 

specification of data analysis algorithms and data display formats. 

This language reference manual defines the MitSyn Command Language. It is strongly recommended that 

a reader peruse examples of the use of the language to get an overall flavor of the language before continuing 

here with the detailed definition. The system supplied libraries are recommended as a source of examples. 

Statements 

Statements and Scripts 

The MitSyn Command Language supports statements (primitives) which operate on objects of several 

external and internal data types. A pervasive internal data type is that of a vector of data. The language includes 

an extensive repertoire of vector methods which operate on entire vectors. These primitives include operations 

such as vector addition, vector multiplication, and discrete Fourier transformation. Other major internal data 

types are numbers and character strings. Commands and/or operators exist for the usual operations on numbers 

and strings such as expression evaluation and conditional testing, and for the usual varying length string 

operations such as extraction and concatenation. 

Sequences of statements are saved as files known as "MitSyn Command Language files" or "MCL 

scripts". Users can either execute the primitive statements interactively from the keyboard one at a time, use 

system-supplied utility scripts for common higher level operations, or write their own MCL scripts for more 

particular applications. 

Script Basics 

Statements in the MitSyn Command Language begin either an object name which is followed by a 

method or property of the object, or with a verb which is called a command verb. 

All the text of a single statement (object or verb, options, and parameters) must be on one "command 

line", as the end of a command line is syntactically significant. If the statements are being taken from a 

command file a command line may be continued on the next "physical" line of the file by using an underscore 

(_) preceded by a space, or a comma (,) or a semicolon(;), as the last character of each physical line which is to 

be continued. Continuation underscores are removed (commas and semicolons are retained) and the physical 

lines are concatenated to form the whole command line. Any number of leading spaces or tabs on command 

lines, including continuation lines, are ignored. The maximum length of a command line is at least 2600 

characters. 

Several statements may be placed on the same command line by separating them with the statement 

chaining or concatenation punctuation which is a semicolon (;). Concatenated statements are often useful since 
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the scope of some statements (e.g., one-line if's) extends through to the end of the command line. A few 

particular statements are exceptional in that they must be the last statement on a command line. These 

statements are those which either do not interpret the command line themselves and/or cause an out of line flow 

of control. These exceptional include On. 

Two slashes (//) may be used to mark the start of an end-of-command-line comment, i.e., all the following 

text up the end of the command line will be ignored. Blank command lines and command lines of only 

comments will be totally ignored. 

Syntax Description Notational Conventions 

The syntax and semantics of the statements in the MitSyn Command Language are documented in the 

MCL Dictionary. The syntax of individual statements is represented in that dictionary by statement "prototypes" 

in which keywords (command names, option names, and literal values) are indicated by bold type. Keywords 

may be entered in any case (the language is "case-insensitive"), however it is suggested that English style 

capitalization be used in scripts to aid in readability. 

The following symbols are used syntax descriptions. Symbols used in this manner are called 

"metasymbols", and do not appear in actual commands. Symbols which appear in actual commands are called 

"terminal symbols", and are shown in syntax descriptions in bold type. 

[ ] Square brackets are used to enclose optional items, i.e., the enclosed item(s) may be present or 

omitted. In addition to this metasymbolic use, brackets are also used as terminal symbols to 

enclose index, offset, and slice expressions being used as element selectors when postfixed to 

vector and string names. 

{ } Braces enclose a repeated item, i.e., an item which may appear zero or more times. Braces are 

used as terminal symbols to enclose depth selector expressions postfixed to vector names, and to 

enclose vector aggregate lists. 

| Vertical bars denotes a syntactic alternative, i.e., either the right side or the left side may appear 

in the syntactic form. 

::= Defines a syntactic category name. Sometimes syntactic categories are defined for emphasis, or 

for notational convenience in the sequel. Syntactic categories are represented by all lower case 

words which often contain embedded underlines. This syntax definition "assignment" (::=) 

should not be confused with the Assign command (=) of the command language. 

The letters "src_" or "dst_" are prefixed to parameter descriptors to indicate a semantic usage as source 

and destination respectively. 

In command, method, and function prototypes each variable field is shown in lower case italic type by 

one or more descriptors connected by embedded underscores. The descriptors usually include a description of 

the function or usage of the field, and some abbreviations which indicate the type and/or syntactic form of the 

field. These abbreviations are as follows. The syntax and semantics of the individual types and forms will be 

developed in the following sections. 

access types 

src Source. 

dst Destination. 

data types 

number Number. Represents a single numeric value. 

int Number where only integer part is used. 

bool Boolean, with values of true and false. In cases where a bool value is needed and a numeric 

value is supplied a nonzero value is taken as true, and a zero value is taken as false. 

char A text character in the ASCII character code. 

str String. Text, a sequence of characters. 

bits A 32-bit wide bits type. 

byte An "untyped" 8-bit byte. 

color A bits value representing an encoded color. See the Color.RGB() built-in function. 
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array Numeric array. A numeric array (vector) consists of a sequence of numeric elements. An 

array is referenced by an array name optionally followed by a depth selector in braces ({}). 

char_array Character array. A sequence of character elements. 

bool_ array Boolean array. A sequence of Boolean elements. 

bits_ array Bits array. A sequence of bits elements. 

byte_ array Byte array. A sequence of untyped 8-bit bytes. 

array_slice A whole array or a slice of an array. Slices are specified with the "[range]" suffix appended 

to an array selector. 

2array Array with at least 2 rows (Depth >= 2), used to represent complex arrays and other arrays 

with at least 2 rows. 

narray Multi-row array "n-deep", where the number of rows (depth) of the array is suitable for the 

specific context. 

point_array Array (Length >= 2) used to represent the position of a spatial point, x coordinate in first 

element, y coordinate in second element. 

size_array Array (Length >= 2) used to represent a size, width in first element, height in second 

element. 

rect_array Array (Length >= 4) used to represent a rectangle, first two elements as in a point_vec, 

followed by width and height as in a size_vec. 

colors_array Bits array (Length >= 2) used to represent a color pair, foreground color in first element, 

background color and mode in second element. 

range A range which consists of a lower bound and an upper bound, both of which are numbers. 

gc An MCL GC, a graphics context supporting Plot and Draw methods, or an element of a 

vector of GCs. 

io_unit Input/output unit. 

wave Wave object, used for accessing waveform file. 

handle A "handle" to an object, i.e., a system supplied value which is sometimes used to reference 

the object. 

syntactic forms 

var Variable. Variables are created using the Declare command, and also by automatic 

declaration in some contexts. 

val Value. Used where the syntax does not allow an expression. However, an expression may be 

used wherever a value is required by enclosing it in parentheses. 

expr Expression. Consists of values combined with operators and built-in function applications. 

bool_test_expr Expression used where a boolean result is needed, May be a numeric or a bits expression 

which is taken as true if value is non zero.. 

list List of items separated by commas. 

Types of Values and Variables 
In this section we present the syntax and interpretation of the various forms of valued elements, i.e., 

elements of the language which have values (as opposed to keywords and operators). Every value is of one 

particular data type such as number, string, or array (these types are defined below). 

Names 
User-defined symbolic names are used to reference "variables" which are objects and which have values 

of particular data types. 

User-defined simple_names consist of a letter or underscore followed by any number of letters, digits, or 

underscores. Only the first 30 characters are significant. Names differing only in the use of corresponding upper 

and lower case letters are considered as the same. 

simple_name ::= letter | underscore { letter | digit | underscore } 

By convention, names beginning with an underscore are reserved for use in global names added to a user's 

workspace which are used by "library type" utilities. 
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Reserved Words 

The following identifiers are reserved words, and may not be used as declared names: abs, and, array, as, 

begin, break, by, case, compl, def, do, each, else, elseif, elif, end, enum, exit, false, for, function, go, goto, 

if, in, is, loop, lshift, math, mcli, mod, namespace, new, next, not, of, on, or, out, param, ref, return, rshift, 

select, set, static, step, sub, switch, then, this, to, true, var, varref, while, with, xor. 

Variables 

Variables are objects which contain values. Each variable has a name and a data type. The data type 

specifies type of values which the variable contains. The data types include numbers, arrays, strings, GCs 

(graphics contexts), scores, and input/output units. 

Variables are created with the var statement, although there are certain contexts where variables will be 

declared automatically and an explicit declaration by the var statement is not needed. Once created, variables 

continue to exist until they go out of scope, a topic which will be elaborated upon later in the Scope and 

Visibility of Declared Objects section. 

The current values of variables whose types have printable representations can be displayed using the 

Log.Print method. The format is: 

Log.Print ( name1, name2, ... ) 

Additional options are presented in the Format function description. The mcli.ShowAboutName method can 

be used to display the types and values of all types of variables and other named objects. 

Numbers 

One type of value referred to in the descriptions of the syntax of commands is a "number" value with the 

abbreviation of "number_val". As the name implies, these are syntactic elements which can be evaluated to 

yield a numeric value, i.e., a single numerical value. Number values can be used in both integer and fractional 

contexts, as they are represented internally by "real" or "floating point" numbers. Number values may also be 

used in contexts where Boolean (truth) values are required (such as in conditional test expressions), and in such 

contexts non-zero values are taken as true and zero values are taken as false. 

Number-valued syntactic elements consist of one of the following forms, or of a form documented later 

such as a vector element or a vector attribute value. 

Numeric Literals 

Numeric literals are of the following syntactic form. 

numeric_literal ::= [ + | - ] integer [.integer] [exponent] 

integer ::= one or more digits 

exponent ::= E [+] integer | E - integer 

Number Variables 

"Number Variables" (abbreviated "number_var") are objects which hold a single numeric value and are 

referenced by a simple name. 

number_var_name ::= simple_name 

Number variables are assigned values by several commands, of which the assignment command is usually the 

most prevalent. 

Characters 

Character values (char_val) are used to represent single characters, where the numeric value is the ASCII 

character code for the character. 

The conversion of character values to other types of data is supported with the "type transfer" or "casting" 

functions ToNumber() and ToString(). Character values will be automatically converted ("promoted") to 

numeric type values in contexts where numeric values are required such as in numeric expressions. The 

conversion of other data types to character values is supported by the ToChar() function. 

Character Constants 

A single character enclosed in apostrophes ('x') is called a character literal, and is a form of a numeric 

literal which represents the integer value which is the ASCII code of the character. For example, 'A' represents 

the integer value 65. A character prefixed with a backslash (\) represents an "escaped character code" which is 
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the same as documented below for string literals. For example, '\t' represents the horizontal tab character (ASCII 

HT, decimal 9). 

Character Variables 

"Character Variables" (abbreviated "char_var") are objects which hold a single character value and are 

referenced by a simple name. 

char_var_name ::= simple_name 

Bytes 

Byte values may be used to represent single "untyped" 8-bit values. A byte value may be interpreted as 

either a signed (range of -128 to 127) or unsigned (range of 0 to 255) integer using the "type transfer" or 

"casting" function ToNumber(). When used in an arithmetic expression the value will automatically interpreted 

as an unsigned integer unless some other interpretation is explicitly indicated. 

Booleans 

"Boolean (bool) values" (bool_val) and variables represent the truth values of true and false. 

Boolean Literals (truth values) 

A boolean literal is represented by the reserved words or true or false. 

Bits Values 

"Bits values" (bits) represent 32-bit wide values of bits. 

Bits Literals (Hexadecimal Numbers) 

A bits literal is represented by a token with a prefix of "0x" followed immediately by up to eight 

hexadecimal digits. 

Bit-Manipulation Operations 

Bitwise operations on values are supported in expressions with the "&", and, "|", or, xor, "==", "~=", 

compl, lshift, and rshift operators (documented in the Expression Operators entry in the MCL Dictionary). The 

conversion of other data types to bits values may be effected with the ToBits() function. 

Ranges 

A "range value" contains two numeric values which are called the lower bound and the upper bound. A 

range value may be created using the Range built-in function. 

Range Variables 

Range variables are objects which hold a range value. Range variables may be assigned values with the 

assignment. The individual numeric values which make up the range may be read and written using the 

conventional "object.property" syntax, i.e., 

range_lower_bound_number ::= range . LBound 

range_upper_bound_number ::= range . UBound 

Subset selection: Indexes, Offsets, and Index Ranges 

Some of the data types to be defined (e.g., arrays and strings) are ordered sets of homogeneous values. 

Single members of such sets are specified using either a member "index" or an "offset", and contiguous groups 

of members are specified using "index ranges". An offset is similar to an index with the exception that the offset 

of the first member of a set is always zero, whereas the index of the first member of a set (called the index lower 

bound) may be something other than zero. 

Subset selections are indicated by using an index or an index range enclosed in square brackets ([]). 

single_member ::= set [index] 

subset_of_members ::= set [index_range] 

An index range specifies a subset of members from a lower bound to an upper bound. Typical uses of 

index ranges are to specify contiguous groups of elements within vectors (called array slices) and groups of 

characters within strings (called substrings). Note that a subset specified by an index range of length one is a 

different form of entity than a single member specified by an index, since the former is a set (slice) and the 
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latter is a member. The syntax for an index range consists of indices for the lower and upper bounds separated 

by the range punctuation which is a double dot (..). 

index_range ::= lower_bound_index .. upper_bound_index 

A range may also be specified in terms of its lower bound and a length by appending a number sign to the 

double dot (..#), i.e., 

index_range ::= lower_bound_index ..# length_expr 

This form specifies the index range as extending from the lower bound for the number of specified by the length 

value. Note than in an index range the #length_expr specifies a count of elements, and thus differs by one from 

the semantics of a numeric range literal described in the previous section. 

Arrays 

An “array” or "vector" is a sequence of homogeneous values, each of which is called an element value 

and can be referenced with an element index. The "type" of an array refers to the type of data stored in each 

element of the array. A "plain" array is an array in which each element contains a numeric value. A array which 

is a sequence of string values is called a "string array". Additional types of arrays are described under the var 

statement, and include boolean arrays, bits arrays, byte arrays, GC arrays, and input/output unit arrays. 

The "length" of any type of array (row) refers to the number of elements in the array (row). Some types of 

arrays may contain more than one row of elements. The "depth" of a multi-row array refers to the number of 

rows in the array. Within a multi-row array the individual member rows are ordered and identified using a row 

selection notation, i.e., a array row can be specified as being the n-th row below some other row of the same 

array. 

A "complex array" refers to any numeric array which has at least two rows. The top row of a complex 

array is the real part, and the immediately inferior row is the imaginary part. 

The following concepts and terminology are used for manipulating subsets of arrays. A contiguous group 

of elements is called a "slice", and is specified by an index or offset range of from a lower bound to an upper 

bound. A "mask array" is a array whose element values are regarded as Boolean values indicating which 

elements of a parallel array are being specified. An "index array" is an array whose element values are taken as 

indices indicating which elements of another array are being specified. Mask arrays and index arrays are 

basically different formats of the same type of data, and either format may be converted to/from the other 

format. 

Attributes (Properties) of Array Variables 

Associated with each array variable are some named "attributes" or "properties" which hold descriptive 

values about the array. 

Two distinct array length (number of elements) attributes are defined. Each array has an allocated length 

which is set when the array is declared (using the var statement), and which is fixed for the lifetime of the array. 

The allocated length has an attribute name of AllocLength and it is the same for all rows of an array. The other 

length is called the current length, the active length, or simply the length, and has an attribute name of Length. 

The Length of a particular array row can vary, but must lie within the range of 0 to the AllocLength of the 

array. Unless specified otherwise, array processing operations use the current Length value of an array row to 

determine how many elements are to be included in the operation. 

An array's index lower bound, with an attribute name of LBound, is set when an array is declared and 

specifies the index to be associated with the first element of the array. If an index lower bound is not specified 

the default lower bound is zero (see the var statement). 

The Depth of an array is set when the array is declared. If an array has a Depth of "n" it means that the 

group is "n" deep, i.e., there are "n-1" rows in the group below the referenced array. 

Also associated with each numeric array row are domain attributes whose numeric values describe a 

domain which may be used to associate a "domain value" with each of the array elements. If the array elements 

are taken as specifying values of "y" over a domain "x", the domain attribute values determine the "x" value 

associated with each array element. The array elements are taken to be equally spaced over the domain, and thus 

the domain values of all elements of an array can be specified by a domain lower bound (Dom_LBound) which 

specifies the domain value associated with the first array element, and a domain step (Dom_Step) which 

specifies the spacing in domain units between successive elements of the array. The domain value associated 

with the i-th array element is thus 
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domain_value_of_i-th_element = Dom_LBound + i * Dom_Step 

The array attributes are summarized in the following list. If an attribute is shown as (fixed) it means the 

attribute value is set when the array variable is declared and cannot be changed later. If an attribute is shown as 

(updatable) is means that new values may be assigned to the attribute using an assignment command. 

Length Current number of active elements in a row (updatable) 

Dom_LBound Domain lower bound for a row (updatable) 

Dom_Step Domain step for a row (updatable) 

AllocLength Allocated length, = number of allocated elements per row (fixed) 

LBound Index lower bound, = index of the first element in a row (fixed) 

Depth Depth of array group, = number of rows (fixed) 

Description User supplied textual description (string, updatable) 

Array Variable References 

An array variable reference is indicated by the appearance of a name which has been declared as an array 

variable (using the var statement). The name may have an optional suffix consisting of "{row_expr}" which 

specifies an array row the indicated depth below the first named array. In other words, row selection is zero-

based indexing. Array variable references are denoted by the syntactic category name " array", i.e., 

array ::= array_name [{row_expr}] 

If a row selector is not specified the array_name references the top row of the group. Any row selector should 

have a non-negative integral value since it specifies the offset below the named array. As an example, if "aX" is 

declared as an array group with a depth of 3 (by "var aX:array{3}[10]" for example) the individual arrays 

(rows) can be referenced as aX (or aX{0}), aX{1}, and aX{2}. A row selector value outside the range of the 

declared group depth is an error. 

Some command parameters will be described in this manual as belonging to the syntactic category named 

"2array ". This means that the specified array must have at least two rows, and is used in situations where the 

command operates concurrently upon the data of an array and its immediately inferior array. Arrays of two rows 

are used to represent complex arrays, i.e., arrays with real and imaginary parts. The top row of the pair is taken 

as having element values representing real parts of complex values, and elements of the immediately inferior 

row represent imaginary parts. 

2array ::= any array which has at least two rows 

For example, if aX is declared as an array with a depth of 2, the real part row can be referenced as "aX" or "aX 

{0}", and the imaginary part referenced as "aX {1}". 

Array Element and Attribute References 

The data associated with each array row consist of a group of array elements which comprise an ordered 

set of values with indices of from index lower bound through to the index lower bound plus the current Length 

of the row minus one. Array elements of numeric arrays, character arrays, and strings represent numeric values 

and may be used in the same syntactic forms as numeric variables. The value types of elements of other types of 

arrays are self evident. 

Individual array elements are referenced as 

array_element_reference ::= array [element_index] 

For example, the i-th element of array "x" is referenced as "x[i]", and the j-th element of the i-th array (row) in 

the x array group is referenced as "x{i}[j]". 

Array slices are referenced as 

array_slice_reference ::= array [index_range] 

Array attributes are referenced using the conventional "object.property" syntax, i.e., 

array_attribute_reference ::= array.attribute_name 

The array attribute names, which were presented above, are Length, AllocLength, LBound, Depth, 

Dom_LBound, and Dom_Step. For example, the current length of the array named "aX" is denoted as 

"aX.Length". The updatable array attributes are assigned new values by being referenced on the left side of an 

assignment command, as in "aX.Length = 3". 
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This same syntax is used for referencing and updating elements and attributes of other types of arrays 

such as "character arrays" and "byte arrays" which will be described below. The data types of the references 

vary as a function of the array types. 

Array Values and Aggregates 

In some cases the syntax will call for an array value, which is denoted by the syntactic category name " 

array_val". An array value may be either the name of an array variable, or an "array aggregate" of the form 

"{expr_list}". That is, 

array_val ::= array | {expr_list} 

Each expression in a numeric array aggregate expression list must be of either numeric or array type. Number 

expressions in the list specify single elements in the aggregate value, and array expressions in the list specify 

the next group of elements in the aggregate value. The total length of an array aggregate is limited to some 

version dependent value, but is at least 100 elements. 

The by expression operator (see Expression Operators in the MCL Dictionary) also constructs array 

aggregate values by replicating its left operand by the count specified by its right operand. 

These array aggregate value notations apply to numeric arrays, and also to arrays of Boolean and Bits 

elements, where the element values must be of the appropriate types. 

Tutorial Examples of Array Notation 

The following MCL scripts, which may be found in either the Utilities Library or the Samples/Tutorials 

Library, illustrate the forms of array declarations and references presented above. They should be executed to 

observe the results and then read if needed to observe the techniques. 

NarEd.mcl — The Numeric Array Editor tool, which illustrates the filling of array elements with values 

defined by mathematical expressions and by graphical input. 

ArrayTutor.mcl — Tutorial which illustrates basic array notation such as array declarations, attribute and 

element references, range notation (i.e., slices), array arithmetic, array assignment, and the 

evaluation of "features" of arrays such as finding the maximum element position and value. 

DeepArray.mcl — Illustrates operations on multi-row arrays (e.g., matrices) such as row and column access. 

FillTutor.mcl — Illustrates the filling of array elements with values defined by mathematical functions such 

as polynomials and sinusoids. 

IDFTTutor.mcl — Illustrates Fourier transformations. 

FitRegressionLine.mcl — Calculates a mean square regression line fit of a straight line to data. 

Common Array Operations 

Many types of array and matrix manipulation are supported in the MitSyn Command Language. The 

details of each operation will be documented in the appropriate section of the MCL Dictionary. As an aid to 

command selection we present here a list of some of the more common array operations together with the 

various possibilities to effect each in MCL. 

Aggregate value construction {number_expr_list} 

Element extraction/insertion array_var [index] 

Slice extraction/insertion array_var [index_range] 

Get/set array property/attribute value array_var. property 

Element, slice, and whole array assignment =      (Array.Assign) 

Property value assignment = 

Replicated numeric to array assignment = 

Multiple row copying array.Copy 

Arbitrary set element extraction, updating array.Extract, Update 

Elementwise addition, subtraction +=, -=   (compound Assign) 

Elementwise multiplication, division *=, /= 

Complex forms of multiplication array.Mul 

Elementwise inversion array.GetInv 
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Length of array expression Len() 

Element extraction from array expression Elem() 

Elementwise function evaluation array.GetAbs, GetSqrt, GetExp, GetLog, GetLog10, 

GetMag, GetLogSqMag, Compare, GetMax, 

GetMin 

Coordinate conversion array.GetCartesian, GetMag, GetPhase 

Fourier Transformation array.DFT, IDFT 

Concatenation and element appending &=      (compound Assign) 

Spatial comparison In, Near() 

Searching for features array.Find, FindAll, FindMax,FindMin methods 

Table lookup, range classification array.InRange() 

Set element values based upon functional 

forms 

array.Fill 

Element cumulative summing, differencing array.Cumulate, Difference 

Element coalescing, decimation array.Decimate 

Segment "stretching", time warping array.Interpolate 

Element position shifting array.Shift, Reverse 

Sort (order) element values array.Sort 

Histogram distribution array.TallyHistogram 

Mapping element values array.Map 

Max/min element value of array_expr Max(), Min() 

Sum of array elements Sum() 

Sum of squares of array elements SumSq() 

Mean value of array elements Mean() 

Mean of square of array elements MeanSq() 

RMS value of array elements RMS() 

Standard deviation of array elements StdDev() 

Variance of array elements Variance() 

Dot or inner product of two arrays array.DotProduct() 

Mean square regression line fit MTools\FitRegressionLine.mcl 

Cross-correlation function CrossCorrelationFunc in MTools\SpectraLib.mcl 

Graphical display of element values GC.Plot 

Textual display of element values Print 

Getting array data from files array.LoadFile, FStream.ReadEvent 

Putting array data into files array.SaveFile, Print 

Multi-row Arrays (Matrices) 

The term "matrix" is generally applied to two dimensional arrays in which rows and columns are 

referenced using a symmetrical notation. Arrays in MCL with more than one row (called "deep arrays") are 

basically the same construct as a matrix, although the notation is asymmetric with respect to rows and columns 

(by design), since it emphasizes rows more than columns. Examples of matrix-like operations using deep arrays 

can be found in the tutorial script DeepArray.mcl. 

Some operations which fall in the matrix manipulation category are: 

Copy matrices array.Copy 

Access columns of deep arrays array.GetColumn, UpdateColumn 
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Access diagonals of deep arrays array.GetDiagonal 

Interchange rows and columns array.GetTranspose 

Matrix multiplication array.MatMul 

Fill matrices array.Fill, array.FillAll 

Strings and Character Arrays 

A string represents text, i.e., a sequence of characters. The "length" of a string is the number of characters 

in the string. A null or empty string has a length of zero. The length of a string expression value may be 

determined using the Lengtn() built-in function. The language supports varying length string manipulations, 

with the maximum length being an implementation dependent limit which is at least 1000 characters. 

String Literals 

The term "string literal" refers to a sequence of characters which is enclosed in quotation marks ("). 

string_literal ::= "string text" 

Quotation marks may be included within a string literal by preceding them with a back slash (\) or by doubling 

them (""). E.g., "A string literal containing \"quotes\"". A string literal of a single quotation mark may thus be 

denoted by either "\"" or """". 

Within string literals a back slash prefix may also be used to indicate other special characters. The 

characters and their sequences are: 

\\ gives \ (back slash) (decimal 92) 

\" gives " (quotation mark) (decimal 34) 

\t gives ASCII HT (tab) (decimal 9) 

\n gives ASCII LF (newline) (decimal 10) 

\r gives ASCII CR (return) (decimal 13) 

\f gives ASCII FF (formfeed) (decimal 12) 

\a gives ASCII BEL (alert) (decimal 7) 

\b gives ASCII BS (backspace) (decimal 8) 

If the opening quotation mark (") is immediately preceded by an ‘r’ char this special character processing 

is not effected. Such string literals are called raw string literals. 

String Variables 

"String variables" are objects which hold string values. String variables are created either by explicit 

declaration (see the var statement) or by automatic declaration in assignment commands. String variables are 

dynamic in the sense that the length of a string variable's value is determined by the most recent update of the 

variable. 

String and Character Arrays 

String type data, i.e., text characters, can also be stored in elements of string arrays, and in rows of 

character arrays (see the var statement). Such elements may be used in expressions with the same syntax and 

meaning as strings, i.e., their values in an expression are of a string type. 

String variables and string values are limited to a maximum length which is at least 1000 characters. 

Character arrays may be declared with unlimited maximum length, and so an entire plain text (ASCII) file may 

be read into a single character array. 

Substring References 

Individual characters within string and character array variables are character values limited to integers in 

the range of 0..255, and are referenced using the usual array index bracket notation, i.e., 

str_char ::= str_var[index] | char_array_var[index] 

Character positions within a string variable are specified by an index which is of one origin, i.e., the index of the 

first character (index lower bound) in a string variable is one. The index of the first character in a character 

array variable (i.e., its LBound) may be specified when the character array variable is declared. 
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Substrings of strings are string values and are referenced using the usual array slice bracket notation 

enclosing a range, i.e., 

sub_str ::= str_var[index_range] | char_array_var[index_range] 

Note the difference between the data type of "str_var [index]" which is a character value representing a single 

character, and "str_var [index..#1]" which is a string value also representing a single character. 

Common String Operations 

All the usual string operations are supported by the MitSyn Command Language. The details of each 

operation are documented in the appropriate section of the MCL Dictionary such as the function name or the 

"Expression Operators" topic. The following table associates the generic names of the common string 

operations together with the various possibilities to effect each in MCL. 

Substring extraction/insertion string.Substr(), Mid(), str_var[index_range], 

TextObject.SelText 

Assignment of string expression values =             (Assign) 

Concatenation and character appending +, +=, string.Print , string.Append, Print () 

Equality, inequality testing =, /=, string.Eq, string.NEq 

Length of string expression Len() 

Search a string for a substring string.Find(),  TextObject.Find() 

Case conversion ToUpper(), ToLower() 

Matching, special cases MatchWild(), MatchKeyword() 

Number to string conversion ToString (), string.Print, explicit value text substitution 

Character conversion to a string ToString () 

Variable length character replication ToString () 

Conversion to a hexadecimal string ToHexString () 

Padding to specified length string.PadLeft() 

Strip leading and trailing spaces string.Trim() 

Enclose a string in quotation marks Quote() 

General string formatting string.Print method, Format () 

String to numeric conversion ToNumber(), explicit value text substitution 

Getting string values from inputs Dialogs, FStream objects, Parser objects 

Get current date and time Date(), Time() 

Boolean Arrays 

"Boolean arrays" are arrays of Boolean element values, i.e., element values which may be either true or 

false. 

Byte Arrays 

"Byte arrays" may be used to represent sequences of 8-bit bytes with no associated data typing. This very 

low-level "raw bits" form of data should only be used in very unusual cases when it is necessary to do direct bit 

manipulation. For example, bit-manipulation operations might be needed when operating upon hardware device 

status and data register values, or when reading/updating foreign binary files. 

The interpretation of byte array data as typed data is supported with the "typing", "type transfer", or 

"casting" functions ToBits(), ToNumber(), and ToString(). 

Score Objects 

The MitSyn Command Language supports a "score" object type which is a container class for score 

notation items. Such objects are created with the var statement. Score.Read and Write methods read and write 

MCL score object date from/to MitSyn score (.mscore) files. 

The Score.Addtype method is the primary methods used for adding score notation items to score objects. 

See the Dictionary Score Properties and Methods entries for other score manipulation methods. 
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A graphical representation of a section of a score variable may be presented using the Score.Draw 

method. 

All of these score manipulation commands are illustrated in the script for the Score Editor (ScoEd.mcl) 

found in the MitSyn Utilities Library. 

Expressions 
Expressions consist of numeric, string, array, byte array, and/or GC type values (operands) which are 

combined with operators and function applications using the familiar algebraic expression syntax. Expressions 

are evaluated to yield values of a number, string, array, byte array, or GC data type—the resultant type being 

determined by the semantics of the expression. Expressions of all types may be used in assignment commands. 

Expressions of particular types are required in specific contexts, e.g., as parameters for built-in function 

applications. 

Expression operators are documented in the Expression Operators entry in the MCL Dictionary. 

The construct called a "conditional expression" is supported using the If() built-in function. The 

assignment of values selected by the state of other values is more compactly stated using the If() function than 

with if statements. A variant is the Choose() built-in function. 

Function Applications in Expressions 

Operands in expressions may also be function applications with the syntactic form 

function_application ::= function_name (expr_list) 

The argument list consists of expressions separated by commas. An application of a function with no parameters 

is indicated by an empty set of parentheses, i.e., "function_name()". 

There are two categories of functions: 1) "Built-in" functions which are documented in the MCL 

Dictionary, and 2) user-defined functions defined using the function statement. 

Evaluate Expression and Print Value Command 

The Log.Print statement can be used to evaluate an expression and print the resultant value (if the type of 

the expression value has a printable representation) in the MitSyn Log window. This is the so-called desk 

calculator mode, and to make it convenient in interactive usage the Log.Print statement may also be invoked by 

using a question mark as the command. 

If the type of the expression is numeric, the display will be a number. If the type of the expression is 

string, the string value will be displayed. If the type of the expression is array (including array slices), the values 

of the elements will be displayed. Additional options for the Log.Print statement are described in the MCL 

Dictionary. 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) 
The MitSyn Command Language includes statements which can be used to easily implement graphical 

user interfaces. Draw and Plot methods support many forms of graphical displays. Methods are included which 

affect window attributes such as position, size, and title bar text. 

User Interface Statements 

Single keystroke and mouse action user inputs are supported by the Event.GetNext method. This method 

may be used to post a prompt and to await a user response as a key press or a mouse action. The position of the 

mouse is available to supply graphical positional input. 

Solicited value input is supported by the Dialog object type, and the DialogBox built-in system object. 

Simple single key or push button responses such as "Yes", "No", "Cancel", etc., can be solicited from the 

user with the MessageBox() built-in system object. 

Graphical Output 

The Draw, Plot and Print methods of objects called "GC's or "Graphics Contexts" may be used to draw 

in graphical views. The Plot method shows graphical representations of element data contained in arrays. 

Various Draw methods display several types of objects such as rectangle, polygons, and scores. The Print 

method is used to convert values of objects into textual representations which can also be included in graphical 
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views. GC's are documented in the dictionary under the GC Objects, GC Properties, and GC methods entries in 

the dictionary. 

Windows 

MitSyn windows can be positioned and sized using the standard user interface commands, i.e., mouse 

clicks and drags or window control menu commands. 

The following MCL statements and functions operate on windows. The SysWindows.SetWindow 

method may be used to set window attributes such as position and title text. The SysWindows.ShowWindow 

method affects the visibility of top level windows. The SysWindows.Find() method can be used to get window 

handles used by some of the other window management commands and functions. The System.GetMetric 

method returns metrics of various elements of the Windows™ environment. 

File-Oriented Operations 

File Input/Output 

There is a large repertoire of commands for transferring data between the MCL workspace and external 

sources and destinations such as files in the file system. Some of the possibilities for each of several types of 

objects are listed below. 

Waveform stream file segments WaveFile methods: Create, Open, Read, Write 

Plain text files Print, FStream methods: Open , Read, Write 

Event lists (MWELs), ASCII 

spreadsheets 

Print, FStream.ReadEvent, ReadList 

Arrays Array methods: Load, Save 

Scores Score methods: Load, Save 

Foreign binary files FStream methods: ReadBytes, WriteBytes, 

ByteArray.Load, Save 

The FStream.Close method is used to close files which have been opened with Open methods. 

Although a common source or destination of external data for these commands is local files, other sources 

are also possible depending upon the host operating system environment. These include printers, remote node 

files, pipes, and mailboxes. 

File Handling 

Append a file name extension Path.AddExtension 

Get attributes for a file File.GetAttrs 

Test existence of a file File.Exists 

Get the full path name for a file name Path.GetFullPath 

Get the file name part of a path Path.GetFileName 

Get the directory part of a file path Path.GetDirectoryName 

Search directories for a file Path.FindFileGetFullPath 

Get length of an open file FStream.FileSize 

Get and set ( e.g., rewind) current position of a file FStream.FilePosition 

Copy a file File.Copy 

Rename a file File.Rename 

Delete a file File.Delete 

Directory Manipulation 

Get/set the current (default) directory Directory.Get/SetCurDir 

Create a new file directory Directory.CreateDir 

Set search paths mcli.SProcessorFileSearc

hDirs 
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Get the MitSyn Tools directory path mcli.GetMToolsDir 

Get the MitSyn program root path mcli.ProgRoot 

Scripts and Functions 
The execution of statements taken from MCL scripts is requested by the "Execute Script" statement which 

is indicated by an "@" symbol. The execution of statements taken from previously defined functions (see the 

function statement) is requested by using the function name as the first item in a statement. In both cases the 

statements will be executed in a new "procedure level". The means that the current procedure level will be 

incremented by one (the first level is level 1), and a new innermost name space will becomes the current "local" 

name space. When the procedure exits any variables and objects which had been declared in the local name 

space cease to exist. 

"Parameters" may be passed from an invoking command to a procedure. Param statements are used 

within the body of a procedure to declare "parameters" which will be associated with "arguments" which are 

passed to the procedure by being presented on the invoking command lines. 

Scope and Visibility of Declared Objects 

The term "scope" is used to refer to the concept of extent of existence of a declared object. The scope of a 

local object is from the point of declaration until the declaring procedure exits, at which time the memory 

required by the objects is released. Objects declared as global continue to exist until as long as their MCL 

workspace exists. 

The term "visibility" refers to the issue of where an object can be referenced. The name space search rules 

are such that objects are visible throughout their entire scope except when "hidden" by identical names being 

declared within inner (higher level) procedures or when hidden by explicit export or import restrictions. The 

initial (default) status for each procedure level is to have both export and import enabled. 

When names (identifiers) are to be looked up, name spaces are searched in the following order: 

1. Local name space for current procedure level. 

2. If the current procedure level has local symbol import enabled (see the NameSpace statement) and the 

invoking level has symbol export enabled then the local name space of the invoking 

(calling) level is searched. 

3. If the conditions of step 2 were satisfied step 2 is repeated for the next outer (invoking) level. This loop is 

repeated until blocked by an export or import restriction. 

4. Global name space. 

Another was of stating this is to say that MCL is a dynamically scoped language (as distinct from a 

lexically scoped language). Note also that name scopes are at the function level, i.e., there is no block-level 

scope. 

Among the many benefits of this technique of scope and visibility management are automatic release of 

local memory for reuse, and the ability of "library type" procedures to be written which declare local objects for 

their own internal usage without any concern for name conflicts with the names being used by their clients. 

MCL Script Control Flow 

When an Exit command is executed or when an end-of-file of a script is reached control will be returned 

to the caller (invoking procedure level). 

Errors may affect control flow. The management of errors is described in a later section of this chapter 

entitled "Error Checking and Reporting", and under the On Error commands. 

Interactive users may interrupt the execution of scripts by pressing the break key (ESC or CTRL+BREAK). 

The On Break command may be used to specify the management of such situations. 

The concept known as "case selection" is often used in procedural languages such as MCL. Case selection 

can be implemented in several different ways in MCL, including the switch statement, the goto case statement, 

the goto if statement, and "jump tables". A discussion of this topic can be found under the goto case statement. 

The System.RunCommand or Shell.Execute statements may be used launch external processes from an 

MCL context. 

Labels 
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Positions within an MCL script can be labeled using label definitions. Such positions can then be used as 

targets of goto, goto case, goto if, and menu item selection commands which cause a transfer of control. 

A label definition consists of a label name immediately followed by a colon, i.e., "name:". The remainder 

of the line must be empty except for an optional comment presumably explaining the function of the following 

section of script. 

line_label_definition ::= simple_name: 

The name and position of a label so defined is saved in a label table. Label names are kept in name spaces 

separate from those for variables, so labels may have the same names as variables without name space conflicts. 

Each label name must be unique in the procedure level in which it is used. Labels may not be used inside of 

control flow blocks such as do and for blocks and block if's. Additional discussion of the use of labels may be 

found under the goto statement in the MCL Dictionary. 

Error Checking and Reporting 
A language defined numeric value named mcli.Status is assigned a new value by the completion of most 

commands. The value of mcli.Status will be set to 0 by the successful completion of commands, and to a larger 

integral value by commands which do not complete successfully. Most exceptional conditions also generate a 

report about the cause of the condition. 

The default action taken upon the occurrence of an error mcli.Status is to exit the procedure. This default 

action may be overridden with an On Error command. When automatic error checking is disabled MCL scripts 

should check the value of mcli.Status following those commands where exceptions to success might occur. 

Two common such situations encountered in many applications are file-not-found by an Open command, and 

end-of-file being encountered by a Read command. 

If errors are being ignored, i.e., an mcli.OnErrorEnabled=false statementhas been executed, command 

execution following errors resumes at the beginning of the next command line. Thus any concatenated 

commands on the same line as the command causing the error will be skipped. 

Several aspects of error processing may be controlled using the On Error command. 

Error Reports 

Errors are reported with a message of the following format sent to the MitSyn Log window and to other 

destinations which may have be specified by setting the Log.File property. 

***ERROR: particular error message 

***Stmt: ... <<ERROR>> ... 

Script: "source of statement" 

The "Stmt" line displays the script statement containing the error (shown after explicit value text substitutions). 

An “<<ERROR>>" mark is inserted in the statement at a location closely following the position of the error. 

The "Script:" line shows the name of a command file if the statement came from a file. 

A line with a "***At:" prefix may also appear if the error occurred while something other than a script 

line was being scanned, e.g., an MCL expression being evaluated as a block parameter value in the MitSyn 

Stream Processing Language. A "***Site:" prefix line will sometimes be displayed during stream processor 

Build and Run operations to help localize the problem in a stream processing module. 

Launching MitSyn 
MitSyn is usually installed in such a way that it is launched by a command of "mitsyn.exe" being 

associated with a Start Menu item (a Windows program launching “shortcut”). If the launching command is 

given without any parameters on the command line (the shortcut’s “Target” property) MitSyn will start in 

command line mode prompting for MCL commands. 

If the launching command is given with additional parameters on the invoking command line the MitSyn 

Command Language Interpreter (MCLI) will take the remainder of the invoking command line as an MCL 

command line, execute that single command line, and then exit. This command line mode of operation is 

sometimes also known as "executing a one-liner". One-liners are often used to have the MCLI start up a top-

level graphical user interface (a GUI). In this way a GUI implemented in MCL can be automatically started 

from a shortcut or a host shell command. An example MCL script of this type which is a MitSyn project 

manager is the script ProjManager.mcl. 
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The MitSyn shortcuts (Start Menu items or desktop icons) which are installed by a standard MitSyn 

installation are of this form, i.e., they launch MitSyn running the MitSyn project manager interface. Such 

shortcuts should also include a specification of an initial current or working directory (the shortcut’s “Start in” 

property). Users are encouraged to make additional shortcuts for each directory which they use often with 

MitSyn. 

Launch options may be included on the launching command line before any parameters. They include: 

/LogToDebug is equivalent to the MCL Debug.CopyLog=true property which is sometimes useful during 

debugging when an error is causing a premature MitSyn exit.
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MCL Dictionary — Script Statements and Objects 
This dictionary contains descriptions of the statements, expression operators, built-in functions, and object properties 

and methods of the MitSyn Command Language. 

Statement and Object Dictionary Notation 
The syntax notation used in this dictionary is documented in the "Syntax Description" section of the "MitSyn 

Command Language Introduction" chapter. 

The scripting language is not case-sensitive, which means that language keywords, variable names, function names, 

and any other identifiers may be entered with any capitalization of letters. The cases of notation items shown in this 

dictionary are chosen to promote readability. 

Statements and methods are shown with a bold italic header, followed by prototype lines and options. 

Expression operators are listed in the Expression Operators entry in this dictionary. The "Expressions" section of the 

"MCL Introduction" contains additional discussion of expressions. 

Built-in functions may be called wherever a value is required in a statement or expression. Most arguments to built-in 

functions are expressions which will be evaluated to yield a typed value. The number of arguments and their data types for 

each built-in function is specified in this dictionary. The result of the function call is a typed value which may be combined 

with expression operators in the usual manner. 

Built-in functions are documented by entries in this dictionary using a "function prototype" line of the following form.  

Function_name (usage : type {, usage : type}) : result_type 

Each parameter in the prototype line is shown with a brief usage description followed by the type of the parameter. 

This means that the argument or actual parameter in an application of the function must be an expression which 

evaluates to the specified type. The result_type is the type of the value which is returned by the function application. 

Such a specification of the types of the parameters and the result of a function application is sometimes called the 

"type profile or signature" of the function. Some built-in functions can accept more than one type profile of parameters, and 

such functions (which are called "overloaded") are listed once for each acceptable parameter type profile. 

Signs and Symbols 

= —— Assignment Statement 

See Assignment Statement. 

#ifdebug  Statement —— Execute line(s) only if running a debug build 

#ifndebug  Statement —— Execute line(s) only if NOT running a debug build 

A statement beginning with “#ifdebug” which is followed by a non empty statement causes the rest of the line to be 

ignored unless the version of MitSyn being run is a “debug build”. Debug builds are normally only used by 

developers. 

A statement beginning with “#ifdebug” which is NOT followed by a statement begins a block of lines which are 

executed only if in a debug build. The block is terminated by an #endif statement. 

A 

Arguments Object Methods and Properties 

Methods and properties referring to the arguments of the calling procedure level may be retrieved using the 

arguments object name. 

Arguments.IsMore ( ) : bool 

Returns true if there are more argument values, and false if the end of the argument list has been reached. 

Arguments.GetNextAsLiteral ( ) : str 

Used in function definitions to get the literal text of the next argument field from the invoking statement. If no more 

arguments exist the null string value is returned. Similar to the param statement for a literal parameter except that 

no local variable is created bound to the argument value. 
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Arguments.PeekNextAsLiteral ( ) : str 

Returns the literal text of the next argument from the invoking command. If no more arguments exist the null string 

value is returned. Similar to the GetNextAsLiteral method and param statement for a literal parameter except that 

it does not advance the argument scanner position. It is sometimes useful to peek at an argument to decide how it 

should be scanned with a param statement. 

Arguments.WholeTextLine : str 

Gets the whole line of text of the call, beginning with the name of the object called. 

Array Properties 

MCL array (vector) objects may be created using the var statement. There are several different types of arrays 

depending upon the data type of each element. The various array types and their general characteristics are documented in 

"Arrays" section of the "Command Language Introduction". 

In addition to the array properties and named methods documented here, many arithmetic operations on arrays are 

effected using the Assign array method. For example, all the element values of an array may be negated using the 

compound assignment command of "array *= -1.0", and hence there is no named Negate array method. Many global built-

in functions (i.e., not methods) operate on array values. E.g., Max, Min, Math.Sum, Math.Mean, Math.Variance, and 

InRange. These and others are listed in the "Common Array Operations" section. 

Most of the array methods other than the Assign method operate only on "plain" arrays (i.e., arrays with number 

elements), and so such will be assumed in the following documentation unless explicitly stated otherwise. A "complex" 

array, i.e., an array with "real" and "imaginary" parts, is represented by a numeric array with at least two rows, where the 

first row is taken as the real part, and the second row is taken as the imaginary part. 

Array properties (attributes) are as follows, and apply to all array types. Those followed by an equal sign may be 

updated using the usual property setting syntax of object.property = expression. 

Length [= number] 
Sets/gets number of active elements in a row (there is a distinct value for each row). Can be no greater than the 

allocated length (AllocLength) of the array. 

Dom_Step [= number] 
Sets/gets domain step size for a row (a distinct value for each row). 

Dom_LBound [= number] 
Sets/gets domain lower bound for a row (a distinct value for each row). 

Domain [= triple]  
Sets/gets domain attributes for a row (a distinct value for each row). The value is a triple (a numeric array value of 

length 3) consisting of the values or the row's Length, Dom_Step, and Dom_LBound attributes in that order. 

AllocLength : number 
Allocated length, = number of allocated elements for a row, same value for all rows. 

LBound : number 
Element index Lower Bound, = index of the first element in a row, same value for all rows. 

UBound : number 
Element index Upper Bound for the currently active length, = LBound + Len - 1. The maximum usable (unless 

Redimensioned) index upper bound can be calculated using the AllocLength property. 

AllocUBound : number 
Element index Upper Bound for the allocated length, same value for all rows, = LBound + AllocLength - 1. 

AvailableDepth : number 
Depth of array, i.e., the total number of rows in the array below the given row. 

RowLBound : number 
Row Index lower bound, = row index of the top row. 

Array.Assign (=) 

The Assign array method uses the general assignment syntactic form and object visibility conditions documented 

under the Assignment Statement. Here we present cases specific to the assignment of values to array objects. The notation 

array_var_row refers to a row of an array object, i.e., an array object name optionally followed by a row selector expression 

in braces (i.e., array_name{row_expr}). If there is no explicit row selector the referenced row is the top row of the array. 
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Array Assignment forms 

Numeric array element — numeric_array_var_row [index] = number_expr 

Char array element — char_array_var_row [index] = char_expr 

Bool array element — bool_array_var_row [index] = bool_expr 

Bits array element — bits_array_var_row [index] = bits_expr 

The expression must be of indicated type, and the destination row will be updated with the value of the expression. 

Numeric array variable — numeric_array_var_row = expr 

If the expression is of type array the element values and Length of the expression will be assigned to the destination 

row. 

If the expression is of type number the number value will be replicated and assigned to all the elements of the 

destination array row up to its current active Length. This is the way all the elements of an array are set to the same 

value. 

The array Copy…, Update…, and Fill methods are also used to update array objects. They support additional 

formats, such as noncontiguous elements with a stride of greater than one. 

Numeric array slice — numeric_array_var_row [index_range] = expr 

Same as for a destination of a whole array variable, with the exception that only the elements within the destination 

range will be updated, and that if the expression is of type array the length of the expression must be the same as the 

length of the destination slice. 

Bool array slice — bool_array_var_row [index_range] = bool_array_expr 

Character array — char_array_var_row = expr 

If the expression is of type string the characters and length of the expression will be assigned to the destination 

variable. To assign a byte array value to a character array use the Str type transfer function to type the right side 

expression value. 

If the expression is of type character the character value will be replicated and assigned to all the elements of the 

destination. 

Character array slice — char_array_var_row [index_range] = expr 

Same as for a destination of a whole character array variable, with the exception that only the elements within the 

destination range will be updated, and that if the expression is of type string the length of the expression must be the 

same as the length of the destination slice. 

Byte array element — byte_array_var_row [index] = number_expr | bits_expr 

If the expression is of bits type the byte array element will be updated with the low order 8 bits of the bits 

expression. 

Byte array — byte_array_var_row = expr 

Byte array slice — byte_array_var_row [index_range] = expr 

The right side expression must evaluate to a byte array value or character array value, which is at least as long as the 

destination part. Any excess length of the expression value will be ignored. In the case of the whole array assignment 

the Length of the destination will be updated with minimum of the length of the expression or the AllocLength of 

the destination. 

A compound assignment method uses the value of the right side expression to operate upon the current value of the 

destination object in some way. This is in distinction to the simple assignment method which totally replaces the value of 

the destination. Compound assignment is the notation used to effect such operations as elementwise array addition and 

multiplication, and array concatenation. The use of compound assignment methods to do array arithmetic is illustrated in the 

tutorial script "ArrayTutor.mcl". 
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Array arithmetic compound assignment operators 

+= Addition 

-= Subtraction 

*= Multiplication 

/= Division 

Array arithmetic compound assignment destination forms 

Numeric array element — numeric_array_var_row [index] op= number_or_array_expr 

Numeric array slice — numeric_array_var_row [index_range] op= number_or_array_expr 

Numeric array variable — numeric_array_var_row op= number_or_array_expr 

If the right side expression is of number type, the value of the expression is applied to all the selected elements of the 

destination array row according to the indicated operator. 

If the expression is of type array the length of the expression must be the same as the length of the destination, and 

the indicated operation is executed on an elementwise basis between the expression element values and the 

destination elements. 

Array.Append 

Array_row.Append (arg_expr) 

Appends the argument to the array row. 

Array object type: 

Numeric array row 

If the argument expression is of type number, a single element of the value of the argument will be appended to the 

end of the array row. The Length of the row will be incremented by one. 

If the argument is of type array, the values of the elements of the argument will be appended to the end of the row. 

The Length of the row will be incremented by the length of the argument. 

Character array row 

If the argument expression is of type character, the character value will be appended (concatenated) to the character 

array row. The Length of the destination row will thus be incremented by one. 

If the argument is of type string, the string value will be appended (concatenated) to the character array row. The 

Length of the destination row will thus be incremented by the length of the string argument. 

Array.Compare 

Array_row.Compare (threshold_src_array, dst_array) 

Each element of dst_array is set to 1.0 if the corresponding element value of the object is greater than or equal to the 

corresponding element of threshold_array, else a value of 0.0 updates the dst_array element. 

Array.Contains (point_array) : bool 

Returns true if the position represented by the argument as a point is contained within the rectangle represented by 

the array, else false. 

Array.Convolve 

Array_row.Convolve (src_array, dst_array) 

Convolves the array row with the first argument, with the result updating the second argument. The destination array 

must not be either of the source arrays. The length of the result will be the sum of the lengths of the two source 

arrays minus 1. 

Array.Copy1, .Copy2, .CopyAllRows 

ARRAY_ROW.COPY1 (DST_ARRAY [, OPTION] ) —— COPY ONE ROW 

Array_row.Copy2 (dst_array [, option] ) —— Copy two rows 

Array_row.CopyAllRows (dst_array [, option] ) —— Copy all rows, i.e., "matrix copy" 
Copies array data from the array object to the destination array argument. The default case, which may be modified 

by options, is to copy both the element and attribute values of only the specified row(s) of the array object. 

The Array.Copy… methods are one of several techniques used for copying array data. The Assign method is the 

usual command for copying single rows of array data. That method deals with array expressions and array values, 
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and thus supports array slices for source and destination. The Copy methods may be used to copy array data when 

some special features are needed. Since the Copy methods operate on array objects rather than array values they can 

copy both element values and attribute values. Other methods which copy array data in special ways are the array 

Extract and Update methods, which can operate upon non-contiguous array elements and element groups. 

Copy... options 

Attributes = bool  — Default: Attributes=true 

Specifies whether the variable attribute values (Length and domain values) of the relevant row(s) are to be copied. 

Array.Cumulate 

Array_row.Cumulate  (dst_array) 

For all i, the i-th element in the destination array is set to the cumulative sum of all the elements in the array from the 

first element through to and including the i-th element. 

The sum of a contiguous group of elements in a row, i.e., the sum of a sub-array, can be found by cumulating the row 

and then subtracting the value of the first element from the value of the last element. The sum of whole rows and 

slices can also be found using the Sum built-in function with array expressions as the argument. Sometimes it is 

desired to shorten or compress an array by summing the values in groups of contiguous elements. This is easily 

effected by first cumulating the array, then Extracting from the cumulation using a Stride equal to the desired group 

width, and then using the Difference method to undo the cumulation. 

Array.Decimate 

The Decimate method can be used to represent the data of an array in terms of a fewer number of array elements 

where each single destination element value is some function of the values of a contiguous group of source element values. 

For example, decimation with a decimation ratio of 10 and a decimation type of Mean would reduce the number of array 

elements by 10 and each resultant element value would be the mean of 10 element successive element values in the source 

array. 

Array_row.Decimate (dst_array { , option_list } ) 

Decimate options 

Ratio = int     — Default: Ratio=1 

Specifies the number of array elements to be coalesced into each destination row element, i.e., the length of the 

decimation interval. This ratio should be an integral value. The Length of the destination row will be set to the 

Length of the source array divided by the decimation ratio. 

Attribute = decimation_attribute_str   — Default: Attribute="First" 

The attribute specifies which attribute of the source array elements in each decimation interval will be calculated and 

assigned to elements of the destination array. 

Decimation Attributes 

First Result is the first source array element in each decimation interval. 

RMS The root-mean-square value of the source array elements within the decimation 

interval. 

Maximum The maximum value within the interval 

Minimum The minimum value within the interval 

Mean The mean (average) of all the source array elements within the interval. 

Array.DFT —— Discrete Fourier Transformation 

Array_row.DFT ( ) 

Execute a complex Discrete Fourier Transform inplace on the data of the object, which must have at least two rows. 

The top array is the real part, and the immediately inferior array is the imaginary part. The inverse is executed by the 

IDFT method. 

The current value of the row's Length must be a power of 2. The Dom_Step domain attribute value of the row will 

be updated with a value of 1.0/(Length*Dom_Step) to reflect a change from the time domain to the frequency 

domain. Both the real part array and the imaginary part row will receive a copy of the new domain attribute values. 

For many array processing applications the fundamental operation consists of the discrete Fourier transform. The 

present implementation uses a radix 2 version of the FFT algorithm and operates upon complex data, i.e., data with 

real and imaginary parts, to yield a complex result. The forward (analysis) transform sum (DFT) is divided by the 
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array Length "N", so that the spectrum is properly numbered (calibrated) to represent the signal component at each 

frequency. No division by N is included in the inverse (synthesis) transform (IDFT). The opposite convention of 

dividing by N in the inverse rather than forward transform is also observed in the literature, so the user must be 

aware of which convention is being used in each different situation. Numbering is maintained through 

transformations so that Parseval's theorem (equality of time and frequency domain power) will be valid. An IDFT is 

thus the exact inverse of a DFT, and will regenerate the original signal with the original numbere. For many 

applications the input signal will be pure real, and the imaginary part should be set to zero. For pure real inputs, the 

transform will be symmetric about the array center which, if in the frequency domain, corresponds to the folding 

frequency which is half the sampling rate. Thus when frequency domain data are plotted only the left half is often 

shown since the right half is a symmetric reflection of the left half and represents the same real frequencies. 

Array.Difference 

Array_row.Difference (dst_array) 

Each element in the destination row will be updated with a value equal to the difference between the values of the 

succeeding and the corresponding elements in the row, i.e., 

dst_array [i] = object_array[i+1] - object_array [i] 

The number of values will be one less than the Length of the row, and the Length attribute of the destination array 

will be set to this diminished length. Difference and Cumulate methods form a reciprocal pair except for the loss of 

the first element with the Difference method. 

Array.DotProduct (array : array) : number 

Dot or inner product of two numeric arrays. The two array values must be of the same length, and the result is the 

sum of the elementwise products of the two arrays. 

Array.Equals (array) : bool 

Returns true if the lengths and all elements values of the two arrays are equal,, else false. 

Array.Extract 

The Extract array method is used to copy parts of an array row from selected contiguous or noncontiguous elements 

to contiguous elements at the head of a destination array row. The UpdateRow methods are used to copy data into selected 

not necessarily contiguous regions of an array. The array elements selected by the Extract and UpdateRow methods can be 

specified as being at equally spaced offsets using Stride and First options, as indicated by an offset array, or as indicated by 

a mask array. 

Array_row.Extract (dst_array [ , option_list ] ) 
Specifies that a subset of the elements in the source array row be extracted and moved to so as to be contiguous 

elements at the head of the destination array (beginning at element offset 0). If the elements specified in the source 

array are contiguous this is called an array slice move. If the elements specified in the source are not contiguous this 

operation is often called sampling or demultiplexing. 

The domain attribute values of the destination array will be set appropriately. That is, the Length of the destination 

array will be set to the number of elements extracted and moved, the Dom_Step will be set to the Dom_Step value 

of the source multiplied by the source element offset step size as specified by the Stride option, and the 

Dom_LBound will be set to the Dom_LBound of the source plus the offset of the first element extracted multiplied 

by the Dom_Step of the source. 

Extract options 

Only one extraction technique should be specified in each Extract command, i.e., Stride, Mask, and Offsets are 

mutually exclusive options. 

First = first_src_element_offset  — Default: First=0 

Specifies the offset of the first element to be extracted from the source array. 

Stride = source_element_offset_increment — Default: Stride=1 

Specifies the spacing of the selected elements in the source array. The default is contiguous elements. 

Length = number_of_elements — Default: Extract to end of source array 

Specifies the number of elements to be extracted. The default is to extract from the first up to the end of the source 

array, as determined by the Length attribute value of that array, unless the AllocLength of the destination array is 

reached first. 
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Mask = mask_array 

Specifies extractions of those elements of the source array for which the corresponding (i.e., same offset) element of 

the mask array is nonzero. 

Offsets = offset_array 

Specifies the extractions of those elements of the source array whose offsets are specified by the element values of 

the offset array. Thus the number of extracted elements will be the Length of the offset array. 

Array.Fill —— Functional form specification of array element values 

The array Fill method may be used to assign values to the elements of an array row. All the elements of a row or a 

subset of them may be assigned values based upon functional forms such as polynomial (power series), sinusoidal, 

exponential, and random selection. 

Array_row.Fill ( functional_form {/options} [ [slice_range] ] ) 
If no slice_range is specified the entire row is filled. 

functional_form_keyword 

Specifies a functional form, such as Polynomial or Sinusoid, to cause the updating of array elements. The specified 

functional form is evaluated at the domain value associated with each array element to be updated, and that value 

used to update the element's value. Examples of the array Fill method may be found in the tutorial MCL script 

FillTutor.mcl. 

Fill method general options (for all functional forms) 

/Add  — Default: replace previous values 

Specifies that the new values be added to the previous array element values. 

/AllRows — Default: Fill only the specified row 

Fills the given row and all rows below it in the group with the same values. For example, the command "array.Fill 

(Constant=1 /AllRows)" will set every element of all rows to one. 

/WholeLength — Default: Fill only the specified array slice 

Fills the entire allocated length of the array, independent of its current Length or any slice specification specified by 

the method parameter. 

/Domain = domain_src_array — Default: Use array.Domain[i] 

The domain value, Domain[i], for the i-th array element is determined from the domain attributes of the destination 

array as 

Domain[i] = array.Dom_LBound + (i * array.Dom_Step) 

unless a domain-array is explicitly specified using the /Domain option. The Domain option value specifies an array 

which will be used to supply a domain or x value to be used in the function evaluation for each destination array 

element index, i.e., 

Domain[i] = domain_src_array [i] 

/Half = which_half_selector 

/Half=1 specifies the low index half of the destination array, and /Half=2 specifies the high index half. 

Fill method functional form options 

The preceding options apply to all functional forms. We now present the specific functional forms, and options 

which are only applicable to each specific functional form. 

Constant = number 

Specifies that all elements in the array be set to the given value. For single arrays a simple assignment command of a 

number expression value to an array row is faster. Thus Fill Constant is normally only used when some other option 

such as /AllRows is also going to be used. 

Polynomial [= coefficient_array] 

Specifies that elements in the array be set to values specified by the polynomial (power series) 

array[i] = c[0] + c[1]*Domain[i] + c[2]*(Domain[i]^2) + ... 

The coefficients of the polynomial are specified by an optional array for the Polynomial option. That is, the 

coefficient specification may be either an array aggregate, i.e. a list of number-valued items enclosed in braces and 

separated by commas, i.e., 
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{c0, c1, c2, ... } 

or an array object specifier, i.e., 

coefficient_src_array 

If specified by an array the degree of the polynomial will be one less than the Length of the coefficient array. The 

degree of the polynomial must be less than 21. If the optional coefficient array is omitted a default coefficient array 

value of {0} is used, which of course evaluates to zero for each element. 

Polynomial options 

/Inverse   — Default: positive powers of independent var 

Specifies that the inverse of the independent variable, notated as DOM[i], is to be used in the polynomial. 

Examples of the Fill Polynomial array method are: 

array.Fill (Polynomial={y0, slope} y ) 

Sets the values of array "y" to a straight line passing through y0 (a number) at a domain value of zero, and 

with the specified slope. 

array.Fill (Polynomial={a, b, c} /Inverse  y[1..6] ) 

Sets elements in the range of 1 to 6 of the array "y" to a value of 

 y(x) = A + B/x + C/(x*x) 

Note that any points where the independent variable is zero should be excluded from the range, as division by 

zero is meaningless and an error. 

Sinusoid 

Specifies that elements of the destination array be set to values specified by the sinusoidal function 

array[i] = amplitude * sin (Domain[i]*harmonic - phase) 

where the argument of the sine function is taken to be in radian units. 

Sinusoid options 

/Amplitude = peak_amplitude — Default: /Amplitude=1.0 

Specifies the peak amplitude of the sinusoid. 

/Harmonic = harmonic_number — Default: /Harmonic=1 

Specifies the harmonic of the sinusoid. 

/Phase = phase_in_radians — Default: /Phase=0 

Specifies the phase lag with respect to sine phase. 

Exponential 

Specifies that elements of the array be set to values specified by the exponential 

array[i] = ynumbere * (base**Domain[i]) 

Exponential options 

/Base = base_for_exponentiation — Default: /Base=e (i.e., 2.71...) 

/YScale = number — Default: /YScale=1.0 

Random 

Specifies that elements of the array be set to random values with a uniform probability distribution over the range of 

0.0 inclusive to 1.0 exclusive. The seed for the random number generator can be set with the RandomGen.Seed 

property. 

Hamming 

Specifies that elements of the array be set to values specified by the Hamming function 

 array[i] = 0.54 - 0.46*cos(2**i/Length) 
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Array.FillAll 

Array_row.FillAll (elem_val) 

Sets all the elements of the Array_row, up to its allocated length (AllocLength), to the argument value, and the 

active Length will be set to the allocated length. The Array_row may have an element type of number, bool, or bits, 

and the type of the argument value must be compatible with the element type. 

Array.Find (match_val : number) : int 

Sequentially searches the elements of the array object for an equality with the match value. Returns the index of the 

first matching element if a match is found, else returns array.LBound-1. This method is only valid for numeric 

arrays. See also the array FindAll method which includes searches for many types of features. 

Array.FindAll —— Find features in arrays 

The array FindAll method can be used to find the location of particular features within arrays. This method finds the 

offset(s) of array elements associated with the specified feature. When only a single value is to be returned the array 

methods of Find, FindMax, and FindMin are available. 

Array_row.FindAll (type,  … ) 

A FindAll call argument must begin with an option specification of the type of feature being sought. The types 

include Peaks (multiple relative maxima), Edges, and relations such as GT (greater than) and EQ (equality). 

Examples of the array FindAll method may be found in the tutorial script ArrayTutor.mcl. 

Following the type specification the method takes one argument which is a destination array which will be updated 

with all the offsets of the array elements which satisfy the specified selection criteria. The array is scanned from its 

beginning to its current Length searching for features of the specified type. The allocated length (AllocLength) of the 

destination array must be sufficient to accept as many feature location as are found. The active Length of the destination 

array will be set to the number of features found and recorded. Hence a resultant destination array Length of 0 indicates that 

no features of the specified type were found. 

Array.FindAll (EQ=number,  offset_dst_array)  — Equal 

Array.FindAll (NE=number  offset_dst_array)  — Not equal 

Array.FindAll (GT=number,  offset_dst_array)  — Greater than 

Array.FindAll (GE=number,  offset_dst_array)  — Greater than or equal 

Array.FindAll (LT=number,  offset_dst_array)  — Less than 

Array.FindAll (LE=number,  offset_dst_array)  — Less than or equal 

Finds those elements in the array which satisfy the specified relation with respect to the type value. For example, 

FindAll (GE=3,  …) finds all the elements of the array whose value is greater than or equal to 3. 

Note that these commands find relationships between array elements and a number value. Relationships between 

array elements of parallel arrays may be found using the Compare array method which updates a destination array 

formatted as a mask array to indicate the selected offsets. The data of a mask array can be converted to its equivalent 

in offset array format by 

MaskArray.FindAll (NE=0, offset_dst_array) 

Array.FindAll (Peaks, offset_dst_array) 

Finds the peaks or relative maxima in the source array data. The definition of a peak is that its value is greater than 

the value of both immediately adjacent values (i.e., the one below and the one above). Note that this definition does 

not include relative maxima where two adjacent elements have exactly the same value. "Flat" regions, i.e., regions 

where adjacent elements have exactly the same values, may be found by using the Difference method followed by 

the FindAll (EQ=0 …) method. 

Array.FindAll (Edges, offset_dst_array) 

Finds edges. Edges are defined as being at positions where the element values is greater than zero, and the value of 

the immediately preceding element is less than or equal to zero. The term "edges" is generally used when 

manipulating Boolean data, and "zero crossing" is used when manipulating analog data. 

Array.FindMax () : int 

Returns the offset of the maximum value in the array object. If only the value of the maximum element is needed and 

not its position the Max built-in function applied to an array value is a convenient alternative. 
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Array.FindMin () : int 

Returns the offset of the minimum value in the array object. 

Array.GetAbs —— Absolute values of elements of a pure real array 

Array_row.GetAbs (dst_array) 

Gets the elementwise absolute value of a (pure real) array. The GetMag method gets the magnitude of a complex 

array. 

Array.GetCartesian —— Polar to Cartesian coordinate conversion 

Array_row.GetCartesian (cartesian_dst_2array) 

Gets the elementwise Cartesian coordinates of an array assumed to be in polar coordinates. The inverse conversion 

of from Cartesian to polar is effected by using the GetMagnitude and GetPhase methods. 

Array.GetColumn 

Array.GetColumn (column_index, dst_array) 

Updates the top row of the destination array with the element values of the specified column of the (source) array 

object. The resultant Length of the destination array row will be the Depth of the source array. Note that the column 

is specified by an index rather than an offset. 

Array.GetDiagonal 

Array.GetDiagonal (dst_array) 

Updates the top row of the destination array with tho element values of the diagonal of the (source) array object. The 

resultant length of the destination array is the Depth of the source array. The source array should be square. 

Array.GetExp —— Exponentiation of array element values 

Array_row.GetExp (dst_array) 

Gets the elementwise exponentiation (base e) of an array. 

Array.GetInv —— Inverse of array element values 

Array_row.GetInv (dst_array) 
Gets the elementwise inverse of an array, i.e., the destination element values are the reciprocals of the source values. 

Array.GetLog 

Array_row.GetLog (dst_array) 

Elementwise natural logarithm (base e) of a numeric array. Source element values of less than zero cause a domain 

error. Source element values equal to zero are mapped into the largest negative number that can be stored in an array 

element. 

Array.GetLog10 

Array_row.GetLog10 (dst_array) 

Elementwise logarithm base 10 of a numeric array. Identical to the GetLog method except for the base. 

Array.GetLogSqMag —— Log of power of a complex array 

Array_row.GetLogSqMag (dst_array) 

Gets the elementwise calculation of the base 10 logarithm of the square of the magnitude of the complex Array_row. 

This is usually defined as a logarithmic measure of "power", the units of which are sometimes called "bels". If the 

result were multiplied by 10 the result would be in units of decibels (dB). If both the real and imaginary part of a 

source element are zero the destination element will be given the largest negative number that can be stored in an 

array element. 

Array.GetLPC —— Linear Prediction Coefficient calculation 

Array.GetLPC (order_int, dst_array [ , option_list ] ) : bool 

Calculates Linear Prediction Coefficients of the specified order. The dst_array must be different from the object, and 

must be at least order+1 long. The GetLPC method calculates predictor coefficients based on the autocorrelation 

formulation. The destination array receives the order+1 values placed in the first order+1 elements of the array. 
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This calculation is of type which attempts to find the parameters of a model which causes the model to "fit" the data. 

If the source data values are such that trying to fit them with this particular model would be a vacuous exercise the 

command will terminate by transferring to any error_label if supplied or else with an error mcli.Status condition. 

The user should be prepared to handle such a condition using any of the usual error handling techniques. 

One popular use of this method is as part of the algorithm to generate a linear prediction spectrum for a time signal. 

Some of the system supplied MCL utility scripts use LPC in conjunction with appropriate tapering and transform 

operations to generate such spectra. 

The method returns true if successful, else false which indicates that it was unable to achieve a fit. 

GetLPC options 

Sigma = sigma_dst_number_var 

Specifies a variable to be updated with the "sigma" value of the calculation. 

Array.GetMag —— Magnitude values of elements of a complex array 

Array_row.GetMag (dst_array) 

The destination array receives the elementwise magnitude of the elements of the complex array. This operation is 

also sometimes termed the absolute value of complex numbers. Note that the GetAbs method calculates the absolute 

value of real arrays. Note also the GetMag and GetPhase together form a Cartesian to polar conversion pair. 

Array.GetMax 

Array_row.GetMax (comparison_expr, dst_array) 

Does an elementwise comparison of the array object's elements with the comparison_expr, and updates the elements 

of the destination array with the maximum values. 

The comparison value expression may be either a number expression, in which case all elements are compared with 

that single value, or an array value, in which case the comparison is on an element by element basis 

The Max built-in function finds the maximum value in an array of values, and the FindMax function finds locations 

of maxima in array values. 

Array.GetMin 

Array_row.GetMin (comparison_expr, dst_array) 

Same as Array.GetMax except it gets the minimum values rather than the maximum values. 

Array.GetPhase 

Array_row.GetPhase (dst_array) 

Calculates the elementwise phase of a complex array (in Cartesian form), with the result in radians. This function is 

also known as the arctangent. If both the real and imaginary values are zero for any element position the destination 

phase will be set to zero (although for such values the phase is mathematically undefined). 

Array.GetSqMag —— Power of elements in a complex array 

Array_row.GetSqMag (dst_array) 

Gets the elementwise square of the magnitude. The is the same as complex comjugate multiplication of the array by 

itself. The element values of the destination array receive the square of the magnitudes of the source elements 

(Cartesian form). Note that the destination array is not a complex array, and thus there is no imaginary part which is 

set to zero. 

Array.GetSqRt —— Square root 

Array_row.GetSqRt (dst_array) 

Elementwise square root of an array. A Domain Error results if any of the array element values is less than zero. 

Array.GetTranspose 

Array_row.GetTranspose (dst_narray) 

Transposes the elements of the array (usually a multi-row array) into the destination array. The Length of the 

destination will be set to the Depth of the object, and the Depth of the destination must be at least as great as the 

current Length of the object. 
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Array.IDFT —— Inverse Discrete Fourier Transformation 

Array_row.IDFT ( ) 

Execute a complex Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform inplace on the data of the object, which must be at least two 

deep. Additional documentation for this method is located with the DFT array method. The same formula as for the 

DFT method is used to update the domain attributes, but in this case it reflects a change from the frequency domain 

to the time domain. Since that relationship is a reciprocal, a DFT followed by an IDFT will return the domain 

increment to its original value, as it should. 

The tutorial script IDFTTutor.mcl (Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform Tutorial) illustrates the "synthesis aspects" of 

the IDFT array method. 

Array.InRange (test_val : number) : int 

InRange is a "table lookup range classifier". The element values of the array object value must be ordered in 

ascending sequence. If the test value is less than the first array element value the function returns zero. If the text 

value is greater than or equal to the first bounds value and less than the second bounds value it returns one. And so 

on. An array object of length N specifies N+1 ranges, and thus the returned value is an index in the range of 0 to N 

inclusive. 

Array.Interpolate 

The Interpolate method can be used to represent the data of an array in terms of a greater number of array elements 

where each single destination element value is calculated by interpolating from adjacent source array element values. 

Currently only linear interpolation is supported. Other forms of interpolation can be conceived of, which could be supported 

by options such as, e.g., Order=order_of_polynomial. 

The Interpolate method is sometimes useful for "stretching" or "warping" data. 

Array_row.Interpolate (dst_array [ , option ] ) 

Increment_Ratio = number — Default: Increment_Ratio=1 

Specifies the ratio of the new destination increment to the increment of the source. An increment ratio of less than 

one is usual for interpolation, and means that the Length of the destination will be greater than the Length of the 

source, as there will be more array elements over the same domain. The Dom_Step of the destination array will be 

set to the Dom_Step value of the source array times the increment ratio. 

Array.IsNear (array2:array,  distance:number) : bool 

Evaluates whether two arrays are "near" each other. If for all elements the absolute value of the difference between 

the element values (of the same index) for each array is less than or equal to the specified distance IsNear() returns 

true, else the result is false. That is, are the spatial points represented by the two arrays in n-dimensional space 

within the specified distance in each dimension. If the specified distance is zero IsNear() will return true only if the 

arrays have identical values in all elements and thus can be used as a test of array equality. 

Array.LoadFile —— Load workspace arrays from file data 

PlainArray.LoadFile (filename {, options} ) : bool 

Loads the workspace numeric array object data from an array file (see below for other types of workspace arrays). 

A return value of true indicates success. 

keyword options 

Depth = number_of_rows — Default: depth of file array 

Specifies the depth to be loaded from the source. The array object must have been allocated deep enough to 

accommodate the specified or default depth. 

Redimension = bool  — Default: true 

If true the destination array will be dimensioned from the data found in the file.  If false the previous dimensions are 

retained. 

ByteArray | CharArray.LoadFile ( filename ) : bool 
Loads the raw contents of the file into a single row of a byte or character workspace array. If the file size is larger 

that the allocated length of the workspace array the workspace array will be expanded, i.e., an automatic 

Redimension will be effected for the array. 

This method is useful for low-level accessing of the data of any types of binary files. 

A return value of true indicates success. 
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Array.Map —— Functional mapping using table lookup 

Map_array_row.MapI (xArg : number) : number 

Maps the value of the argument using the numeric array row as a map. An index offset into the map array is 

calculated from the xArg value using the domain attribute values of the map array as follows 

  Offset = (xArg - map.Dom_Lbound) / map.Dom_Step 

Linear interpolation (the "I" in the name) is used to calculate values between the enclosing array element values, i.e., 

for the fractional part of the offset. If the value of the argument is not contained in the domain of the map array the 

returned value is simply the value of the first or last map element value. 

Map_array_row.MapQ (xArg : number) : number 

This is the same as the MapI method except that the returned value is the array element value whose associated 

domain value is the closest value at or below the value of the argument, hence the "Q" in the name is for 

"Quantizing". 

Map_array_row.MapI (src_array, dst_array [ , option ]) 

Maps all elements of a source array row to a destination array row. Linear interpolation (the "I" in the name) is used 

between the nearest points to calculate result values for argument values which fall between points of the mapping 

function. 

Map_array_row.MapQ (src_array, dst_array [ , option ]) 

Plain "Quantizing" mapping. Each destination element value is simply the value of the map array element whose 

associated domain value is closest to but does not exceed the source element value. 

The object (a "map array") will translate each element value in the source array into an element value in the 

destination array at the same index as that of the element in the source array. Each source element value will be used 

to index into the map. The domain attributes (Dom_LBound, Length, and Dom_Step) of the map array should 

define a domain which includes all the values of the source array, else a "Domain Error" will occur. The length of the 

source and destination arrays is taken from the Length of the source array. The map array may be of any length, and 

of either Plain or Bits element type. The destination array must be of the same type as the map array. 

Map option 

OutOfBoundsError = bool  — Default: false 

Specifies whether source element values which fall outside the domain of the map raise an error condition. If false 

(the default) such out of bounds values are simply mapped with the end points of the map. 

Typical uses of such mapping are for mapping data according to "calibration curves", clipping, and doing color 

mapping for views which show some intensity value as a function of two dimensions (e.g., spectrographs). 

Array.MatMul —— Matrix multiplication 

Array_row.MatMul (src1_narray, src2_narray) 

Matrix multiplication of the first source matrix into the second source matrix with the object matrix receiving the 

matrix product. 

Array.MulC —— Complex array multiplication 

Array_row.MulC (src_2array) 

Effects complex multiplication of the complex source array into the complex array object. The complex parts are 

assumed to be in the normal (Cartesian) representation. 

Plain elementwise multiplication of two numeric arrays or an array by a number are effected using array compound 

assignment methods, e.g., "array_product *= array_source" multiplies the source array into the object array. These are 

documented under the Array.Assign entry. 

Array.MulCC —— Complex Conjugate array multiplication 

Array_row.MulCC (src_2array) 

Effects complex conjugate multiplication (Cartesian form) of the source array into the complex array object. 

MaxRowLen = dst_number_var 

Gets the length of the longest row in the array file. 

Depth = dst_number_var 

Gets the number of rows in the array file. 
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ElemSize = dst_number_var 

Gets the size of each element datum in bytes. 

Array.Redimension —— Adjust the shape of an array 

Array.Redimension (NewDepth, NewRowLength) 

Redimension may be used to change the shape of an array, i.e., its depth (number of rows) and the maximum 

(allocated) length of each row. The indexing lower bounds (for both elements and rows) remain the same. 

Redimension may be applied to array types whose elements are simple variables (e.g., plain, bool, char, bits, etc), 

but may not be applied to array types whose elements are "objects" (e.g., GCs, strings). 

The old data are not preserved, and the new contents are uninitialized. 

Array.Reverse —— Reverse the order of array elements 

Array_row.Reverse 
Reverses the order of array elements, i.e., the first element becomes the last element, the last element becomes the 

first, and inner elements are similarly reversed. 

Array.SaveFile —— Save workspace array data as a file 

PlainArray.SaveFile (filename {, options} ) 
Saves the data of the workspace numeric array into a MitSyn numeric array file. 

If the array data is to be used as a mapping function (for Stream Processing Map/Interpol and Map/Quant blocks, 

the Array.Map methods) the domain attributes Dom_LBound and Dom_Step should have appropriate values since 

they will determine the domain of the array when used as a mapping function. 

Depth = number_of_rows  — Default: depth of object 

Specifies the depth to be saved from the workspace array. 

ElemSize = number_of_bytes_per_element  — Default: 4 or 8, as indicated by mcli.NumArrayElemSize. 

Specifies the size of each element datum in bytes. 8 and 4 specify long and short floating point data formats, and 2 

and 1specifiy a signed fractional data format. 

ByteArray | CharArray.SaveFile filename 
Saves the contents of the first row of a byte or character array directly into a file, i.e., no formatting or translation is 

effected. This is useful for creating binary files of any format. 

Array.Shift 

Array_row.Shift (shift_count_number [ , option ] ) 
Shifts the elements of the row(s) to the left. The shift count must be greater than or equal 0, and the array's Length 

will be reduced by the shift count. 

Depth = number_of_rows  — Default: Depth=1 

Specifies the number of rows to be shifted. 

Array.Sort 

Array_row.Sort [ option ] 
Sorts the array using value of the elements as the sort key. The sort is done in place. 

Descending = bool  — Default: Descending=false, sorts in ascending numeric order. 

Descending specifies than the element values be sorted in a descending numeric order. 

Array.Symmetrize 

Array_row.Symmetrize () 

Updates the data in the right half of the array to be a symmetric reflection about the origin (in a circular sense) of the 

data in the left half. The result is an "even" function. This is only defined for even values of Length. In other words, 

for i from Length/2+1 to Length-1 (using zero-based indexing) 

array [i] = array [Length - i] 

Array.TallyHistogram 

Histogram_array_row.TallyHistogram (src_array) 
The array object's row is interpreted as a histogram, and each element in the source array (src_array.Length in 

number) will cause a one to be added to the histogram bin or cell selected by the source array element value. The 
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domain attributes of the histogram array row are used to determine histogram cell bounds (class intervals). Any 

source element values less than the histogram lower bound (histogram_array_row.Dom_LBound) will be tallied to 

the first cell of the histogram (of index 0), and any values above the histogram upper bound will be tallied to the last 

cell. Multiple source arrays can be tallied to the same histogram since this is a cumulative operation. The histogram 

should be initialized by clearing all array element values to zero, and setting array domain attribute values to specify 

the desired class (histogram cell or bin) bounds. Utility scripts DrawMWELAttrHistog.mcl (Draw Histogram of an 

Event Waveform List Attribute) and DrawMWELIntervalHistog.mcl (Draw Histogram of a Waveform Event List 

Event Interval) illustrate this array method. 

Array.UpdateColumn 

Array.UpdateColumn (column_index, src_array) 
Updates the element values of a column of the destination (object) array from the source array. The Depth of the 

destination array must be at least as great as the Length of the source array. If the Depth of the array is greater than 

the Length of the source array only the top src_array.Length elements of the column will be updated. 

Array.UpdateRow 

Array_row.UpdateRow (number | src_array [ , option_list ] ) 
Updates selected elements of the destination array (the object). If the type of the first argument is a number all the 

selected destination elements will be updated with that value. If the type is an array the update values will be taken 

from element values of that array. 

The UpdateRow method is needed only in special situations such as updating only a selected noncontiguous set of 

elements. For most array row updating operations the array row slice assignment command 

 dst_row [index_range] = array_expr 

is more convenient. 

First = first_dst_element_offset — Default: First=0 

Specifies the offset of the first element in the destination array to be updated. 

Stride = dst_element_offset_increment — Default: Stride=1 

Specifies the spacing of the elements selected in the destination array to be updated. The default is contiguous 

elements. 

Length = number_of_elements — Default: Length=1 

Used only when no Offsets option is specified. 

Offsets = offset_array 

Specifies insertion at element positions in the destination array specified by element values in the offset array. 

Assignment Statement (=) 

The values of most types of variables may be updated with the values of expressions using assignment statements in 

which the destination is on the left side of an "=" and the expression is on the right side. 

dst_var [modifiers] = expr 

The expression is evaluated, and the resultant value is assigned to the destination variable. 

If a destination variable of the specified variable name is currently visible (and its data type is compatible with the 

data type of the expression) its value will be updated with the value of the expression. (Visibility may be controlled 

with the NameSpace statement.) 

If there is no variable with the destination name currently visible, and the data type of the expression is number, 

string, character, bool, bits, or handle, a variable of the destination name will be automatically declared to be of 

the type of the expression. Such automatically declared variables will be placed in the local symbol table. However, 

explicit declaration of variables using the var statement is to be recommended as it is both faster (no search of all the 

visible symbol tables) and safer (no mistaken assignment to a variable of the same name in an outer level) than such 

automatic or implicit declaration. 

Described here is the assignment of values to simple (single component) variables. The assignment to more complex 

objects such as arrays is documented by the Assign method of each object type. The syntax is usually the same for 

the object types. 

The particulars of the assignment statement for simple variables are enumerated below based on the syntactic form 

and variable type of the destination. These destination types are shown below using the English description followed 

by the equivalent MCL syntactic form. 
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Assignment destination forms 

Number variable — number_var = number_expr 

String variable — str_var = str_expr 

Bool variable — bool_var = bool_expr 

Bits variable — bits_var = bits_expr 

Character variable — char_var = char_expr 

String character — str_var [index] = char_expr 

Range variable — range_var = range_expr 

Handle variable — handle_var = handle_expr 

Byte variable — byte_var = byte_expr 

The expression must be of indicated type, and the destination will be updated with the value of the expression. 

Substring — str_var [index_range] = str_expr 

The expression must be of string type, and of the same length as the destination substring. Only the characters of the 

indicated substring will be updated. 

Assignment Statement (op=, Compound Assignment) 

A compound assignment statement uses the value of the right side expression to operate upon the current value of the 

destination in some way. This is in distinction to the simple assignment statement which totally replaces the value of the 

destination. 

dst_var op= expr 

op ::= + | - | * | / | & 

The expression is evaluated, and the resultant value is used as an operand for the operation specified by the operator. 

The operation uses the initial value of the destination variable as the other operand, and updates the destination 

variable with the result. 

The particulars will be enumerated below based on the operator type and the form of the destination. 

Arithmetic compound assignment operators 

+= Addition 

-= Subtraction 

*= Multiplication 

/= Division 

Arithmetic compound assignment destination forms 

Number variable — number_var op= number_expr 

The expression must be of number type, and its value is applied to the destination according to the indicated 

operator. 

String Concatenation assignment operator 

+= Concatenation 

String variable  — str_var += str_expr 

The expression must be of type string, and that string value will be appended (concatenated) to the destination string. 

The Length of the destination will thus be incremented by the length of the expression. 

B 

Bitmap Images 

Bitmap images may be used in the construction of toolbars and dialog boxes, as indicated by options or attributes of 

bitmap in those contexts. Bitmap image files have filename extensions of .png, .ico, .bmp. They may also be drawn using 

the GC.DrawBitmap method. 
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Bitmap Object (vars) 

var imageName:Bitmap [(bitmap-method calls)] 

Bitmap image objects may be created using the var imageName:Bitmap declaration statement which creates a new 

bitmap image object with the specified name. 

Bitmap Properties 

Bitmaps may be used for manipulating bitmap images. 

Bitmap.LoadFile Method 

Bitmap.LoadFile (image_filename_str) 

Loads the Bitmap var from the specified bitmap image file. The filename should include a filename extension of 

.png, .ico, or .bmp. 

Brush —— Brush Properties 

Brushes are created with a “var brush_name:new Brush”. 

Color = color_bits 
Specifies the color of the brush (see the Colors entry in this dictionary). 

DrawingMode = mode_bits  — Drawing mode for methods using a brush. 
This property value may be one of the following: Values for these DrawMode constants are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

DrawMode_Copy Total replacement of each pixel's bits by the pen’s color. 

DrawMode_XOr Do an exclusive or of the bits of the foreground and current pixels. 

DrawMode_Invert Invert the bits of the current pixels. 

Choose (index : number, choice-1 [, choice-2, … [, choice-n]]) : type_of_selected_choice 

Choose returns a value from the list of choices based on the value of index. If index is 1, Choose returns the first 

choice in the list; if index is 2, it returns the second choice, and so on. Choose returns a Null value if index is less 

than 1 or greater than the number of choices listed. All arguments are always evaluated. 

C 

CallScript(script_filename_str)  [ ( argument_list ) ] 

The CallScript statement specifies that statements be taken from the indicated MCL script file and executed in a 

new inner procedure level. That is, command input is switched to the file specified by script_filename (default 

filename extension is .mcl). 

Control will be returned to the caller at the statement line following the invoking line when an Exit statement is 

executed, or if an end-of-file of the called script file is reached. 

The remainder of the invoking statement line consists of arguments for the called script. The arguments are accessed 

in the called procedure using the param statement which specifies "parameters" in the procedure which will be 

associated with the arguments on the invoking statement line. Multiple arguments in a list are separated by commas. 

When a procedure is invoked it inherits default settings from its caller. The default settings are local to the new 

procedure level, however, so that the defaults may be reset without affecting the defaults of the caller. That is, upon 

exit from the procedure the defaults will be restored to those which existed at the time of the call. 

Clipboard Object Properties 

Properties of the system's clipboard may be referenced using the system object named Clipboard. 

Text = str_expr 

Text : str 

Sets and gets the text of the clipboard. 

Color 

Color values are specified by a data type of bits, using the encoded format of 0xAARRGGBB, where each 8 bit field 

specifies the intensity of the alpha (transparency), red, green, and blue components respectively on a range of 0 to 0xFF. 

However, if the alpha value is given as zero, it will instead be set to 0xFF which is opaque. This means that just the RGB 

values need be specified to specify the usual opaque color.  This is the same format as used in HTML. The Color.Rgb() 

method returns an encoded color value from an often more convenient form of specification. Alpha (transparency) is 

supported only by drawing with Graphics objects, but not by GC (Graphics Context) objects. 
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Color System Object 

The Color system object supplies definitions for some common colors as static properties. Definitions are included 

for Black, Blue, Cyan, DarkBlue, DarkGray, DarkGreen, DarkRed, Gray, Green, LightGray, Magenta, 

Orange, Red, White, and Yellow. 

Color.Rgb ( [alpha:number,] red: number, green: number, blue: number) : bits 

Color.Rgb (rgb_color_intensities : array) : bits 

The Color.Rgb method returns an encoded value which can be used to represent a color in contexts such as a Brush 

Color property. Three values specify the normalized intensity of each of the three primary additive colors, i.e., a 

value of 1.0 is maximum intensity and 0.0 is minimum intensity. An optional first argument may be used to specify 

an alpha or transparency value using the same scale. The alpha value component is only supported by Graphics 

methods, and not by GC methods. The intensities can be expressed either as a list of number expressions or by a 

numeric array slice with a length of at least 3. 

Controls 

Controls are elements which are used populate toolbars in order to support user interaction. Toolbars are created using 

the var Name:new toolbar statement. Toolbars may be populated with controls using the Toolbar.Add method, which may 

also optionally be invoked from the toolbar creation expression. Individual toolbar controls may be programmatically 

accessed as documented in the Control Properties section. 

Control Properties (Common) 

BackColor = color_bits 
Specifies background color of the control. 

BorderStyle = border_style_bits — Default: BorderStyle=0x0, i.e., no border 

Specifies the control's border style. Effective on buttons and labels. Appropriate values are assigned names in 

“UtilDefs.mcl” file with a prefix of “Border_S_” .  See that file for more discussion. 

Bounds = rect_array 

Sets/gets the current position and size of the control. The first two array elements receive the position of the top left 

corner of the control (in pixels measured from top left corner, with positive y axis downward), and the next two 

elements receive the width and height of the control (pixels). 

Cursor = standard_cursor_resource_ID_number 

Sets the cursor (mouse pointer) image to one of the Windows standard cursor shapes. A value of zero specifies the 

standard "selection arrow" cursor. 

Cursor = cursor_resourceName_str 

Sets the cursor shape to a cursor resource in the MitSyn resource object. 

Dock = dock_enum 

This property specifies the location of toolbars and Plotboxes with respect to the current (top) Form of the MitSyn 

main window. The default is Dock_Top for toolbars, and Dock_Fill for Plotboxes, and Dock_None for others. 

Dock values: Dock_Top, Dock_Bottom, Dock_Right, Dock_Left. Docked toolbars are shown along the specified 

side of the main MitSyn window, and the Plotbox space is reduced to accommodate the toolbars. Side sites are 

useful primarily to contain vertical scroll bars. 

Dock value Dock_Float: The control is shown with a title bar, and floats anywhere in the whole screen. That is, it 

may be dragged by its title bar anywhere with the mouse. The Location property (in screen coordinates) should be 

updated to set the initial location of the toolbar. The Size property should always be set explicitly for floating 

toolbars and Plotboxes. 

Dock value Dock_Fill: The control will fill up the remainder of the form (i.e., there should be no more Toolbars or 

Plotboxs). 

Dock value Dock_Over: The toolbar is shown over (on top of) other elements. The Plotbox space is not decreased. 

The Location property should be set to position the toolbar, and it may be on top of other toolbars, and also on top of 

the drawing window, but must be within the whole MitSyn main window. 

Enabled = bool 
Determines whether a control can respond to user-generated events. 

Font = font_name_str 
Specifies the name of a Font to be used by the control. See the Font object entry for how to set Font properties. 

ForeColor = color_bits 
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Specifiesthe foregroundcolor of the control. 

Height = control_height_in_pixels 
Specifies the height of the element in pixels. 

HotkeyPrefixShow = bool 
Use the “&” character as a prefix indicating underlining of the next character. If true is specified any "&" characters 

will be removed from the control’s Text and the next character in the string will be underlined. false causes "&" 

characters to be displayed. 

Left = location of left side of control 
Specifies the location of the left side. Left and Top element attribute values specify the distance in pixels from the 

upper left corner of the container. 

Location = location_array2 
Sets/gets a value which specifies the Left and Top element attribute values using a single array value. 

Name = controlName 
A Name=controlName (valid only for controls in toolbars) control attribute value is a string value which names a 

variable which will be associated with the control. The name will be added to the same namespace that contains the 

name of the host toolbar (rather than the possible alternative of having each toolbar's items in a separate namespace 

for each toolbar). If controlName has been previously declared as a control array ([] of control), the string value 

must be followed by a postfix of "[index]", otherwise the name will be declared as a single control. Event handlers 

for controls in control arrays are called with an argument which is the index of the activated control. 

OnCloseRequest = eventHandlerScript_str 
Sets an event handler for the Close button of the title bar of the control. Only Forms, floating Toolbars, and floating 

PlotBoxes show a title bar. 

OnMouseEvent = eventHandlerScript_str 
Sets an event handler for mouse actions on the control. 

OnPaint = Paint_event_handler_script_str 

In the Microsoft Windows environment Windows does not repair "window damage", but rather notifies the 

application with a "paint message" that its window needs repainting. The MCL script author can handle these 

messages by specifying a "Paint event handler (MCL script)". Whenever a Windows "paint message" is received by 

the control its paint event handler script will be executed. 

In MCL OnPaint handlers are most often set for Plotboxes. When a new Plotbox is created its OnPaint handler is 

empty, and thus no painting action will be effected until the OnPaint method is executed to set a paint event handler 

for the Plotbox. 

Size = size_in_pixels_array2 
Sets/gets the Width and Height as a single array value. 

Text = str 
Sets/gets the primary text to be associated with the control. 

TextAlign = content_alignment 
Specifies the alignment of text in the control. For most control types the default is Left Top alignment. The alignment 

value may be the bitwise or (operator “|”) of a horizontal alignment property with a vertical property. Values for 

these “control text alignment” constants are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

CAlign_Left The text is left aligned in the control. 

CAlign_Center Centered horizontally. 

CAlign_Right Right aligned. 

CAlign_Top The text is positioned at the top of the control. 

CAlign_Middle The text is positioned vertically in the middle of the control. 

CAlign_Bottom The text is positioned at the bottom of the control. 

Tip = Tooltip_str 
Specifies a "tool tip" string which is displayed when the mouse hovers over the control (valid only for controls in 

toolbars). 

Top = location of top side of control 
Specifies the location of the top side in pixels. 

Visible = bool 

Visible : bool 
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Sets/gets the visibility state of a control. 

Width = control_width_in_pixels 
Specifies the width of the element in pixels. 

Width_em = control_width_in_ems 
Specifies that width of the element in ems (the typographic unit) for the control’s current Font. 

Control Properties (Specific) 

Checked = bool 

Checked : bool 
Sets/gets the state of toggle Buttons and CheckBoxs. For buttons shows whether the button is highlighted as if the 

user had pushed it 

EventType : number 
Gets the scroll event code for a xScrollBar OnValueChanged event. 

Range = range 

For ScrollBars, Sliders, and Gauges: Sets the range of values depicted by the control’s Value. The upper bound of 

the range may be less than the lower bound if it is desired that increasing Values are to be represented by a lessor 

positions. For vertical Sliders and Gauges increasing values are upward, whereas for ScrollBars increasing values 

are downward. 

SelectedIndex = number 

SelectedIndex : number 
For ComboBox and TabStrip controls: Sets/gets the zero-based index of the selected item. 

TickStep = number 

For Slider Controls: Sets the spacing between the tick marks. If this property is not set no tick marks will be shown. 

Value 
Sets/gets the numeric value of a NumericTextBox control. 

Value : number 
Gets the position of the box or "thumb" for a ScrollBar or a Slider. 

Value = position 

For ScrollBars, Sliders, and Gauges: Sets the position. The Range property of the control should be set first. 

Value = { position [, thumb_size ] } 

For ScrollBars: Sets the position and size of the box or "thumb" in the scroll bar. The expression must be an array 

value of length one or two, shown here using array literal syntax. The bar's total range is assumed to be the default 

value of [0..1.0] unless its Range property has been set. 

Control Types 

The following control types are supported by the Toolbar.Add method. 

Button [Text=str] [Image=str] [Style= PBS_ToggleButton] [OnClick=eventHandlerScript_str] 

[OnDoubleClick=eventHandlerScript_str] 

The Button keyword has an alias which is a single asterisk (*). 

Makes a push button control. When the button is clicked the script specified by the OnClick attribute will be 

executed (in a new procedure level). 

The controlName may also be used to access properties of the control, such as to change its highlight state (Pushed 

property) and its display text (Text property). 

If the button has a Style of PBS_ToggleButton it will appear sunken when clicked and retain the sunken appearance 

until clicked again, and the Pushed property may be used to access its state. 

CheckBox [OnClick=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a CheckBox control. An OnClick attribute specifies that that script will be executed (in a new procedure 

level) when the CheckBox is clicked. The Checked property may be read and written to use the CheckBox. A push 

button with a Style of “Toggle” is sometimes a preferred alternative to a CheckBox. 

Label [Text=content_str] [Image=bitmapName_str] 

Makes label of either plain text or of an image (if Image is specified). Such is often used to describe the function of 

a following group of buttons. The Name attribute may be specified in those cases when it is desired to access 

properties of the control later on, such as to change the text (updating its Text property). The the BorderStyle 
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attribute may be used to specify a border style. The TextAlign attribute specifies the alignment of the text in the 

control, the default is left aligned. Label controls are also sometimes used to simply display informative "status" text 

(much the same function as status bars). The text is displayed in a single line unless a WordWrap=true attribute is 

specified or the text contains any new lines characters ("\n"). In this multi-line case the text will be broken at explicit 

new line characters and will also be wrapped to fit the size specified by a Width... attribute. 

Gauge [Vertical=bool] 

Makes a gauge control. The default orientation is vertical. This is an analog value graphical readout, like a column 

thermometer. See the Value, Range, and Colors Control Properties for the manipulation of gauges. 

HScrollBar [OnValueChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

VScrollBar [OnValueChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a Horizontal or Vertical scroll bar control. See the Value, Range, and EventType Control Properties for the 

manipulation of scroll bars. The OnValueChanged option is used to specify the script to be executed when the user 

changes the position of the scroll bar box. 

ComboBox [DropDownStyle=DropDownStyle] [ItemsList=items_string_array] 

[OnSelectedIndexChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

[OnTextChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a ComboBox control, a drop down list which allows the user to select one of several options. See the 

SelectedIndex Control Property for the manipulation of ComboBox controls. 

Slider [Orientation=orientation] [ OnValueChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a slider control. The default orientation is horizotal. See the Value, Range, and TickStep Control Properties 

for the manipulation of sliders. The event handler will be called will be called when the user changes the position of 

the slider. Note that for vertical sliders the value increases in the upward direction, which is the opposite of that for 

scrollbars. 

TabStrip [ItemsList =options_string_array] [OnSelectedIndexChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a tabs control, a strip of tabs which allows the user to select one of several options. See the SelectedIndex 

ToolbarElement Property for the manipulation of TabStrip controls. 

TextBox [Text=content_str] [ReadOnly] [OnTextChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a text edit box control. The Name attribute may be specified in those cases when it is desired to access 

properties of the control later on, such as to change the text (updating its Text property). The TextAlign attribute sets 

the text alignment in the control, the default is left aligned (operative only on newer versions of Windows). If an 

OnTextChanged attribute is specified that script will be executed when the text in the box is changed. The width of 

the control is sized to accommodate the content_str unless a Width... attribute is supplied which causes the width of 

the text box to be sized as so specified. 

NumericTextBox [Value=content_num] [OnValueChanged=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes a numeric text edit box control. The Name attribute may be specified in those cases when it is desired to 

access properties of the control later on, such as to change the text (updating its Value property). If an 

OnValueChanged attribute is specified that script will be executed when the text in the box is changed. 

UpDown [OnUpClick=eventHandlerScript_str] [OnDownClick=eventHandlerScript_str] 

Makes an UpDown control. These are often called “spin buttons”. 

Separator 

Inserts a small gap before the next control. For horizontal toolbars the gap will contain a small raised bump (bar) 

decoration. 

Control.Focus ( ) 

Sets the input focus to the control. 

Control.Invalidate ( ) 

Invalidates the entire client area of the control. 

Control.PointToClient (position_in_screen_coordinates : point_array) : point_array_in_pixels 

Maps the point position given by the argument from screen coordinates to client coordinate, both in pixels. The result 

in client coordinates may have negative element values if the screen coordinates are to the left or above the control. 

Control.PointToScreen (position_in_client_coordinates : point_array) : point_array_in_pixels 

Maps the point position given by the argument from client coordinates to screen coordinate, both in pixels. 
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Control.SelectAll 

Control.SelectAll ( ) 

Selects all the text in a TextBox control. 

Cursor Object Properties 

Properties of the system's cursor may be referenced using the system object named Cursor. 

Position = point_array 

Position : point_array 

Sets/gets the cursor position in screen coordinates (pixels). 

D 

DateTime Object Properties 

Date and time properties and methods may be referenced using system object named DateTime. 

NowSec : number 

Returns the current system time as the number of seconds since 00:00:00 January 1, 1970. In the 1990's the order of 

magnitude of this value is 10
9

. The precision of number values in MCL is sufficient so that time differences may be 

accurately calculated. However, many uses of time are to calculate offsets from some arbitrary starting time, and for 

these applications the System.TickCount property would be more appropriate, since the large offset of time since 

1970 is not included. 

NowString : str 

Returns the current system date and time as a string of the form "dd-mmm-yyyy hh:mm:ss". All fields are numeric 

except the month field (mmm) which is the usual character abbreviation for the month. 

TodayString : str 

Returns the current system date as a string of the form "dd-mmm-yyyy". All fields are numeric except the month 

field (mmm) which is the usual character abbreviation for the month. 

Debug Object —— Control of host system debugger 

If MitSyn is being run by a host system debugger the global object named Debug object may be used. If MitSyn is 

not running under a debugger all Debug object references are ignored. 

Debug Properties 

CopyLog = bool 
If the setting value is true, all text sent to the MitSyn Log will also be sent to the host system debugger. 

Debug.Print —— Print text to the Debugger window 

Debug.Print ( {/options} expr_list ) 

The text is sent to any "debugger" under which MitSyn is being run. Debug output is sometimes useful to capture 

output text in a place which will remain even after MitSyn is terminated. See the Format function for 

documentation. 

Defined (name) : bool 

Returns true if a variable/object of the given name has been defined and is currently visible. Returns false if such is 

not defined or not currently visible. 

Dialog Item Types 

Dialog boxes contain many different types of controls and displays. Some dialog item "types" documented here (e.g., . 

auto_layout and if types) control the form of the dialog box rather than contributing an actual control. 

The "tab sequence" of the controls in a dialog is the order in which they are added to the dialog object. 

dialog_item ::= 

var dst_var {attributes} [layout_info] 

| + plain_text_str {attributes} [layout_info] 

| dialog_item_type {attributes} [layout_info] 

| . dialog_property_setting 
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layout_info ::= [@layout_data | #layout_data] [ ( -\ | -> | >> | = > | << | ~\ ) next_item_positioning ] 

Dialog item common attributes 
Listed below are the individual dialog item types that may be specified, and attributes specific to each individual type. 

Some attributes may be used with all item types, and these common attributes are as follows: 

The units used in dialog layout values are the standard Windows™ dialog units (DLU), which means that an x unit is 

1/4 the width of a character, and a y unit is 1/8 the height of a character. y coordinates increase going down, as the upper left 

corner of the box is the origin, i.e., position {0,0}. 

See the properties in the “Control Properties (Common)” paragraph for a list of many properties such as Text, 

Location, Size, Tip, etc. Additional properties for dialog items are as follows: 

Focus [=bool] 

A maximum of one item in the dialog box should have this option set to true which causes the initial focus of the 

dialog to be set to that item. If no items have this option the initial focus will be set to the first item associated with a 

variable. 

Dialog items associated with data (i.e., variables) that the user may update 

var dst_var { attributes } [layout_info] 

These dialog items are associated with variable data to be updated specify the use of some type of data entry control. 

Each entry field will be initialized to the current value of the associated variable (which must be defined). 

The user's responses will be converted to values in accordance with the types of the destination variables as follows: 

number: The response must be a single numeric literal, which will be converted to a numeric value and used to 

update the number variable. 

bool: A check box will be displayed, and if checked the bool variable will be set to true, and if not checked the 

variable will be set to false. 

bool array element: Same as bool. 

numeric array element: Same as number. 

string: Update the string variable with the response line, which may be null. 

string array element: Same as for a string. 

numeric array row: The response must be a list of numeric literals separated by spaces or commas. The length of 

the destination array row will be set to the number of elements in the list. 

array slices: Not supported directly as a dialog item but can easily be effected by a subsequent assignment 

statement to the desired slice. 

Type options for up-datable dialog items (variables) 

Spin = spin_increment_number 

May be used with dst_var types of number variables and elements of numeric arrays to specify that a "spin button" 

be added to the right of the data value control. If the spin_increment value is positive the control value will be 

incremented or decremented by the amount specified by the spin_increment. If the spin_increment value is negative 

the negative of its value (i.e., a positive value) specifies a ratio of the change amount for successive values. For 

example, a Spin= -1 specifies that an up click will double the value, and a down click will halve the value. 

Display options for data items which reference variables 

Label = label_str_val 

The data entry control associated with the variable's value may be optionally labeled using either form of this option. 

For more complex layouts it is generally clearer to use a separate label item rather than this form of a label bundled 

with a variable item. 

ReadOnly [=bool] 

Specifies that the user may not modify the item's value. Useful for displaying data in text boxes. The background of 

ReadOnly data is shown grayed. 

CheckAlign = content_alignment 

For check boxes  and radio button groups, a CheckAlign=CAlign_Right option specifies that the check box will be 

to the right of the label rather than the default positioning of being to the left of the label. 
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Command button dialog items 

* {attributes} [layout_info] 

Dialog list items which begin with an asterisk (*) specify "command buttons”. If a string literal immediately follows 

the button signifier (i.e., follows the ‘*’) that text will be taken as the Text attribute value for the item. In other 

words, the “Text=” attribute selector may be omitted. 

* /OK 

Specifies the default (ENTER key) command button, also known as the OK button. A default Text attribute value of 

"OK" will be used if non other is specified. The optional ID field in not valid for this button as the dialog result 

command_ID will be  DlgRes_OK (1). 

* /Cancel 

Specifies the "Cancel" command button. When the Cancel button is pushed the dialog box is closed without updating 

its associated destination variables. The ESC key also activates this button. A default Text attribute value of "Cancel" 

will be used if non other is specified. The optional ID field in not valid for this button as the dialog result 

Command_ID will be DlgRes_Cancel (2). 

Attributes for command buttons in dialog boxes 

CID = CommandID_number 

Assigns a "command ID value" to the button (except for any OK or Cancel buttons). The value must be between 3 

and 999. If this option is not specified command buttons are assigned default CID's numbered sequentially from 3. If 

a dialog box includes command buttons with both default and explicitly assigned CID's the explicitly assigned ID's 

should have higher values, say >= 10, so as not to conflict with the default assigned CID's. 

In the position of immediately following the command button label the "CID" attribute name may be omitted. 

Including it enhances readability, however. 

Enabled = bool — Default: Enabled=true 

Specifies whether the command button is enabled. 

UpdateVars = bool — Default: UpdateVars=true 

Specifies whether all the values associated with variables displayed in the dialog will have their values updated when 

this command button is chosen. Setting this to false is often useful in FileName dialog boxes which have additional 

command buttons which don’t use the “File name” field, and hence don’t want file name validation. When this 

attribute is set to false the only result of the dialog with be the value of its CommandID. 

Label (plain text or image) dialog items 

Label Text=string {attributes} [layout_info] 

Label Image=image_name_string {attributes} [layout_info] 

+ text_string {attributes} [layout_info] 

Adds plain text (often used as and called a label) or an image to the dialog. Text will be wrapped onto multiple lines 

(unless WordWrap is set false) if the specified text will not fit on a single line of the specified or default item width. 

The default width may be set with the DefaultItemWidth dialog layout property. The default (measured) item size 

may be overridden with explicit layout information. 

File name dialog items 

OpenFile attributes 

Save File attributes 

The OpenFile and SaveFile dialog items specify an "Open File" or "Save File" style of dialog box. The FileName 

dialog property string value is associated with the file name of the dialog box, and its value at dialog initiation will 

thus be the proposed response, and it will contain the response value following the invoking of the dialog's 

ShowDialog method. There may be only one OpenFile or SaveFile item in a dialog. 

Filter = filter_str  -- Default: Filter="All Files (*.*)|*.*" 

Specifies filters for the "Files of type" list box. The filter string consists of pairs of filter elements separated by the "|" 

character. The first element in each pair describes a filter (for example, "Text Files"), and the second specifies the 

filter pattern (for example, "*.txt"). Multiple filters can be specified for a single item by separating the filter pattern 

strings with a semicolon. 

OKLabel = OK_button_label_str specifies the label to be used on the "OK" command button. The default is either 

"Open" or "Save" depending on whether it is a file open or file save style dialog. 
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CancelLabel = Cancel_button_label_str specifies the label to be used on the "Cancel" command button. The default 

is "Cancel". 

FilenameLabel = Filename_box_label_str specifies the label to be used on the "File name" box. The default is "File 

name:". 

InitialDirectory=folder_name_str specifies the initial directory (file folder), but only in cases when the FileName 

does not contain a path. If the FileName does contain a path the initial directory is that path. 

OverWritePrompt=bool (default value is true), meaningful only for the file Save case, specifies whether or not the 

command not prompt for confirmation if a file of the specified name already exists which will thus be overwritten. 

CheckFileExists=bool (default value is false) specifies that the file named by the user must exist, or else a warning 

message box is displayed and the dialog box is not closed. 

List box dialog items 

ListBox {attributes} [layout_info] 

Specifies that the SelectedIndex variable (a number) is being used as a selector of one of a list of items. A list box 

item will be displayed for each item (a string array element) in the options list, and any Label attribute will be used 

as the list box label. The number of items in the list will be the current length of the string array. The value of the 

SelectedIndex is the index of the selected list item, ranging from zero to the (number of list items – 1 

Attributes for list box dialog items 

SelectedIndex = number_var_name 
Specifies a number var which determines the selected index at entry, and returns the selected index at closure 

ItemList = options_string_array 
Specifies the list of items to be included in the list box. 

CID = Command_ID_number 
The optional Command_ID functions the same as that for command buttons when a list item is double-clicked. 

DropDownStyle = Cmbx_S_DropDownList 
If Cmbx_S_DropDownList, causes the list box to be of the drop down style. 

HorizontalExtent=DLU, is available only on standard (not DropDown) list boxes. 

TabSpacing=pixels, is available only on standard (not DropDown) list boxes. 

Radio button group dialog items 

RadioButtonGroup {attributes} [SelBase=selector_base] [Orientation=...] 

Specifies that the SelectedIndex variable (a number) is being used as a selector of mutually exclusive options 

displayed as a set of option (radio) buttons. An option button will be displayed for each item in the ItemList list using 

the array value for the button label, and any Text attribute will be used as an option group box label. The value of the 

selector is the selector_base (default of 0) based index of the selected option. An Orientation attribute value of 

Orientation_Horizontal causes the layout of the buttons in the group to be horizontal rather than the default which 

is vertical. 

Attributes for RadioButtonGroup dialog items 

SelectedIndex = number_var_name 
Specifies a number var which determines the selected index at entry, and returns the selected index at closure. 

ItemList = options_string_array 
Specifies the list of items to be included in the list box. 

RichTextBox dialog items 

RichTextBox = RichTextBox [layout_info] 

Shows the contents of the multi-line RichTextBox and allows that content to be edited. Use for multi-line text. The 

contents of a string array may be edited in a dialog by loading the strings into a RichTextBox (using the 

RichTextBox.LoadStrings method), and then after the dialog is finished unloading with the 

RichTextBox.SaveStrings method to get the data back into the string array form. 

ListView dialog items 

ListView {attributes} [layout_info] 

Useful for displaying multiple rows and columns of data. Further documentation to be provided. 
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Static graphics dialog items. 

Frame {attributes} [layout_info] 

Draws a rectangle. The defaults are set so that a very thin box is drawn, with a default width of the value of the 

DefaultItemWidth dialog property. However, the Location, Size, and Pen attributes may be specified to override 

the defaults. 

GroupBox [Text=label_str] [layout_info] 

Draws a box with any optional text embedded in the top edge of the frame. The default width is thevalue of 

the.DefaultItemWidth dialog property. 

Dialog Layout 

Dialog box items are positioned and sized automatically when they are added to a dialog object unless optional layout 

information is specified by including a layout_info component with the dialog item specification. The default (automatic) 

positioning for dialog items is to place them at the "current layout location" (often referred to by its Dialog object property 

name as the LayoutLoc) which begins in the upper left corner, and is moved down the dialog box an appropriate amount 

following each item. 

Any functions of the automatic positioning may be overridden by specifying explicit layout information for any item. 

Such data may be specified using the common attributes of Left, Top, Width, and Height; or by specifying a shorthand 

form of the same which uses a layout_info array whose first 4 elements specify the top position, left side position, width, 

and height, respectively. 

A fifth attribute named ValOffset is sometimes used to specify arrangement of the data entry field with respect to a 

label bundled with the item. For value entry items, i.e., items where there may be a label separate from the value entry field, 

a ValOffset (or equivalently the fifth element of a layout array) specifies the position of the value box relative to the 

position of any label. If this value is 0 (the default) the value box will be positioned on the same line as and just to the right 

of the label. If this value is greater than 0 it specifies the distance that the value box will be offset from the left edge of the 

label on the same line. If this value is less than 0 it specifies that the value box will be below the bottom of the label by the 

specified distance. An alternative technique which is often clearer is to use separate items for the label and the value (i.e., 

not bundle a label with a value entry item). 

The length of an item layout array value may be less than 5 in which case default values will be used for the 

unspecified values. If an element value is zero the default (automatic) value will be used. 

An item layout array (layout_info) is indicated by a prefix of an @ followed by an array value (or a number value 

which sets just the first element value). It may also be indicated by a prefix of a # followed by a number value which is 

taken as the width value, or an array value will be used for layout array values starting with the width element. That is, 

#width is equivalent to Width=width and also @{0,0,width}, and #{width, ...} is equivalent to @{0,0,width, ...}. 

The units used in explicit dialog layout values are the standard Windows™ dialog units (DLU), which means that an x 

unit is 1/4 the width of a character, and a y unit is 1/8 the height of a character. y coordinates increase going down, as the 

upper left corner of the box is the origin, i.e., position {0,0}. 

Layout positioning for next dialog item 

Following any layout info for the current item there may also be specified info that adjusts the auto layout location to 

be ready for the next item. By default, the y component of the auto layout location is set to a reasonable space below 

the bottom of the item just positioned, but the x component is not affected. That is to say that the default auto-layout 

direction is down. This default behavior may be overridden by appending any of the following fields at the end of the 

item. 

"->horiz_offset_number" turns off the movement down and also specifies a movement across by setting the x component 

of the layout location to the horiz_offset_number from the right edge of the current item. A "-> array_val" specifies 

that the layout location be set to a horizontal offset from the right edge, and a vertical offset from the top edge of the 

current item. 

"--" field sets the x component of the auto-layout location to a very small space beyond the right edge of the current item 

with no down movement. 

">> number" field is the same as a "->" field except that the x component of the layout location is set to the 

horiz_offset_number from the left edge of the current item. 

"<<" field sets the x component of the auto-layout position back to the current left margin with default down movement, 

i.e., a “carriage return”. 

“~\” disables the automatic movement down the dialog box of the layout location following the item. 
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"-\ vertical_offset_number" specifies that the layout location be set to the specified vertical offset below the bottom edge 

of the current item. (N.B., remember that y direction values increase downward.) 

Command buttons are treated slightly differently. Both the x and the y components of the layout location are always 

set following the layout of a command button to a position appropriate for another command button. The default 

arrangement for command buttons is to arrange them vertically at the right side of the dialog box. Command button 

arrangement may be explicitly specified using the ABx dialog properties. 

Dialog list instructions for overriding automatic layout positioning 

As indicated in the syntax, dialog item entries which begin with a dot (.) are not real item specifications but rather 

instructions for the automatic layout system. These are shown in the following table. Dialog properties may also be 

set from this context, and so additional similar actions are documented in the Dialog Object Properties and methods 

section. 

The current values of some of the automatic layout parameters (i.e., dialog properties) can also be used in 

expressions while laying out dialog boxes using the this.valueName syntax, where valueName may be a readable 

property of a dialog. 

Dialog Objects 

Dialog objects, which are created using the var statement, are used to build and show dialog boxes used for gathering 

data from users. Items are added to such objects using the Dialog.Add method, and dialog boxes are shown for dialog 

objects using the Dialog.ShowDialog method. 

Dialog Object Properties 

Most properties of dialog objects are used during the building of the dialog and may be used to adjust the automatic 

layout of the dialog box. 

AllMargins = number_expr 
Sets the marginsn for all four dialog box sides. The also sets the Left Margin, the Top Margin, and the current layout 

location. 

BoxSize = array_val 
Sets the width and height of the whole dialog box. The needed size is automatically calculated when needed, and this 

property should be set only when it is desired to override the automatic size. 

DefaultItemWidth = number_expr 

DefaultItemWidth : number 
Sets/gets the default item width for static text items, list boxes, frames, and group boxes. 

DialogResult : number 
Gets the result of the last time the dialog was shown. Same as the value returned by the ShowDialog method. 

LayoutLoc = array_len2_expr 
Sets the X and Y components of the current layout location. 

LayoutLoc.X = number_expr 

LayoutLoc.X += number_expr 

LayoutLoc.X -= number_expr 
Sets (=), increments (+=), and decrements (-=) the X component of the current layout location. 

LayoutLoc.X : number 
Gets the X component of the current layout location. 

LayoutLoc.Y = number_expr 

LayoutLoc.Y += number_expr 

LayoutLoc.Y -= number_expr 
Sets (=), increments (+=), and decrements (-=) the Y component of the current layout location. 

LayoutLoc.Y : number 
Gets the Y component of the current layout location. 

LeftMargin = number_expr 

LeftMargin += number_expr 

LeftMargin -= number_expr 
Sets (=), increments (+=), and decrements (-=) the Left Margin, and sets the X component of the current layout 

location. 
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LeftMargin 
Sets the X component of the current layout location to the current Left Margin. 

LeftMargin : number 
Gets the current Left Margin setting. 

MaxX : number 
Gets the maximum X used in the layout so far. 

MaxY : number 
Gets the maximum Y used in the layout so far. 

PrevRight : number 
Gets right edge coordinate of the immediately previous item added to the dialog. 

PrevTop : number 
Gets top edge coordinate of the immediately previous item added to the dialog. 

Text = str 

Sets the caption (title bar) text of the dialog. 

TopMargin = number_expr 
Sets the Top Margin, and the Y component of the current layout location. 

TopMargin 
Sets the Y component of the current layout location to the current Top Margin. 

TopMargin : number 
Gets the Top Margin. 

VSpaceButtons = number_expr 
Sets the default vertical spacing between command buttons. 

Dialog.ABV() 

Sets to Arrange command Buttons Vertically. This is the default arrangement. 

Dialog.ABH() 

Sets to Arrange command Buttons Horizontally at the bottom of the dialog box. 

Dialog.ABHR() 

Sets to Arrange command Buttons Horizontally with Right alignment of a group. This should be used only when 

there is a single group of command buttons at the bottom of a dialog box. The right edge of the rightmost button in 

the group will be aligned with the right side of the dialog. The current auto-layout Y position is set to just below the 

current maximum used Y position. Subsequent ABxx property settings turn off the inclusion of following buttons in 

the group. 

Dialog.Add 

Dialog.Add (dialog_item_list ) 

Adds the specified dialog items to the dialog object. Dialog items are documented in the Dialog Item Types 

paragraph. The "tab sequence" of the controls in a dialog is the order in which they are added to the dialog object. 

Dialog.Clear 

Dialog.Clear ( ) 

Deletes all the dialog items from the dialog object, and resets the automatic layout state. The Text property is not 

cleared. 

Dialog.MoveLayoutLoc_CR 

Dialog.MoveLayoutLoc_CR( ) 

Move the automatic layout location as a "Carriage Return". MoveLayoutLoc_CR() sets the LayoutLoc.X to the left 

margin, leaves LayoutLoc.Y unchanged. MoveLayoutLoc_CR(num) does the above, and adds num to the 

LayoutLoc.Y. 
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Dialog.ShowDialog 

Dialog.ShowDialog () : number 

Shows a modal dialog box for the dialog object, and returns the command ID of the command button chosen by the 

user to close the dislog box. 

DialogBox.Show Method —— Modal dialog box 

DialogBox.Show (dialog_item_list) : number 

The DialogBox.Show method is just a combination of building a temporary dialog object, and then showing a modal 

dialog box for that object. As such, the DialogBox.Show method is convenient for very simple dialogs, while more 

complex dialogs are usually implemented using Dialog objects (created with the var statement). 

Elements of the dialog_item_list are documented under Dialog Item Types. 

A modal dialog is shown using the Dialog.ShowDialog method. 

The returned value will be the "command ID" value of the command which was chosen by the user to close the 

dialog, i.e., the CID of the command button or hot label which was clicked (see the command button dialog item ( * 

)). 

Directory.CreateDirectory Method 

Directory.CreateDirectory (directory_name_str_expr [ , option_list ] ) : bool 

Creates a new file directory. 

Returns true if successful, else false. 

Directory.GetCurrentDirectory ( ) : str 

Gets the path for the current default directory (also called the working directory). This is a host operating system 

property, and is thus of global scope rather than being local to each MCL level. 

Directory.SetCurrentDirectory (default_directory_path : str ) 

Sets the path for the current default directory (also called the working directory). This is a host operating system 

property, and is thus of global scope rather than being local to each MCL level. 

DynamicLibrary Objects 

Under certain host operating systems separately linked modules can be linked in at run time and support entry points 

which can be called at run time. Under Windows these are called "dynamic link libraries" or "DLLs". Under Linux these are 

called "dynamically loaded libraries". 

MCL supports the use of dynamic libraries with the variable type DynamicLibrary, which supports methods such as 

Load and Call. This object type and its methods support one possible form for site (i.e., user) implemented and installed 

extensions to the MitSyn Command Language. One such typical application is to access functionality from other libraries 

(often calld APIs for Application Programming Interfaces) for functionality which is not supported directly by MCL. Simple 

“wrapper” functions can easily be implemented in a dynamic library to call these other APIs. For example, functions 

available in the Windows platform (called the Windows or Win32 API) can be easily invoked this way. More documentation 

may be found in the example files “dynamic_library_demo.mcl” (examples of calling from MCL) and 

“Test_MCL_DLL.cpp” and “Text_MCL_DLL.dll” (implementation of a DLL). These files can be found in the 

“Test_MCL_DLL” folder below the MitSyn program installation folder. 

var libName:new DynamicLibrary 

DynamicLibrary objects may be created using the var libName:new DynamicLibrary declaration statement. A 

library must be loaded on the object (see the Load method) before functions defined in the library can be called. 

DynamicLibrary Properties 

ExitStatus : number 
Gets the exit status of the most recent function Call to the library. A zero vlue indictes success. 

OnErrorEnabled = bool 
If enabled an error exit status returned by a function call will raise an exception. If not enabled the user should check 

the ExitStatus value and take appropriate action. The initial state is OnErrorEnabled = true. 
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DynamicLibrary.Call 

DynamicLibrary.Call (function_name_str {, arguments} ) : return_type 

This method may be used to call a function in a dynamic library (a DLL under the Windows OS). The first argument 

is the name of the selected function (entry point), and the following arguments will be passed as an arguments to the 

entry point. The returned value is the value and type returned by the library function. 

DynamicLibrary.Load 

DynamicLibrary.Load (library_filename_str) : bool 

Loads a dynamic library (DLL) for subsequent calls using a DynamicLibrary.Call method. See that method for more 

documentation. The returned Boolean value will be false if the library was not successfully loaded, e.g., file not 

found. 

E 

ElemAt (offset : int,  array : array_val) : number 

Returns the value of the element of the array value selected by the offset argument. This function is normally only 

used on values such as those returned by functions, since element extraction from array variables is normally 

effected using the subscript notation, i.e., the "[ ]" syntax. 

Enum Statement 

enum {/global} enumeration_constant_list 

The enum statement declares enumeration constants, i.e., named read-only (constant) values of number type. Each 

list item consists of a name optionally followed by an equal sign (=) and a numeric expression. If a list item value is 

not explicitly specified the name will be assigned a value of one greater than the value of the previous item in the 

list. The default value for the first item in the list is zero (0). 

enum statement options 

/global 

Same meaning as with the var statement. 

Event Object Properties 

Event objects may be created using the var statement, and are most often "filled" using the EventQueue.GetNext 

method which gets User Interface (UI) actions in the form of mouse events, key presses, or command choices (menu 

elements and toolbar controls). 

Event object property values are as follows: 

Type : number 

Type = number 
A code for the type of the event. Most UI event type codes and parameter values are enumerated here in this section. 

Other types are documented with the object type which generated the event. The file UtilDefs.mcl contains 

definitions for event type codes (MEvtTy_... enums) and parameters. 

Param1 : bits Parameter 1 as a Bits type value 

Param1_int : number Parameter 1 as an integer, equivalent to int (event.Param1) 
Parameter values of the event. Their interpretation is dependent upon the event Type. The native parameter types are 

untyped 32 bit values returned by the Paramx property names as bits types. They may also be returned as equivalent 

(signed) number type by using the property names of Paramx_int. 

UI event Types are as follows: 

Key press: Event type code: MEvtTy_KeyDown 

For a key press the Param1_int property value will be a key code. For keys such as Tab, Enter, "navigation" (cursor 

movement) keys, and the "function" keys, the key code will be a system dependent code which includes bits for the 

shift and control modifier keys. The UtilDefs.mcl script in the MitSyn Tools library defines names for many of the 

special key values. The script MEventViewer.mcl (MCL Event Viewer) can be run to display the event codes for 

keyboard keys and mouse actions. Note that a press of the ESC key is not returned by EventQueue.GetNext, but 

rather causes a "User Break" which may be handled using the On Break command. 
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Mouse activity: event type code: MEvtTy_Mouse 

The MouseLoc property returns current location or position of the pointer (mouse), as a point in pixels relative to the 

PlotBox or other control type. The y coordinate increases downward. The coordinates are arranged in the standard 

MCL point representation of the x coordinate being in the first element, and the y coordinate being in the next 

element. Note that for PlotBoxes these coordinates can be mapped to the normalized coordinates of the PlotBox 

using the PlotBox.PointPxToN method, and to world coordinates of a particular GC using the GC method 

PointPxToCc. 

The MouseEvent property value contains mouse action bits as follows: (Names for these values are assigned in 

UtilDefs.mcl with the prefix of MsEvt_.) 

MsEvt_LDown (0x01)  = Left Button down click 

MsEvt_RDown (0x02)  = Right Button down click 

MsEvt_MDown (0x04)  = Middle Button down click 

MsEvt_DoubleClick (0x08)  = Double-click modifier for bits 0-2 

MsEvt_LUp (0x10)  = Left Button up click 

MsEvt_RUp (0x20)  = Right Button up click 

MsEvt_MUp (0x40)  = Middle Button up click 

MsEvt_Move (0x80)  = Move (mouse motion) 

The MouseButton event property value contains mouse status bits. Names for these values are defined in 

UtilDefs.mcl. 

MouseBtns_Left (0x01) = Left Button down 

MouseBtns_Right (0x02) = Right Button down 

MouseBtns_Middle (0x10) = Middle Button down 

Other MCL event type codes 

An event type code of zero indicates no event. Other type codes indicate more specialized event messages. See the 

MTools\UtilDefs.mcl file for definitions which begin with the prefix MEvtTy_. 

Event.Dispatch 

Event.Dispatch ( ) 
If the event is of a type which could have been automatically dispatched (but wasn’t) this causes the system to 

dispatch the event. See the EventQueue.GetNext method for further discussion. 

EventQueue Object 

The MitSyn event queue may be accessed using the global system object name of EventQueue. This object is used in 

the management of UI (User Interface) events and other system generated events. 

EventQueue Properties 

Count : number 

Gets the number of events in the MitSyn event queue. 

EventQueue.Clear 

EventQueue.Clear ( ) 
Deletes all the events in the MitSyn event queue. 

EventQueue.Enqueue 

EventQueue.Enqueue (Event) 
Adds the event at the back end of the MitSyn event queue. 

EventQueue.FindType (EventType : number) : number 

Returns the zero-based index (offset) from the front of the queue of the first event in the queue with an event type 

code as specified by the argument. If no events in the queue match the specified type code the method returns a value 

of -1. 
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EventQueue.GetCurrent 

EventQueue.GetCurrent (Event_dst) 
Returns in the event object referenced by the first argument a copy of the current event, i.e., the one which has most 

recently been removed from the front of the queue (using the GetNext method). 

EventQueue.GetNext 

EventQueue.GetNext (Event_dst [ , option_list ] ) 
Causes the system to return in the event object referenced by the first argument data about the next event of interest. 

Such events are usually caused by keyboard or mouse actions. The default "wait for" condition is to wait until a 

significant event is available. Options can specify other "wait for" conditions. 

If a key or mouse event pertains to a command choice the command dispatch will be as specified by the menu and 

toolbar items, unless AutoDispatch=false or AutoGoto=false options are specified. 

options 

Wait=bool  — Default: Wait for next significant event 

Wait=false specifies that GetNext not wait for an event. If there is not another event waiting to be retrieved the 

returned message Type code will be zero. 

 Remove=bool  — Default: Remove the event from the queue 

Specifies that the event be left in the queue. 

AutoDispatch=bool  — Default: Automatic dispatch 

Specifies whether or not “automatic dispatch” types of events be dispatched. These include event handlers, e.g., 

OnClick=…, and goto commands for menu and toolbar items. The event is returned, and may subsequently 

dispatched if desired using the Event.Dispatch method. Event Type codes for these events are defined in 

UtilDefs.mcl, with the names MEvtTy_ScriptEventHandler and MEvtTy_GotoCommand. 

 AutoGoto=bool  — Default: Automatic goto 

A subset of AutoDispatch which references only goto types of events. 

EventQueue.PushFront 

EventQueue.PushFront (Event ) 
Pushes the the event onto the front end of the MitSyn event queue. 

EventQueue.WaitForEvent 

EventQueue.WaitForEvent ( ) 
Waits until the EventQueue.Count is greater than zero. Does not remove any events from the queue. 

Exec – Execute Script Statement 

The execution of MCL statements is requested with the exec statement. One form executes MCL statements supplied 

in the form of a string expression. Another form causes a script file to be executed. That form causes a new 

procedure level to be created, and the script statements to be executed in that procedure level. The new procedure is 

said to be at the next higher procedure level. 

The syntax of the inline form is: 

Exec MCL_statements_str 

Executes the string argument as an MCL statement line. This supports dynamic execution of MCL script source 

code. 

Note that the Exec statement and the MCLI.Eval method differ slightly in that the Exec atatement will accept a 

group of statements concatenated with the usual ":" punctuation, whereas the MCLI.Eval method must be given a 

string which is a single expression. 

A group of statements save together in a script file may be executed using the Run statement. 

Exit 

exit [ /Status = exit_status ] 

exit terminates processing of the current command procedure level, and returns an exit status to the caller. Exit status 

expression values are truncated to integer values. The default exit status is a value of zero which indicates "success". 

If the command procedure was executing from within another command procedure control returns to the calling 
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procedure. exit at the outer procedure level causes the MitSyn Command Language Interpreter (MCLI) to exit, and 

to return the exit status to the host shell (command processor). 

Expression Operators 

The following tables list the expression operators and define the order of precedence of evaluation, with higher 

numerical precedence operators being evaluated first. Parentheses may also be used to specify the order of evaluation. Note 

that the if built-in function can be used to realize what are called "conditional expressions". 

Expression Operators for Number Values 

The following expression operators all yield number values as the result. 

Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Arithmetic abs (unary) 7 Absolute value 

 ** 7 Exponentiation 

 * 6 Multiplication 

 / 6 Division 

 mod 6 Remainder 

 + (unary) 5 Identity 

 + (binary) 5 Addition 

 - (unary) 5 Negation 

 - (binary) 5 Subtraction 

Relations == 3 Equality 

 != 3 Not equal to, Inequality 

 > 3 Greater than 

 >= 3 Greater than or equal 

 < 3 Less than 

 <= 3 Less than or equal 

 in 3 Containment, see the In dictionary entry 

Logical Not or  ~ 

(unary) 

7 Logical Negation, zero results in true, all others yield 

false 

 and  or  && 2 Logical Conjunction 

 or  or  || 1 Logical Inclusive OR 

 xor 1 Logical Exclusive OR 

The arithmetic operators yield numeric results. The relational operators compare two values and generate a Boolean 

(bool) result value of true or false. The logical operators generate the same result values as the relational operators, 

accepting both Boolean operand values and also taking non zero number and bits operand values as true, and zero operand 

values as false. 

Expression Operators for String Values 

 The following expression operators are for string operands. 

Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Concate + 5 Concatenation, result type is string 

Relations = 3 Equality, result type is a Boolean 

 ~=  or  <> 3 Not equal to, result type is a Boolean 

Two strings are equal if the strings are of the same length and are of identical characters. If it is desired to relate two strings 

without regard to case the strings should first be converted to the same case with the ToUpper or ToLower built-in 

functions. 

Expression Operators for Array Values 

 The following expression operators are for array operands. 

Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Relations = 3 Equality, result type is a Boolean 

 ~=  or  <> 3 Not equal to, result type is a Boolean 

Two array values are equal if the values are of the same length and are of identical elements. 

Expression Operator for Making Array Values 

 The following expression operators are for making array values. 
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Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Replication by 4 Replicates left operand (number or bool) by count specified 

by right operand (number), and generates an array value of the 

type of the left operand. 

Expression Operators for Bits Values 

 The following expression operators are for bits value operands except as noted otherwise. 

Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Logical ~ or not (unary) 7 Logical Negation, all zeroes results in true, all others yield 

false 

Bitwise compl (unary) 7 Complementation (Bitwise NOT) 

 & 5 Bitwise AND 

 and 2 Bitwise AND 

 | or or 1 Bitwise Inclusive OR 

 xor 1 Bitwise Exclusive OR 

Shifting lshift 4 Left shift, right operand is shift count 

 rshift 4 Right shift, right operand is shift count. 

Relations = 3 Equality. Result type is a Boolean 

 ~= or  <> 3 Not equal to. Result type is a Boolean 

For the shifting operators (lshift and rshift) the left operand (bits type) is shifted the number of bit positions specified 

by the right operand (number type). 

Expression Operators for Handle Values 

Type Operator Precedence Operation 

Logical ~ or not (unary) 7 Logical Negation, zero results in true, all others yield false 

Relations = 3 Equality. Result type is a Boolean 

 ~= or  <> 3 Not equal to. Result type is a Boolean 

F 

File System Object 

File manipulation operations may be effected using the methods of the system object named File. 

File.Copy Method 

File.Copy (src_ filename_str , dst_filename_str [ , option_list ] ) : bool 

Copies the source file into a new file. A more powerful (e.g., supports wildcards) but slower and harder to use file 

copying command is the Shell.FileCopy method. 

If the method succeeds, the return value is true. 

File.Copy options 

Log = bool 

Causes an entry to the MitSyn Log to be emitted for each file copyed. 

File.Delete Method 

File.Delete (filename_str_expr) : bool 

Deletes a single file. Is a no operation if the file does not exist. The return value is true if the deletion was 

successful. Cannot delete an open file or a read-only file. Greater functionality is available using the Shell.FileDelete 

method, which can delete multiple files. 

File.Exists (filename : str) : bool 

Returns true if the file exists, otherwise returns false. The File.GetAttributes() method returns more informations 

about the existence and attributes of a File. 

File.GetAttributes (filename : str) : bits 

Returns the attributes of the file, or a value of all-bits-zero if the file is not found. The bit encoding is the same as for 

the GetFileAttributes function in the Win32 API, and some of the common values are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

File.SetAttributes (filename : str, attributes : bits) 

Sets the attributes of the file. The bit encoding is the same as for the GetFileAttributes function in the Win32 API, 

and some of the common values such as File_Attribute_ReadOnly are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 
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File.GetLastWriteTime (filename : str) : number 

Returns the time that the specified file was last written. Times are in Windows® file time units. 

File.Move (old_ filename:str , new_filename:str) : bool 

Moves and/or renames a file. The return value is true if the move was successful. 

File.SearchPathsGetFullPath (filename : str,  directories : str) : str 

If the filename includes a directory component, searches only the specified directory. Otherwise sequentially 

searches the current directory and then the directories specified by the directories argument for the requested 

filename. Multiple directories are separated by semicolons (;). If the file is found the function returns the fully 

qualified file name, i.e., with complete path. If the file is not found the function returns an empty (zero length) string.  

FileStream Objects and Properties 

Input/output units (MCL objects) are used to access general files. They may be created using var statements. The 

success or failure of methods called on FileStreams is indicated by the unit’s Status property value, and that should be 

checked following method calls where an unusual condition might exist, such as an End of File condition. 

FilePosition [= file_position_number] — The current file position. A file must be open on the unit. 
Gets or sets the file position, which is the position in the file where the next Read or Write will take effect. To 

rewind a file to its beginning set the FileStream's FilePosition to 0. 

FileSize : number — The size of the file in bytes. A file must be open on the unit. 

Status : number 
The status of the most recent method executed by the FileStream. A value of zero indicates success. 

FileStream.Close 

FileStream.Close ( ) 
This method should be used to close files when all references to them are finished. The FileStream object is then set 

to the inactive state (Mode = 0). 

FileStream.Open 

FileStream.Open (filename : str,  open_mode: str ) : bool 
Opens a file or other type of external data access specified by a file name, and connects that data source/destination 

to the input/output unit. This input/output unit is used for all subsequent references to identify this particular file. 

The method’s return value is true if the file was successfully opened, otherwise it is false. Also, if the Open was 

successful the FileStream’s Status will be set to zero, else it will be nonzero. 

The FileStream Close method should be used to close open files when access to them is no longer needed. 

Open_mode is a string of characters which may include the following characters, as in the C programming language routine 

“fopen”. The first mode character must be 'r', 'w', or 'a'. 

“r” Requests that the file be opened for reading. 

“w” A new version of an output file will be created. This mode is most often used for files 

which are written to using the Print method. 

“a” Append: Open for writing at the and of any currently extant file 

“b” Specifies binary mode, default is ASCII mode 

Under some operating systems, notably Microsoft Windows, there may be some carriage-control data translation 

effected when reading/writing files in ASCII mode. This option suppresses any such translations. 

FileStream.Print —— Print text to an input/output unit 

FileStream.Print (item_list) 

Prints a list of expression values to the input/output unit. If the unit is not currently open the text will be sent to the 

MitSyn Log. See the Format function for documentation. The default end of line string will be a new line, but can 

be set to any string (including the empty string) with the /End option. 

FileStream.ReadBytes 

FileStream.ReadBytes (dst_char_array | dst_byte_array  [, options_list] ) 
Reads bytes from the current position of the file attached to the IO unit into the destination array. This is called "low 

level" since all parsing of the byte stream is left up to the user. If fewer than the specified or default number of bytes 
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remain in the file they will all be read and the Length of the destination array will be set to indicate the actual 

number of bytes read. If no bytes remain an end-of-file status will be declared. 

If the file is opened in the default ASCII mode ends of lines in the source file will be represented by a single "new 

line" character, which is ASCII LF or 10 decimal. If the Binary option was specified when the file was opened no 

data translation of any kind is done. The type of the destination array should usually be "character" for ASCII files 

and "byte" for binary files. 

The destination array attributes are assigned the following values. 

Length = Actual number of bytes read. 

Another method, ReadLine, is usually used to read single lines from files. 

ReadBytes options 

Length = num_of_chars_to_read — Default: Length=dst_array.AllocLength 

This option specifies the number of bytes to be filled in at the front of the destination array. The length must be not 

greater than the allocated length of the destination array. Data in the destination array above the requested length are 

unchanged. 

Position = starting_byte_offset — Default: sequential access 

This option specifies starting position in the file for the data to be read. Files should be opened in binary mode 

(Open Binary option) when using this option. A position value of zero, which is valid for all file open modes, resets 

the file position to the beginning to the file, an action sometimes also known as "rewind". 

FileStream.ReadEvent 

Event list lines (records) are lines in plain text sequential files containing records formatted in an "event" format 

documented earlier in this manual under the "Waveform Event List" data type (MWEL file format). The ReadEvent method 

expedites the reading of event formatted records from any text file since it causes the text line to be parsed into the various 

fields of an event record. (Lines formatted as event records are easily written to files using the Print method, and so there 

are no special methods or options needed or used to write "events" to files regarded as event lists.) 

FileStream.ReadEvent ( {/options,} [attributes_dst_array] ) 

Specifies that the next records of the specified file are scanned as event records, and that the file is to be scanned 

ahead for the next desired event. The desired event is the next sequential event unless additional criteria are specified 

with FilterLabel and/or SeekTime options. If a destination array argument is specified that array will be updated 

with the event attribute array data of the desired event and the Length will be set to the length of the event attribute 

array. If the optional destination array argument is not supplied the event attribute array will be ignored but the label 

and time attributes of the event can still be read as specified by the Label and Time options. 

ReadEvent options. 

/FilterLabel = event_label_str — Default: Next event of any label 

This causes the event list to be scanned forward until the next event with the specified label is found. The usual 

wildcard characters of '*' for any characters, and '?' for exactly one character may be used. Event label searches are 

case sensitive, i.e., for a match there must be agreement in case as well as spelling. 

/SeekTime = time_number — Default: Next event 

This causes the event list to be scanned forward until the next event with an event time of equal to or greater than the 

specified seek time is found. If both a FilterLabel and a SeekTime options are specified the seek time criterion is 

first satisfied, and the then the filter label criterion becomes operative. 

/Label = dst_str_var_name 

This causes the named string variable to be updated with the event label, which is the first field on the event record 

line. 

/Time = dst_number_var_name 

Specifies that the named number variable will be updated with the value of the time stamp of the desired event. 

FileStream.ReadLine 

FileStream.ReadLine (dst_str | dst_char_array ) 
Specifies that the next single whole line of text from the source be read into the destination string variable or the 

destination character array. 

Following a successful read the Status property of the FileStream object will be set to a success value of zero. If 

any errors occur the method will be terminated with an error value (nonzero) in the Status property, and the 
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remainder of the statement line will be skipped. Such errors do not take the usual On Error actions, so users must 

check the FileStream’s Status following a ReadLine. 

ReadLine can be used both for text data, and for numeric data where the user wishes to perform particular parsing. 

The ReadLine format is thus regarded as a "low-level" input format for use when there is no suitable higher-level 

format. Note that the parsing and conversion of fields is easily effected using string search methods such as 

string.Find(), then extracting fields using the standard string slice notation (i.e., str_var [left..right]), and then 

converting into numeric format if desired using the ToNumber() function. The ReadList method is another 

approach to parsing text lines. 

FileStream.ReadList 

FileStream.ReadList (dst_var_list ) 

The ReadList method parses a source text data line into fields, converts the field values according to the type of the 

destination variables, and assigns the resultant values to the destination variables. In the command line the list of 

destination variables must be delimited by commas (standard list format). 

Each ReadList method call will parse (scan and convert fields) one line of text from the source. Spaces or commas 

are used to delimit fields in the source text line. The source text line must contain enough data fields to satisfy the 

list. 

The destination variables must be one of the following types. 

ReadList destination variable types 

Number variable   — number_var 

Numeric array element   — array [index_expr] 

Numeric array slice    — array [range_expr] 

Numeric array variable  — array_var 

The associated data fields must be numeric literals. For array slices a number of numeric values equal to the length 

of the slice will be scanned and converted. For whole arrays an end of line encountered before a number of numeric 

values equal to the allocated length of the array will cause the length of the destination array to be set to the actual 

number of data elements found. 

String variable  — str_var 

T he associated data field is taken as plain text, and the contents and length of the destination will be set to those of 

the data field. Text fields must be enclosed in quotes if they contain embedded spaces, commas, or parentheses. Text 

fields that are purely alphanumeric need not be quoted, although they may be. 

FileStream.WriteBytes 

FileStream.WriteBytes ({/option,} src_char_array | src_byte_array ) 
Data are usually written to ASCII files using the Print method. The WriteBytes method is usually only needed when 

writing or updating binary files. 

WriteBytes options 

/Length = number_of_bytes_to_write — Default: /Length=src_array.Length 

/Position = starting_byte_offset — Default: sequential access 

This option specifies starting position in the file for the data to be written. Files should be opened in binary mode 

(Open Binary option) when using this option. 

Font Creation 

var FontName:new font [do .FontProperties] 

Fonts may be created using the var FontName:new font declaration statement which creates a new font with the 

specified name. An optional do clause may be appended to reference properties of the newly created font. 

Font Object Properties 

Fonts are a reference type. 

Bold = bool 
Specifies whether the font is bold. 

Italic = bool 
Specifies whether the font is italic. 

Size = size_in_points 
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Font size in points. 

Family = font_family_name_str 
Specifies the font family name, e.g., “Times” or “Symbol”. The default of sans-serif will be used if the requested 

font family is not installed on the users system. See Windows Control Panel->Fonts to find out which True Type 

fonts are available on a system. 

Underline = bool 

Specifies whether the font is underlined. 

Weight = weight 
Weight is in the range of 0 to 1000 (Windows units), normal=400, semibold=600, bold=700, and 0=default. The use 

of Bold=bool is preferred to Weight, as the effect is usually the same. 

For Statement —— Script Block Iteration Loop 

for control_var = init_expr to limit_expr [step expr] do [command_body] 

The for statement supports the repetition of script statements with an incremented control variable. The control 

variable must be a number, and the initial, step, and limit expressfnamePatchMapions must be of number type. If 

there is no step clause the default step (increment) is +1. 

The control variable is first initialized to the value of the init_expr, and then if the increment (specified or default 

step value) is positive the body is executed as long as the control variable value is <= the value of the limit_expr. If 

the increment is negative, the body is executed as long as the control variable value is >= limit_expr (i.e., it counts 

down). Following each execution of the body the control variable is incremented by the value of the step 

(increment). 

The step expression and limit expression are only evaluated once at the beginning of the iteration. 

If there is text following the do it is called a one-line for. If the do is the last item on the line the for statement 

introduces a block iteration construct called a "for block", and the block body consists of all statements up to a 

following matching end for statement. Comments are not allowed on the for line following the do of a block for as 

they would cause the do to not be the last text on the line. 

For blocks are usually exited under the control of the incremented variable. Alternatively, the break command 

causes control flow to exit the block and resume with the statement line immediately following the closing (i.e., 

innermost) end for. For blocks (loops) may be nested. 

One-line for's should only be used for bodies of a few simple statements. Also some statements, e.g., goto, cause an 

exit from the loop and thus render the construct ineffective. Note that any one-line if statement inside a one-line for 

is necessarily the last statement in the loop since the body of the if extends to the end of the statement line. 

See the while statement for another block iteration construct. 

As with all control flow block constructs script labels may not be used within for blocks. 

Form —— Form Properties and Methods 

A MitSyn form is sometimes also called a drawing and plotting window, and is created with a var name:new Form 

declaration. Most of the methods and properties of the form object are inherited from those of a Control object. 

Menu = menu_name 
This shows the named menu in the form's menu bar. The named menu must have been created with the Top attribute. 

The named menu must have been created at the current procedure level. The menu will remain visible but disabled 

when control is at higher procedure levels (i.e., inner procedures), and so scripts invoked as inner procedures which 

have their own user interface should set the menu bar with their own top level menu, or use a new Form so that the 

user is not presented with a disabled menu. 

OnMenuStart = eventHandlerScript_str 
Sets an event handler for whenever the user starts using the current main menu of the form. 

OnShowAnyDialog = eventHandlerScript_str 
Sets an event handler for whenever a modal dialog box is about to be shown. This includes dialog boxes shown using 

Dialog objects and the MessageBox system object. 

Form.ResumePainting 

Form.ResumePainting (arg : bool) 

Arg = true causes paint deferral to be discontinued, and if any painting had been deferred the OnPaint handler of the 

form’s child PlotBoxes will be fired. Arg = false implies the action of arg = true except that OnPaint will not be 

fired, i.e., pending paint requests will be canceled. 
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Form.SuspendPainting 

Form.SuspendPainting ( ) 

Causes paint requests to the form’s PlotBox children to be deferred until the ResumePainting method is called, or 

EventQueue.GetNext is executed which automatically effects a ResumePainting (true) call. 

Format Function 

Format ( list_of_values_and_options ) : string 

The Format function takes as its arguments a list of expressions to be evaluated and then converted to a textual 

representation. The expressions in the list must be of number, string, character, numeric array, bits, bits array, or byte 

array type. Each expression in the list will be evaluated and then converted to a textual representation, if necessary, 

and then the text from all expressions will be concatenated together to form the result. For array expressions (plain, 

bool, bits, bytes) the values of each of the elements separated by the current output field separator will printed. 

The expressions in the list must be separated by commas or semicolons. If a list item separator is a comma (,) an 

"output field separator string" will be inserted in the output text following the text of the preceding list item. The 

default output field separator is a single space, and options may be used to set the field separator to other strings. A 

semicolon (;) list item separator suppresses the insertion of the output separator between the items so that the output 

items will be directly juxtaposed. 

If the resulting text contains embedded newline characters, as represented by the ASCII LF (decimal 10) character 

code, such characters will be interpreted by starting a new line, i.e., returning the print position to the left margin and 

advancing one line down. 

Formatting options may be specified using any of the following options which may be included as list items 

anywhere in the list. 

Format function argument list item options 

/Sep = output_field_separator_str — Default: /Sep=" " 

Specifies the output field separator string which is inserted between the values of items in the output list which are 

separated by commas. The default field separator is a single space. 

Using /Sep=",", i.e., use a comma separator, is a common field separator which causes the data fields to be written in 

a format sometimes known as "CSV" or "Comma Separated Values", a format which is common in plain text 

representations of data bases. 

Using /Sep="\t" creates. “Tab delimited” fields which are common for data to be imported/exported by spreadsheet 

programs and data base programs. 

/End = end_of_line_str — Default: /End="" 

Specifies a string to be appended to the end of the output string. The default value is the empty string for using the 

Format function. However, when being used to format text for the Print method of FileStream objects and the Log 

system object the default is a newline, i.e., “\n” 

/Literal = bool — Default: /Literal=false 

A /Literal=true list item expression specifies that the following list item values be formatted in the form of an MCL 

literal. In this format a string value is printed with enclosing double quotation marks and "escape sequences" for 

some special characters (as documented in the "String Literals" paragraph), and an array value is printed using the 

MCL array aggregate format, i.e., with the element values enclosed in braces and separated by commas ({v1, v2, 

v3}). 

./Width = number_of_columns — Default: /Width=2600 

Sets the maximum line width to a number of character columns. If the length of any line of text generated by a Print 

command would exceed the current Width the text will be "wrapped" by inserting newline characters when needed 

between items. If the length of a single item exceeds the current Width an error occurs, since newline characters to 

wrap lines will only be inserted between items. 

/Col = next_column_number 

A /Col list item may be used to advance the current column to the value specified by the option value. If the current 

column is already beyond the specified column nothing happens. 

Advanced formatting for the Format function 

% format_expr_str 

A particular format for numerical values printed for number expressions and for elements of numeric arrays may be 

specified by using "format expressions". If the first character of a Format list item is a percent sign (%) the 
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remainder of that list item must be a string expression which will be taken as a "format expression" rather than as a 

value to be printed. That format will be used for all subsequent number and numeric array values in the list until 

changed by another format expression. The value of the format expression will be interpreted as a "C printf" format, 

a description of which may be found in any book or reference of the standard "ANSI C" computer programming 

language. In the Format function context a valid format value must contain exactly one "%" symbol which starts a 

"conversion field", followed by any width and other field modifiers, followed by a "format type" character of either 

"e", "f", or "g". Additional text may precede or follow this conversion field. The default format may be reestablished 

by specifying a list item of % "%g", which sets the format to the value of the string literal "%g". The standard startup 

script UtilDefs.mcl defines format values for several common formats. 

Other built-in functions which format values into string representations 

A ToString function may be used to convert values to strings. Repeated character values may be printed using the 

ToString (count, char) function in the Format expression list. For example, a row of 20 "="s is generated by ToString 

(20, '='). ToHexString converts numbers to their hexadecimal representation. 

Strings can be padded out to a specified length by blanks, zeros, or any other character such as "*" using the  

string.PadLeft functions. ToUpper and ToLower change the case of letters in strings. 

function_name ( [ argument_list ] ) 

The execution of a function which has been previously defined with a function statement is effected using the 

function name followed by parentheses in a context where a value is expected. Functions may also be invoked in 

"statement position", i.e., as a command verb, and in such a position any value returned by the function is ignored. 

Function call syntax means that there must be parentheses enclosing the argument list, and the actual arguments are 

expressions separated by commas. This is the same syntax used to call both built-in functions and user defined 

functions in expressions where a returned value is expected. 

Function Definition Statement 

function{/options} function_name ( [ parameter_list ] ) 

Marks the beginning of a function definition. All subsequent statements until an end function statement is 

encountered are taken as part of the definition. Both the function and the end  function statements must be the only 

statements on their respective statement lines. Function definitions cannot be nested. 

The function_name must be followed by parentheses enclosing a parameter list which may be empty if there are to 

be no parameters. The syntax of parameters is the same as documented under the param statement. 

Functions may return values so that they can be used in expressions. The return command documents the 

specification of return values. 

The calling of a function creates a new procedure level in which the function executes, i.e., there are new name 

spaces for variables and labels and the usual visibility rules are in effect concerning the importation and exportation 

of names. 

The parameter list, which is enclosed in parentheses, consists of a list of comma separated typed parameters using 

the syntax of the param statement. 

The parameter list may also be an ellipsis (“…”), which indicates that there may be a variable list of arguments, and 

all the arguments will be fetched using param statements in the definition body. In this special case the actual 

arguments (i.e., at calls of the function) are not enclosed in parentheses. 

function options 

/global  — Default: Enter in the local name space. 

Specifies that the function definition be entered in the global name space. This option is useful for loading "function 

libraries". Such libraries are loaded by executing scripts containing routines which are defined with this global 

option. The option causes the definitions to remain after the loading script exits. 

function call 

function_name ([argument_list ] ) 

The execution of a function which has been previously defined with a function statement is effected using the 

function name as the command verb. Any arguments are separated by commas. 

See the param statement documentation for a discussion of when arguments are passed "by value" or "by reference". 

The function Call statement and the Execute Script statement ("exec") are the same except for the source of MCL 

script to be executed in the new procedure level, and the enclosure of the argument list in parentheses. 
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G 

GC (Graphics Context) Objects 

The drawing of objects, the plotting of array data, and the printing of text onto graphical view surfaces is facilitated by 

objects called "Graphics Contexts", or GCs. A GC is an object which contains a bundle of properties or attributes used to 

specify several aspects of viewed data such as position, numbere, clipping region, format, and colors for the data being 

presented. Graphics Contexts are created using the var statement, and should be declared following the declaration of a 

Plotbox on a Form. The output from the GC will be sent to the Plotbox which was the first one declared on the current 

Form, unless it is attached to a different Plotbox by using it's AttachPlotbox method. 

Draw, Plot and Print methods of GC's may be used to draw items in graphical views. The Plot method shows 

graphical representations of element data contained in arrays. Various Draw methods display several types of objects such 

as rectangle, polygons, and scores. The Print method is used to convert values of objects into textual representations which 

can also be included in graphical views. 

Properties of a GC are defined below under the GC Properties entry. 

GC Coordinate Systems 

One GC coordinate system called "Normalized PlotBox Coordinates" (abbreviated as NPBC) is a coordinate system 

in which the whole PlotBox area of a form has a width of 1.0 x-units, and a height of 1.0 y-units. The origin, i.e., (0,0), is 

the lower left corner. A GC property called the "GC's viewport" defines a rectangular region of that viewing surface, and is 

specified in terms of normalized PlotBox coordinates. 

GC's can be set to use another coordinate system called "World Coordinates" (abbreviated as "WC"). A rectangular 

window onto the data is called the "world window" of a GC. If a GC is set to use world coordinates data coordinates within 

a GC's world window are mapped onto the view surface specified by the GC's viewport. Data points which fall outside of a 

GC's world window will be clipped, i.e., not shown. Setting the Transform property of a GC to be true tells the GC to use 

world coordinates. 

GC viewports (in NPBC) and GC world windows (in WC) are specified using 4 element arrays representing 

rectangles using the usual MCL rectangle representation format where the assignment of the array elements is as follows: 

rect_array [0] is minimum abscissa (x) value (left side) 

rect_array [1] is minimum ordinate (y) value (bottom side) 

rect_array [2] is rectangle width 

rect_array [3] is rectangle height 

GC methods may be used to perform coordinate transformations using GC mapping properties using the usual 

"gc.method ( )" function call syntax. These functions may be found in the dictionary under the GC method entries. 

GC (Graphics Context) Properties 

Current property values for GC objects may be read using the usual object.property syntax in expression context. 

Property values are set using the usual object.property=value statement syntax. 

AutoGrid = bool 
Enables the drawing of a grid automatically whenever a Plot method is executed. If the AutoGrid property is true a 

grid will be plotted with each Plot method call before the data are plotted. If it is desired to have a grid on top of the 

data, the Plot method call may be followed by a GC.DrawGrid method call. 

AutoRange.both = on_off_bool — Set auto-ranging for x and y 

AutoRange.X = on_off_bool — Set auto-ranging for x only 

AutoRange.Y = on_off_bool — Set auto-ranging for y only 
When auto-ranging is on the x or y components of the world window of the GC will be updated based on the range 

of the specified data. In other words, the relevant component of the world window will be set so as to encompass the 

whole range of the data. Auto-ranging is effected only in Y-Plot mode. 

Borders : rect_array — {Left, Bottom, Right, Top} in text units 

Borders [=borders_array] — {Left, Bottom, Right, Top} 
Borders are regions between the GC viewport rectangle and a smaller enclosed "plot rectangle" to which the world 

window will be mapped. Any borders array value must be at least 4 long, and specifies in order the size of the left, 

bottom, right, and top borders. The bottom and top borders are in units of the height of a line of text, and the left and 

right borders are in units of the average width of a character of text. 
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Borders=n specifies that all borders are n units. Borders=0 is equivalent to Borders={0,0,0,0} 

Borders.Left = size_number 

Borders.Bottom = size_number 
Specifies the size of the specified border property value of the GC, in the units specified above. 

ColumnBase = column_base_number 
Sets the base value for columns unless over-ridden by a Base=array option in the Plot method. 

ColumnWidth = column_width_number 
Sets the width (in coordinates appropriate for the GC) for columns if the property value is greater than zero. If the 

value is zero the column width will be taken from the domain increment (Dom_Step) of the ordinate datan array. 

Font = font_name_str 
Properties of a GC's current Font reference are used to determine the font of text printed by the GC's Print method. 

See the Font object entry for how to set properties of a font. 

GridPen = pen 
Specifies the default pen used to draw any grid lines. This is only used to draw grid lines caused by Plot method 

calls with the AutoGrid property set to true. 

GridStyle = style_number | style_array 
If the style value is a number both the x and y grid styles will be set to that value. If the value is an array the x grid 

style will be set from the first array element, and the y grid style from the second element. 

Grid style values are as follows: 0: no grid, 1: tick marks along the specified axis, 2: solid grid lines across the entire 

data plot area. Positive style values cause axis value labels to be shown with each grid line. Equivalent negative 

values suppress the display of such labels. 

GridXDivision[.Number[.Exact]] = number — x-axis division grid spec 

GridYDivision[.Number[.Exact]] = number — y-axis division grid spec 
The value of a Grid?Division property without any suffix is taken as specifying the interval between the grid lines in 

world coordinate units. A grid line will be plotted at all integral multiples of the specified interval which fall within 

the world window. A value of 0.0 specifies that no grid lines be shown for the relevant axis. 

A property suffix modifier of .Number specifies that the property value be interpreted as a number of divisions into 

which the world window will be divided. The positions and spacing of the grid lines will normally be adjusted 

slightly if necessary so that the numeric coordinate value of each line will be a round value. The .Exact suffix can be 

included to inhibit any such adjustments. 

PlotStyle = style_enum — Style of array plots 
The style type property value may be one of the following: 

PlotStyle_Line The data points are plotted using a connected line format, i.e., a straight 

line is drawn from each data point to the next data point. The line is 

drawn using the assigned Pen. 

PlotStyle_Step The data points are plotted using a stepped line format. This format is 

only supported for Y-plot data, i.e., not X-Y-plots (scatter plots). 

PlotStyle_Point The data points are plotted using a point format. This is the format 

usually used for scatter plots. 

PlotStyle_Column Each data point is shown using a column. The ColumnBase GC 

property, or the Base option of the Plot method may be used to specify 

the base of each column. 

RectPlotN : rect_array — {Left, Bottom, Width, Height} in NPBC 
The rectangle of the GC's plot area, which is the viewport reduced by the borders. 

RectPlotWidthPx : number 
The width of the GC's plot rectangle in units of pixels. 

TextAlign = text_alignment_flags_bits 
Specifies the alignment of text printed using the GC with respect to the print position. A GC's print position may be 

updated using the @position option with a Print method call. The alignment value should be the OR of a horizontal 

alignment property with a vertical property. Values for these constants are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

CAlign_Left The text is left aligned in the control. 

CAlign_Center Centered horizontally. 
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CAlign_Right Right aligned. 

CAlign_Top The text is positioned at the top of the control. 

CAlign_Middle The text is positioned vertically in the middle of the control. 

CAlign_Bottom The text is positioned at the bottom of the control. 

TextBrush = brush 
Sets the brush for text printed to the GC. 

TextLineHeight : number 
The text line spacing (distance down from one baseline to the next) which will be used when multiple lines of text 

are Printed using the specified GC. The units are in the current coordinate system of the GC. The spacing is a 

function the GC's current font, and, for GCs using world coordinates, the size of the GC's world window and 

viewport rectangles. 

Transform [=on_off_bool] 
If a GC's Transform mode is on, the GC will use world coordinates (WC), i.e., a "viewing transformation" of all 

coordinates will be executed by mapping coordinates using the world window to viewport map. Borders, grid lines, 

and axis labels may also be operative depending upon the GC's settings of their related properties. 

If GC's Transform mode is off, the GC will use normalized Plotbox coordinates (NPBC). Automatic grids and axis 

labels are not plotted when a GC is using NPBC's. 

Viewport [=viewport_rect_array] — {Left, Bottom, Width, Height} in NPBC 
A GC's viewport defines a rectangular region subset of the whole drawing area. A GC cannot draw outside of its 

current viewport. If the GC's Transform mode is on the world window is mapped onto the viewport (after allowing 

for borders). 

Multiple GC.Plot calls using the same viewport without intervening Erase commands can result in an overlaid plot 

of all members of the set. A GC viewport can also be repositioned up or down the screen between each plot, and such 

can generate a "sequence plot" or "waterfall plot" of members of the set. This waterfall format is often used when it 

is desired to visually assess the correlation of adjacent members in a set. 

Viewport.Origin = position_point_array 
Updates the origin (position of lower left corner) of the GC's viewport. The viewport size remains unaltered. 

Viewport.Center = position_point_array 
Updates the origin of the GC's viewport so that the center will be at the specified position. The viewport size remains 

unaltered. 

Viewport.Size = size_array 
Updates the size (width and height) of the GC's viewport. The viewport origin remains unaltered. 

VpSizePx : size_array — Size of the GC's viewport {Width, Height} in units of pixels 
This size will change as the window is resized, and as the amount of space needed for menus and toolbars changes. 

World : rect_array — {Left, Bottom, Width, Height} in world coordinates 

World[.Round] = world_window_rect_array 
Updates the GC's world window specified in world coordinates (relevant only when the GC's Transform mode is 

on). The rect_array_val must be at least 4 in length. If the property suffix .Round is specified the world window 

may be slightly enlarged so that its boundaries fall at "round" values which include the specified rectangle. 

Decreasing the size of a GC's world window results in a larger numbere (assuming a constant viewport size) which 

thus shows more detail of whatever remains within the world window. Reducing the size of a world window is often 

called "zooming in" on the data. Such a technique can be used in both the X and Y domains. For example, in a 

spectral plot of magnitude versus frequency reducing the X coordinate world range to a small region around a 

frequency of interest enhances the detail visible in that frequency region. 

 

GC.AttachPlotbox (plotbox) 
Sets the target Plotbox for the GC. The initial (default) target Plotbox for a GC is the first Plotbox declared on the 

Form in which the GC was declared (subsequent to the first Plotbox declaration). 

GC.Assign —— Assign property values from a GC 

GC.Assign (src_gc) 
All the property values of the GC will be updated with the property values of the source GC referenced by the 

argument of the method. 
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GC.DrawEdge —— Draw 3D edges for rectangles 

GC.DrawEdge (src_rect_array, Edges_bits, Flags_bits) 
Draws one or more edges of rectangles using the Windows DrawEdge function. The Edges and Flags bits values are 

interpreted as implemented by Windows. 

GC.DrawGrid 

GC.DrawGrid (pen) 
Draws a grid for the GC, using the specified Pen along with the GC's current mapping and grid property values. A 

GC's grid properties are often set (AutoGrid=true and a non-zero GridStyle) so that a grid is plotted automatically 

whenever a Plot method is executed, and in such cases a GC.DrawGrid call is not used. 

DrawGrid is used when only a grid is wanted, which is often the case when many data instances are to be plotted 

using the same GC viewport so that a grid need not be drawn for each Plot method call. Another reason for using a 

DrawGrid method is to plot a grid on top of some data, rather than below as is done with automatic grids. The data 

is plotted first with a Plot method using a GC with AutoGrid=false, and then using the DrawGrid method with a 

non-zero GridStyle property value to draw the grid on top. 

GC.DrawLine —— Draw a line 

GC.DrawLine (pen, point_array, point_array) 
Draws a straight line connecting the two endpoints specified as the second and third arguments. 

GC.DrawPolygon 

GC.DrawPolygon (pen, ploygon_array) 
Draws a polygon. The array data are interpreted in composite (interlaced) format, i.e., x1, y1, x2, y2, …. The 

polygon is drawn using the pen's color for the outline, and the GC's background color for solid fill. 

GC.DrawRectangle —— Draw a rectangle frame 

GC.DrawRectangle (pen, rect_array) 
Draws a rectangle frame. Rectangles are represented using the usual MCL rectangle representation by four array 

elements which specify (in order) X-Origin, Y-Origin, Width, Height in the current coordinate system of the GC. 

This representation format is called an Origin-Extent representation. 

A hollow rectangle (or frame) is drawn of a thickness specified by the pen.Width property. The outside of the frame 

will be of the size specified by the src_rect_array. 

The GC.FillRectangle method is used to render filled rectangles. 

GC.DrawVRule —— Draw a vertical rule 

GC.DrawVRule (pen, x_position_number_expr) 
Draws a vertical rule (a straight line) at the x position of the x_position_number_expr. If the GC is using world 

coordinates, the x position is taken in world coordinates and the vertical rule is plotted over the GC's "plot 

rectangle", i.e., the GC's viewport minus the borders. If the GC's Transform mode is off the x position is taken in 

NPBC units, and the vertical rule extends from the bottom of its viewport to the top. 

GC.FillPolygon 

GC.FillPolygon (pen, src_ploygon_array) 
Fills a polygon. The array data are interpreted in composite (interlaced) format, i.e., x1, y1, x2, y2, …. The polygon 

is drawn using the pen's color for the outline and for the fill. Note that just the outline of a polygon can be drawn 

using the GC.Plot method. 

GC.FillRectangle 

GC.FillRectangle (brush:Brush, rect_array) 
Fills the specified rectangle of the GC with the specified brush. The coordinate units of the rect_array are those of 

the GC. 

GC.FillViewport 

GC.FillViewport (brush:Brush) 
Fills the viewport of the GC with the specified brush. 
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GC.InvertRect —— Invert a rectangle 

GC.InvertRect (rect_array) 
Inverts a rectangle in a window by performing a logical NOT operation on the color values for each pixel in the 

rectangle's interior. 

GC.Plot —— Plot array data in graphics displays 

GC.Plot ([pen,] ordinate_src_array [ , option_list ] ) : number_of_points_plotted 
Plots the data points of the array formatted according to the current property values of the GC. The "world window" 

of the GC will be updated based upon data values if AutoRange properties are enabled. 

Each GC.Plot command plots a graphical representation of data representing a set of point values obtained from one 

or more arrays. Plots may be of several formats such as line, step, column, and point or scatter plot. Elements of the 

source array argument determine the ordinates (y positions) of the data points. One type of array plot shows the 

ordinates of points being plotted at abscissas (x positions) implicitly specified by the domain properties of the same 

source array. Such a type of plot is called a "Y-plot". Another type uses additional explicit data to specify the 

abscissas of points. This type is called an "X-Y-plot". The tutorial script ScatterPlot.mcl illustrates X-Y-Plots. 

Each Plot call takes the data of one or more arrays, numberes and subsets (clips) these data according to the GC's 

current world window, and then maps these x-y positions to positions on the view surface using the GC's current 

viewport. 

A first optional argument specifies a pen to be used in drawing the plot. If this is not specified the default pen of the 

GC will be used. 

Plot options 

Plot data specification options 

Data for the ordinate of each point are taken from the array specified as the argument of the Plot method, denoted 

above as ordinate_src_array. In the absence of an explicit specification of abscissa data (i.e., the default case) the 

abscissa for each plotted point is calculated from the domain properties of the ordinate_src_array (Y-Plot type). 

Abscissa data may also be explicitly specified (X-Y-Plot type) using either an Abscissa option or the Composite 

option. Only a subset of the data points so specified may actually be plotted, however, as those points which fall 

outside the scope of the GC's world window will be clipped. 

Abscissa = abscissa_src_array — Default: Calculate abscissas from domain of ordinate_src_array 

This specifies that the elements in the array specified by the option value will be used for the abscissa of each data 

point. 

Composite 

The presence of this option specified that data array will be interpreted as containing interlaced x,y coordinate data, 

i.e., x0, y0, x1, y1… 

Base = column_base_src_array 

Specifies the base value of each column for column format plots (relevant only for column format plots). 

Intensity = intensity_src_array — Default: Plot all points full intensity 

Specifies the intensity value to be associated with each array datum. Data are plotted only for those elements for 

which the intensity_src_array element is non-zero. The Compare array method is often used to fill an 

intensity_array with values to specify the plotting of only those array elements whose values are above a threshold. 

The example scripts XYIntensityPlot.mcl and DrawSpectralMap.mcl illustrate this intensity plot option. 

GC.PointCcToN (location _in_Cc : point_array) : point_array_in_NPBC 

Maps the point location given by the argument from Context coordinates to Normalized Plotbox coordinates 

(NPBC) using the GC's current map. 

GC.PointCcToPx (point_array_in_context_coordinates : point_array) : location _in_pixels 

Maps the point location given by the argument from context coordinates to Plotbox pixel coordinates using the GC's 

current map. 

GC.PointNToCc (location _in_NPBC : point_array) : point_array_in_Cc 

Maps the point location given by the argument from Normalized Plotbox coordinates to Context coordinates using 

the GC's current map. 

GC.PointPxToCc (location _in_pixels : point_array) : point_array_in_context_coordinates 

Maps the point location given by the argument from Plotbox pixel coordinates to the current context coordinates 

using the GC's current map. 
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GC.Print —— Print text to graphics displays 

GC.Print ({options, } expr_list ) 

GC.PrintCaption ( expr_list ) 

This formats text and draws it in the graphics display associated with the GC (Graphics Context). See the Format 

function for documentation of the formatting. The font used is the GC's current Font, and the brush used is the GC’s 

current TextBrush. Listed below are additional options specific to the GC context. Such GC specific options must 

occur before any Format function options. 

For the PrintCaption variant, the text is positioned as a data plot caption centered below the bottom of the plot 

rectangle of the GC. If the GC's current GridStyle implies x-axis grid labels the caption text line is positioned one 

line below the bottom of the plot rectangle so as to allow for grid line value labels, otherwise the caption is 

positioned immediately below the plot rectangle. The GC's Borders.Bottom property value needs to allow sufficient 

space for the caption. The print position (PrintPos property) of the GC will be left at the line immediately below the 

caption line. This means that additional caption lines may be printed with Print commands requiring no additional 

positioning data (as long as the GC's TextAlign properties are set to Top and Center). 

options 

@ position_point_array 

This option is used to update the current print position (x and y coordinates) of the GC, so that the text will be drawn 

at the specified position. The coordinates are taken to be in GC's current coordinate system. The position of the text 

relative to the current print position is determined by the GC's text alignment properties (see the GC TextAlign 

property). Subsequent text printed to the GC will be position below previous lines if no @position option is 

specified. 

GC.TextWidth (text : str) : number 

Returns the width (in the GC's current coordinate system) that the text would require if it were Printed to the GC. 

The width is a function the GC's current font, and, for GCs in viewing transformation mode, the size of the GC's 

world window and viewport. 

Goto Switch Statement 

The selection of one of a number of alternative groups of statements depending upon the values of variables or 

expressions is an action known under the rubrics of "case selection", "case dispatch", "computed goto", and "multi-way 

branch". Case selection can be effected by a sequence of if statements, but there are several more succinct and efficient 

techniques which are the following. 

 When the selection is based on the comparison of a single number "selector" value with particular number values 

and/or ranges (the "case values") the selection is most conveniently expressed using the goto case statement. The 

goto switch construct is useful both for "command dispatch" where the selector is viewed as one of a discrete set of values, 

and for "range classification" where it is desired to find within which of several ranges a continuously varying value lies. 

goto switch selector_number_or_bits_expr => case_dispatch_list 

case_dispatch_item ::= choice {, choice} : target_label 

choice ::= choice _expr | choice_opr choice_expr | range_expr 

choice_expr ::= number_expr | char_expr | bits_expr 

choice_opr ::= < | <= | > | >= 

First the selector expression is evaluated, and then the choices are sequentially evaluated until a choice which 

evaluates to a value which satisfies the specified relationship with respect to the selector value is found. The 

relationship implied when no choice_opr or range is specified is equality. A goto is then executed to the target label 

associated with the selected choice. If the selector value doesn't satisfy any of the cases, the goto is not effected, i.e., 

control passes to the next sequential statement. 

For example, 

goto switch charKey =>  <0:Negative, <<'A'..'Z'>>, '?':Upper, <<'a'..'z'>>:Lower 

Goto Statement 

goto label_name 

The goto statement can be used in scripts to transfer control to the first statement following a definition of the 

specified label. The goto verb may be abbreviated to a go. 
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When a goto statement is executed the target label is first searched for in a table of labels already seen at the current 

procedure level. If the label name is not found in that table the script is searched forward from the position of the 

goto for a definition of the target label. If the target label is not found before the end of the script is reached the 

procedure is forced to exit with an error condition. 

H 

I 

if Statement 

if condition_expr  then statement_body 

If the condition expression, which must be of a bool, number, or bits type, evaluates to true the statement body will 

be executed, otherwise the command body will be skipped. The statement body consists of the remainder of the 

statement line, which may thus contain several concatenated statements. The body may contain any statements 

including other (single-line) if's. In this single-line form of the if statement a “::” may be substituted for the then. 

The if statement is called a "conditional statement". There is also a built-in function named if which is used to effect 

"conditional expressions". 

A multiple-line or "block if" syntax is also supported with block delimiting lines of if, elseif, else, and end if. Use an 

if...then...else block to define several blocks of statements, one of which will execute. If blocks may be nested. 

if condition-1 then 

 [statementblock-1] 

[elseif condition-2 then 

 [statementblock-2]] 

[else 

 [statementblock-n]] 

end [if] 

The conditionals are tested sequentially until the first one is found which evaluates to true. Then the corresponding 

statement block is executed, and then control flow resumes following the end if. As an option, you can include an 

else statement block, which will be executed if none of the conditionals is true. In a block if an opening brace ({) 

may be substituted for any then, and a closing brace (}) may be substituted for the closing end. 

iif Function —— Conditional Expression 

iif (condition_expr, value_if_true, value_if_false) : type_of_selected_result 

The iif (inline if) built-in function is used to form what is often called a "conditional expression". The first argument 

must be of a bool, number, or bits type. The value and type returned by an iif function application is that of the 

second argument if the value of the first argument is non-zero, otherwise that of the third argument. All three 

arguments are always evaluated. 

L 

Length (text_expr : str) : number 

Returns the length of the string expression, i.e., the number of characters in the string value. 

Length (array_val : array) : number 

Returns the length of the array expression, i.e., the number of elements in the array value. 

Log Window and Files 

The MitSyn Log system object collects textual reports concerning many activities of a MitSyn session. This output 

includes Print output to the Log, output from stream processing Log blocks, Stream Processor build listings, error reports, 

copies of all commands entered in the immediate command window, and mcli.Trace… generated output. 

Text output to the Log is always sent to the Log window, and may also be sent to a log file for session archiving or 

when it is being used for data collection. 

Text may be selected and copied to the clipboard from the Log window using the usual text selection commands. The 

Log window has both a window menu and a context menu, and these should be checked for available commands. 

While learning the scripting language or debugging it is sometimes useful to enter commands for immediate 

execution. All such commands are echoed in the Log. This makes it convenient to try successive variations of commands 

since previously entered commands may be copied from the Log and pasted to the immediate window. 
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Use the system object name of "Log" when referencing methods and properties of the MitSyn Log. 

Log.ClearWindow 

Log.ClearWindow ( ) 

Clears the contents of the Log window. Has no effect on the contents of any log file. 

Log.OpenFile —— Specify a Log file 

Log.OpenFile (log_filename_str,  filemode:bits) 

Specifies that log output be appended to the specified file. 

Log.Print —— Print Text to the Log 

Log.Print (item_list ) 

Prints a list of expression values to the MitSyn log. See the Format function for documentation of the formatting. 

The default end of line string will be a new line, but can be set to any string (including the empty string) with the 

/End option. 

Log.ShowWindow 

Log.ShowWindow (bool) 

Shows or hides the Log window. 

Log.WriteLine —— Write a Line of Text to the Log 

Log. WriteLine (string) 

Writes the string to the Log followed by a line terminator. 

M 

Math System Object 

The Math system object supports methods for calculating common mathematical functions. 

Math.Abs (x : number) : number 

Returns the absolute value of the argument. Note that there is an abs expression operator which does the same thing 

more efficiently since it doesn’t involve an object and a method reference. 

Math.ATan (x : number) : angle_number 

Returns the angle whose tangent is x, in the range of -/2 to +/2 radians. 

Math.ATan2 (y : number, x : number) : angle_number 

Returns the angle whose tangent is y/x, in the range of - to + radians. If both argument values are zero an error 

results, since in such a case the angle is not defined. 

Math.Ceiling (number : number) : number 

Returns the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to the argument. 

Math.Clamp (number : number, lower_bound : number, upper_bound : number) : number 

Clamps the number so that the returned value lies within the specified bounds. That is, if the number is less than the 

lower bound the lower bound value is returned, and if the number is greater than the upper bound the upper bound 

value is returned. 

Math.Cos (angle : number) : number 

Cosine function, angle is in units of radians. 

Math.Exp (power : number) : number 

Exponential function, base e. 

Math.Floor (number : number) : number 

Returns a value representing the largest integer that is less than or equal to the argument value. 

Math.FrExp (value : number [, exponent : ref number] ) : fraction_number 

Breaks a number value into a normalized fraction and integral power of 2. Returns as the function value the fraction 

in the range of 0.5 <= fraction < 1.0, and returns the power of two exponent into the number variable specified by 

the second argument, which is optional and may be omitted. (Taken from the "Standard C Library" function of the 

same name.) 
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Math.Log (number : number) : number 

Logarithm, base e. Domain error if argument value <= 0. 

Math.Log10 (number : number) : number 

Logarithm, base 10. Domain error if argument value <= 0. 

Math.Max (number_list : number_list) : number 

Returns the maximum value of a list of number expressions. 

Math.Max (array : array) : number 

Returns the element value of the array element with the largest value. 

Math.Mean (array : array) : number 

Returns the mean value of all the elements of the array expression. 

Math.MeanSq (array : array) : number 

Returns the mean of the squared value of all the elements of the array expression. 

Math.Min (number_list : number_list) : number 

Returns the minum value of a list of number expressions. 

Math.Min (array : array) : number 

Returns the element value of the array element with the smallest value. 

Math.Pi : number 

Returns the value of pi, i.e., 3.14159265358979 

Math.Pow (x : number, y : number) : number 

Returns the the number x raised to the power yd. 

Math.RMS (:array) : number 

Root Mean Square. Returns the square root of the mean of the squared values of all the elements of the array. 

Math.Round (number : number) : number 

Returns the whole number (integer) to the argument. 

Math.Sign (number : number) : number 

Returns +1.0 if the argument value is greater than 0, -1.0 if the value is less than zero, and 0.0 if the value is 0. 

Math.Sin (angle : number) : number 

Sine function, angle is in units of radians. 

Math.SqRt (number : number) : number 

Square root. Domain error if value of argument is less than zero. 

Math.StdDev (array : array) : number 

Standard deviation of the elements in the array expression. The standard deviation is the square of the variance (see 

the Math.Variance function). 

Math.Sum (:array) : number 

Returns the sum of all the elements of the array expression. 

Math.SumSq (:array) : number 

Returns the sum of the squares of all the elements of the array expression. 

Math.Tan (angle : number) : number 

Tangent function, angle is in units of radians. 

Math.Variance (array : array) : number 

Variance of the elements in the array expression. The variance is the difference between the mean of the squares and 

the square of the mean. 

MCLI 

MCLI (MitSyn Command Language Interpreter) Object Properties 

Aspects of the behavior of MitSyn scripts may be examined using the properties and methods of the MitSyn 

Command Language Interpreter object, which is referenced using the object name of "MCLI". This object is also 

sometimes called the "MitSyn application". 

InstanceCount : number 
Gets the number of currently running instances of MitSyn. 

LicenseLevel : number 
Gets the license level of the running version of MitSyn. 
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HelpDir : str 

HelpDir = MitSyn_Help_Directory_str 

Gets/sets the current path for the MitSyn help directory, which is usually a subdirectory under the GetAppDir(). 

OnBreakEnabled = bool 

Controls whether user break keys cause the On Break command action to be effected (for the current procedure 

level). It is sometimes useful to temporarily disable the break keys during a sequence of commands which should be 

executed to completion. That is, such commands should be wrapped by an mcli.OnBreakEnabled=false followed 

by an mcli.OnBreakEnabled=true at the end of the sequence. 

OnErrorBeep = bool 

Specifies whether a beep sound is emitted when errors are reported. (for all procedure levels) 

OnErrorEnabled = bool 

Controls whether end-of-command error checking is enabled (for the current procedure level). If enabled the default 

or explicit on error action will be effected when the mcli.Status of a command is not successful. An explicit On 

Error can be set using the On Error statement. If disabled no such end-of-command error checking occurs. 

GetFunctionCallDepth() : number 
Gets the current function call depth, i.e., procedure level. 

SProccessorFileSearchPaths : str 

Gets the file directory search path for stream processor build data objects such as macro block definitions, array data 

files, sound sample files for use by wavetable (sampling) sound systhesis, and associated “instrument definition” 

files. The path may contain multiple directory names separated by semicolons. Searches for such files always begin 

in the current directory, and then continue in each directory specify by this path until the desired file is found. 

ScriptName [ProcedureLevel] : str 
Gets the name of the script source of the specified procedure level. 

Status : number 
Gets the status value for the execution of the previous command. The value will be 0 if the command completed 

successfully, and a larger integral value following commands which did not complete successfully. Most exceptional 

conditions also generate a report about the cause of the condition. 

The Trace properties are used to specify that various events occurring during the execution of MitSyn scripts be 

reported in the MitSyn Log. Tracing such events is often useful as a training aid to show commands being executed 

simultaneously with their actions being effected. Tracing is also sometimes useful during MCL script debugging to observe 

control flow dependencies. 

TraceCalls = procedure_level 

Controls whether call type commands (function calls, user-defined function calls, execute script statements, etc.) 

executed at procedure levels up to the specified procedure_level are echoed in the MitSyn Log as they are executed. 

TraceCommands = procedure_level 

Controls whether commands executed at procedure levels up to the specified procedure_level are echoed in the 

MitSyn Log as they are executed. 

NumArrayElemSize : number 
Gets the size of numeric array elements, in bytes. Depending on the version this is either 4 or 8. 

mcli.Abort ( ) 

Terminates the current MitSyn session, abruptly. Thus is may be used to stop all processing from within command 

procedures. Some of the state information usually saved by graceful shutdowns will not be saved. 

mcli.AddressOf (array : array) : bits 

Gets the virtual memory address the first element of the argument. 

mcli.Continue ( ) 

Continues the execution of the script at the current location.Used to resume execution of a script from a pause (as 

initiated by a mcli.PauseAndPrompt command). 
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mcli.DumpCallStackToLog 

mcli.DumpCallStackToLog (depth : number ) 

Dumps a listing to the Log of the current procedure call stack. Dumps the top depth frames, or the whole stack if 

depth < 0. At the end of a line the namespace export and import status for the level is shown. 

mcli.Eval 

MCLI.Eval (mcl_code : str) : type of expression 

Evaluates the mcl_code argument as an expression and returns the value of that expression. See the MCLI.Execute 

method for additional information. 

MCLI.EvalByCaller 

MCLI.EvalByCaller (mcl_code : str) : type of expression 

The same as the MCLI.Eval () method with the exception that the evaluation is done in the context of the caller, i.e., 

as if the mcl_code string were an argument to the current procedure level. 

MCLI.GetAppDir() : str 

Gets as a string value the directory name of the current MitSyn base directory, i.e., the root directory of the MitSyn 

installation directory tree containing MitSyn system files. The default AppDir is the directory containing 

MitSyn.exe, although this may be overridden by a launch line option. (Directory.GetCurrentDirectory() gets the 

path of the current (default) directory for user data files, which are usually kept in a directory unrelated to AppDir.) 

MCLI.GetMToolsDir() : str 

Gets the path for the MitSyn Tools library, which is usually a subdirectory under the GetAppDir(). 

MCLI.GetLastThrownErrorMsg() : str 

Gets the last MCL thrown error message. 

MCLI.GotoLabelInCaller 

MCLI.GotoLabelInCaller (label_str_expr) 

MCLI.GotoLabelInCaller specifies that control flow be transferred to the specified label in the calling (invoking) 

procedure. Thus an exit from the current innermost procedure level is effected, and execution continues from the 

specified label in the new innermost procedure. This construct is sometimes known as the "alternative return" 

construct or a "non-local goto". Note that the label is an evaluated expression, which is different from the labels of 

goto statements which are literals. 

MCLI.PauseAndPrompt 

MCLI.PauseAndPrompt ( [message_str] ) 

A PauseAndPrompt command can be used in any MCL script to temporarily suspend the execution of commands 

from the script and display a dialog box which will accept commands. This is sometimes called the "immediate 

window" since is accepts commands for immediate execution. If the optional message_str is supplied it will be 

appended to the MitSyn Log. The dialog box title will show an "MCL Command" prompt, and include information 

about by the current procedure level and the name of the script source for the current innermost command procedure 

level (unless at level 1 when there is no script source). The MCLI.PauseAndPrompt command must be the last 

command on a line. 

Closing or canceling the prompt dialog box resumes execution of the script following the MCLI.Pause command. 

The MCLI.DumpCallStack method may be used to show part or all of the call nest. 

Pause status is distinct for each procedure level. Thus procedures executed while paused will run to completion 

(unless they also contain an MCLI.PauseAndPrompt command or are interrupted) since they will execute at higher 

procedure levels, and then the pause will still be in effect when control returns to the procedure level current when 

the MCLI.PauseAndPrompt was executed. An exit command effectively cancels a pause since control will be 

given to the next lower procedure level. 

Commands executed during a pause are very useful for entering data revisions, and for debugging MCL scripts. (The 

computer sophisticate will recognize here some of the usual functionality of a symbolic debugger. The 

MCLI.DumpCallStack and ShowAboutName methods are particularly useful in such activity.) 
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MCLI.Raise 

MCLI.Raise ( Break ) 

This command causes the action specified by an On Break command to be effected. This is the same action caused 

by the user pressing the "break" key (Esc key). 

MCLI.Raise ( Error, message_str_expr ) 

This command sends the message to the current MitSyn Log destinations, and sets its command completion status to 

an error condition. This will cause current error handling procedure to be effected, be it the default of 

exit MCLI.Status, or as set by On Error. 

MCLI.ShowAboutName 

MCLI.ShowAboutName ( {/options} [name] ) 

Shows in the MitSyn Log window data about currently defined and visible names. Valid names include the names of 

all variables/objects, and the names of user defined functions. The data display includes the name, its type and 

associated values, and in which symbol table the name was found. A name must be specified unless the /All option is 

specified. 

ShowAboutName is often used during MCL script debugging to show the current values of types which cannot be 

Printed. It is often used with array types to get a quick display of their current lengths and depths, and with GC 

(graphics context) types to aid with screen and color layout. 

ShowAboutName options 

/All 

Shows all the currently visible names of either the local or global type, depending upon the presence of a /Global 

option. 

/Global   — Default: show visible local names 

Shows names from the global symbol table. 

Me... 

Menu Creation 

var MenuName:new menu [.Main] [.Sub] [.Context] [do .MenuMethod] 

Menus may be created using the var MenuName:new menu declaration statement which creates a new menu with 

the specified name. An optional do clause may be appended to invoke a method of the newly created menu. 

See the Menu Properties and Methods entry for more information about menu objects. 

Menu qualifiers 

Main 

Specifies that the menu be a top-level or main menu style. Menus to be used with the form.Menu property must be 

of this type. 

Sub 

Specifies that the menu be a sub menu. This is the default type. 

Context 

Specifies that the menu be a "context" style. Such menus do not need to be at a procedure level which has its own 

Form, and are used with the Menu.Show method. 

Menu Item Creation 

Menu item creation clauses are used in the Menu.Add method. 

An ampersand character (&) in a menu item text causes the following character to be underlined in the menu and to be 

the keyboard interface access key. Menu item specifications may be followed by item options which are documented below.  

Menu item types 
A menu item creation may be specified by one of the following forms. 

*  caption_text_str [OnClick=eventHandlerScript_str] [Shortcut =shortcut_key_code_number] {attributes} 

An OnClick attribute specifies that when the menu item is chosen the script will be executed (in a new procedure 

level). Script executed as an event handler should not expect user input since event handler execution should not be 

nested (i.e., an event handler should not be invoked while in an event handler). 
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The optional shortcut_key_code specifies a key code for a "shortcut key" which will effect the same action (not used 

by Context menus). Shortcuts are only operative when the menu item is in a menu which is part of the current Form 

menu (see the Form.Menu property). 

If the value of the caption_text_str is a single dash, i.e., “-“, the menu item will be shown as a separator, i.e., a 

horizontal dividing line. This cannot be done in a Main menu. 

Menu item creation attributes 

Name = Item_name_str 

A menu item may be named when the item is to be referenced later in order to change some of its properties. Most 

menu items need not be named. 

Break 

Places the item on a new line for menu-bar items, and in a new column for pop-up menu items. 

Bitmap = bitmapName 

Signifies that the specified bitmap is to be shown in popup menus to the left of the usual caption. 

Menu Item Properties and Methods 

Some properties of a menu item may be changed subsequent to its creation. Any menu item which needs to be 

referenced must have had a Name assigned to it when it was created. 

Checked = bool 

Places checkmarks next to or removes checkmarks from the menu item. Top level menu item (i.e., in the menu bar) 

cannot be checked. 

DefaultItem = bool 

Causes the item text to be shown in a bold font. Only one item in a menu can be the default item. 

Enabled = bool 

Enables/disables menu items. If the bool is false the menu item is disabled and grayed. 

Text = str 

Sets the text of the menu item. 

Menu Properties and Methods 

Menu objects, which are populated with menu items, may be created as documented in the Menu Creation entry. The 

form.Menu property and Menu.Show method are used to show menus. 

OnPopup = eventHandlerScript_str 
Sets an event handler which is called just before the menu is to be displayed. 

Menu.Add Method 

Menu.Add (menu_item_list ) 
This method adds new menu elements to a menu. Menu_elements are of the form documented under the Menu Item 

Creation entry. 

Menu.Show (window,  position : point_array) 

The menu must be of a Context type. Shows the menu at the specified position in the specified window. The position 

is taken as pixels in the client area of the window, which is usually a Plotbox, a Control, or a Form. 

MessageBox.Show Method 

MessageBox.Show (message : str [, title : str [, buttons : number [, icon : number [, defaultbutton : number]]]] ) : 

number 

Displays a message in a dialog box, waits for the user to click a button, and returns an integer indicating which 

button the user clicked. MessageBox.Show can also be called as a statement, in which case the returned value is 

discarded. 

The message box will be "application modal", i.e., the user must dismiss the box before that instance of MitSyn can 

continue. The user may switch to other tasks when such an application modal message box is up. 

The message will be displayed in the body of the dialog box. Newline characters embedded in the message string 

will cause line breaks. 

The title will be displayed in the title bar of the dialog box If the title argument is omitted the default message box 

title will be "MitSyn". 
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The buttons argument determines which buttons are shown displayed in the box. Corresponding names which are 

shown here in parentheses are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

Message Box Buttons: OK (MsgBoxButtons_OK=0); OK and Cancel (MsgBoxButtons_OKCancel = 1); 

Abort,Retry,Ignore=2; Yes,No,Cancel (MsgBoxButtons_YesNoCancel = 3); Yes,No (MsgBoxButtons_YesNo = 4); 

Retry,Cancel=5. 

The icon argument determines which icon is shown in the box. It may be one of the following values. 

Message Box Icons: Error (MsgBoxIcon_Error=16); Warning (MsgBoxIcon_Warning=48); Question 

(MsgBoxIcon_Question=32); Information (MsgBoxIcon_Information=64). 

If the buttons and icon arguments are omitted a single OK button will be displayed with no icon. 

The defaultbutton  argument determines which button is to be the default. If not supplied the default is the first 

button. It may be one of the following values. 

Message Box Default Button: MsgBoxDefaultButton_1, MsgBoxDefaultButton_2, MsgBoxDefaultButton_3. 

The returned value indicates which button was pushed: 

OK=1 (DlgRes_OK), Cancel=2 (DlgRes_Cancel), Abort=3 (DlgRes_Abort), Retry=4 (DlgRes_Retry), Ignore=5 

(DlgRes_Ignore), Yes=6 (DlgRes_Yes), No=7 (DlgRes_No). 

The MessageBox.Show method is convenient when the user is to be presented with a simple choice. For example, 

the following command presents a message box with Yes and No buttons, and then conditionally executes a 

command if the user presses the Yes button. 

var iChoice = MessageBox.Show ("Exit?", “Done”, MsgBoxButtons_YesNo, MsgBoxIcon_Question ) 

if iChoice=DlgRes_Yes then goto Quit 

Dialog objects and the DialogBox object support a similar service and allow more flexibility with the button labels 

and layout. 

Min Function  - Minumum of a group of numbers 

Min (number_list : number_list) : number 

Returns the minimum value of a list of number expressions. 

Min (array : array) : number 

Returns the element value of the array element with the smallest value. 

N 

NameSpace Statement —— Visibility of Variables/Objects 

The NameSpace statement may be used to control the visibility of variables. These attributes are local to each 

procedure level, and upon exit from a procedure level the variable visibility attributes of the invoking procedure 

level are restored. 

The MitSyn scripting language uses dynamic scoping of variable names (as opposed to the confusing and limiting 

lexical scoping method). More details about this may be found under the Scope and Visibility of Declared Objects 

topic. 

NameSpace statement options 

Export = bool   — Default: Export=true 

The default condition is for local symbols to be exported to inner procedure levels. A procedure may hide its local 

symbols from command procedures which it invokes by executing a NameSpace Export=false command. This is 

often desired to avoid name conflicts and to protect its data from tampering by its clients. 

Import = bool   — Default: Import=true 

The default condition is for local symbols of outer procedure levels to be imported to inner procedure levels. A 

procedure may hide local symbols of outer procedure levels by executing a NameSpace Import=false command. 

For importing to be effective the invoking (outer) procedure must also have symbol export enabled. Disabling 

imports is usually good style by "library type" procedures so that there can be no name conflict between their local 

data and the names of their callers. 
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O 

On Break 

On Break conditional_command_line 

Defines the conditional command to be executed when a "user break" key action (ESC key or CTRL+BREAK on most 

keyboards) occurs while execution is in the current procedure level. This is NOT reset when used. This behavior may 

be temporarily disabled with an MCLI.OnBreakEnabled=false command. The Raise Break command in an MCL 

script also invoked the break command. 

If no On Break has been executed in the current procedure level the default is to exit the current procedure and raise 

Break again at the next outer level, i.e., levels are continually unwound until a level which has an On Break posted 

is returned to. Thus any On Break posted in an inner level has precedence over one posted at an outer level. 

However, when an inner level is exited any action posted in an outer level becomes once again operative. If no 

On Break commands have been executed the default action of On Break Exit will result in all command procedure 

levels being terminated, and control returned to the interactive level. A user break at the interactive level merely 

cancels any partially entered command line. The Exit command must be used to exit from MCL to the host. 

Note that a Break may abort a command in the middle (perhaps even in the middle of reading a command line). 

Break should be taken as a command to "cancel" whatever is ongoing. On Break conditional commands of goto are 

the norm, and conditional commands such as Pause are dubious propositions since they would normally be used in 

situations where one is expecting to eventually continue (return to that which was interrupted), and such 

continuations often fail. 

On Error 

On Error conditional_command_line 

Defines the conditional command to be executed the next time an error mcli.Status occurs, and also enables error 

checking (i.e., does an implicit mcli.OnErrorEnabled=true). 

After any such event the On Error setting is disabled, i.e., an mcli.OnErrorEnabled=false is executed 

Error checking may be disabled and enabled by the setting the mcli.OnErrorEnabled property value. The initial 

state is mcli.OnErrorEnabled=true. This status is purely local to the current procedure level, it being neither 

inherited nor exported. 

On MathError 

On MathError control_str 

Specifies the action to be taken when a math function is given an invalid argument value. The control_str must have 

one of the following values. 

"Ignore" — Ignore the error and return some default error value. 

"Error" — Report the error and then take the current MCL error action. 

This setting is on a procedure level basis. I.e., inner levels will inherit the setting of the current level. The setting may 

be changed in inner levels and will be restored to the setting in the outer level upon exit from the inner level. 

P 

Param Statement 

Procedures (scripts and user defined functions) can be written to accept arguments from the statement which invokes 

the procedure. The term "argumemt" refers to a field of the invoking statement which supplies the passed value. The term 

"parameter" refers to an entity declared within the called procedure with which an argument value will be associated (or 

bound) when the procedure is invoked (executed). The interpretation of the arguments is specified using param statements 

in the called procedure for the case of scripts or by specifying the parameter declarations in the function definition line in 

the case of user defined functions (function statements). 

param parameter_item {, parameter_item} 

parameter_item ::= name : type 

Declares an object in the local symbol table for each parameter name in the list, and does some form of association 

of an argument value with the parameter. For each item in param statements the invoking statement is scanned 

forward from its current scan position which defines the next argument field. 

Parameter types may be specified as one of number, string, bool, bits, character, range, [] (array or array of 

numeric values), [] of bool, [] of string, [] of character, []of byte, GC, WaveFile, FileStream, Event, Control, 

Score, or handle. The argument will be evaluated in the namespace of the caller (distinct from the current 
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namespace which is that of the callee) to yield a value which must have a type which matches the type specified for 

the parameter. This action is called "evaluated and type checked parameter passing." An error results if the evaluated 

argument type does not match the specified parameter type. 

If the parameter is of a simple single value type, i.e., number, string, bits, bool, character, byte, or handle, the 

parameter will be an object initialized to the value of the argument which may be an expression. Such an action is 

often termed "call by value". However, if a parameter type is preceded by ref the parameter will be passed "by 

reference", in which case the argument must be a simple variable name. Such a form of parameter passing is 

sometimes used when a parameter is to function as an "output" parameter, i.e., one which returns a value to the 

caller. 

If the parameter is of any array type or "object" type such as range, Control, GC, WaveFile, FileStream, Score, or 

Event the argument must evaluate to an object of the same type, and the parameter will be a reference to the same 

object. Such an action is often termed "call by reference". Parameter declarations for an array may include a type 

specification but should not include any dimension specification ( {} or [] ). 

A parameter type may also be specified as literal. In this case the parameter will be a string variable initialized with 

the text of the argument. Such a form is called an "unevaluated" argument. Argumens scanned under this type 

declaration are delimited by spaces, a comma, or either parenthesis; or may be enclosed in quotation marks. 

Enclosure in quotation marks is required if the argument contains one of the aforementioned delimiters, or is 

otherwise null. If there is no corresponding argument the parameter value will be the null (empty) string. The 

argument can be regarded as optional, and its existence determined by whether or not the parameter gets a null value. 

An alternative method of accessing arguments literally is using the arguments.GetNextAsLiteral and 

arguments.PeekNextAsLiteral methods. 

Parser Properties 

Status : number 
The status of the most recent method executed by the Parser. A value of zero indicates success. 

Text = str 
Sets/gets the current line of text of the parser, and sets the scanner position at the beginning of the line. 

Parser.Get... —— Parse Text 

Parser. GetNextCSVField () : string 

Returns the next text delimited as a CSV field. The field delimiter is a comma, hence the parsing effect is said to be 

that for comma separated variables, known as the CSV format. Leading and trailing white space is trimmed. If the 

field is enclosed in quotes (") the text in quotes generates a string element containing any enclosed commas. That is, 

commas don't delimit fields when enclosed in quotes. 

Parser. GetCSVStrings (dst_string_array) 

Parses the current text of the Parser into successive elements of the string array. The field delimiter is a comma, 

hence the parsing effect is said to be that for comma separated variables, known as the CSV format. Leading and 

trailing white space is trimmed. If the field is enclosed in quotes (") the text in quotes generates a string element 

containing any enclosed commas. That is, commas don't delimit fields when enclosed in quotes. When done the 

active Length of the string array is the number of fields parsed. 

Parser.GetNextItems 

Parser.GetNextItems (dst_var_list ) 

The GetNextItems method parses the next text of the parser Text into fields, converts the field values according to 

the type of the destination variables, and assigns the resultant values to the destination variables. In the command 

line the list of destination variables must be delimited by commas (standard list format). 

Each GetNextItems method call will parse (scan and convert fields) text from the current position is the parser’s 

Text. Spaces or commas are used to delimit fields in the source text line. The text line must contain enough data 

fields to satisfy the list. 

Following a successful parse the Status property of the Parser object will be set to a success value of zero. If any 

parse errors are obtained the method will be terminated with an error value (nonzero) in the Status property, and the 

remainder of the statement line will be skipped. Such errors do not take the usual On Error actions, so users must 

check the parser’s Status following a parse to insure a successful result. 

The destination variables must be one of the following types. 
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GetNextItems destination variable types 

Number variable   — number_var 

Numeric array element   — array [index_expr] 

Numeric array slice    — array [range_expr] 

Numeric array variable  — array_var 

The associated data fields must be numeric literals. For array slices a number of numeric values equal to the length 

of the slice will be scanned and converted. For whole arrays an end of line encountered before a number of numeric 

values equal to the allocated length of the array will cause the length of the destination array to be set to the actual 

number of data elements found. 

String variable  — str_var 

T he associated data field is taken as plain text, and the contents and length of the destination will be set to those of 

the data field. Text fields must be enclosed in quotes if they contain embedded spaces, commas, or parentheses. Text 

fields that are purely alphanumeric need not be quoted, although they may be. 

Path System Object 

File path manipulation operations may be effected using the methods of the system object named Path. 

Path.AddExtensionIfNone (file_name : str, extension : str) : str 

Adds a "filename extension" to a name if the name does not already include an extension. An extension is indicated 

by a "." followed by a suffix. The supplied extension may but need not include the "." prefix (it will be added if 

needed). If the original name already includes an extension the returned value is simply that name. See 

Path.ChangeExtension to change an extension. 

Path.ChangeExtension (file_name : str, extension : str) : str 

Changes the "filename extension" in a file name. The supplied extension may but need not include the "." prefix (it 

will be added if needed). If the new extension is empty any existing extension and the leading prefix is removed. 

Path.Compact (file_name : str, charCount : number) : str 

Truncates a path to fit within a certain number of characters by replacing path components with ellipses. 

Path.GetDirectoryName (file_path : str) : str 

Removes the trailing file name and backslash from a path, if it has them. Returns the device and/or directory part for 

a path name, i.e., everything up to but not including the last “\”. Returns an empty string if the path doesn’t include a 

directory prefix. 

Path.GetExtension (file_path : str) : str 

Returns the the extension of the specified path (including the”.”). If path does not have extension information, 

Path.GetExtension returns the empty string. 

Path.GetFileName (file_path : str) : str 

Returns the file name part for a path name. This is the part of the file path following any device and/or directory 

specification. 

Path.GetFullPath (file_path : str) : str 

Returns the full path and filename of a specified file, merging in the current drive and directory as needed. 

Pen Properties 

Pens are created with a “var pen_name:new Pen”. Constructor keyword arguments may be specified using the 

following property names. The default property values are for a black color with a width of one. 

Color = color_bits 
Specifies the color of the pen (see the Colors entry in this dictionary). 

DashStyle = style_code 
style_codes are defined in the UtilDefs.mcl file using the PenDash_S_ prefix. 

Specifies the dash style of lines drawn with the pen. For non-solid styles the space between the dashes is left 

unmodified (i.e., a "transparent" background mode). 

DrawingMode = mode_bits  — Drawing mode for methods using a pen. 
This property value may be one of the following: Values for these DrawMode constants are defined in UtilDefs.mcl. 

DrawMode_Cop

y 

Total replacement of each pixel's bits by the pen’s color. 

DrawMode_XOr Do an exclusive or of the bits of the foreground and current pixels. 
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DrawMode_Inve

rt 

Invert the bits of the current pixels. 

Width = width_in_pixels 

Plotbox Properties and Methods 

A drawing and plotting area of a form is called a Plotbox. They are created with a “var name:new Plotbox” 

declaration on a form. Most of their properties are documented under the Control object. The first Plotbox declared 

on a Form is the primary Plotbox and has a default Site property value of “Fill”. Additional Plotboxes may be 

declared for auxiliary views, and should have a Site setting of “Float” 

OnPaint = Paint_event_handler_script_str 

See the documentation of the OnPaint property in the Control object properties. 

Size : size_array — Size of the Plotbox in units of pixels 
Gets the size of the Plotbox. If the Plotbox’s Site setting is “Fill” this size will change as the MitSyn main window is 

resized, and as the amount of space needed for menus and toolbars changes. 

MCL scripts sometimes use the current size of a Plotbox to determine what resolution or density of a view to 

generate. For example, it usually doesn't make much sense to plot 1000 points of a waveform if the user has made 

the Plotbox only 100 pixels wide. 

Plotbox.CopyToClipboardN 

Plotbox.CopyToClipboardN (region_rect_array) 
This method copies to the clipboard a bitmap of a region of the Plotbox. The coordinates of the rectangle array 

elements are normalized Plotbox coordinates. Thus the whole drawing area of the Plotbox will be copied using a 

region rectangle value of {0,0,1,1} (remembering that the third and fourth elements represent width and height, 

respectively). 

Plotbox.FillWhole 

Plotbox.FillWhole (brush:Brush) 
Fills the whole plotbox with the specified brush. 

Plotbox.HideTip 

Plotbox.HideTip () 
Removes any tip balloon which was shown by a Plotbox.ShowTip method call. 

Plotbox.ShowTip 

Plotbox.ShowTip (text : str,  location : array [, interval_in_secs : number] ) 
Shows a tooltip balloon with the text at the specified location. 

Quote (text : str) : str 

Encloses the argument text in quotation marks. 

R 

Random.Next () : number 

Returns a pseudo-random number uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive). The seed of the 

random number generator can be set with the Random.Seed property. 

Random.Seed = seed_number 

Specifies the seed of the random number generator used by the Random.Next() method, Random stream processor 

blocks, and the Array.Fill/Random method. 

Range (lower_bound:number,  upper_bound:number) : range 

Returns a range value with the specified lower and upper bounds. 

Return Statement 

return expr 

The return statement is valid only inside of function definitions (function statement) where it causes an exit from 

the function with the value and type of the given expression. There may be more than one return statement in a 

function definition. 

The valid return types for the result of the expr evaluation are number, string, bits, bool, range, and array. The 

length of returned array values is limited to a maximum of not less than 50 elements. Longer array values can be 

"returned" by using a function parameter to pass into the function an array to receive the output instead of using the 

return statement. 
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If control leaves a function definition with an exit command or by reaching the end of a function definition without 

executing a return statement the return type will be null. Such functions may be called without an error only in 

statement position. 

RichTextBox Creation 

var RichTextBoxName:new RichTextBox [(str_expr)] 

RichTextBoxs may be created using the var RichTextBoxName:new RichTextBox declaration statement which 

creates a new RichTextBox with the specified name. The new RichTextBox clause may be optionally followed by a 

string expression in parentheses which will intialize to content to that value. 

RichTextBox Properties 

RichTextBoxs may be used for manipulating bodies of text. 

LineCount : number 
Gets the number of lines in the object, which is the number of end-of-line markers plus one. Thus text with no end-

of-line returns a LineCount of one, and text followed by an end-of-line returns a LineCount of two. Hence if the 

content ends with an end-of-line the LineCount will be one more than the number of non-empty lines. A totally 

empty RichTextBox returns a LineCount of zero. 

SelectedText = str_expr 

SelectedText : str 

Sets and gets the selected text of the object, as determined by the current value of the SelectionStart and 

SelectionLength properties. The GetLine method supports the getting of individual lines of text. 

SelectionLength : number 
Gets or sets the number of characters selected in the text box. 

SelectionStart : number 
Gets or sets the starting point of text selected in the text box. 

LineCount : number 

Text = str_expr 

Text : str 

Sets and gets the whole text of the object. The GetLine method supports the getting of individual lines of text, and 

the SelectedText property set/gets other subsets of the text. 

RichTextBox.AddLine 

RichTextBox.AddLine (str_expr) 

Adds the str_expr to the end of the contents of the TextBox, preceded by an end-of-line marker if the RichTextBox is 

currently not empty. 

RichTextBox.Clear ( ) 

Set the contents of the RichTextBox to empty. 

RichTextBox.Find –– Search for text 

RichTextBox.Find (string : str [, start : number] [, end : number] [, options : bits] ) : number 

RichTextBox.FindRev (string : str [, start : number] [, end : number] [, options : bits] ) : number 

RichTextBox.FindLine (string : str [, start : number] [, end : number] [, options : bits] ) : number 

string: string expression you want to find. 

start: (optional) An integer character index that determines where to begin the search. Each character in the object 

has a zero-based integer index that uniquely identifies it, i.e., the first character of text in the object has an index of 0. 

If not specified the search begins at the beginning. 

end: (optional) An integer character index that determines where to end the search. If not specified the search 

continues to the end of the text in the object. 

options: (optional) A bits value used to specify optional features. Any of the following values may be or'ed together: 

MatchCase = 0x4, WholeWord = 0x2. The default is for case-insensitive and not whole-word searching. 

If some optional arguments are to be left unspecified but later arguments are to be specified the intervening commas 

are included but with no content. 

If the searched for text is found, the Find method returns the zero-based index of the first character found. If the 

specified text is not found, the Find method returns –1. 
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The FindRev method is the same as the Find method except that the search begins at the start position and searches 

back towards the beginning from there. 

The FindLine method returns the zero-based index of the line containing the found text, or –1 if the specified text is 

not found. All the arguments are identical to those of the Find method. 

RichTextBox.GetFirstCharIndexFromLine 

RichTextBox. GetFirstCharIndexFromLine (line_index : number) : number 

Retrieves the index of the first character of a given line (zero-based index) in the Textbox. 

RichTextBox.GetLineFromCharIndex 

RichTextBox.GetLineFromCharIndex (char_pos : number) : number 

Returns the number of the line (zero-based index) containing a specified character position (zero-based index) in the 

Textbox. 

RichTextBox.GetLines 

RichTextBox.GetLines (dst_str_array) 

Gets all the text from the TextBox, divides it into lines, and updates the elements of the argument destination string 

array with those text lines. 

RichTextBox.GetLineText 

RichTextBox.GetLineText (line_number : number) : str 

Returns as a string value the contents of the specified line of the TextBox. The line_number is zero-based, i.e., the 

first line has an index of zero. Any preceding or following end-of-line marker is not included 

RichTextBox.LoadFile 

RichTextBox.LoadFile (src_filename) 
Loads the TextBox from the contents of the plain text file. 

RichTextBox.SaveFile 

RichTextBox.SaveFile (dst_ filename) 
Saves the contents of the TextBox to the specified plain text file. 

RichTextBox.Select 

RichTextBox.Select (first_char_index, length) 
Sets the selection. An alternative to setting the properties SelectionStart and SelectionLength. 

RichTextBox.SetLines 

RichTextBox.SetLines (src_str_array) 
Loads the TextBox from the contents of the string array, one line per string. 

S 

Score Properties 

Score objects are created using the var statement. For additional information about score objects see the "Scores" and 

"Score Objects" entries in the index. 

MaxUsedNoteNum : number 
Gets the value of the highest note number that has been used in the score. 

MaxTimeUsed : number 
Gets the value of the maximum score time, in beats, which has been used in the score. 

Score.Add Item Methods 

The Score Add item methods are used to add score notation items to score objects. Such items include notes, events, 

MCL commands, level items, and markers. The Score.InsertItem method is preferred rather than these methods 

which are deprecated. 

Score.Addtype [@time] notation_dependent_upon_type 
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Adds notation items of the specified type to the score at the current cursor time of the score. The optional @time 

item may be used to set the cursor time. Examples of the various forms can be found in the Samples\Notate.mcl 

tutorial script. 

Score.AddCommand [@time] MCL_command_str display_level 
Adds an MCL command item to the score. The display_level is only used for score views. 

Score.AddEvent [@time] label_str parameter_level display_level 

Adds a score event item. 

Score.AddLevel [@time] level_item_number level {level } 
Adds score level items. The first level is associated with the specified item number, and that item number is 

incremented for any following levels of the same command. 

Score.AddMarker [@time] marker_label_str 
Adds a marker with the specified label as a position indicator. 

Score.AddNote [@time] note_number start_level [^end_level] scope {>>end_level [scope]} 
Inserts a note or notes into the score. The default ending level is the same as the starting level, so that the note is 

"flat". The ">>" notation specifies connected sloped notes, i.e., the note is sloped from the previous beginning level, 

and if there is yet another note specified its starting level will be the same as the previous note's ending level, hence 

the notes will be connected. 

In any field where a note level is read the level value may be postfixed by any number of sharps (#) or hyphens (-). 

Each sharp postfix will add a value of 1/12 to the level, and each hyphen postfix will subtract a value of 1/12 from 

the level. These amounts are chosen to corresponding to a semitone pitch difference when being interpreted by an 

exponential oscillator block Oscil/Exp2. Hence a sharp maps to a musical sharp, and a hyphen maps to a musical 

flat. 

This method accepts more syntactic forms than those documented here. These additional forms constitute a note 

notation mini-language which capitalizes upon the repetition of attribute values usually found in multiple note 

situations to provide a somewhat higher-level more concise note insertion notation. Examples of the use of these 

additional syntactic forms can be found in the tutorial script VwlDipSyn.mcl. 

Score.Clear Method 

Score.Clear ( ) 

Causes the current contents of the score variable to be initialized to empty. 

Score.Draw Method 

Score.Draw (gc [ , option_list ] ) 

Draws that region of the score selected by the GC's world window. The world window of the GC should be set to 

encompass the desired time scope and level range of the view. (The GC's AutoRange properties are ignored.) Often 

the score window saved with the score using the Score.Window property is an appropriate world window. 

 Score items with level attributes (notes, events, levels, and MCL commands) will be shown only if their level falls 

within the current window level range. Level independent marks such as markers are always shown. 

It is sometimes desired to show only some of the item classes of a notation type in any one score plot. An example is 

when several different notes are clustered around the same origin and it is desired to observe and/or edit the 

progression of a particular class or "part". Such "part plots" are effected using options with the Score.Draw method. 

The selective plotting of individual parts or "voices" of a score is a technique often useful when debugging dense 

score. 

Score.Draw options 

Notes = [Index, note_class_array]  — Default: Draw all note classes 

Specifies that only those notes whose class number is such that the index in the array matches the Index will be 

drawn. 

NoteColors = color_array  — Default: Draw all note classes as black 

Specifies the color to be associated with each note number. For notes whose numbers are greater than the length of 

the array the index is cycled mod the array length. 

Events = bool — Default: Draw event items 

Specifies whether event score items will be drawn. 

Levels = bool — Default: Show level items 

Specifies whether level score items will be drawn. 
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Commands = bool — Default: Commands = true 

Specifies whether MCL command score items will be drawn. 

Markers = bool — Default: Markers = true 

Specifies whether markers will be drawn. 

Score.InsertItem Method 

The Score.InsertItem method inserts several types of score items into score objects. 

Score.InsertItem (score_item) : handle_of_new_item 
Inserts a copy of the score_item into the score, and returns as its value a handle of the item just inserted (which may 

be convenient in editing situations). 

Score.ReadItems Method 

Score.ReadItems (src_FileStream, dst_time_in_beats) 
Reads score item data from the FileStream (which must be open for reading from a score file) into the score, starting 

to add scoreitems at the dst_time. 

Score.WriteItems Method 

Score.WriteItems (FileStream, timeBegin, timeEnd) 

Writes a list of the score item data currently contained in the score to the FileStream (which must be open for writing 

to a text file). 

ScoreItem Objects 

var nameScoreItem:ScoreItem 

ScoreItem objects are sometimes used in editing MitSyn scores. They may be created using the 

var name:ScoreItem declaration statement which creates a new ScoreItem object with the specified name. 

ScoreItem Properties 

The following are all number properties which are all read/write accessible. 

Volume: Volume of Notes. 

Level: Primary level of the item. 

Level2: parameter level of Events. 

Rise: Rise of Notes. 

Time: Score time of the item, in units of beats. 

Type: Number value specifying the type of the score item. Values defined in ScoEd.mcl as SITy_Note, 

SITy_Marker, etc. 

Class: Class numbers of Notes and Level items. 

Width: Width of Notes, in units of beats. 

Text = str_expr 

Text : str 

Sets and gets the text of a ScoreItem object, which is used as a label for Event and Marker score items, and as the 

command string for Command score items. 

ScoreItem.Assign Method 

ScoreItem.Assign (ScoreItem) 
Copies all the values of the ScoreItem argument into the object. 

Shell.CreateLink Method 

Shell.CreateLink 

Creates a "shell link" system object in the shell's namespace. Shell links are also known as "short-cuts". 
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Shell.Execute Method 

Shell.Execute (document_name [ , Verb=verb_str ] ) : bool 

Opens the named document, which may include (among other things) local files, folders, and Web pages (HTML). 

The Verb option specifies the operation. The default verb is “open”. A verb of “explore” specifies that of exploring, 

in which case the document_name should reference a folder. 

Shell.FileCopy Method 

Shell.FileCopy (src_filename_str , dst_filename_str [ , option_list ] ) : number 

Copies the source file(s) to destination file(s). Supports wildcard filenames for the source, and recursive (i.e., 

subdirectory) copying. Use only a fully-qualified path for the destination. 

A simpler and faster file copy command is the Files.Copy method. 

Returns zero if successful, or nonzero otherwise. 

Shell.FileCopy options 

Confirm = bool — Default: Confirm = true 

If false, will automatically respond with "Yes to All" for any dialog box that is displayed. 

ErrorUI = bool  — Default: ErrorUI = true 

If false, do not display a user interface if an error occurs. 

FilesOnly = bool — Default: FilesOnly = false 

Perform the operation on files only if a wildcard file name (*.*) is specified. 

Shell.FileDelete Method 

Shell.FileDelete (filename_str_expr [ , option_list ] ) 

Deletes a file or files. Default is for recursive deletion. 

options 

The options are the same as for the Shell.FileCopy method. 

Shell.GetSpecialFolderPath (folder_CSIDL : number, CreateFlag : bool) : str 

Retrieves the path of a special folder, identified by its class ID (numeric values defined in Windows file “ShlObj.h”). 

SPModule (Stream Processor Module) Objects 

Stream processor module objects are used to edit stream processor module files, which may subsequently be loaded 

by an SProcessor object to execute the indicated stream processing. 

SPModule objects are created using a var statement which names the object, i.e., var SPModuleName:SPModule. 

SPModule.DrawSelf 

SPModule.DrawSelf (gc:GC, pen:Pen) 
Draws a representation of itself in the GC. The world window and borders properties of the GC will be modified. 

SProcessor (Stream Processor) Objects 

Stream processing runs are executed by first creating a SProcessor object, and then using that object to build, and 

subsequently run and control a stream processor. 

SProcessor objects are created using a var statement which names the object, i.e., var SProcName:SProcessor. 

SProcessor Block Properties 

During a stream processing run individual blocks of the running processor may be referenced using the notation 

SProcName.Blocks [BlockName], as documented under SProcessor Object Properties. The following common properties 

of blocks may be referenced. Properties particular to specific block types are documented with those block types in the 

Primitive Block Dictionary. See the documentation for Number and Play blocks for examples of block properties which 

may be referenced during stream processing runs. 

Param [param_index] = expr 

The Param property allows the specified parameter value of the block to be updated. The right side expression must 

evaluate to a value of the type required by the block parameter. Note that for block parameters which are array 

specifications the expression values must be strings which name the arrays (file or workspace). 
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Any particular block must have a unique identifier assigned to it in order that any of its parameters be updatable. 

Thus blocks without identifiers are protected from updating. 

Those block parameters which may be updated by this method are documented in the Primitive Block Dictionary, 

where the notation "[:=]" is shown following each parameter which is updatable (i.e., may be assigned to). Block 

types with updatable parameters include Number, Add/param, Mul/param, ArrayReplicate, ArrayRead, 

WaveFileRead, Lag, OneShot, Oscil, and Oscil/Exp2. 

In [n] : number 
Value of the n-th input pin signal. 

Out [n] = number_expr 
Assigns the specified value to the indicated output pin. 

SProcessor Object Properties 

SProcessor (stream processor) objects have properties which are used to control the building and running of stream 

processors. Some of these properties are meaningful only when the object is executing a stream processing run. The 

Running property may be tested to determine this state. 

Property values of stream processing SProcessor objects may be read/written using the usual object.property syntax. 

Property values for SProcessor objects may also be set in Build method calls, which builds stream processors, or in the 

main SP module files from which stream processors are built. 

Blocks [BlockName : str] 
Returns a reference to the stream processing block of the given block (instance) name. See 

SProcessor Block Properties for properties of blocks which may be manipulated during a stream processing run. 

ListingLevel [=listing_level] — Default: Listing=0 

Sets the level of listing detail generated when stream processors are built. The listing is send to the MitSyn Log (Log 

window and to any other current Log destinations). Higher values of the listing_level supply more detail, with 0 

meaning no listing, and up to 4 for the maximum listing. 

Listings are usually requested when new modules are being debugged as an aid to error location. The point in the 

listing where the build is stopped by an error will usually suggest the cause of the problem. 

Many error diagnostic messages which reference particular blocks in stream processors do so using block numbers 

which are unique for each block instantiation. A stream processor build listing begins with an "expansion map" 

which lists each block instantiation by its number and type, and then shows the source of the request for each block 

as either the top-level (main) module or as a macro call which is being expanded. 

The expansion map is followed by a table of all the arrays which were loaded from array files. For each loaded array 

is shown its name, length, referenced depth, domain lower bound, and domain increment. MCL workspace arrays 

which are referenced by the processor are not listed in the table, since they will remain in the workspace after the run 

is terminated and can be examined there. 

The listing also includes the internal processing tick rate to be used, the amount of dynamic memory used for code 

space, and the amount of dynamic memory used for data. If the processor is to run in real-time mode such will also 

be indicated. 

OnRunStopped = script_str 

The specified script will be executed when a run stops. 

Param (n) : number 
Value of the n-th main module parameter, i.e., the value of the n-th argument following the main module name in the 

Build method call which is building the processor. 

RunTickCount : number 
The number of ticks executed by the run. 

RunTime : number 
The amount of signal time elapsed since the beginning of the stream processing run. 

Score = score_var 

This is used to specify a workspace score variable to be used as the source of score data by a run of a module which 

contains score reading blocks. The score_var must have been defined at the same procedure level as the SProcessor 

object. 

ScoreStart = starting_time_in_score_beats 

This property can be used to specify that the reading of a score start at a score time later than the beginning of the 

score. If not set the default is to start reading at the beginning of a score. 
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ScoreTime : number 
The current score time, in beats. 

Status : number 
The status of the most recent Build or StartRun executed on the stream processor. A value of zero indicates success. 

Tempo : number 

Tempo = score_reading_tempo_in_beats_per_second 

Gets/sets the score reading tempo. Any Tempo block in the processor continually set this value, and so setting this 

property value is relevant only if there is no Tempo block in the processor. 

TickLimit = tick_count_limit 

Sets a tick count limit for the run, i.e., the run will be stopped when the tick count reaches the limit so specified. A 

tick_count_limit of 0 means no limit. 

TickRate : number 
TickRate = tick_rate 

Gets/sets the processing tick rate. When setting the value is ignored if the tick_rate value is not greater than zero. If 

the stream processor contains any waveform stream file readers (WaveFileRead blocks), the tick rate is taken from 

the frame rate of the waveform stream being read and this property is ignored. If there is no specification the tick rate 

defaults to 22,050 tps (ticks per second) unless in real-time mode, in which case it is 1 tps. When the stream 

processing is in real-time mode the actual tick rate will be determined by the synchronization setup. 

SProcessor.Build —— Build a Stream Processor 

SProcessor.Build (main_module_filename  [ , argument_list ] ) : status 

Builds a MitSyn Stream Processor from the specified main_module_filename. This means that the SProcessor object 

will load the specified main stream processing module, expand all referenced macro-blocks, and then compile the 

expanded module into executable code called a stream processor. 

Following a successful build the Status property of the SProcessor object will be set to a success value of zero. If 

any build errors are obtained the Build method will be terminated with an error value (nonzero) in the Status 

property, and the remainder of the statement line will be skipped. Such errors do not take the usual On Error 

actions, so users must check the stream processor’s Status property value following a Build to insure a successful 

build. 

After a processor is built it may be run any number of times using the SProcessor.StartRun method. 

The "Stream Processing Execution" section of the "MitSyn Stream Processing Language" chapter should be 

consulted for additional information on the building and running of stream processors. 

Build method parameters 

main_module_filename 

Specifies the name (as a string value) of the "main" module file to be run. If the module name is prefaced with a 

dollar sign ($) the MitSyn Tools Library file directory will be searched rather than the current working directory. 

argument_list 

Specifies values to be used for the arguments of the main module. The number and types of arguments required on 

the command line is determined by the number of parameters of the main module. The argument list uses "function 

call syntax", i.e., expressions separated by commas. Argument expressions are evaluated in the MCL workspace 

context in the usual manner. 

SProcessor.DeleteBuild ( ) 

Deletes the current build on the SProcessor object. This is sometimes needed to release resources attached to a build, 

e.g., wave files. Builds are deleted automatically whenever a new build is initiated, and whenever the SProcessor 

object itself is destroyed (at exit from the procedure level in which it was declared). 

SProcessor.GetStopRunArg() : number 

The value of any argument used with a StopRun method call. 

SProcessor.IsBuilt() : bool 

Returns true if a stream processor has been built. 

SProcessor.IsRunning (): bool 

Returns true if the stream processor is currently running. 
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SProcessor.SetMacroCallSubst —— Set Macro Block Call Substitutions 

SProcessor.SetMacroCallSubst (substitution_string_array) 

When an SProcessor is being built macro-block calls may set to alternative macro-block definition names. The 

substitution_string_array must have two rows. Each element of the top row contains a name which will be used to 

match a block instance name of a macro-block call in the module files of the build, and the corresponding element of 

the bottom row contains the name of the alternative macro-block definition to be used, which, of course, must be 

conformable with the original block. 

SProcessor.StartRun —— Start Runing a Stream Processor 

SProcessor.StartRun ( ) : status 

Starts a stream processing run using the processor which must have previously been built using the SProcessor.Build 

method. 

Following a successful StartRun the Status property of the SProcessor object will be set to a success value of zero. 

If any start errors are obtained the StartRun method will be terminated with an error value (nonzero) in the Status 

property, and the remainder of the statement line will be skipped. Such errors do not take the usual On Error 

actions, so users must check the stream processor’s Status following a StartRun to insure a successful start. 

While a run is ongoing User Interface events (mouse events and keyboard events) may be handled by receiving them 

through the usual methods on the EventQueue system object. While a run is ongoing the properties and methods of 

the SProcessor object may be used to control the run. Event format and content is documented at the Event 

Properties entry. In particular, the SProcessor.OnRunStop property may be set to script commands which help the 

user manage the run. 

Other event handlers such as those of toolbar controls and timers will be invoked as usual while a run is ongoing. 

(An implementation detail which may be of interest to technical types is that the UI and the stream processing are 

run on separate operating system threads, with the UI thread having a priority of one point higher than that of the 

stream processing thread.) 

After a run has been stopped, the stream processor’s Status property value should be checked to verify that the run 

wasn’t stopped due to an error. 

SProcessor.StopRun —— Stop a Stream Processor Run 

SProcessor.StopRun ([arg_number]) 

Stops the running of the SProcessor object. An optional number argument may be supplied whose value will be saved 

for access using the GetStopRunArg() method. This is a convenience for the author to pass on the reason for a run being 

stopped. The StopRunArg value is reset to zero at the start of a run. 

Status Bar Creation 

var StatusBarName:new StatusBar [do .StatusBarMethod] 

Status bars may be created using the var StatusBarName:new StatusBar declaration statement which creates a new 

status bar with the specified name and as a child of the current form. An optional do clause may be appended to 

invoke a method of the newly created status bar. 

Status Bar Properties and Methods 

BackColor = color_bits 
Gets/Sets the background color of the status bar. 

ClearAll ( ) 

Clears the text in all the panels of the status bar. 

Panels [panel_index] 

Returns a reference to an individual panel, which inturn supports the Text property. The range of valid paned indixes 

is determined by the number of panels, as set by the Panels.SetWidths() method. 

Panels.SetWidths (array_val ) 

Sets the width of the individual panels. The length of the argument also set the number of panels in the status bar. 

Panels [index].Text = str 

Sets the text of the indexed panel. 

ShowPanels = bool — Default: true 

If set to false the status bar will not be subdivided into panels. 
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Visible = bool — Default: true 

Specifies whether the status bar is visible. 

String 

String Objects and their Properties 

"String variables" are objects which hold text string values. String variables are created either by explicit declaration 

(see the var statement) or by automatic declaration in assignment commands. String variables are dynamic in the sense that 

the length of a string variable's value is determined by the most recent update of the variable. String variables and string 

values are limited to a maximum length which is at least 1000 characters. 

Methods of string variables support the manipulation of the text content of the strings. String content may be updated 

using the usual assignment (i.e., "=") notation. The "&" expression operator supports the concatenation of string values. For 

more elaborate operations on larger bodies of text the RichTextBox and Parser object types are available. 

string properties 

String.Length : int 

Returns the current length of the string, in number of characters. 

String.Append —— Appends text to a string 

String.Append (str_expr) 

Appends the str_expr text to the string object. The &= operator is alternative syntax for the same action. 

String.At —— Extract a character from a string 

String.At (pos : number) : char 

Returns a character of the string object. pos indicates the zero-based index of the character. 

String.IsEmpty —— Is String Empty 

String.IsEmpty () : bool 

Returns true if the string is empty, which is the same as string.Length=0. 

String.Eq —— String comparison 

String.Eq (comparison : str) : bool 

String.NEq (comparison : str) : bool 

Case-insensitive string equality (Eq) and inequality (NEq). Case-sensitive equality may be realized using the "=" 

expression operator. 

String.Find —— Search a string for a substring or a character 

String.Find (searchFor : str [, FromIndex : number) : int 

String.Find (searchFor : char [, FromIndex : number) : int 

Sequentially searches the elements of the string object for the SearchFor type of value. Returns the zero-based index 

of the first matching item if a match is found, else returns -1. The search begins at the zero-based FromIndex 

character of the string object, which will be zero if it is not specified. The search for a string is case-insensitive, the 

search for a character is case-sensitive. 

More elaborate text searching options are available with the RichTextBox.Find method which includes case-

sensitivity options. 

String.FindLast —— Search a string backwards for a character 

String.FindLast (searchFor : char) : int 

Searches the string object for the last occurrence of the SearchFor character. Returns the zero-based index if a match 

is found, else returns -1. 

String.Format —— Format text into a string 

String.Format ({/options} expr_list ) : str 

Formats text to a string variable or element of a strinBg array. See the Format function for documentation. 
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String.MatchKeyword (keyword : str, minumum_length : number) : bool 

Tests for a match of the string with the given keyword. In this context a match is case insensitive and abbreviations 

by truncation to within the specified minimum length are valid. The keyword argument must be all upper case, but 

the string may be any case. 

String.MatchWild (wildcardstr : str) : bool 

Tests for a match of the string with the string containing wildcard characters given by the argument. In the wildcard 

string a '*' character matches any number of characters, including zero characters, and a '?' character matches exactly 

one character. The match is case-sensitive. 

String.PadLeft (result_len:int , padding_char : char) : str 

Pads the string on the left so that the result is a string of the specified length. 

String.Split2 —— Split a string into 2 parts 

String.Split2 (delimiter : char, head:ref string, tail:ref string) : bool 

Splits a string into a head part and a tail part at the position of the delimiter character. The delimiter is not included in 

either part. Returns true if the delimiter in found and a split is effected, else returns false. 

String.Substr —— Extract a substring 

String.Substr (start_pos : number [, length : number] ) : str 

Returns a substring of the string object. start_pos indicates the zero-based character position at which the substring 

begins. If length is omitted or is greater than the number of characters remaining in the string object following 

(including) the starting position all the characters from the starting position to the end of the string are returned. If 

start_pos is greater than the number of characters in the string object a zero-length string is returned. 

String.Trim 

String.Trim ( ) : str 

Removes leading and trailing spaces (blanks, tabs, new lines, form feeds) from a string, and returns the trimmed 

string. 

StringArray.Append 

StringArray_row.Append (str_expr { , str_expr } ) 

The result of evaluating each str_expr in the list is appended as one element to the StringArray_row. The active 

Length of the row will be increased by the number of arguments. The allocated length of the row must be sufficient 

to accommodate the appended element values. 

StringArray.AppendColumn 

StringArray.AppendColumn (str_expr { , str_expr } ) 

The result of evaluating each str_expr in the list is appended to successive rows of the StringArray. The active 

Length of the top row will be increased by one, and the active Length of the lower rows will be set to the same 

value. 

StringArray.Assign 

StringArray_row.Assign (str_expr { , str_expr } ) 

The first elements of the StringArray_row will be set to the values of the arguments. The active Length of the row 

will be set to the number of arguments. The allocated length of the row must be sufficient to accommodate the 

element values. 

StringArray.Fill 

StringArray_row.Fill (str_expr) 

All the elements of the StringArray_row, up to its current Length, will be set to the value of the argument. 
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StringArray.FillAll 

StringArray_row.FillAll (str_expr) 

All the elements of the StringArray_row, up to its allocated length (AllocLength), will be set to the value of the 

argument, and the active Length will be set to the allocated length. 

Switch Statement 

Executes one of several groups of statements, depending on the value of an expression. 

Syntax 

switch test_expression 

[case expressionlist-n] 

 [statements-n] 

[default] 

 [default_statements] 

end switch 

test_expression Required. Any numeric expression or string expression. 

expressionlist-n Required if a case appears. A comma delimited list of one or more of the following forms: If the 

text_expression is a numeric the expressions may be number, range, or bits expressions. If the test_expression is a string the 

expressions must be string valued, and the match test will be case-insensitive. 

statements-n Optional. One or more statements executed if test_expression matches any part of expressionlist-

n. 

default_statements Optional. One or more statements executed if test_expression doesn't match any of the case 

clauses. 

If test_expression matches any case expressionlist expression, the statements following that case clause are executed 

up to the next case clause, or, for the last clause, up to end switch. Control then passes to the statement following end 

switch. If test_expression matches an expressionlist expression in more than one case clause, only the statements following 

the first match are executed. 

Switch statements can be nested. Each nested switch statement must have a matching end switch statement. 

System Object Properties 

Operating system property values may be retrieved using the System object name. 

MajorVersion : number 

Gets the major version number of the operating system. 

MinorVersion : number 

Gets the minor version number of the operating system. 

Platform : number 

Gets the platform number of the operating system. Windows XP and Windows 2000 have a platform number of 2, 

and Windows 98 has a platform number of 1. 

ScreenWorkArea : rect_array 

Returns the work area of the screen, which is the desktop area of the display, excluding taskbars, docked windows, 

and docked tool bars. The first two array elements receive the position of the top left corner in screen coordinates 

(pixels measured from top left corner of the screen, with positive y axis downward), and the next two elements 

receive the width and height of the area (in pixels). 

TickCount : number 

Returns the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since the operating system was started. 

UserName : str 

Returns the current user’s name. 
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System.Beep 

System.Beep ( {options} ) 

The System.Beep method causes a sound to be generated. Another option for a similar service is the 

System.PlaySound method. 

Options: 

Duration = duration_in_seconds 

Frequency = frequency_in_Hz 

System.GetEnvironmentVariable 

System.GetEnvironmentVariable (name : str) : str 
Returns the current value of the user’s “Environment Variable” of the specified name, or the empty string if such is 

not found. 

System.GetLastErrorMessage 

System.GetLastErrorMessage ( ) : string 
Returns the value of most recent Operating System call error converted to a string. 

System.GetMetric 

System.GetMetric (index : int) : int 
Returns the value of Windows™ API GetSystemMetrics function. 

System.GetScreenWorkingArea 

System. GetScreenWorkingArea () : rect 
Returns the working area of the main screen as a rectangle in screen coordinates. 

System.PlaySound 

System.PlaySound (sound_filename_str [ , Sync=bool ] ) : bool 

The System.PlaySound method causes a sound to be played using the "multimedia" capabilities of the host system. 

Plays the sound of the specified name. The Sync option specifies whether the method call is synchrounous or 

asynchrounous. (This statement directly calls the Windows API "PlaySound" function.) 

System.RunCommand 

Other software components (i.e., tasks or programs) can be launched from within the MitSyn Command Language 

environment. Such an action is sometimes called "spawning" the desired task, or "invoking an external command". This 

functionality allows data from an MCL workspace to be used in preparing a command line to be passed to the external 

command. A related service is provided by the Shell.Execute method. 

The System.RunCommand method is used to launch tasks, i.e., run executable programs. 

System.RunCommand (command_line_str_expr [ , option_list ] ) : bool 

The RunCommand method attempts to launch a process running the program specified by its file name which is the 

first field in the text of the specified command line argument. The return value is true if successful, otherwise false. 

Launching errors do not raise an exception, so the return value should always be checked. 

System.RunCommand method options 

CurDir = New_current_directory_str 

Specifies the current directory for the new process. Defaults to the current directory of the current process. 

WaitForExit = bool 

Specifies that MCL will wait until the created process exits. 

ExitCodeDst = dst_number_var 

When WaitForExit is specified, ExitCodeDst specifies the dst_number_var which will receives the "exit code" of 

the process. 

WaitInputIdle = bool 

Specifies that MCL will wait until the created process is waiting for user input with no input pending. 
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SysWindows Object Properties and Methods 

The system object named SysWindows supports operations on general windows within the system. These are low-

level procedures, and should be avoided in most cases. 

SysWindows.Find (title_bar_text : str) : handle 

Search the top-level windows for one whose current title bar text matches (case insensitive) the specified string, and 

returns a "handle" for that window. Returns a value of zero no such window is found. 

SysWindows.GetRect (window : handle) : rect_array 

Returns the current position and size of the window. The first two array elements receive the position of the top left 

corner of the window in screen coordinates (pixels measured from top left corner of the screen, with positive y axis 

downward), and the next two elements receive the width and height of the window. All values are in units of pixels. 

SysWindows.GetText (window : handle) : str 

Returns as a string value the text of the specified window. This text is the title bar text of top level windows, and the 

"label" text of other windows. 

SysWindows.SetText (window : handle, text : str) 

Sets the text associated with the window. This text is the title bar text of top level windows, and the "label" text of 

other windows. 

SysWindows.SetWindowPos 

SysWindows.SetWindowPos (handle , option ) 

The SysWindows.Se SetWindowPos tWindow method can be used to set various attributes of windows. 

Most operations on windows are effected using window methods and properties which are documented under the 

Control object entries. 

SysWindows.SetWindowPos options 

Position = new_position_rect_array 

The elements of the new position rectangle are as documented under the SysWindows.GetRect() method. 

ZOrder = zorder 

Sets the z-order position of the window. 

SysWindows.ShowWindow 

SysWindows.ShowWindow ( handle, new_state_code ) 

The SysWindows.ShowWindow method affects the visibility of top level windows. new_state_codes are Windows 

API ShowWindow window state codes, some of which are: Hide=0, Normal=1, Minimized=2, Maximized=3. 

T 

Timer Object Properties 

Timers may be used to execute script (i.e., call event handlers) at specified intervals. Timer objects might better be 

named "Clocks" which is what the similar functionality is called as a stream processing block, but conventional scripting 

usage calls them Timers, and so we accept that nomenclature. 

Timers are created using the var statement. As with all objects, timers are destroyed (and thus automatically disabled) 

when the procedure level in which they are declared exits. 

Interval = interval_duration_in_secs_number 
Sets the timer's interval to the specified duration. 

OnTick = eventHandlerScript_str 
Specifies that that script will be executed at the end of each interval. 

Enabled = bool 
Enables and disables the timer. i.e., setting to true starts the timer ticking, and false will stop the timer. 
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To... 

ToBits Function —— Conversion to Bits 

ToBits (number : number) : bits 

Conversion to a bits value from a number value. The number value is converted to a 32-bit integer which is returned 

as a bits type value with the same bit pattern. 

ToBits (byte_array : byte_array) : bits 

Type transfer to a bits type value from a byte array value. The length of the byte array value must be 1, 2, or 4 bytes. 

The first byte is the least significant byte (sometimes called "little-endian" byte order which is the standard for Intel 

architecture machines) 

ToBits (byte : byte) : bits 

Type transfer to a bits type value from a byte value. The byte value is placed in the low order 8 bits of the bits value. 

ToBits (handle : handle) : bits 

A type conversion function in which the bit pattern is unchanged. 

ToBool (argument) : bool 

Conversion of the argument to a Bool value. If the argument is a Bits, Bool, Byte, Char, Number, or Handle type 

the function returns a Boolean value of true if the argument is non-zero and false otherwise. An error results if the 

argument is of some other type. 

ToByte (bits_val : bits) : byte 

Conversion from a bits value to a byte value which contains the low order 8 bits of the bits value. 

ToByte (character : char) : byte 

Converts a char typed value to a byte typed value. The bit pattern is unchanged. 

ToChar (number : number) : char 

Converts its number argument to a character typed value of the same numerical value. 

ToHandle Function —— Conversion to Handles 

ToHandle (bits : bits) : handle 

ToHandle (number : number) : handle 

ToHexString (argument : type) : str 

Returns a string representing the value of the argument in hexadecimal notation. The type may be number, bits, 

byte, char, or handle. For number arguments the value is first converted to an unsigned integer, and then converted 

to hexadecimal. 

ToInt (number : number) : number 

Integer truncation, returns a value that is the value of the argument with any fractional part set to zero. 

ToLower Function — Conversion to Lower Case 

ToLower (character : char) : char 

Converts the character to lower case if it is an upper case alphabetic. 

ToLower (string : str) : str 

Converts all those characters in the string which are upper case alphabetics to lower case. 

ToNumber Function — Conversion to Numbers 

ToNumber (number_text : str ) : number 

String to number value conversion. Converts the text to a number. Throws an error if the text does not represent a 

number. 

ToNumber (boolean : bool) : number 

A true argument returns a value of 1, and a false argument returns a value of 0. 
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ToNumber (character : char) : number 

Returns the numerical character code (0 to 255) of the character as a number value. 

ToNumber (byte : byte [, signed : bool]) : number 

If the second argument is omitted or has a value of false this interprets the byte value as an unsigned integer with a 

range of 0 to 255. If a second argument is supplied and has a value of true the byte is interpreted as a signed integer 

with a range of -128 to 127. 

ToNumber (raw_bits : bits [, signed : bool] ) : number 

The bits of the argument are interpreted as comprising an integer. If a second argument is supplied and its value is 

true the bits are interpreted as a signed 32-bit integer, else the unsigned interpretation us used. This is one of the 

"typing" functions for bit values. 

ToNumber (raw_bytes : byte_array) : number 

Convert to a number the value represented by a sequence of bytes interpreted as an unsigned integer. The length of 

the byte array value must be 1, 2, or 4 bytes. The first byte is the least significant byte (sometimes called "little-

endian" byte order which is the standard for Intel architecture machines). 

ToNumber (raw_bytes : byte_array, “Signed”) : number 

Convert to a number the value represented by a sequence of bytes interpreted as a signed integer. The length of the 

byte array value must be 1, 2, or 4 bytes. 

ToNumber (raw_bytes : byte_array, “Float”) : number 

The byte array type argument must have a length of 4 or 8 bytes. Those bytes are interpreted as comprising a floating 

point numeric in the internal representation of the host machine. 

Tool 

Toolbar Creation 

var ToolbarName:toolbar [do .ToolbarMethod] 

Toolbars may be created using the var ToolbarName:new toolbar declaration statement which creates a new toolbar 

with the specified name as a child of the current form. An optional do clause may be appended to invoke a method of 

the newly created toolbar. The default Site for a Toolbar is “Top” 

Toolbars are populated with controls which are documented under Controls. 

Toolbar Properties 

Those properties which affect control layout must be set before any controls are added to the toolbar. Many toolbar 

properties are those inherited from the Control object. 

AutoLayoutDirection = Orientation_Horizontal or Orientation_Vertical— Default: Orientation_Horizontal,  i.e., 

auto-layout direction is to the right 

Specifies the direction of layout when controls are positioned automatically. 

ButtonMinWidth = number_of_pixels 
Sets the minimum width of all the following buttons. Hence also sets the width of a column of buttons in a vertical 

toolbar. 

DefaultItemHeight = height_in_pixels — Default: standard bar height 
Specifies the default height of command buttons, and also the height of a row of controls. 

Font = font_name_str 
Specifies a Font reference which will be used for the default font shown by controls in the toolbar (i.e., controls 

which do not have their own specific Font attribute set). This reference may be set only before any controls are 

added to the toolbar. See the Font object entry for how to set properties of the font. 

ItemsAlignInRow = content alignment code — Default: CAlign_TopCenter 

Specifies the alignment of child controls vertically in a space of DefaultItemHeight. This applies only if the 

control’s Height is less than the toolbar’s RowHeight, and if the control’s Top has not been explicitly set. 

LayoutLoc = array_len2_expr 

LayoutLoc : point 
Sets/gets the x and y components of the current item layout location (default location of the next item to be added by 

auto-layout). 
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Location : point 

Location = array_len2_expr 
Sets/gets the x and y components of the toolbar location, in pixels from the upper-left corner of the form for a Dock 

of Dock_Over, or in whole screen coordinates (pixels) for toolbars and Plotboxes with a Dock of Dock_Float. 

Size = array_len2_expr 
Sets the size of the toolbar, in pixels. If the size is not explicity set the toolbar will be automatically sized to just 

enclose all of the contained controls. 

Toolbar.Add 

Toolbar.Add (control_list ) 

Adds the specified controls to the toolbar. Controls are documented in the Controls paragraph. 

Toolbar properties may also be set from this context using the .toolbar_property_name (i.e., the property name 

prefixed with a dot) syntax. See Toolbar Properties. 

ToString Function —— Conversion to Strings 

ToString (number : number) : str 

Conversion from number to string type. Returns a string representation of the value. The Format() function provides 

the same service with more flexibility. 

ToString (character : char) : str 

ToString (byte : byte) : str 

ToString (bool : bool) : str 

ToString (bits : bits) : str 

ToString (handle : handle) : str 

Conversion from the argument type to a string representation of the argument's value. 

ToString (repeat_count : int, char : char) : str 

Conversion from character to string type. The repeat_count specifies how many times the character is repeated. For 

example, a string of twenty underscores is generated by ToString (20, '_'). 

ToString (raw_bytes : byte_array) : str 

Conversion from byte array value to string type. This is a simple type transfer function which doesn't entail any 

transformation of the data. It allows "untyped" bytes to be interpreted as string characters. 

ToUpper Function —— Conversion to Upper Case 

ToUpper (character : char) : char 

Converts the character to upper case if it is a lower case alphabetic. 

ToUpper (string : str) : str 

Converts all those characters in the string which are lower case alphabetics to upper case. 

TypeName (type_expr : number) : str 

Returns a string which describes the type number which may have been returned by ValType() or VarType(). 

U 

V 

ValType (argument_expr : any) : number 

Returns a number which specifies the type of the expression supplied as the argument, e.g., number, string, bool, etc. 

The UtilDefs.mcl file in the MitSyn Tools library contains definitions for these values with the prefix of "MVarT_". 

Var Statement —— Declare variables 

The var statement is used to create named instances of variables and objects of the various types. 
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var [/option] name_list : type [=init_expr] {; name_list : type [=init_expr] } 

Variables/objects of the specified types are created and bound to the names in the name list. The types include 

number, bool, string, character, byte, range, bits, [] (array of numeric values), []of string, []of character, 

[]of bool, []of bits, []of byte, GC, []of GC, Dialog, FileStream, Event, WaveFile, Timer, Font, SPModule, 

SProcessor, Score, RichTextBox, and Handle. 

Objects declared with the var statement are normally "local" to the current name space (procedure level). This means 

that they can have the same name as objects in outer name spaces, and they hide any such outer level objects. Such 

objects will be deleted when the procedure level in which they are declared is deleted (at exit from the procedure). 

Thus large local objects such as arrays may be used for "scratch" arrays since the memory resources they use are 

automatically released for reuse when the declaring procedure exits. 

It is normally an error to declare the same name more that once in any name space (procedure level). However, if the 

later declaration has the same type as the original declaration, and that type is a simple or single valued type (e.g., 

number, bool, or string), then the later declaration is harmless and it acts as if it were simply an assignment 

statement. 

For the cases where an initializing value expression is supplied, and the type of that initializing value is one of the 

types of number, bool, bits, range, character, string, (plain) array, or array of bits, the explicit type may be 

omitted and the declaration type will be that of the initializing value. 

var statement options 

/global 

Specifies that the objects be created in the global name space. Such objects are permanent for the life of a session, 

i.e., they remain extant even after the procedure which declares them exits. The global name space is always visible, 

even when the visibility of some outer level name spaces is blocked by a import or export restriction somewhere in 

the scope chain (see the NameSpace statement). 

Variable and object types 

A more extensive discussion of some of the following variable types is presented in the "Types of Values and 

Variables" section of the MCL Introduction chapter. Documentation for the larger "objects" may be found in this 

dictionary listed under the object type name, e.g., Array, GC, FileStream, Event, Timer, and WaveFile. 

Number [=init_number_expr] 

Declares number variables. If an optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be 

0.0. A sharp or number sign (#) may be used as an alternative to the"number" type word. 

Bool [=init_bool_expr] 

Declares bool (Boolean) variables. Such variables contain either the value true or the value false. If an optional 

initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be false. 

Range [=init_range_expr] 

Declares range variables. Such variables contain two number values called the lower bound and the upper bound. If 

an optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be [0..0]. 

String [=init_str_expr] 

Declares string variables. If an optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the string variables will 

be empty, i.e., they will be of zero length. A dollar sign ($) may be used as an alternative to the"string" type word. 

Char [=init_char_expr] 

Declares character variables. If an optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be 

characters with a character code of 0. 

Byte [=init_byte_expr] 

Declares byte variables. If an optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be bytess 

with all bits 0. 

Bits [=init_bits_expr] 

Declares bits variables. Such variables contain 32 bits and can be used in bit manipulation operations such as bitwise 

and. If the optional initializer value is not specified the initial value of the variables will be 0x0 (a bits literal 

representing all bits zero). 

GC [=init_gc_expr] 

Creates GC (graphics context) objects. GCs are bundles of attributes used in plotting and printing in graphical views 

(see the GC Properties and methods entries). When a GC is declared all its attributes are assigned values from the 
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initializing GC value if one is specified, otherwise the new GC inherits the attribute values of the "original" (system 

provided) GC. 

[ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] [= init_array_expr | init_number_expr] 

An array or array declaration allocates workspace memory for the elements of a plain (i.e., with numeric elements) 

array and its attributes. Each array declaration allocates one or more array rows associated with variable name being 

declared. The declaration establishes a maximum length for all the rows in the array, the depth of the array (number 

of rows), index bounds for element referencing (subscripting), and initial values for elements in the array. 

The optional depth_bounds specifies the number of rows in the array and the index of the first row (i.e., sets the 

Depth and RowLBound attributes). The default depth is one, and the default row index lower bound is 0 (i.e., the 

default is zero-based indexing for rows). An explicit row index lower bound may be specified using the range 

notation, as for the length_bounds described below. 

The [length_bounds] field set the AllocLength and LBound (element index lower bound) attributes for each row of 

the array. If the [length_bounds] field contains a single number expression it specifies the number of elements in 

each row and that the index lower bound is zero (i.e., the default is zero-based indexing for elements). If the 

[length_bounds] field contains a range expression it specifies the range of valid indices for each row of the array. The 

[ ] may be empty only if there is an init_array_expr, in which case the AllocLength is taken from the initializer 

value. 

The attributes of each row in the declared array are initialized to the following values. 

Dom_LBound = LBound 

Dom_Step = 1.0 

Depth = declared depth for the top row, and decremented by one for each successively more inferior row in the 

array. 

If an initializing array value is specified, the initial active Length and initial element values of each row in the array 

are taken from the specified array value. If the initializing value is a number the active Length will be set to the 

AllocLength, and all elements will be set to that number value. If no initializer is specified in the declaration the 

active Length will be set to the AllocLength and the element values will be undefined. The active length may be set 

by assigning to the array’s Length property. 

An error results if there is not enough memory available to satisfy the allocation request. 

Example array declarations are: 

var x,y,z:[10]             ! One 10 element zero-based indexed row 

var x,y,z:[1..2, 1..10]            ! Three 10 element rows, one-based indexing 

var ComplexV:[2, 128]          ! 2 rows 128 elements long 

var RxV:[-10..10]; IxV:[-10..#21]  ! Both contain 21 elements 

var InitV:[] = {1,2,3,4}          ! AllocLength taken from initializer 

 [ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] of bool [=init_bool_array_expr | init_bool_expr] 

Creates Boolean arrays. In the absence of an explicit initializer the active Length will be set to the AllocLength and 

the element values will be undefined. If the initializer is convertible to a (single) boolean value all elements will be 

initialized with that value. 

[ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] of string [= init_str_expr | { str_expr {, str_expr} } ] 

Creates string arrays. Each element of a string array represents a string. The [ ] may be empty only if there are 

initializing values, in which case the AllocLength is taken from the count of the initializer values. If there is an 

initializer the active Length will be set to the number of strings in the initializer, else the active Length will be set to 

the AllocLength and each element string will be empty. The active lengths may be set by assigning to the string 

rows Length properties. The string array Append method may be used to add string values to the array. 

[ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] of character [= init_str_expr | { str_expr {, str_expr} } ] 

Creates character arrays. Each element of a character array represents a single character. The syntax and meaning of 

the length and depth specification is the same as for numeric arrays. 

If initializer values are specified, by a single string expression or by a list of string expressions enclosed in braces 

({}), the initial active Length and initial element values of each character array is taken from the associated list item. 

For character arrays with no associated initializing values (i.e., when no initializing string values are specified in the 

declaration or when the declared depth is greater than the length of the initializer list) the active Length will be set to 

zero. 

When used in an expression a range of elements of a character array will be of the string data type. 
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Example character array declarations are: 

var Name1,Name2:[40] of character         ! Zero-based indexing 

var NameArray:[2, 1..40] of character = {"John Doe", "Jane Smith"} 

[ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] of bits [=init_bits_array_expr] 

Creates Bits arrays. In the absence of an explicit initializer the Length will be set to the AllocLength and the 

element values will be undefined. 

[ [depth_bounds,] length_bounds] of byte [=init_byte_array_expr] 

Creates byte arrays. The syntax and meaning of the length and depth specification is the same as for character arrays. 

If an initializer value is specified and its length is longer than the allocated length the excess length of the initial 

value is ignored. In the absence of an explicit initializer the Length will be set to the AllocLength and the element 

values will be undefined. 

Byte arrays are an "untyped" data type (i.e., "raw bits"), and should only be used when low-level bit-manipulation 

operations are necessary, as, for, example when reading foreign binary files. 

[ [depth,] length_bounds] of GC [=init_gc_val] 

Creates arrays of GC objects. The new GCs are initialized as described above under the single GC declaration. 

Dialog 

Creates dialog objects which are used do show dialog boxes for gathering data from users. 

FileStream 

Creates input/output unit objects. The Open command is used to connect particular external data sources and 

destinations with input/output units for subsequent access using commands and methods such as Print, Read, and 

Write. 

Event [=init_event_val] 

See the Event Properties entry for operations using events. 

Timer 

See the Timer Object Properties entry for a discussion of timer objects. 

WaveFile 

Creates WaveFile objects used for referencing waveform files. The WaveFile.Open method is used to connect 

particular waveform files with WaveFile objects for subsequent access using methods such as WaveFile.Read, and 

WaveFile.Write. See the WaveFile Object Properties and Methods entry. 

Parser 

Creates parser objects. 

SPModule 

Creates stream processing module objects. 

SProcessor 

Creates stream processor objects. 

Score 

Creates a score object for each of the names in the name list. 

Form 

At the beginning of a procedure which is to have its own Form, i.e., its own toolbars and/or a menu bar and/or a 

status bar, a var name:new Form statement should be executed. Most of the contents of the previous Form will be 

hidden, and subsequently restored when the procedure exits. These include the current menu bar, any toolbars, any 

status bar, the contents of the form's title bar, the MousePointer shape, and the form's OnPaint setting. 

Methods and properties of the current Form are accessed using global system object name of form which references 

the current, or top, or outermost Form. See the form entries for more details. Toolbars may be added to the current 

Form using var name:new toolbar statements. 

Font 

Creates Font objects. 

Handle [=init_handle_val] 

Declares handle variables that are initialized to all bits zero if no initializer is specified. 
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VarType (variable_name:str) : number 

Returns a number which specifies the type of the variable supplied as the argument, e.g., number, string, bool, etc. 

The UtilDefs.mcl file in the MitSyn Tools library contains definitions for these values with the prefix of "MVarT_". 

W 

WaveFile Object Properties 

Waveform files are accessed in MCL by being opened or attached to MCL WaveFile objects. Such objects are 

created using the var statement. 

Properties or attributes of a waveform stream file can be updated by setting the properties of a WaveFile object 

which is attached to the file. Some of the attributes of waveform stream files are fixed when the file is created (see 

the WaveFile.Create method). In particular, the file format (e.g., Wav) and sample data type (16Bit, Float, etc.) are 

such. 

FileName : str 
Gets the full file name of the waveform stream file most recently opened on the WaveFile object. Since it is retained 

even after the file is closed, it may be used to reopen the same file. 

Format : number 
Gets the file format of the waveform stream file. 

Format = file_format_number. 

This may be set only if a file is not currently open on this object. It specifies the file format for a new waveform 

stream file. The Format value may be one of the WaveFileFormat_?? values defined in UtilDefs.mcl: 

FrameCount : number 
Gets the logical length of the waveform stream file in frames. 

FrameCount = stream_logical_length_in_frames 
Sets the position of the logical end-of-file. This property value is rarely explicitly set, as it is usually set 

automatically by some other form of processing and/or recording. When it is set explicitly the FrameLength must 

already been set to the desired value. 

FrameLength : number 
Gets the frame length of the waveform stream file, which is the same as the number of channels for sequential 

channel files. 

FrameLength = number_of_channels 
Specifies that the waveform stream file is a sequential channel file, and sets the number of channels which is thus 

also the frame length. "Sequential" means that the channels are sampled sequentially, and thus implies that they are 

all sampled at the same rate. This is the usual form of channel specification. The specified number must be greater 

than zero. 

FrameRate : number 
Gets the waveform stream frame rate, i.e., the sampling rate per channel for sequential channel files. 

FrameRate = sampling_rate_in_frames_per_second 
Sets the waveform stream frame rate attribute value. The units are frames per second, which is the same as samples 

per channel per second for sequential channel files. If the waveform stream file is to be recorded into or played from 

in real time the achievable frame rate will be limited by the performance of the real-time equipment. 

SampleType : number 
Gets the sample data type of the waveform stream file, as a number with values as defined by the 

WaveSampleType_??  values in UtilDefs.mcl. 

SampleType = sample_data_type_number — Default: WaveSampleType_16Bit 

This may be set only if a file is not currently open on this object. It specifies the data type of each signal sample in 

the file. This sample data type can only be specified when the file is created, i.e., it may not be changed later. 

WaveFile.Close 

WaveFile.Close ( ) 
Close the waveform file currently open on (attached to) the WaveFile object 

WaveFile.Conforms (filename : str) : bool 

Returns true if the file named by the argument exists and conforms to the WaveFile object, i.e., has the same format, 

frame rate, and number of channels, otherwise returns false. 
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WaveFile.Create 

WaveFile.Create (file_name) 
Creates a new empty waveform stream file, and leaves it open attached to the WaveFile object. Any previous file of 

the same name will be quietly deleted, i.e., no confirmation will be requested. Generally the Format and 

SampleType properties should be set before the Create method is called to specify those attributes for the new file. 

WaveFile.IsOpen () : bool 

Returns true if a waveform file is currently open for the object. 

WaveFile.Open 

Opens a waveform stream file (of any supported file format) and attaches it to the WaveFile object. The default 

channel of the wave object is set to 1 (c.f., DefaultChannel property). 

WaveFile.Open (file_name) : bool 
A return value of true indicates success (no error). 

WaveFile.Read 

WaveFile.Read (dst_array [, options_list] ) 
Reads waveform stream sample data starting from a specifiable position of the relevant waveform stream file into the 

destination array. The default mode for a WaveFile.Read method is to transfer data of only a single channel sample 

per frame of sequential channel stream files, i.e., any required channel demultiplexing is automatically effected. An 

All option can be used to specify that all the samples in each frame be transferred. 

The destination array attributes are assigned the following values. 

Length = Actual number of array elements filled with waveform stream derived data. 

Dom_LBound = Signal time of first sample. 

Dom_Step = Set to the temporal distance in signal seconds between array elements, which for single channel reads 

is the inverse of the stream frame sampling rate multiplied by the decimation ratio, and for data read 

with the All option is the inverse of the stream sampling rate divided by the frame length. 

If the starting position of the Read request is positioned beyond the stream logical end-of-file the Length of the 

destination array will be set to zero. 

If the starting position is within the file but the logical end of the stream file is reached before the requested number 

of array elements has been filled the remaining destination array elements will be updated with 0. The array attribute 

"dst_array.Length" will be updated with the number of array elements filled with stream data, and will thus be the 

requested length unless the logical end-of-file was reached — a situation which will cause the Length to receive a 

smaller value. 

Read options: 

Position = starting_position_in_frame_offset — Default: 0 

Specifies the starting position of the segment to be read from the waveform stream, in units of number of frames 

from the beginning of the file. 

Time = starting_position_in_seconds — Default: 0 

Specifies the starting position of the segment to be read from the stream, in units of signal time (seconds). 

Length = num_of_dst_elements_to_fill — Default: Length=dst_array.AllocLength 

This option specifies the number of array elements to be filled in at the front of the destination array. The length must 

be not greater than the maximum (allocated) length of the destination array. Data in the destination array above the 

requested length are unchanged. 

Channel = channel_number — Default: 1 

Waveform channels are numbered beginning with 1, and thus the only meaningful channel numbers are those 

between 1 and the number of channels in the stream file. 

First = first_sample_offset_in_frame 

Specifies the offset of the first sample in the frame to be extracted. Often used with Stride when there is more than 

one sample of interest in each frame, as, for example, in waveform stream files with random channel sequencing. 

Stride = stride  — Default: frame length 

Specifies the spacing between each sample to be extracted. 
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All  — Default: read a single channel 

Specifies that all the samples from each frame be transferred to the destination array. If the stream file contains more 

than one channel the samples of the various channels are interlaced according to the type of channel multiplexing 

being used. WaveFile.Read with All and Length is the way to read a single frame of stream data into an array. This 

causes the resultant array elements to contain sample values from each channel at a single time, rather than samples 

from a single channel at multiple times. In other words, the domain dimension of the destination array is channel 

index rather than sample time. A WaveFile.Read with All of more than one frame is often followed by several 

Extract commands to extract specific channel data. Such is sometimes faster than multiple single channel Reads. 

Absolute 

Specifies that the absolute value of all stream samples is to be used. The conversion to the absolute value is done 

before any additional processing which might be specified by options such as Decimate. 

There are many situations where an array of data representing some sort of "overview" of a considerably larger 

segment of a stream file is desired. Such lower resolution but larger scope "summary" representations are often used to 

quickly locate feature events. After an event location has thus been approximately determined the stream data in the region 

of the event can be read again at a higher resolution format and used for more precise measurements. 

The term "decimation" is used to describe the process whereby each destination array element receives a value which 

represents some attribute of a group of contiguous stream file samples (of a particular channel). The number of source 

stream file samples per destination array element is called the decimation ratio. The signal time duration represented by 

each output array element value is called the decimation interval, and is thus equal to the stream file sample period (per 

channel) multiplied by the decimation ratio. Particular attributes of the signal within each decimation interval include such 

measures as its mean, RMS, maximum, and minimum values. 

Decimate = decimation_ratio:(decimation_attribute_list_str_vals) 

The attribute list specifies which attributes of the signal in each decimation interval will be obtained and assigned to 

elements of the destination array rows. The specified destination array must deep enough (have enough rows) to 

accommodate the number of attributes in the list. 

Decimation Attributes 

First Result is the first signal sample value in each decimation interval. 

RMS The root-mean-square value of the samples within the decimation interval. 

Maximum The maximum sample value within the interval 

Minimum The minimum sample value within the interval 

Mean The mean (average) of all the samples within the interval. 

Range Equivalent to Minimum, Maximum 

WaveFile.Read (dst_array, Absolute, Decimate=ratio:("Maximum")) is often used to get a time compressed 

envelope of a large scope of data. Particular features in the envelope data can then be located either manually using a cursor 

with a plot, or using the feature finding methods supported by the Array object. The (uncompressed or undecimated) data at 

the located feature can then be accessed by reading a segment of stream file data without decimation beginning at the 

indicated stream position (using a Time or Position option). 

WaveFile.Write 

Writes data from the source array to a segment of the relevant waveform stream starting at a specifiable position in 

the stream. The default action is to write to a single channel of the stream file. An All option can be used to specify 

that all the samples in each frame are to be updated. 

If the sample data Type of the stream file is a fixed-point fractional type such as "16Bit" any array element values 

with a magnitude larger than unity cannot be represented in the stream file, and an overflow error is said to occur. 

WaveFile.Write (src_array [, options_list]) 
Write options: 

Position = starting_position_in_frame_offset — Default: 0 

Specifies the starting position of the segment to be written in the stream file, in units of number of frames from the 

beginning of the file. 

Time = starting_position_in_seconds — Default: 0 

Specifies the starting position of the segment to be written in the stream file, in units of signal time (seconds). 
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Length = number_of_samples_to_write — Default: Length=src_array.Length 

This option specifies the number of array elements to be written (overlaid) into the stream file. 

Channel = channel_number — Default: 1 

Specifies the channel to be updated. 

All  — Default: write only a single channel 

Specifies that the source array data update contiguous data in the waveform stream file, i.e., the data are written to 

the file without regard for any channel format. 

While Statement —— Script Block Iteration Loop 

while bool_test_expr  { 

While introduces a block iteration construct called a "while loop". The statements included between a while and a 

subsequent matching end while are repeatedly executed until the block is exited. Both the while and the end while 

must stand along on a statement line. While blocks (loops) may be nested. 

The loop is repeated as long as the while test expression is true. A break statement causes control flow to exit the 

block and resume with the statement line immediately following the closing (i.e., innermost) end while. A common 

termination condition for while loops is a break statement conditioned by an if statement. Other statements which 

can cause an exit from a while block are goto, exit, and return. See the for statement for a related block iteration 

construct which includes an incremented variable and a loop termination test. 

As with all control flow block constructs script labels may not be used within while blocks. 

With Statement 

with object do member { ;; member } 

The with statement may be used when successive references to the same object are required. The object is named 

only once, and then successive method calls or property value assignments for that object are specified separated by 

colons.
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Block Dictionary — Stream Processing Primitives 
This dictionary contains descriptions of the MitSyn Stream Processing Language primitive block types 

arranged in dictionary format. Also included at the appropriate alphabetized position are a few selected utility 

macro-block names. These particular macro-blocks are part of the system supplied "macro-block library". The 

definition and documentation of these macro-blocks can be found in the MitSyn Utility Library. 

If this is being viewed online the "Find" button facilitates rapid access to any block type. 

Block Dictionary Notation 
Square brackets [ ] enclosing an input pin descriptor indicate that that connection is optional. All other input 

connections are mandatory. 

Square brackets [ ] enclosing a prefix for a block parameter indicate that that prefix is optional. 

A "[ := ]" mark following a parameter description indicates that that parameter may be updated by 

referencing the block's Param property at any time during a run. One of the block 

types with an updatable parameter is the Number block, and additional comments 

about this technique may be found under that block. 

A parameter value which is specified as a "array name" must specify the name of array data. The name will 

be searched for first as a workspace array variable name, and then if not found in 

the workspace the name will be searched for as a file in the file system (with a file 

extension of “.marray” appended if no extension is specified). If the name includes 

a “.” the search of the workspace namespace will be omitted, i.e., this can be used 

for force the name to be taken as a file name. 

A parameter value which is specified as a "array value" must be an MCL array value expression, which 

includes array aggregates, array variable names, and array slices. 

In some block types which support a variable number of input pins those input pins which are processed 

stop with the first pin number in ascending order that does not have a wire 

connected to it. The phrase "highest uniformly connected input pin number" is used 

to describe such situations. In other words, any connected pins higher than the first 

unconnected pin are ignored. 

A 

Abs Block  —  Absolute Value 

Abs 

Signal >> 1 >>  Abs (Signal) 

The output of the Abs block is the absolute value of the input. Such an effect is also known as full wave 

rectification. 

Add Block  —  Adder 

Add 

S1 >> 1 >>  S1 + S2 

S2 >> 2  

Adder blocks generate an output value which is the algebraic sum of the inputs and/or parameters. The 

Add block is a 2 input adder. For more than 2 inputs use an Add/m or Add/n block. 

Add/Param Block  —  Addition of a Parameter value 

Add/Param 

Addition value   [ := ] 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 + (Addition value) 

The Add/Param block adds the current value of the Addition value parameter to its single input. 
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Add/NumbarVar Block  —  Addition of the value of a Number Variable 

Add/NumbarVar 

Number variable name 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 + (current value of Number variable) 

The Add/NumbarVar block adds its input to the current value of the MCL workspace Number variable 

specified by the parameter. 

Add/m Block  —  Multiple Input Adder 

Add/m 

[Signal]  >> 1 >>  Sum of connected inputs 

[Signal]  >> 2  

[Signal]  >> · · ·  

[Signal]  >> n  

The Add/m block is a multiple input adder. Its output is the sum of the connected inputs. For the case of 

adding two values you should use the Add block as it is faster. The similar Add/n block is slightly faster due to 

a more restrictive connection requirement. 

Add/n Block  —  Multiple Input Adder 

Add/n 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Sum of first N inputs 

Signal  >> 2  

Signal  >> · · ·  

[Signal] >> n  

The Add/n block is a multiple input adder, where the number of connect inputs must be 3 or greater. The 

addition is effected only through to the highest uniformly connected input pin number. 

And Block  —  Logical And Gate 

And 

B1 : Bool >> 1 >>   B1 and B2 : Bool 

B2 : Bool >> 2  

The output of the logical And gate is true whenever both of the inputs are true, and false when any of the 

inputs is false. 

ArrayColRead Block  —  Array Column Reader 

ArrayColRead 

Array name (workspace or file array) 

 [Advance : Bool] >> 1 >>  From topmost row 

 2 >>  From next deeper row 

 · · ·  

 · · ·  

 n >>  From next deeper row 

        Accepts option block types: 

                OnEnd  - End-of-Input action specifier 

The ArrayColRead block reads array element values sequentially from columns of an array. The 

specified source array must be at least as deep as the number of output pins of the ArrayColRead block. 

At the beginning of a run the reader position is set as specified by the second parameter, with a value of 0 

indicating the beginning of the array. When the end of the array is encountered (i.e., the reader position reaches 
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the current Length attribute value of the source array) the default action is to stop the run. This behavior may be 

changed by attaching an OnEnd option block. 

The optional Advance input may be used to start and stop the reader. If the Advance input is not connected 

the reader is permanently enabled, i.e., always on. When enabled the reader advances one column in the input 

array for each processing tick, and the values presented on the signal outputs are updated to the data of the 

current column. 

This block can also be used to provide "parallel" access to array data since the output pins span one 

dimension of a matrix. The block presents one column of data at a time. For example, if several values from a 

workspace array are needed as constant values for a whole run the array can be transposed (array.Transpose 

method) and then an ArrayColRead block outputs initialized to those values at the beginning of the run by 

connecting the Advance input of the ArrayColRead block from an Init block. 

ArrayColRead block options 

TopRow = row_index 

This set the top row to be read from. The row_index value is a zero-based index of the row. 

ArrayColRead block properties 

ColIndex : scal 

Sets or gets the current column index (zero-based). 

ArrayColWrite Block  —  Writer to a workspace array column 

ArrayColWrite 

Workspace array name 

Write Control  >> 1 >> Current length 

To array{0}[i]  >> 2  

[To array{1}[i]] >> 3  

[To array{x}[i]] >> · · ·  

[To array{n-2}[i]] >> n  

The ArrayColWrite block writes signal samples into MCL workspace arrays. 

The number of input pins is variable, and all input pins except the first are array element data input pins. 

Input pin 2 references the array specified by parameter 1, and higher numbered input pins reference 

successively deeper arrays below that top array. The allocated Depth of the array must be sufficient to 

accommodate the number of connected input pins. Only the input pins up to the highest uniformly connected 

input pin number are used. 

If the value presented to the Write Control pin is zero the block is disabled. If the Write Control value is 

positive the input array element values are concatenated to the output arrays, i.e., the row arrays' Lengths are 

incremented by one and the new values are appended to the ends. If the Write Control value is negative the 

output arrays' Lengths are first set to the negative of the Write Control value, and the input element values are 

written to the last element position. Thus a Write Control value of -1 sets the output row array Lengths to 1 and 

updates the first column of the array. 

At the beginning of a run the Length attribute value of the output array(s) will be set to zero, and will be 

incremented each time signal values are written to the array(s) with a positive Write Control value. The run will 

be terminated if the Length would exceed the allocated length of the array (Max_Length). During a run the 

current Length may also be accessed from MCL using the usual MCL array attribute notation of 

array_name.Length. Since the Length attribute of an array is updatable it may also be updated by an MCL 

command during a run. One common use of resetting the Length is when the array is being used as a buffer to 

collect data for further array processing. After a buffer full has been collected and processed the Length is set 

back to zero and the run continued. 

When the Write Control input is wired to a constant value of -1 the ArrayColWrite block continually 

updates a single column array. This module is often used to pass a group of values to an MCL command using a 

shared array. 

A sample usage of the ArrayColWrite block may be found in the MitSyn Tools library (MTools) file 

spme-MeasFreqResp.mspmain which is used by the Stream Processing Module Editor to measure and plot the 
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frequency response of filters implemented as stream processing modules. The testing module generates samples 

of the response of the module being measured, and deposits those samples in an array which is subsequently 

plotted at the end of the run. 

ArrayPlayOut Block  —  Play Out Array Data 

ArrayPlayOut 

Shape Map array name 

Trigger/Amplitude >> 1 >>  streamed out array data 

Accepts option block types: 

                Select/Row    - Row selector for map 

This block generates its output by streaming out an array's data each time a zero to non-zero transition 

occurs at the Trigger input (i.e., it is edge-triggered). The shape or map is specified by the first parameter. When 

triggered the shape map is replicated once in its entirety. The scan rate is determined by the domain increment 

associated with the array, and linear interpolation between array elements is used if the process tick period 

differs from that domain increment. At the end of each scan the output will hold the value of the last array 

element until another trigger (edge) occurs. 

Other primitive blocks which replicates an array's shape when triggered are the EnvelGen blocks. 

However, those blocks are also sensitive to the duration of the trigger input whereas this ArrayPlayOut is not. 

With one of these types most forms of trigger response can be easily implemented. 

ArrayRowWrite Block  —  Writer to a workspace array row 

ArrayRowWrite 

Workspace array row name 

Write Control  >> 1  

To array[LBound]  >> 2  

[To array[LBound+1]] >> 3  

[To array[LBound+2]] >> · · ·  

[To array[LBound+n-2]] >> n  

The ArrayRowWrite block writes signal samples into single rows of MCL workspace arrays. 

The number of input pins is variable, and all input pins except the first are array element data input pins. 

Input pin 2 references the first element of the array row specified by the parameter, and higher numbered input 

pins reference successive elements. The allocated Length of the array row must be sufficient to accommodate 

the number of connected input pins. Only the input pins up to the highest uniformly connected input pin number 

are used. 

If the value presented to the Write Control pin is zero the block is disabled. If the Write Control value is 

true the array element values are updated with the values presented on the remaining input pins. 

ATan Block  —  Arctangent function 

ATan 

Signal >> 1 >>  arctangent (signal) 

The units of the output signal are radians. 
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B 

Beep Block  —  Beep-like Sound Output 

Beep 

Frequency (Hz) 

Duration (secs) 

Trigger  >> 1  

The Beep block generates a sound whenever the Trigger input is true. For many applications the Trigger 

input should first be filtered by an Edge block. 

The beep is synchronous. This means that the stream processing run pauses and does not resume until the 

sound finishes. 

Bounds Block   —  Bounds 

Bounds 

Signal >> 1 >> (Low_Bound <= Signal <= Up_Bound) : Bool 

Lower Bound >> 2  

Upper Bound >> 3  

This Bounds block outputs a Boolean true whenever the signal input is at least as positive as the lower 

bound input and also less than or equal to the upper bound input, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the Compare and Range blocks. The Compare block is used to compare a signal 

to a single bound. The Range block can be used to classify a signal into one of several ranges. 

Bus Block   —  Bus 

Bus 

Signal >> 1 >>  Signal 

The Bus block is a straight through connection. It is sometimes convenient when several wires need to be 

run back to the same source. It is also useful in conjunction with an #If option when a conditionally compiled 

wire is desired. It also provides a convenient way to attach a name to a wire for documentation/naming 

purposes. 

C 

Clip Block  —  Clipper 

Clip 

Input Signal >> 1 >>  Clipped Input 

Lower Clipping Level >> 2  

Upper Clipping Level >> 3  

When the input is between the clipping levels it is passed unmodified. If the input is below the lower 

clipping level the output is that clipping level, and when the input is above the upper clipping level the output 

value is the upper clipping level. This is a bipolar device, with all inputs and the output being of bipolar range. 

Clock Block  —  Clock (periodic pulse generator) 

Clock 

Time interval per output pulse 

[Reset : Bool]  >> 1 >>  Pulse train : Bool 

This Clock (pulse generator) generates a pulse train which is true once per period as specified by the 

parameter (in time units specified by block options, which is usually seconds), and false at all other times. If the 

Reset input is connected the output is true whenever the Reset input is true, and the interpulse timing begins 

when that input becomes false. Thus the Reset input can be used to "synchronize" or "reset the phase" of the 

pulse generator. 
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Clock block options 

Ticks 

Specifies that the interval value in interpreted in units of stream processor ticks. The default is to use the 

current time units. 

TickAtStart = bool 

If true the first tick will occur at the beginning of a run, if false the first tick will occur after the interval 

has expired. The default is TickAtStart=false. 

Oscillators should be used instead of Clocks when the clock period is not an integral multiple of the tick 

period. 

Comment Block  —  Comments 

Comment 

Comment text 

   

The Comment block allows comments to be added to modules. Only the comment text is shown in views 

of modules, i.e., the type name and a block body is not shown. The position may be moved by dragging the 

head of the comment text. 

Compare Block  —  Compare 

Compare 

Threshold Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal >= Threshold) : Bool 

This Compare block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is at least as positive as the 

Threshold Value parameter, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the Compare/v, GT, LE, LT, Bounds, and Range blocks. This block is the same 

as the GE block, i.e., it is just a different name for the same block. 

Compare/Variable Block  —  Compare, Variable 

Compare/Variable 

Signal  >> 1 >>  (Signal >= Threshold) : Bool 

Threshold  >> 2  

This Compare/Variable block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is at least as positive as 

the Threshold input, and outputs false at other times. Both inputs are bipolar. 

Const Block  —  Constant 

Const 

Constant Value 

 1 >>  Constant value 

The Const block supplies a value which is specified by its parameter. 

This block is named Const since the value presented on the output pin is "constant" in the sense that it is 

independent of any input values (there being no input pins). The Number block is similar except that its value 

may be updated during a run. 

Cosine Block  —  Cosine function 

Cos 

Signal  >> 1 >>  cosine (signal) 

The units of the input signal are taken to be radians. 
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Counter Block  —  Counter 

Counter 

Enable : Bool >> 1 >>  Count 

[Reset : Bool] >> 2  

The Counter output is incremented by one for each processing tick that the Enable input is true. If the 

Reset input is connected and has a true value the count will be set back to zero. If the Enable input is true at the 

same time the Reset input is true the result is a count of 1. 

Related blocks include the TickCounter (which is more efficient) and Timers. The "time base" of 

Counters is ticks, whereas the time base of Timers is seconds. 

D 

Delay Block  —  Delay 

Delay 

Delay duration (seconds, or ticks) 

Delay units:  Seconds | Ticks 

S1 >> 1 >>  Delayed S1 

                       Out[n] = S1 [ n - ( Delay )] 

The output of a Delay block is a delayed but otherwise unchanged copy of the input signal. The amount of 

delay is specified by the first parameter, in units specified by the second parameter which must be either 

Seconds or Ticks. The delay amount will be rounded to the nearest non-negative integral multiple of the 

internal sampling period. 

There are many applications for a delay of a single tick (sample period). For these situations the unit delay 

primitive block UDelay should be used instead of a Delay with a delay of 1, as UDelay is much more efficient. 

[It is propitious to recall at this point that feedback loops must include at least one UDelay block.] 

Delays of the order of magnitude of hundreds of milliseconds are effective in conjunction with a feedback 

loop for realizing reverberation type processing. For example, one might approximate a "variable room size 

reverberation" by varying the delay time of a Delay block. Feedforward and feedback loops with delays in the 

region of zero to 10 milliseconds are effective in realizing varying filter effects with characteristics quite 

different and more "dispersed" than those of more conventional filter types. Such networks are sometimes 

called "comb" filters because the shape of their transfer function resembles a comb. 

Delay/Variable Block  —  Variable Delay 

Delay/Variable 

Maximum delay in ticks 

Signal >> 1 >>  Delayed Signal 

Delay (ticks or seconds) >> 2  

The output of a Delay/Variable block is a delayed but otherwise unchanged copy of the input signal. The 

amount of delay is specified by the second input, in units of ticks or seconds, as specified by an option. 

The Maximum delay in ticks parameter value should be as small as possible for the desired application, as 

it is used to allocate memory for the delay and can thus impact performance. When the Delay input is non 

integral some form of interpolation is used to evaluate the delayed signal value, as may be specified by the 

Order option. Negative values of the Delay input result in zero delay, and values of the Delay input greater than 

the Maximum delay in ticks parameter value result in a delay of that maximum value. 

Delay/Variable block options 

DelayUnit = unit : str 

The DelayUnit option specifies the interpretation of the delay input (input pin 2). The default unit is 

“Tick”, but a unit of “Second” may also be specified. 

Order = Order of interpolation 

The Order option specifies the order of the interpolation, and is coded as follows: 0 specifies no 

interpolation, and 1 specifies linear interpolation. The default is linear interpolation. 
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Diff1 Block  —  First Order Difference 

Diff1 

S1 >> 1 >>   Out[n] = S1[n] - S1[n-1] 

The current output is the difference between the current input and the input value on the previous tick 

(sample period). This block is often used for spectral shaping. Its gain in the frequency domain is a rising 

function of frequency, and starts from zero at DC. 

Distribute Block  —  Distribute and Hold 

Distribute 

Signal to be distributed  >> 1 >>  Cell 1 current value 

Output cell selector >> 2 >>  Cell 2 current value 

 · · ·  

 n >>  Cell n current value 

This block distributes samples from a single input into cells specified by the Output cell selector input 

value. A cell selector value of between 1 and the number of output pins specifies which output cell will be 

updated with the input signal value. Cell selector values outside of this range have no effect, i.e., no output cell 

value is updated. Output cell values are held until updated. This block is thus seen to be a "Track and Hold" 

type of block with multiple holding cells (c.f., TrackHold). 

When the Output cell selector is driven by a Counter with a cycling reset this block can function as a 

"time division demultiplexer" using the "zero-order hold" form of interpolation. 

Div Block  —  Divider 

Div 

Numerator >> 1 >>  Quotient 

Divisor >> 2  

The output of a divider is the quotient of the two input values. Both signals may be bipolar (positive and 

negative), so two negative inputs yield a positive output. 

Division by zero causes an error. Note that smaller divisor values imply higher gains. High gains, in turn, 

often imply a decrease in the signal to noise ratio (i.e., they add noise). Possible applications of division should 

thus be considered carefully with a view toward maintaining a good signal to noise ratio. 

Div/Param Block  —  Division by a Parameter value 

Div/Param 

Divisor   [ := ] 

S1 >> 1 >>  S1 / Divisor 

The Div/Param block divides its input by the current value of the Divisor parameter. 

Div/DeltaT Block  —  Division by Delta T  (tick period) 

Div/DeltaT 

S1 >> 1 >>  S1 / (Divisor constant) 

The Div/DeltaT block divides its input by the process tick period. 

E 

Edge Block  —  Edge triggered Unit-sample Sequence Generator 

Edge 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Unit-sample Sequence 

Each false to true transition of the Trigger input of a unit sample generator causes a single unity valued 

sample to be output at the first true tick of the input, i.e., at the instant of the transition. The output at all other 
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times is zero. Such an output is technically termed a "unit-sample sequence" or a "discrete-time impulse". When 

viewed as a Boolean signal, the output is true at each input trigger instant and false at all other times. 

This Edge block thus "fires" on the rising or leading edge of Boolean signals. A complementary block 

named Edge/Fall fires on the falling or trailing edge. A related block is the GT/Edge block which fires on the 

rising slope of an analog signal. 

Unit sample sequences are often used as Boolean "strobes", e.g., to load a new value into a track and hold 

block. See the Inject block for a variation of the Edge block which outputs an "analog" value. 

Edge/Fall Block  —  Falling Edge triggered Unit-sample Sequence Generator 

Edge/Fall 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Unit-sample Sequence 

The Edge/Fall block "fires" to generate a unit-sample sequence on a falling (true to false, offset) edge of 

its input signal. 

Enable Block  —  Enabling option 

Enable 

Enable : Bool >> 1  

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached to some other block types such as waveform stream writers 

(WaveFileWrite) to enable or disable those blocks. An Enable input of true enables the parent block, and a 

value of false disables the block. 

EnvelDetect Block  —  Envelope Detector 

EnvelDetect 

Decay Time Constant 

Signal >> 1 >>  Detected Envelope 

The envelope detector is a positive peak detector followed by a peak retention holding circuit which 

decays exponentially with the given time constant. Negative inputs have no effect. Envelope detection on peaks 

of both polarities can be realized by preceding the envelope detector with a full wave rectifier (Abs). 

EnvelGen/MADR Block  —  Envelope Generator: Mapped Attack, Exponential 
Decay and Release 

EnvelGen/MADR 

Attack shape map array name 

Envelope Parameters (string) 

Trigger/Amplitude >> 1 >>  Generated "Envelope" 

This block generates its output in three sequential phases starting with a zero to non-zero transition of the 

Trigger/Amplitude input. An initial “attack” phase is generated by scanning a shape represented by the Attack 

shape map array parameter. The output value is multiplied by the Trigger/Amplitude input value at the onset of 

the attack. If the Trigger/Amplitude remains non-zero after the attack is finished, a “decay” phase begins starting 

with the final value of the attack shape. This decay is in the form of an exponential decay from its current value 

with a rate characterized by the specified envelope decay time constant . Whenever the Trigger/Amplitude input 

goes to zero the output begins a “release” phase in the form of an exponential decay from its current value with 

a rate characterized by the specified envelope release time constant. 

Envelope parameters 

The Envelope Parameters parameter is a string which may contain the following attributes in a comma 

delimited list. 

eA=time in seconds 

“Envelope Attack” is duration over which the attack map is expanded (scanned). The default value is 0.2 

seconds. 
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eD=time constant, seconds 

“Envelope Decay” time constant. A special case is the value of zero, which specifies no decay, i.e., 

sustain until release at the final value of the attack map. The default value is zero, i.e., no decay. 

eR=time constant, seconds 

“Envelope Release” time constant. The default value is 0.01 seconds. 

The EnvelGen/MapAtkRel and EnvelGen/Symm block  provides a similar services with the differences 

being in the treatment of the release portion of the cycle. Another related primitive block is a "function 

generator" called ArrayPlayOut, and its definition should be compared and contrasted with this 

EnvelGen/MADR. 

A typical application of this block is the generation of amplitude envelopes for "notes". Other common 

applications are to control the frequency of oscillators, e.g., to generate "chirps", and to control the mixing of 

oscillator outputs to effect rapid timbral changes. 

EnvelGen/MAExpRel Block  —  Envelope Generator: Mapped Attack, 
Exponential Release 

EnvelGen/MAExpRel 

Attack shape map array name 

Attack duration = map span (extent (seconds)) 

Release exponential time constant (seconds) 

Trigger/Amplitude >> 1 >>  Generated "Envelope" 

Accepts option block types: 

                Select/Row    - Row selector for onset shape map array 

This block is similar to the EnvelGen/MADR block, with the exceptions that the parameters are specified 

somewhat differently, and there is no decay option, i.e., any sustain until release is effected at a constant value. 

EnvelGen/MAExpRel  block properties 

AttackShape = Attack map shape array name 

Suppports the changing of the attack map array association during a run. 

Variations in the shape of an attack during a run may be achieved using several different techniques. One 

option is to run several Envelope Generators simultaneously and combine their outputs with an adjustable 

mixer. A Select/Row option block may be attached which allows the selection of any row from a multi-row 

array specified as the Attack shape array name parameter. Another option is to change the element values of the 

attack shape array during a run. This can be done either by updating the AttackShape property to a completely 

different array, or, when the array is a workspace array, updating the values of any or all of that array's elements.  

EnvelGen/MapAtkRel Block  —  Envelope Generator with Mapped Attack and 
Release 

EnvelGen/MapAtkRel 

Attack Shape map array name 

Attack Duration (secs) 

Release Shape map array name 

Release Duration (secs) 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Generated "Envelope" 

This block generates its output by replicating, upon command by a trigger input, a shape specified by 

onset and Release "maps" which are represented by arrays. A true transition of the Trigger input starts a one 

pass replication of the Attack Shape. The Attack Duration parameter specifies the length of time which would 

be required to execute one complete scan of that shape. Whenever the Trigger input goes to false the output 

begins a replication of the Release Shape. If the Trigger input becomes false before the attack duration has 

elapsed the rest of the attack is ignored. If the Trigger remains true after the attack duration is finished, the final 

value of the attack shape is held until the release is initiated by an false transition of the Trigger. At the end of 

the release the final value of the release map array is held until another cycle is initiated by a true transition of 

the trigger input. 
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Note that the total duration of "activity" for one cycle of this block is the duration that the trigger input is 

true plus the duration of the release. For most applications of this block the element values of the array 

specifying the attack map should start at zero and end at one, while the element values of the release map 

should start at one and end at zero. 

EnvelGen/Symm Block  —  Envelope Generator with Symmetrical Release  —   

EnvelGen/Symm 

Attack/release shape map array name 

Shape map duration = array span (extent)  (secs) 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Generated "Envelope" 

Accepts option block types: 

                Select/Row    - Row selector for onset/release shape 

This block generates its output by replicating, upon command by a trigger input, a shape represented by 

an array. A true transition of the Trigger input starts a forward scan through the specified array. The Shape map 

duration parameter specifies the length of time which would be required to execute one complete scan of the 

array's length. Whenever the Trigger input goes to false the shape array is scanned backwards (from the current 

position), with the result being that the release shape is symmetrical with the onset shape. If the Trigger remains 

false after the onset is finished, the final value of the onset is held until the release is initiated by an false 

transition of the Trigger. 

Related blocks include EnvelGen/MADR and ArrayPlayOut blocks. 

EventListRead Block  —  Event List Reader 

EventListRead 

Input Waveform Event List (MWEL) file name 

Event label filter, or * (wildcard) for all events 

 1 >>  Event time pulse : Bool 

 2 >>  First attribute value 

 3 >>  Second attribute value 

 · · ·  

 n >>  (n-1)th attribute value 

         Or if the first input pin is connected (optional): 

Next set trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Time stamp value of event 

 2 >>  First attribute value 

 · · ·  

 n >>  (n-1)th attribute value 

        Accepts option block types: 

                OnEnd  - End-of-Input action specifier 

The EventListRead block is an event list reader. It can be used to read in sets of values from a sequential 

list of such sets which is formatted in the MitSyn Waveform Event List (MWEL) file format. The method used 

to determine when to advance to the next selected set of values (i.e., the next "event") is dependent upon the 

presence of a connection to the trigger input (input pin 1). Only those sets whose event label match the label 

specified by the Event label filter parameter are considered (case sensitive match), independent of the method of 

list advancement. 

If the Trigger input is connected its value controls the advancement along the input event list. In such 

cases the event time stamp value of the current event from the list is presented at the first output pin. 

If the Trigger input is left unconnected the advancement along the input list is determined by comparing 

the current run time to the time stamp of the next selected listed event. Whenever the current run time reaches 

the time stamp of the next selected event in the event list, output pin 1 will present a boolean pulse (unit sample 

sequence), and the higher output pins will be updated with the associated event attribute values. The time 
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stamps of events in the event list should be in ascending order. Any events with an out of order time stamp will 

be ignored. 

When the end of the event list is encountered the default action is to stop the run. This behavior may be 

changed by attaching an OnEnd option block. 

Another way of looking at (or using) this block is as a way to read in an array of values with the 

individual element values each being presented on an output pin. 

EventListWriter Block  —  Output Waveform Event List Specifier 

EventListWriter 

Output Event List (MWEL) file name 

           Accepts option block types: 

              EventListWrite  - Event Writer to this event list 

              EventListWrite/T - Event Writer with explicit Time 

This block specifies a file to which events can be written using EventListWrite option blocks attached to 

this block as a parent. Several different EventListWrite blocks with different event labels can be attached to the 

same EventListWriter block with the effect being that the resultant event list contains the differently labeled 

events merged in time sequence. 

The default filename extension is .MWEL. A new version of the output event list file is started at the 

beginning of a run. When running under host operating systems which support multiple "versions" of files 

earlier versions of event lists of the same name are not deleted (the new version number will be one greater than 

the previous highest version number). 

EventListWrite Block  —  Write an Event to an Event List 

EventListWrite 

Event Label 

Write Trigger : Bool >> 1  

[Attribute value] >> 2  

[Attribute value] >> · · ·  

[Attribute value] >> n  

        Is an option block type. 

Each instance of this block type must be attached to a parent EventListWriter block. For each tick that 

the Trigger input is true the EventListWrite block will append one labeled event entry to the event list file 

specified by its parent. 

An event entry contains the event label specified by the parameter of the EventListWrite block plus a 

time stamp value. The value of the time stamp is the time elapsed (in seconds) since the beginning of the run. 

(The EventListWrite/T block allows the time stamp value to be specified explicitly.)  If the processing run is in 

real-time mode the elapsed time is real time, else it is signal time. Following the label and time stamp in the 

event entry will be a list of the values of the signal inputs on pins 2 through the highest uniformly connected 

input pin number. These values are called the "event attribute array". Thus the attribute array element offset of 

any value will be 2 less than the causative input pin number. This event attribute array will be terminated by the 

first unconnected input pin, and may be empty if no signal values need be associated with the event. The entire 

event entry is formatted as one text (ASCII) line. 

In almost all applications the trigger input should be driven by a Edge block so that the trigger input will 

not be held true for more than one processing tick per event. 

Some typical applications of this block are as follows. If waveform stream file data channels are 

accompanied by parallel mark or timing channels, the mark channels can be used to trigger an EventListWrite 

block (often using a Schmitt trigger block followed by an Edge on the mark channel) to record in printable 

form the times of the mark, and perhaps the values of some of the data channels at the marked times. 

Algorithmic decision making "event detection" can also be implemented (usually as macro block definitions) 

which determine "event" times from data signals. The time difference between two events can also be 

automatically calculated and recorded in event entries by connecting the output of a timer to one of the data 
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input pins of an EventListWrite block. The timer is started at the first event and read at the second event. The 

event list files thus generated are often submitted to other programs for further data analysis. Examples could be 

the preparation of an inter-event interval histogram, and the preparation of an ensemble average of signals 

following each event. The MitSyn Command Language supports ensemble averaging and sequence plotting 

using event lists to specify the location in a waveform stream file of each member of the ensemble. 

EventListWrite/T Block  —  Write an Event with explicit Time stamp 

EventListWrite/T 

Event Label 

Write Trigger : Bool >> 1  

Time stamp value >> 2  

[Attribute value] >> 3  

[Attribute value] >> · · ·  

[Attribute value] >> n  

        Is an option block type. 

This block is the same as the EventListWrite block with the exception that the time stamp value of the 

written event is explicitly specified by the value on the second input pin, rather than being implicitly specified 

by the current run time. 

Exp Block  —  Exponential, base e 

Exp 

Signal  >> 1 >>  e  Signal 

The output value is the value of the base "e" raised to the power specified by the input signal. 

Exp/b Block  —  Exponential, specified base 

Exp/b 

Base 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Base  Signal 

The output value is the value of the base specified by the parameter raised to the power specified by the 

input signal. 

F 

False Block  —  False (constant) 

False 

 1 >>  False (constant) : Bool 

The False block outputs a constant false Boolean value. 
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        Function Table: Set    Reset   Out 

                        false  false   retains previous state 

                        false  true    false 

                        true   false   true 

                        true   true    false 

FIR_Filter Block  —  FIR - Finite Impulse Response - filter 

FIR_Filter 

Impulse Response array name 

Input   >> 1 >>  Input convolved with Impulse Response 

Accepts option block types: 

                Select/Row    - Row selector for impulse response array 

The FIR (aka transversal) filter can be used to effect the convolution of an input signal with a finite 

impulse response sequence . The impulse response is specified by an array row of element values also known as 

filter coefficients or tap weights which may be specified as either an array file name or as an MCL workspace 

array variable name. 

The design or specification of impulse responses which yield desired effects is a much larger topic than 

can be comprehensively discussed here, and the interested reader is referred to texts on linear system theory and 

digital filter design. However, most of the commonly needed filters can be easily realized without such 

specialized knowledge. The following suggestions are offered to assist in filter design by the non-specialist. 

A common application of FIR filters is low-pass and band-pass filtering. The impulse response (filter 

coefficients) for such applications are usually obtained using FIR filter design programs. A computer program 

published by Parks and McClellan <"A computer program for designing optimum FIR linear phase digital 

filters", IEEE Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics, vol. AU-21, pp. 506-525, Dec. 1973> supports the 

synthesis of digital filters for low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, multipassband-stopband filters, differentiators, and 

Hilbert transformers. An implementation of this program is supported in MitSyn for the design of impulse 

response files for use with the FIR_Filter filter block, and it is called the "FIR Filter Designer". This design 

program may be found in the MitSyn Numeric Array Editor (menu: Design | FIR Filter) which provides a user 

interface for the entering/editing of parameter values, then invokes the filter design algorithm, and then plots the 

resultant filter impulse response and the log-magnitude frequency domain response of the associated transfer 

function. The user can then decide if he wants to iterate on the design or save the filter design, i.e., the filter 

coefficient values. (We refer the reader to the paper cited above for advanced technical details of this FIR filter 

design program.) 

Another typical application of such a filter is smoothing and/or the calculation of a running average. For 

this application the impulse response is usually flat with a length which determines the width of the averaging 

window and a magnitude which is the inverse of the length so that the "DC gain" is unity. (A ShiftReg using a 

MEAN function selector is a faster implementation of a running average.)  Another array shape sometimes used 

for smoothing or averaging is a raised cosine. 

Files of tap weights (coefficient values) designed by other programs may easily be converted to a MitSyn 

binary array file by using the File | Import command of the MitSyn Numeric Array Editor. 

Variations in the filter characteristics during a run may be achieved using several different techniques. A 

Select/Row option block may be attached which enables the selection of any row from a multi-row array 

specified as the Impulse Response array name parameter. Another approach is to specify the Impulse Response 

array name as an MCL workspace array, and then change the filter characteristics during a stream processing 

run by simply updating the element values of the array. 

An N point FIR filter requires N multiplications and additions to process one signal sample. When 

implemented on general purpose computers, such a filter thus requires an amount of computation proportional 

to N, and thus long filters are expensive in computational time. Special purpose hardware "accelerator" types of 

"array processors" which are much faster then general purpose computers for this application are becoming 

available at very reasonable prices, and may be supported by future versions of the Stream Processing compiler. 
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FlipFlop/D Block  —  Flip-Flop, D-Type 

FlipFlop/D 

Data : Bool >> 1 >>  Flip-flop is Set : Bool 

Clock : Bool >> 2  

This D-type flip-flop is set to the state of the Data input whenever the Clock input is true, and retains it 

state whenever the Clock input is false. 

        Function Table: Data   Clock   Out #1 

                        false  false   retains previous state 

                        false  true    false 

                        true   false   retains previous state 

                        true   true    true 

FlipFlop/SR Block  —  Flip-Flop, Set-Reset 

FlipFlop/SR 

Set : Bool  >> 1 >>  Flip-flop is Set : Bool 

Reset : Bool  >> 2  

This Set-Reset flip-flop is set to the specified state whenever the Set or Reset inputs are true, and retains 

its state when the inputs are false. Note that a Reset overrides a Set, i.e., if both Set and Reset are true the 

resultant flip-flop state is not set. 

FmntFilt Block  —  Formant Filter 

FmntFilt 

Scaling frequency (Hz) 

In-signal >> 1 >>  Filtered In-signal 

Center Frequency >> 2  

Bandwidth >> 3  

The formant filter is a second order bandpass or "tuned" filter (a single complex conjugate pole pair) 

which may also be regarded as a lowpass filter when the relative bandwidth is made large since its response 

rolls off at 12 dB/octave above its tuned frequency. The center frequency and bandwidth (specified between -3 

dB points) of the filter are set so that their values expressed in Hertz are equal to the values on the second and 

third input pins, respectively, multiplied by the scaling frequency parameter. 

The filter gain is adjusted to be unity at DC. The gain at the center frequency (peak gain) increases as the 

bandwidth is made narrower, and so care must be taken in using the filter to avoid exceeding the maximum 

signal range (overflow). "Control" inputs 2 and 3 should be from constants or slowly varying signals such as 

envelope generator outputs, since it is both meaningless and inherently noisy (i.e., not just an implementation 

artifact) to vary filter characteristics at a rate commensurate with the "time constants" of the filter as implied by 

its frequency domain specifications. Moderately rapid changes, however, are effective in realizing rapid changes 

in timbre for "attacks". 

The FmntFilt is the key block in "subtractive" synthesis or the "formant" approach to synthesis. 

Filter center frequencies should be limited, due to aliasing, to less than one half of the sampling rate being 

used. When tuned to relatively lower frequencies the formant filter is useful as an envelope generator acting on 

"control" rather than "audio" signals. 

FindPeaks_SlidWin Block  —  Local Peak (Maximum) Finder 

This block can be used to find local peaks (relative maxima) within a sliding window of specifiable width. 

It is a macro-block, and is documented in the Utility Library. "Instantaneous" relative peaks may be found using 

the RelMax primitive block. 
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G 

Gate Block  —  Analog Gate 

Gate 

S1 >> 1 >>  Gated S1 

Enable : Bool >> 2  

        Function Table: Enable  Out #1 

                        true     S1 

                        false    0.0 

The Gate generates the "product" of an analog signal and a Boolean. By way of comparison, a Mul 

generates the product of two analog signals, and an And generates the product of two Boolean signals. Gates 

and Ands are faster than Muls. Note that the Inhibit block is the same except for an inversion of the sense of 

the Enable input. 

GE Block  —  Greater Than or Equal Comparison 

GE 

Comparison Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal >= Comparison Value) : Bool 

This GE block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is greater than or equal to the 

Comparison Value parameter, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the Compare, Compare/v, GT,  LE,  LT,  Bounds, and Range blocks. 

GT Block  —  Greater Than Comparison 

GT 

Comparison Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal > Comparison Value) : Bool 

This GT block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is greater than the Comparison Value 

parameter, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the GE,  LT,  LE,  Bounds, and Range blocks. 

GT/Edge Block  —  Greater Than Comparison Edge Detector 

GT/Edge 

Comparison Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal > Comparison Value transition) : Bool Pulse 

This GT/Edge block is equivalent to a GT block followed by an Edge block. That is, it outputs a Boolean 

true pulse whenever the Signal input becomes greater than the Comparison Value parameter after having been 

less than or equal to that value, and outputs false at other times. That is, it "fires" whenever the input Signal 

crosses the Comparison Value in a positive going direction. 

I 

Inhibit Block  —  Inhibiting Gate 

Inhibit 

S1 >> 1 >>  Gated S1 

Disable : Bool >> 2  

        Function Table: Disable  Out #1 

                        true     0.0 

                        false    S1 

This function is the same as Gate except for an inversion of the second, gate control, input. 
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Init Block  —  Initializing Pulse 

Init 

 1 >>  Beginning of Run Flag : Bool 

The output of the Init block is true for the first tick of a run, and false for the remainder of the run. Such 

a signal is sometimes useful for initializing the state of a stream processing module at the beginning of a run. 

Inject Block  —  Inject  Specified Amount 

Inject 

Injection Amount 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Injection 

Inject is the same as Edge except for the scaling of the output. The output is an analog (rather than 

Boolean) value of magnitude such that its integral is equal to the specified Injection Amount. (This means that 

the output is really a pulse for a single process tick of a magnitude equal to the Injection Amount divided by the 

process tick period). Such outputs are often used as inputs to integrators to generate "stairstep" type signals. 

Integrate Block  —  Integrator 

Initial Integral Value 

Integrate 

Integrand >> 1 >>  Integral 

[Reset : Bool] >> 2  

[Reset Value] >> 3  

At each processing tick the Integrate integrator adds an amount proportional to the Integrand input to the 

value of the Integral which is also the output. The proportionality factor used is such that the output will be the 

integral of the input — taking into account the processing tick rate. 

The Initial Integral Value parameter is used to set the initial value of the Integral output, i.e., to "set the 

initial condition". Whenever the (optional) Reset input is true the integral value is reset to the Reset Value input  

(or zero if it is not connected) before the addition of the contribution due to the Integrand input. This is an 

alternative method of setting initial conditions for integration, and may also be used to reset the integral during 

a run. 

A primitive which provides functionality similar to that of the Integrate block is the RunningSum block. 

The description of that primitive should be consulted to determine which of these two is appropriate for the 

intended application. 

One common application of an integrator is to measure the total "energy" in segments of time signals 

bounded by events. The integral is reset to zero at the beginning of each segment, and the instantaneous 

"power" (usually the square of a signal magnitude) is used as the integrand. At the end of the segment the value 

of the integral output is the energy in the segment. Such values are often written out to event lists using the 

event writer primitive EventListWrite. 

In process simulations integrators are the primary blocks used in modeling containers with material 

flowing in and out. 

Another common application of an integrator is to generate a ramp output by integrating a constant 

integrand input value. The slope (per second) of the output ramp will be the value of the constant integrand. A 

similar function is offered by the Timer block. 
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L 

Lag Block  —  First order Filter,  time constant specification 

Lag 

Time constant (seconds)   [ := ] 

Signal >> 1 >>  Filtered Signal 

The Lag block is a first-order filter or single time constant system with exponential impulse response. 

This is also known as a single real pole filter, and also as a first order recursive filter. The parameter specifies 

the value of the time constant. 

The value of the parameter may be updated during a run (Param property). 

This block is often used to smooth out discontinuities in step-like control signals, e.g., to smooth attack 

and decay edges of "rectangular" amplitude envelopes. When used with short time constants for audio type 

signals, the frequency domain characteristics are those of a gradual lowpass filter with a rolloff frequency of the 

inverse of the time constant. See the Lag/Rate block for a variation. 

Lag/Rate Block  —  First order Filter,  rate constant specification 

Lag/Rate 

Rate constant (per second)   [ := ] 

Signal >> 1 >>  Filtered Signal 

The is a Lag block for which the parameter specifies the "rate constant". The rate constant is the k in the 

dx/dt = -kx defining equation, and is the inverse of the block's "time constant". The rate constant is often a more 

meaningful value when doing process simulations, as it is usually directly related to some physical parameter. 

LE Block  —  Less Than or Equal 

LE 

Comparison Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal <= Comparison Value) : Bool 

This LE block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is less than or equal to the Comparison 

Value parameter, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the GE, GT,  LT,  Bounds, and Range blocks. 

Log10 Block  —  Logarithm, base 10 

Log10 

Signal  >> 1 >>  log
10

 (Signal) 

A "domain error" occurs for inputs of less than or equal to 0. 

LogE Block  —  Logarithm, base e 

LogE 

Signal  >> 1 >>  log
e
 (Signal) 

A "domain error" occurs for inputs of less than or equal to 0. 

Lookup Block  —  Table lookup mapping 

Lookup 

Key-value table array name (workspace or file array) 

In  >> 1 >>  Looked up value (value associated with key) 

 2 >>  Offset of key-value pair 

The Lookup block takes as its parameter the name of an array which will be used as a "lookup table" 

containing pairs of keys and values. The lookup table array must be at least two deep. The first row array will be 
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taken as key values, and the second row will be used to supply the associated output values. The key array 

element values must be in ascending order. The value output (pin 1) value will be the output array value 

associated with the largest key array value less than or equal to the input (pin 1) value. The offset output (pin 2) 

will be the offset of the selected key-value pair. If the input value is less than the first key value the Offset 

output will have a value of -1 (and the value output will have the value from the first key-value pair). 

Related blocks include the Map/Quant and Range blocks. 

LT Block  —  Less Than 

LT 

Comparison Value 

Signal   >> 1 >>  (Signal < Comparison Value) : Bool 

This LT block outputs a Boolean true whenever the Signal input is less than the Comparison Value 

parameter, and outputs false at other times. 

Related blocks include the GE, GT,  LE,  Bounds, and Range blocks. 

M 

Map/Interpol Block  —  Mapping with Interpolation 

Map/Interpol 

Mapping array name 

Input (x) >> 1 >>  Output (y) = Mapped Input 

This "function mapper" implements the functional relationship "y = f(x)", where "f" is specified by the 

Mapping array name parameter. Associated with arrays is a domain which specifies the extent of x over which 

the array is defined. The domain is divided into N-1 equal intervals, where N is the length (number of elements) 

of the Mapping array. The first mapping array element value is associated with the domain lower bound of the 

array, and the last element is associated with the upper bound. Linear interpolation is used between stored array 

elements to calculate the value of the mapped output for any input value within the domain. 

A "domain" error is said to occur whenever the value of the input falls outside the domain of the mapping 

array. In such cases the value presented on the output will be the value of the first element of the mapping array 

for inputs less than the lower bound, and the value of the last element for input values above the upper bound. If 

such out of range conditions are to be handled differently it is common practice to either lengthen the mapping 

array by one element at each end and to set those elements to exceptional values in order to flag out of range 

condition, or to use a Range or a Bounds block in parallel with the Map/Interpol block. 

The number of elements in the mapping array should be chosen to achieve the desired accuracy of 

representation over the domain. 

Thus the Map/Interpol block can be used to implement completely arbitrary memoryless nonlinear 

relationships. As such it is useful in representing relationships such as "calibration curves" and "loudness 

functions". 

Map/Quant Block  —  Quantizing Mapping  (Table Lookup) 

Map/Quant 

Mapping array name 

Input (x)  >> 1 >>  Output (y) = Mapped Input 

The Map/Quant block is the same as the Map/Interpol block except that there is no interpolation 

between stored points, hence the "Quant" for "quantizing". The input value "x" is quantized to the domain value 

associated with the nearest lower valued domain point of the mapping array, and the output value is the 

mapping array element value of that point. 

Another way of looking at the function of this block is that it does table lookup where the values in the 

table are the element values of the Mapping array. Such a viewpoint is often apropos when using such a block 

as a "key map", i.e., a block used to map key codes into desired values. 

A related block is the Lookup block. For this Map/Quant block the "key" values come from the domain 

attributes of the mapping array, and are thus the interval between each key value is a constant which is the 
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Dom_Inc attribute value of the mapping array. For the Lookup block key values come from a parallel key 

array, and thus may spaced by arbitrary unequal intervals 

Max Block  —  Maximum 

Max 

S1 >> 1 >>  Max (S1,S2) 

S2 >> 2  

The output of this block is the maximum of the values of its inputs. 

Min Block  —  Minimum 

Min 

S1 >> 1 >>  Min (S1, S2) 

S2 >> 2  

The output of this block is the minimum of the values of its inputs. 

Mix Block  —  Multiple Input Mixer 

Mix/n 

S1   >> 1 >>  Mix of odd pin number inputs 

[A1] >> 2  

[S2]  >> 3  

[A2] >> 4  

[Si]  >> · · ·  

[Ai] >> · · ·  

              Out #1 = S1*A1 + S2*A2 + S3*A3 + ... 

The Mix block provides a means to combine a variable number of input signals by addition with 

adjustable weighting, or equivalently it realizes the summation of the products of pairs of input signals. 

Unconnected amplitude input pins (higher order pin of each pair) have a default value of unity, i.e., the 

multiplication is omitted and the associated signal input (lower order pin) is added directly into the output sum. 

The sum is terminated by the first (in order of ascending pin number) unconnected signal input pin (odd pin 

numbers). Thus the block may be used as a mixer of two or more. 

Such an effect is often used as a "mixer" of audio, with the first input of each pair being the audio signal, 

and the second input used for amplitude control. This block is just a convenient package of several multipliers 

and adders. If only addition is desired, i.e., the amplitude multipliers are to be unity, the simpler (and faster) 

adder blocks should be used. 

Note that the "mixing" realized here is bipolar multiplication and not a "loudness" type of attenuation. 

Such attenuation could be realized by preceding the amplitude inputs with Map/Interpol blocks using 

"loudness functions", or with exponentiator blocks. 

A related block is the MixPanBank block. 

Mix/2 Block  —  Two Input Mixer 

Mix/2 

S1 >> 1 >>  Mix of S1 and S2 

S2 >> 2  

Ratio (unipolar) >> 3  

                Out #1 = S1*(1-Ratio) + S2*Ratio 

The Mix/2 block provides a means to combine two signals with a variable mixing ratio, useful for 

"fading" from one source to another. The Ratio input specifies the percentage of input 2 in the output, i.e., as the 

ratio value is increased to unity the output combination contains more of signal 2 and less of signal 1. A ratio of 

zero passes only signal 1 and a ratio of unity passes only signal 2. 
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If the desired effect is to only select one of the two inputs, i.e., to switch the output between the two 

inputs, the Select block should be used instead of the 2 input mixer because selection is less costly than mixing. 

In addition to its more obvious applications, a Mix/2 block might be used to realize intra-note timbral 

changes by varying the blend within each note between two synchronous note driven oscillators playing 

waveforms of different harmonic composition. The ratio input might be driven by an envelope generator driven 

by the same note. For a "percussive" type of attack, the initial part of the attack would come from a 

harmonically rich waveform, while the later portion of the "note" would have less high frequency energy 

content. Inter-note timbral variations might be specified by using a notated mixing ratio, or perhaps by 

generating a mixing ratio signal internally from other signals such as a frequency or amplitude control. In the 

latter case the timbre would thus change automatically with changes in frequency and/or amplitude. An inter-

note attack variation can be realized by mixing the outputs of two envelope generators of different attack 

shapes, with the mixing ratio being notated, or perhaps generated internally from some other signal such as a 

frequency or amplitude control. Thus the attack would change automatically with changes in frequency and/or 

amplitude. 

MixPanBank Block  —  Bank of Mix and Pan controls 

MixPanBank 

Settings array name (workspace or file array) 

[track 1] >> 1 >>  Left channel output 

[track 2] >> 2 >>  Right channel output 

[track 3] >> 3  

[track  i] >> · · ·  

The MixPanBank block may be used to implement the effect of a multiple channel mixer where the 

amplitude and right-left pan position of each channel may be independently set. The settings array must have a 

depth of two, and a length of the number of channels plus one. The top row controls the Left output, and the 

next row controls the Right output. For each output, each channel input is multiplied by the weighting specified 

by the related settings array element and added to the mix. Then the zeroth element of the related settings array 

row is used as an output multiplier, i.e., similar to master gain control. 

Mod Block  —  Modulus (Remainder) 

Mod 

Numerator >> 1 >>  Remainder 

Divisor >> 2  

Mod/Param Block  —  Modulus (Remainder) by a Parameter value 

Mod/Param 

Divisor 

S1  >> 1 >>  Remainder 

The Mod/Param block outputs the remainder of its input value divided by the parameter value. 

MovingSum Block  —  Moving Sum 

MovingSum 

Length (number of elements in sum) 

Data  >> 1 >>  Sum of recent Data inputs 

[Sum Enable : Bool]  >> 2  

[Clear : Bool]  >> 3  

The output of this block is the sum of the "N" most recent input values, where the value of "N" is 

specified by the Length parameter. Whenever the Sum Enable input (input pin 2) is true the value on pin 1 is 

loaded into the sum, and the oldest value is deleted. (Some may recognize this as a "shift register" load enable 

control.)  If the Sum Enable pin is not connected a new value is loaded on each processing tick, i.e., the default 
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Enable is true. A true value on the Clear input clears the sum to zero, and thus the output will be zero. The 

default Clear is false. 

If the input to the MovingSum block is the product of two signals (e.g., as the output of a Mul block) the 

operation is that called a "array dot product". This MovingSum primitive is the key block in calculating 

measures on signals in a moving window such as running averages, power averages, and auto- and cross- 

correlations. Correlations at some particular "lag time" are calculated by delaying one of two signals, then 

multiplying them together, and then sending the product to a MovingSum block. 

A related block is the RunningSum block which sums all its input values since its last reset. Thus the 

RunningSum block is used when an analysis window is to be moved in distinct steps or frames, and the 

MovingSum block is used when an analysis window is to be moved continuously. 

The smart shift register ShiftReg can be used to find the running mean in a sliding window of fixed 

width. 

Mul Block  —  Multiplier 

Mul 

S1 >> 1 >>  S1 * S2 

S2 >> 2  

Multiplier blocks generate an output value which is the product of the two values. Note that both signal 

ranges are bipolar (positive and negative), so two negative inputs yield a positive output. 

Multiplication of an audio frequency signal by a low frequency "control" signal is typically considered as 

amplitude control (i.e., dynamic level). If both of the input signals are in the audio frequency range, the process 

is usually called modulation and it generates new frequencies since the output will contain frequency 

components at the sum and difference of input frequencies. In analog hardware, "ring modulators" produce an 

effect similar to this. 

Mul/Param Block  —  Multiplication by a Parameter value 

Mul/Param 

Multiplication factor   [ := ] 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 * (Multiplication factor) 

The Mul/Param block multiplies its input by the current value of its parameter. 

Mul/Dt Block  —  Multiplication by Delta T  (tick period) 

Mul/Dt 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 * (process tick period) 

The Mul/Dt block multiplies its input by the process tick period. 

Mul/NumbarVar Block  —  Multiplication by the value of a Workspace Number 
Variable 

Mul/NumbarVar 

Number variable name 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 * (current value of scalar variable) 

The Mul/NumbarVar block multiplies its input by the current value of the MCL workspace Number 

variable specified by the parameter. 
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N 

Neg Block  —  Analog Negation 

Neg 

In >> 1 >>   -In 

The negation block causes a polarity inversion of the (bipolar) input signal. It should be contrasted with 

the Not block, which effects a logical inversion of a Boolean signal. 

Not Block  —  Logical Inversion 

Not 

In : Bool >> 1 >>  not In : Bool 

The Not block effects a logical inversion for Boolean signals, i.e., a true input yields a false output, and 

vice versa. 

Not blocks are often used to convert trailing edges to triggers, as for example when a signal falls below a 

threshold [following a Compare block], a OneShot times out, or at the trailing edge of a NoteRead block 

Scope output. Also see the Edge/F block which in some sense includes a Not block since generates a pulse at a 

falling edge. 

NoteRead Block  —  Score Note Reader 

NoteRead 

Score Note class number 

 1 >>  Note Level 

 2 >>  Note Amplitude 

This is a score reading block. As a score is being read, the value of a NoteRead block Level output is the 

level of the most recently read note of the specified note class. If the score note being read is "sloped", i.e., it 

has an ending level which is different from its starting level, the Level output of the NoteRead block will be a 

ramp during the duration or "scope" of the note from the initial level to the end level, and will then hold the 

final or end level until another note of the specified class is read. 

The Amplitude output of a NoteRead block is set to the amplitude of a note whenever a score note of the 

given note class is read (the note's "time origin" or onset). At a later time, equal to the onset time plus the 

"width" or duration of the score note, the value of the Amplitude output is set to 0.0. The time during which the 

Amplitude output is nonzero is called the "scope" of the note. 

Note class numbers, the first parameter, are small positive integers. The highest note class number used in 

any module should be kept as low as convenient to economize resource usage at run time. 

Until the first score note of the specific class is read the NoteRead Level output has a value of 1.0, and the 

NoteRead Amplitude output has a value of 0.0. 

The ScoEventRead block provides a similar service, differing in that score events are separated into 

classes by names (the event labels) rather than numbers, and have a event time pulse output instead of a scope 

output. 

Number Block  —  Updateable Number Value (a parameter) 

Number 

Initial Value when processor is built   [ := ] 

 1 >>  Current value 

The Number block supplies a numeric value which is specified by its parameter. 

As indicated by the "[ := ]" notation appended to the end of the parameter descriptor, the parameter value 

of a Number block may be updated during a run by assigning to the block's Param(1) property. Such 

commands most often occur while executing "event handlers" during stream processing runs. or as the result of 

MCL Command score items being read from a score. (In order to be updated such blocks must have a non 

empty block identifier.)  The NumberVar block offers a slight variation. The choice between that block and this 

Number block is usually based on notational convenience. 
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NumberVar Block  —  Read from a workspace Number variable 

NumberVar 

Number variable name 

 1 >>  Current value of the specified Number variable 

The NumberVar block presents on its output pin the current value of an MCL Number variable. 

NumberVarWrite Block  —  Write to a workspace Number variable 

NumberVarWrite 

Number variable name 

Write Control  >> 1  

Value  >> 2  

The NumberVarWrite block updates the value of an MCL Number variable. 

If the value presented to the Write Control pin is zero the block is disabled. If the Write Control value is 

true the Number variable value will be updated with the value presented on the Value input pin. 

 O 

OnEnd Block  —  End-of-Input Action Specifier 

OnEnd 

End-of-Input Action:   Stop | Hold 

 1 >>  Beyond End Flag : Bool 

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached to input blocks such as waveform stream readers (WaveFileRead), 

event list readers (EventListRead), and workspace array readers (ArrayColRead) to specify the action to be 

effected when the end of the input is encountered. The End-of-Input Action parameter is a keyword which 

specifies what action is effected when the reader encounters the end of the input. The End-of-Input Action 

options are as follows. 

Stop Stop the processing run. This is the default action for most input block types if there is no 

OnEnd option attached to the input block. 

Hold Processing continues with the reader output pins holding the last values read from the input. 

The output pin 1 value is a Boolean (flag) which is false while the input block is scanning new data, and 

true after an end-of-input condition occurs. 

Attaching an OnEnd option block to a stream processing input block is somewhat analogous specifying 

an End_of_File option with MCL FileStream.Read methods. 

OneShot Block  —  One-shot  (retriggerable monostable) 

OneShot 

Time constant   [ := ] 

Time constant units:  Seconds | Ticks 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Timer output : Bool 

A false to true transition of the Trigger input of a OneShot causes its output to switch from the normal 

value of false (off) to a value of true (on). The output will remain true for a duration of signal time equal to the 

Time Constant parameter after the input returns to false, i.e., the timing period begins when the Trigger input 

becomes false. If the Trigger becomes true again while the timer is on (i.e., output is true), the timer is reset to 

zero elapsed time so that the interval timing begins anew and the output stays on. In other words, the OneShot 

may be retriggered. Thus by triggering the input again before the timer times outs the output will remain true 

for a longer interval. The OneShot/Pulse variant outputs a single pulse when the timer times out, rather than a 

level during the entire period. 

The Time Constant parameter may be updated from a script or a score during a run (using its Param(1) 

property). Additionally, if the update value is negative the OneShot will be triggered at that time. Any negative 
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value will be changed to a positive value before setting the time constant. Thus OneShots can be both adjusted 

and triggered from modules and scores. A variant OneShot/Variable allows the time constant to be set from a 

variable (pin) input. 

If a signal is wired through a Edge block before going to the OneShot trigger input the Edge+OneShot 

combination makes an "edge-triggered" one-shot. 

Common applications of one-shots are as trigger delays, pulse generators, and pulse stretchers. Another 

application of one-shots is to specify window time widths for feature extraction, e.g., for finding the time and 

value of the peak of a signal in windows of a specified width. 

OneShot/Pulse Block  —  One-shot  with Pulse output 

OneShot/Pulse 

Time constant 

Time constant units:  Seconds | Ticks 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >>  Timer output pulse: Bool 

A OneShot/Pulse is the same as a OneShot with the exception that the output is a single pulse when the 

timer times out, rather than a level while the timer is running. 

One common usage is in the construction of a "timing chain generator" by cascading one-shots 

interconnected so that the "timing out" of one triggers the next one in the chain. (The input of each 

OneShot/Pulse in the chain would be connected to output of the previous OneShot/Pulse so that timing out of 

the predecessor would start the timing of the successor.)  And if the output of the last stage is fed back to input 

of the first stage (with a UDelay somewhere in the loop) the timing chain will cycle repeatedly. 

OneShot/Variable Block  —  One-shot  with Variable Delay 

OneShot/Variable 

Trigger : Bool >> 1 >> Timer output : Bool 

Delay : Seconds >> 2  

In this variant of a OneShot the timer delay is reset from the value presented to the second input pin 

whenever the Trigger input is true. 

Or Block  —  Logical Inclusive Or Gate 

Or 

B1 : Bool >> 1 >>   Inclusive Or of inputs : Bool 

B2 : Bool >> 2  

>> · · ·  

[Bn : Bool] >> n  

The output of the logical inclusive OR gate is true whenever any of the inputs is true, and false when all 

inputs are false. The first two input pins must be connected. Higher numbered inputs are optional, and the 

disjunctive inclusion is terminated by the first unconnected signal input pin (first in the order of ascending pin 

number). 

Oscil Block  —  Oscillator 

Oscil 

Wavetable array name 

Scaling frequency 

Frequency (unipolar) >> 1 >>  Synthesized waveform 

[Amplitude] >> 2  

The output of an oscillator is a periodic signal of waveshape defined by the array identified by the 

Wavetable array name parameter. The shape represented by the array element values will be replicated (scanned 

and sampled) once for each cycle of the oscillator output. The frequency of the oscillator will be the product of 

the signal value on the Frequency input pin multiplied by the Scaling frequency parameter. The output is 
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undefined for negative Frequency inputs. The oscillator output is multiplied by the Amplitude input signal 

(bipolar, linear multiplication). The Amplitude input pin may be left unconnected, in which case the amplitude 

multiplier default value is unity. 

The Wavetable array name parameter specifies the name of a workspace or file array. The length (number 

of elements) of the wavetable array may be any convenient value. By default the array data are taken to 

represent one cycle of the Oscil's output. The elements of the array are taken as specifying the values of the 

waveform at equally spaced points in phase of from 0 to 2* Linear interpolation is used to calculate the output 

values for phases between array specified points. 

Oscil block properties 

Phase = new_phase 

The new phase should be a value in the range of zero to one. 

Variations in the wave shape during a run may be achieved using several different techniques. One option 

is to run several oscillators simultaneously and combine their outputs with an adjustable mixer (perhaps itself 

driven by an Envelope Generator). Another option is to change the elements values of the wavetable array 

during a run. This is effected by using a workspace array for the wavetable, and simply updating the values of 

any or all of that array's elements. The current phase of the oscillator is unmodified by any wavetable data 

updating. 

Oscillators cycling at audio frequencies generate signals whose "timbre" is strongly influenced by the 

weighting of the harmonics in the particular wavetable array being used. Oscillators cycling at subaudio 

frequencies are useful for realizing effects such as vibrato and rhythmic patterns. The frequency control signal 

will often come directly from a note level or score track, but may, of course, be any combination of signals. In 

particular, if one component of a frequency control is the output of another oscillator we have what is called 

"frequency modulation." 

Note that if the wavetable array being sampled is not "bandlimited", aliasing or foldover effects will be 

generated which are not removable by analog lowpass filtering of eventual D/A converted outputs. If it is 

desired to avoid such "noise" the arrays should be bandlimited, a property realized if they are composed of only 

combinations of sinusoidal, hence bandlimited, harmonics. If the frequency of the highest nonzero harmonic 

never exceeds one-half of the sampling rate no aliasing will occur. 

Oscil/Exp2 Block  —  Exponential Oscillator 

Oscil/Exp2 

Wavetable array name [ := ] 

Base frequency 

Frequency  >> 1 >>  Synthesized waveform 

[Amplitude] >> 2  

Accepts option block types: 

                Select/Row    - Row selector for wavetable 

The exponential oscillator is the same as the regular oscillator Oscil (vide) except that the Frequency input 

is internally transformed by exponentiation. The frequency of the oscillator will be 

Oscil/Exp2 frequency = (Base frequency) * 2  (Frequency input) 

The Frequency input is used as an exponent for the base of 2. Thus each unit increase in the input will 

raise the frequency one octave, e.g., an input of 2.0 will indicate a frequency of 2 octaves above the base 

frequency. For musical work the exponential oscillator will normally be used since a given change of input will 

yield a pitch change of constant interval rather than of constant frequency. An often convenient base frequency 

is about 16 Hz since such will correspond with conventional octave numbering. "Middle C", denoted by "C4", 

has a frequency of about 256 Hz (261 for an A4 of 440 Hz) and would be realized by an input of 4.0. Note that 

"retuning an oscillator", i.e., changing its base frequency, corresponds to the musical notion of "transposition". 
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P 

Pan Block  —  Pan (panoramic) Distributor 

Pan 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Signal * (1 - Pan Control) 

Pan Control  >> 2 >>  Signal * (Pan Control) 

A Pan (for panoramic) block distributes the input signal between the two output channels in accordance 

with the pan control input value. A control value of 0 distributes the input signal entirely to output channel 1, 

and increasing the control value causes the signal to be given more to output channel 2 and less to output 

channel 1. One use of a Pan block is to adjust the "position" of a sound in a "stereo spread". 

A related block is the MixPanBank block. 

Pan/Param Block  —  Pan at a Parameter value position 

Pan/Param 

Pan position   [ := ] 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Signal * (1 - Pan position) 

 2 >>  Signal * (Pan position) 

A Pan/Param block distributes the input signal between the two output channels in accordance with the 

Pan position parameter. A Pan block is used when a varying distribution is desired. 

Play Block  —  Audio Output (sound board) 

Play 

Channel 1 Signal  >> 1  

[Channel 2 Signal] >> 2  

 · · ·  

[Channel n Signal ] >> n  

The Play block plays out its inputs as audio. A sound board must be installed in the system which 

supports 16-bit sound. Most currently available sound boards support only up to two channels. Audio output 

will be continuous if the stream processing supplies samples as fast as they are played, otherwise there will be 

blocks of sound interspersed with gaps of silence. Lowering the processing tick rate, and hence the output 

sampling rate, allows more complex modules to be run in real time without gaps in the sound. And, of course, 

the CPU speed of the host machine determines the overall speed of the stream processing. 

The companion block type for audio input is called the Sampler block. 

Play block options and properties (may be accessed in either context) 

BufLen = length_in_sec_scal 

Buffer length in seconds. A longer value improves performance, while a shorter value can be used for 

faster starting at the beginning of a run. The default value is about 0.3 seconds. 

Position : scal 
Returns the real-time position of the play output in number of sample frames since the run began. This 

value will usually be somewhat less than the run tick count since the processing must be ahead of the 

playing to insure continuous (no gaps) playing. 

PostEvent Block  —  Post an Event to the run's event queue 

PostEvent 

Event handler MCL script (string) 

Trigger : Bool >> 1  

The PostEvent posts an event to the MCL event queue while the run is ongoing. 

When triggered, this block causes the Event Handler script to be executed when the event reaches the 

front of the event queue. The event will be posted immediately after all the other processing for a tick is 

finished. This ordering guarantees that any written variable values will have already been updated. On a multi-
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processor machine, however, tick processing may continue while the event is being processed (on a different 

thread), and so any such referenced variables may have even later values. 

Pow Block  —  Raise to a Power 

Pow 

S1 >> 1 >>  S1 raised to the power S2 

S2 >> 2  

The Pow block may be used to exponentiate, i.e., raise a value to a power. 

Pow/Param Block  —  Raise to a Parameter value Power 

Pow/Param 

Power   [ := ] 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 raised to the Power parameter value 

The Pow/Param block may be used to exponentiate, i.e., raise a value to a power. 

Prompt Block  —  Keyboard Numeric Line Input 

Prompt 

Prompt text 

[Enable : Bool] >> 1 >>  Value received from keyboard 

At each processing tick for which it is enabled, the Prompt block will solicit a numeric value input from 

the user with a dialog box with a prompt of the parameter of the Prompt block. The number will be converted 

to a value to be presented on the output pin of the block. If the Enable input is not connected the block is 

permanently enabled, i.e., always on. Any of the usual run termination conditions apply, and a break from the 

keyboard (pressing the ESC key) is the condition often used. 

Prompt blocks are useful when debugging modules, since the supply user specified input values and also 

force a pause at each tick. 

The input of single key strokes may be effected defining a Message event procedure for stream 

processing Runs. 

Q 

Quantize Block  —  Quantizer 

Quantize 

Step size 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Quantized signal 

The Quantize block quantizes the input signal by truncation to the greatest integral multiple of the step 

size which is less than or equal to the signal value. For positive signals this is truncation down to a smaller 

value. For negative signals it truncates up to a smaller absolute value. 

Queue Block  —  Queue 

Queue 

Maximum Length (# entries) 

Enter : Bool >> 1 >>  Current head of Queue value 

New Entry Value >> 2 >>  Current length of Queue 

Remove From Head : Bool  >> 3  

[Reset to Empty] >> 4  

The Queue block implements a standard queue or FIFO (First In First Out) memory. Whenever the Enter 

input is true the New Entry Value will be entered into the queue (added to the tail of the queue) and the length 

of the queue will be incremented. Whenever the Remove From Head input is true the length of the queue will 

be decremented and the Current Head of Queue output value will be set to value of the next entry in the queue. 
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Related blocks include ShiftReg and Delay blocks. 

R 

Random Block  —  Uniform Pseudorandom Number Generator 

Random 

 1 >>  Random value output 

The random number generator outputs a sequence of random values with a uniform probability 

distribution over the range of 0.0 inclusive to 1.0 exclusive. 

If it is desired to have the same sequence of random numbers in multiple runs the RandomGen.Seed 

method may be used just before beginning each run to reset the random number generator to the same starting 

value. The seed may be reset during a run using a script with a statement of "RandomGen.Seed=value" 

Random/Range Block  —  Random Number Generator with Specified Range 

Range Minimum 

Range Maximum 

Random/Range 

[Enable : bool]  >> 1 >>  Random value output 

The Random/Range block outputs a sequence of random values with a uniform probability distribution 

over the range specified by its parameters. It is the same as the Random block with the addition of the scaling 

for the specified range, and the optional Enable input. If the Enable input is connected and presents a value of 

false the block’s output value will be zero. 

Range Block  —  Range Classifier 

Rang[Reset : Bool]  e 

Bounds array (MCL_array_val) 

In  >> 1 >>  In < V[0] : Bool 

 2 >>  V[0] <= In < V[1] : Bool 

 · · ·  

 n >>  In >= V[n-2] : Bool 

The Range block takes as its parameter an array value expression (which may thus be an array aggregate 

literal) and uses the element values of that array value as bounds of ranges. The element values must be in 

ascending order. The length of the bounds array must be at least as long as the number of output pins - 1, since 

that many points are needed to specify the required number of ranges (as determined by the requested number 

of output pins). The one output pin corresponding the range containing the value of the input signal will present 

a true value, and all the other output pins will present a false value. 

One could view this block to the stream processing analog of "case selection" constructs in procedural 

languages such as MCL. Related blocks include the Compare, Bounds, and Lookup blocks. 

RefractFilt Block  —  Refractory Filter 

This is a macro-block, which is documented in the Utility Library. 

Reverb Block  —  Reverberation Processor 

This is a macro-block, which is documented in the Utility Library. 
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RelMax Block  —  Relative Maximum Finder 

RelMax 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Relative max strobe pulse : Bool 

 2 >>  Most recent relative max value 

The RelMax block outputs on pin 1 a unity pulse whenever the input signal was at a relative maximum on 

the previous tick (sample period). This means that the input signal had been rising, and the current input signal 

is less than the previous value of the input signal. The output pin 2 will have the value of the relative maximum, 

i.e., the value of the input on the previous tick. The strobe pulse on pin 1 will be true for only one tick, but the 

maximum value (output pin 2) will be held until the next relative maximum is detected. 

A macro-block named FindPeaks_SlidWin which is supplied in the Utility Library implements a 

different peak finding algorithm. That block finds peaks in a sliding time window of a specifiable width. 

RelMin Block  —  Relative Minimum Finder 

RelMin 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Relative min strobe pulse : Bool 

 2 >>  Most recent relative min value 

The RelMin block is identical to the RelMax block with the exception that relative minima are found 

rather than relative maxima. 

RunningMax Block  —  Running Maximum 

RunningMax 

Signal >> 1 >>  Running maximum since last reset 

Reset : Bool >> 2 >>  Previous maximum 

The RunningMax block presents to output pin 1 the running maximum of the input pin 1 Signal since the 

last reset. Whenever the Reset input is true the output (running maximum) is reset to the current Signal input 

value. The value presented on output pin 2 is the value of the running maximum when last reset, i.e., at each 

reset the current running maximum value is transferred to output pin 2, and then the current running maximum 

(output pin 1) is set to the current input #1. 

The smart shift register ShiftReg can be used to find the running maximum in a sliding window of fixed 

width. 

RunningMax/Rising Block  —  Running Maximum with "Is Rising" Output Flag 

RunningMax/Rising 

Signal >> 1 >>  Running maximum since last reset 

Reset : Bool >> 2 >>  Input currently is a maximum : Bool 

The RunningMax/Rising block is the same as the RunningMax block with the exception that output on 

pin 2 is a boolean which is true whenever the input pin 1 signal is greater than the previous running maximum, 

i.e., whenever the running maximum is being increased. Output pin 2 is false whenever the Reset input is true. 

RunningSum Block  —  Running Sum 

RunningSum 

Addend >> 1 >>  Sum of Addend inputs 

Initialize : Bool >> 2  

Initial Value >> 3  

At each processing tick the RunningSum primitive adds the Addend input value to the value of an 

accumulating sum. Whenever the Initialize input is true the sum is reset to the Initial Value input before the 

addition of the Addend. The adding in of the Addend input when the Initialize input is true may be inhibited 

using an Inhibit block in the Addend signal lead with its Disable input connected to Initialize. 
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The RunningSum block and the Integrate block both perform a similar function but with different 

interpretations of what the input represents, and this difference results in a different scaling of values. Another 

primitive block type of related functionality is the MovingSum block. 

One application of the RunningSum block is to generate a sequence of step like levels where a step 

change occurs whenever a scaled impulse is presented to the Addend input. Each step level change will be the 

value (size) of the input impulse. Such scaled impulses are often generated by multiplying unit samples (usually 

generated by unit sample generators [Edges]) by the desired factor or step size. 

RunTime Block  —  Time since run began 

RunTime 

 1 >>  Run time (seconds) 

Unless the processing run is in real-time mode the output of the RunTime block is the amount of signal 

time elapsed since the beginning of the stream processing run, expressed in seconds. 

If the processing run is in real-time mode the output of this block is the real time in seconds since the run 

began. The resolution is the same as for the Timer block. The number of ticks since the run began can be 

accessed using a TickCounter block. 

S 

SamplePlay Block  —  Play out from a sound sample 

SamplePlay 

Sound Sample file name (*.msample) 

Scaling frequency 

Envelope Parameters (string) 

Frequency (unipolar) >> 1 >>  Synthesized waveform 

Trigger/Amplitude >> 2  

The Frequency input functions in the same way as the Frequency input to the Oscil/Exp2 block. 

However, pitch shifting occurs only if the sound sample (a .msample format file) includes a non-zero “Root 

MIDI key number” (which can be specified using the MitSyn Waveform editor). Looping may also be specified 

in the sound sample file. 

The Trigger/Amplitude input functions in the same way as the Trigger/Amplitude input to an 

EnvelGen/MADR. The SamplePlay block effectively contains a built-in EnvelGen/MADR envelope 

generator, with the exception that the “eA” parameter value is treated differently. “eA” is the time to ramp up to 

full volume, and has a default value of 0 which implies no attack ramp phase. 

Sampler Block  —  Audio Input - Analog to Digital conversion 

Sampler 

 1 >>  channel 1 

 2 >>  channel 2 

The Sampler block provides real-time input from audio inputs. A sound board must be installed in the 

system which supports 16-bit sound. Most currently available sound boards support only up to two channels. 

Audio input will be continuous if the stream processing consumes samples as fast as they are generated 

(sampled). Lowering the processing tick rate, and hence the sampling rate, allows more complex modules to be 

run in real time without gaps in sampled record. 

The companion block type for audio output is called the Play block. 

Sampler block options 

BufLen = length_in_sec_scal 

Buffer length in seconds. A longer value may allow higher data rates without gaps, while a shorter value 

can be used for faster access to the real-time data. The default value is about 0.2 seconds. 
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Title = str 

Scale Block  —  Scale Change, addition plus multiplication 

Scale 

Addition Constant 

Multiplication Constant 

S1  >> 1 >>  (S1 + (Addition Constant)) * (Multiplication Constant) 

The Scale block adds the value of the Addition Constant parameter to its single input, and then multiplies 

the result by the Multiplication Constant. It is the same as an Add/Param block followed by a Mul/Param 

block. Such is often used to change the range and scale of a signal value. 

Schmitt Block  —  Schmitt Trigger 

Schmitt 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Schmitt output : Bool 

Upper threshold  >> 2  

Lower threshold  >> 3  

The Schmitt trigger is a standard classical Schmitt trigger. Whenever the input signal rises above the 

upper threshold the output is switched to true and remains true until the input signal falls below the lower 

threshold, at which time the output switches to false. The difference between the upper and lower thresholds is 

known as the hysteresis of the Schmitt trigger. If the thresholds are to be the same the simpler Compare block 

should be used instead of the Schmitt trigger. 

The many usual applications of Schmitt triggers are far too numerous to all be mentioned here and the 

interested reader is referred to a good text on instrumentation. One important usage is in "event detection" on 

analog signals. The hysteresis is set so that low level noise does not cause multiple events as a longer term trend 

of a signal crosses a threshold. 

ScoEventRead Block  —  Score Event Reader 

ScoEventRead 

Event label 

Output pin 2 initial value (Level2 value) 

Output pin 3 initial value (Level value) 

 1 >>  Event time pulse : Bool 

 2 >>  Level2 value 

 3 >>  Level value 

Whenever a score event with a label matching the block's Event label parameter is read the Event time 

pulse output will be true for one tick, and the Level2 value and Level value output values are updated with the 

corresponding values from the score event. 

ScoLevelRead Block  —  Score Level Item Reader 

ScoLevelRead 

Score Level Item Class Number 

 1 >>  Level value 

A score level block outputs a value determined by "reading" a score level item. Whenever a score level 

item notation item of the number specified by the Score Level Item Number parameter of the block is read the 

Level output of the block will be set to the value specified by the notation item. That value will be held until the 

next pertinent score notation item is read. 

Score level item numbers, the first parameter, are small positive integers. The highest score level item 

number used in any module should be kept as low as convenient to economize resource usage at run time. 

Situations of where the highest score level item number exceeds 100 should be very rare. 

The ScoEventRead block is a similar block with slightly different features. 
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ScoreTime Block  —  Score Time 

ScoreTime 

 1 >>  Current score time in beats 

This block presents on its output the current position of the score reader. This is the same value accessible 

as the ScoreTime property of a running stream processor. 

SegBegin Block  —  Beginning of Segment Flag 

SegBegin 

 1 >>  Beginning of Segment Flag : Bool 

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached to a waveform stream reader (WaveFileRead). The Beginning of 

Segment Flag will be true for the first sample from each segment, and false for the remainder of the segment. 

Select Block  —  Select one of two inputs 

Select 

S1  >> 1 >>  Selection of S1 or S2 

S2  >> 2  

Select : Bool  >> 3  

        Function Table: Select  Out 

                        false    S1 

                        true     S2 

This Select block selects the value on one of the first two input pins and presents that value to the output. 

If the Select input is false the first input is connected to the output, otherwise the second input is connected to 

the output. Another name for this action would be a controlled switch. The Select block should be compared to 

the Mix/2 block. 

Select/Row Block  —  Select a Row of an Array 

Select/Row 

Select  >> 1  

Enable : Bool  >> 2  

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached to some block types which take an array as a parameter when it is 

desired to select specific rows of a multi-row array during a stream processing run. The Select input specifies 

which row of the array is the currently selected one. If the Select value is less than one the first row (index of 

zero since array rows use zero-based indexing) is selected, greater than or equal to one but less than two selects 

the second row, etc. A Select value of greater than the number of rows in the array (its depth) selects the last row 

of the array. 

The value of the Select input is acted upon only when the Enable input is true. At other times the 

previously selected row remains the current one. Most applications require that a row change occur only at 

propitious times. For example, if the wavetable for an Oscil is changed while it is "active" a click will often be 

heard due to a discontinuity in the generated waveform. 
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ShiftReg Block  —  Smart Shift Register 

ShiftReg 

Length 

Output function selector 

Input Signal  >> 1 >>  Output (as selected by parameter 2) 

Load/Shift : Bool  >> 2 >>  Age of selected output 

[Init/Reset : Bool] >> 3  

[Init/Reset Value ] >> 4  

A shift register is an object into which new values are loaded upon command from the input, while at the 

same time previously loaded values are "shifted" by one position with the oldest previously loaded value being 

shifted out and forgotten. The number of retained values is the Length of the shift register. 

For this particular ShiftReg shift register each time that the Load/Shift input (pin 2) value is true the 

contents of the shift register are shifted one position and the current input signal value (pin 1) is loaded into the 

shift register. ShiftReg is called a "smart" shift register because the Output function selector parameter specifies 

that the value presented on the output pin 1 can be calculated in one of several ways from the values currently 

held in the shift register. That function may be one of the following: 

Oldest The oldest previously loaded value. 

Maximum The maximum of the all the values in the shift register. 

Mean The mean of all the values in the shift register. 

The second output pin value is relevant only when the selector function specifies a single value, such as 

Maximum, and in those case it presents the age of the selected value as measured in units of Load pulse inputs. 

An optional connection to input pin 3 can be used to initialize (or reset) the shift register, i.e., set all the 

contained values to a specific value. If input pin 4 is connected the value presented there will be taken as the 

initializing value, otherwise the initializing value will be zero. If the Initialize input (pin 3) and the Load input 

(pin 2) are both true on the same tick, the initialization is effected first, and then the load/shift is effected. 

Related blocks include Delay, MovingSum, and Queue blocks. For a simple delay the Delay block 

should be used rather than a ShiftReg as it is less expensive. 

A few of the many applications for this smart shift register are data smoothing (e.g., running mean and 

running maximum with a fixed window width), event delay (i.e., by setting the load input true for each event), 

and event detection (e.g., finding the largest peak of the most recent relative peaks). 

ShiftReg/Paral Block  —  Shift Register with Parallel Output 

ShiftReg/Par 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Sig at most recent load pulse 

Load/Shift : Bool  >> 2 >>  Sig at previous load pulse 

 · · ·  

 n >>  Sig at n-th previous load pulse 

Each time that the Load/Shift input (pin 2) value is true the contents of the shift register are shifted one 

position to higher output pin numbers, and the current Signal input value (pin 1) is loaded into the shift register 

and appears on output pin 1. 

One application of parallel output shift registers is in implementing event detection algorithms, where the 

detection of the next event is dependent upon the values of the preceding few events. 

Sine Block  —  Sine function 

Sin 

Signal  >> 1 >>  sine (signal) 

The units of the input signal are taken to be radians. 
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SqRt Block  —  Square Root 

SqRt 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Square root (Signal) 

The output of the SqRt block is the square root of the input. A "domain" error occurs whenever the input 

is negative. 

StepGen Block  —  Step Generator 

This is a macro-block, which is documented in the Utility Library. 

StopRun Block  —  Stop the process run 

StopRun 

Stop : Bool  >> 1  

The process run is stopped as soon as the input becomes true. 

Sub Block  —  Subtraction 

Sub 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 - S2 

S2  >> 2  

The subtraction block is the same as a two input adder except for a polarity inversion of the second input. 

Sub/Param Block  —  Subtraction of a Parameter value 

Sub/Param 

Subtraction value   [ := ] 

S1  >> 1 >>  S1 - (Subtraction value) 

The Sub/Param block subtracts the current value of the Subtraction value parameter from its single input. 

T 

Tempo Block  —  Tempo Control for Score Readers 

Tempo 

Tempo (beats per second)   >> 1  

 When reading a score a Tempo block may be used to set the mapping from score time measured in beats 

to real time measured in seconds. The input to a Tempo block will be used to set the rate at which a score is 

read, in units of beats per second. Specific modules should contain no more than one Tempo block, although 

none need be defined. Alternatively, the tempo may be set and changed by updating the Tempo property of an 

SProcessor object from a script. A Tempo block continually updates the Tempo property, and so setting that 

property from a script is irrelevant whenever a Tempo block is present. If no form of tempo specification is 

present the default tempo is one beat per second. 

Nonscore temporal parameters are not affected by any tempo mapping. Thus items such as block time 

constants and envelope generator scan rates are not affected. In summary, the times of all "score synchronous" 

events (e.g., note durations) are mapped by the current tempo value, but "signal processing" parameters are not 

affected. 

For types of sound which are to have a metrical temporal structure it is often easier to think and score in 

terms of "beats" rather than absolute time in seconds. As an example, a sequence to be played at a metronome 

marking of 75 beats per minute would be conveniently scored using one score beat per conceptual beat, and 

then read with a tempo value of 1.25 beats per seconds to bring the resultant rate up to 60*(1.25) or 75 beats per 

minute. 
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TickCounter Block  —  Tick Counter 

TickCounter 

[Reset : Bool]  >> 1 >>  Number of ticks since last reset 

The TickCounter output value is the number of process ticks that have elapsed since the Reset input last 

changed from true to false. 

The Counter block can be used when a TickCounter that can be turned on and off (enabled) is needed. 

Timer Block  —  Timer 

Timer 

Reset : Bool  >> 1 >>  Time since last reset (seconds) 

The Timer output value is the amount of time (in seconds) elapsed since the Reset input last changed 

from true to false. Unless the processing run is in real-time mode this time is "signal" time which is 

incremented each run tick by the tick period. If the processing run is in real-time mode this time is real-time 

with a resolution dependent upon the host operating system. 

The Timer/Ena block provides a timer that can be turned on and off (enabled). The TickCounter block 

uses ticks rather than seconds as the unit of time. 

Some venues use the term "timer" to refer to a device which fires events periodically. The Clock block is 

used for that function here. 

Timers are sometimes used to measure elapsed times by measuring the difference in the output ramp 

(time) value at the different instants in time. If the Timer is reset to zero at the first instant, the value of the 

ramp at the second instant will be the time between the two instants. The output of such times is often recorded 

at the end of each interval of interest by writing the interval duration to an event list with an EventListWrite 

primitive. 

Timer/Ena Block  —  Timer with Enable 

Timer/Ena 

Enable (Run) : Bool >> 1 >> Time since last reset (seconds) 

Reset : Bool  >> 2  

[Reset Time]  >> 3  

The Timer/Ena output value is the amount of time (in seconds) elapsed since the last Reset during which 

the Enable input was true. Whenever the Reset input is true timer output will be reset to the value presented to 

the Reset Time input if it is connected, else it will be set to zero. 

The output from this block is valid only if the running process has a constant tick rate. For variable tick 

periods the Timer block supplies a valid output value. 

TrackHold Block  —  Track and Hold 

TrackHold 

Signal  >> 1 >>  Signal or held value 

Track Control : Bool  >> 2  

The output of a track and hold block (also known as a sample and hold) is the same as the signal input 

when the Track Control input is true (tracking mode). When the Track Control is false, the output is held at the 

last tracked value (holding mode). 

When the track control consists of "pulses" (e.g., impulses from Edges) the function of this block is often 

referred to as a data "latch" and the track control signal is called a "strobe", i.e., a value is strobed into the latch 

where it is held and accessible until the next strobe pulse updates the value. 

Another view of the track and hold block is that it represents a form of user writeable "memory". A note 

reader block represents memory which a user can update from a score, whereas a track and hold block 

represents memory which a user can update from a module. Viewed in this way, the track control signal would 

instead be called "write to memory" since a true value causes the input signal value to be written to the 

memory. 
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True Block  —  True (constant) 

True 

 1 >>  True (constant) : Bool 

The True block outputs a constant true Boolean value. 

U 

UDelay Block  —  Unit Delay 

UDelay 

Input  >> 1 >>  Input of previous tick 

The unit delay supplies a delay of one processing tick between input and output. 

At least one UDelay block must be included in any feedback loop. 

Unit delays are often used in control situations where the "most recent" value of a block output needs to 

be available at the same time that the block is being "reset" (by a strobe-like action) to a different state. 

An important "signal filtering" type of use of UDelays is in the construction of types of filters which are 

not included as primitives. Filtering type blocks supplied as primitives include TranFilt, Lag, Diff1, FmntFilt, 

and ZeroPair blocks. These filtering type primitives all include at least one unit delay in their internal logic. 

W 

WaveFileRead Block  —  Waveform Stream File Reader 

Stream processing modules can read waveform data from waveform stream files via blocks which are 

called Waveform Stream readers. The primary waveform stream reader, the WaveFileRead primitive block, is 

as follows: 

WaveFileRead 

Wave segment list | @Segment list file name 

[Enable : Bool] >> 1 >>  Signal of Channel 1 

 2 >>  Signal of Channel 2 

 ·  

 ·  

 n >>  Signal of Channel n 

        Accepts option block types: 

OnEnd End-of-Input action specifier 

SegBegin Beginning of segment flag 

WaveFileRead/MWEL Event List multiple segment specifier 

The Wave segment list parameter specifies an ampersand (&) delimited list of segments of a waveform 

stream file to read from, or if it begins with an "@" prefix it specifies the name of a file containing a list of 

segment specifications. (Another option for reading from more than one segment is to attach an 

WaveFileRead/MWEL, option, which is discussed below.) 

Each segment of a waveform stream file is specified by a file name and optionally a segment within that 

file. Such "segment specifications" are of the form: Filename [?attribute_name=attribute_value]. Attributes may 

be any of the following: 

Start=starting_frame.  If a Starting_frame is not specified the segment begins at the beginning of the file, 

which is the same as a Starting_frame value of zero. 

Stop=stopping_frame.  If a Stopping_frame is not specified the segment ends at to the logical end-of-file. 

A negative value for Stopping_frame also indicates the end-of-file. 

FrontGap=number_of_ticks. This causes the WaveFileRead block to present zero on its output pins for 

the specified number of ticks before reading and outputting the data of the file. 

Repeat=loop_count. Such a loop_count  specifies how many times the segment is to be repeated. 
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A segment list file is a plain text file containing one segment specification per line. Each referenced 

waveform file must be conformable with the first waveform file, i.e., it must have the same sampling rate and 

sample data type. It may have a different number of channels, however. Extracting segments from different files 

can be used to concatenate segments from various sources into a single destination waveform file, or to play 

from a "play list". 

The default action when the end of the segment or segment list is to terminate the processing run. This 

actions may be modified by attaching an OnEnd option block. 

The number of valid signal channels available at the output pins of this block is the number of channels 

contained in the specified input file. Usually a number of output pins sufficient to accommodate all the channels 

to be used is specified for the block at the time it is added to a module. 

The optional Enable input may be used to start and stop the reader. If the Enable input is not connected 

the reader is permanently enabled, i.e., always on. When enabled the reader advances one frame in the input 

waveform stream file for each processing tick, and the signal outputs are updated to the data of the new frame. 

When not enabled the reader's position in the stream remains unchanged and the signal outputs hold the value of 

the input stream at that position. Such gating of stream readers is often used when merging segments of several 

streams into a single stream. Another application is to drive the Enable input with a periodic pulse train which 

will effect what is called "up-sampling", i.e., "n" output samples of the same value are generated for each single 

input sample time. This is a technique of increasing the sample rate of a stream. "Down-sampling", or 

decreasing the sample rate of a stream, may be effected by similarly gating a waveform stream file writer. 

Several waveform stream readers may be used in the same module reading from different files. All input 

files should have the same sampling (frame) rate, however, so that the notion of a single "signal time" can have 

a meaningful value during a processing run. 

WaveFileRead block methods 

BeginSegment  Wave segment name 

This method causes the reader to switch to reading from the specified waveform stream file and 

segment. 

Waveform stream mixing and splicing applications are conveniently categorized into those which are 

"data driven" and those which are "score driven". Score driven mixing and splicing may be implemented by 

switching the source waveform stream file or position during a run (by calling the BeginSegment method). In 

these applications the "score" is often referred to as a "mixing script" and the module is viewed as a "mixing 

console". 

Simple data driven "tape splicing" or concatenating procedures and segment extraction can be effected 

using either the segment list option, or the WaveFileRead/MWEL option block which specifies the positions of 

multiple segments to be read sequentially. More complex "tape editing" procedures which entail switching or 

mixing between alternate sources can be implemented using the Enable control inputs to multiple waveform 

stream file readers. The Enable control signals may be either generated internally for signal driven switching, or 

generated from mark channels in streams when the switching is to be "manually" specified. 

WaveFileRead/ChEx Block  —  Waveform File Reader Channel Extender 

WaveFileRead/ChEx 

Channel offset 

 1 >>  Channel (1+Offset) 

 2 >>  Channel (2+Offset) 

 · · ·  

 n >>  Channel (n+Offset) 

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached a waveform file reader (i.e., a parent WaveFileRead) for the purpose 

of reading higher numbered channels. Using more than one channel extender with different channel offsets 

facilitates the reading of any number of channels. 

Since the channel offset is a parameter this block can also be used as a parameterized channel selector, 

i.e., a block which allows groups of channels to be selected by a parameter which can be passed down from 

higher command levels rather than by being "hard wired" to particular pins. 
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WaveFileRead/MWEL Block  —  Waveform File Reader Event List Segment --
Specifier 

WaveFileRead/MWEL 

Waveform Event List (.mwel) name for segment bounds 

Segment beginning label 

Segment end label 

 1 >>  Beginning of segment flag : Bool 

        Is an option block type. 

This option block may be attached to a waveform stream reader (WaveFileRead) to cause it to read or 

excerpt multiple segments from waveform stream files. This is an alternative to specifying a segment list as the 

first parameter of the WaveFileRead block. Only one of the multiple segment options may be used at a time. 

Extracting multiple segments from the same waveform stream is often done as a form of data editing and 

reduction. The first Event List parameter specifies an Event List file which will be used to specify the bounds of 

each segment to be read sequentially by the stream reader. The default filename extension is MWEL. The event 

list is scanned sequentially searching for an event whose label matches (case sensitive) the Segment beginning 

label parameter, and then scanned for a subsequent event whose label matches the Segment end label parameter. 

When such events have been found the waveform stream reader reads and outputs that segment of the stream 

file which is bounded by the two events. The Beginning of Segment Flag will be true for the first sample from 

the segment, and false for the remainder. At the end of the segment the event list scan is resumed searching for 

the next segment beginning and ending events. Processing is terminated when the end of the event list is 

reached, unless an OnEnd block is attached to the same waveform stream reader. 

Although the event list is scanned sequentially the times of the selected segments do not necessarily have 

to be so ordered. Segments within a file may thus be easily reordered or repeated in an output file. Another often 

used application is to delete unwanted portions of waveform files. 

WaveFileWrite Block  —  Waveform Stream File Writer 

WaveFileWrite 

Waveform stream file name including extension 

Channel 1 Signal  >> 1  

[Channel 2 Signal] >> 2  

 · · ·  

[Channel n Signal ] >> n  

       Accepts option block types: 

                Enable  - Enables or disables writing 

The WaveFileWrite block writes signal samples into a waveform stream file. If the specified output file 

already exists it will be used to determine file attributes such as file format and sample data type. If the output 

file does not exist a new one will be created using the default options of the WaveFile.Create statement, which 

is Wav file Format with 16-bit SampleType. 

 Some of the defaults may be overridden with attributes appended to the end of the file name parameter 

string using the syntax of a URL query string, i.e., a “?” followed by some name and optional value attributes. A 

SampleType=number may be used to set the sample type. Another acceptable attribute is Append, which 

specifies that the output of the run is to be appended to the current contents of the file (equivalend to setting the 

StartAtFrame property to -1). See the StartAtFrame property for more details. 

The number of input pins is variable. The number of connected pins determines the number of output 

channels, and all pins up to the highest used pin must be connected, i.e., the pins (channels) must be used 

contiguously starting with channel one. 

If an optional Enable block is attached its input (Boolean) selects when the signals at the signal pins are 

to be written to the file. Enabled output can be used for data compression by gap elimination, e.g., only writing 

to the output stream when some signal is above a threshold. Enabled output can also be used to realize 

"downsampling" by driving the Enable input with a fixed rate pulse generator so that only 1 out of every N 

frames will be written. Alternatively, the block's DownSample option may be used to specify built-in 

downsampling. 
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The sample data type of the destination waveform stream will be that established when the file was 

created with the WaveFile.Create statement. If that type is a fixed-point type, e.g., 16Bit or 8Bit, the channel 

signals presented to a waveform stream writer should be scaled to maximally use but not exceed the range of -

1.0 < signal < 1.0. If this range is exceeded a "dynamic range overflow error" will occur. The first occurrence of 

a dynamic range overflow error for each WaveFileWrite block during a run will cause the RangeError 

property of that block to be set to true. There is no such dynamic range limitation if the waveform stream 

sample data type is Float. 

WaveFileWrite block options and properties ( cessed in either context) 

DownSample = downsampling_ratio         — Default: no downsampling 

The downsampling ratio specifies the number of run processing ticks required for each single output 

frame. The effect of downsampling is sometimes called "decimation.". The frame rate of the output 

waveform file will be the process tickrate divided by the downsampling ratio. 

BufLen = num_bytes         — Default: system dependent 

Specifies the length in bytes of the buffers used by the block. The specified length should be a power of 

2 (for best performance). Larger buffers usually improve performance (a function of the file system), but 

smaller buffers conserve memory and/or reduce paging in limited memory systems. 

RangeError : bool 
True if a dynamic range error has occurred during the run. 

StartAtFrame = frame_number         — Default: start at the beginning of the file 

Specifies the position in the file where writing is to begin. A value of -1 means to append to the file, i.e., 

start at the current end of the file  If the value is zero, indicating the beginning of the file, the output 

waveform stream file will be set to be a sequential channel file with the number of channels being 

determined by the highest connected channel pin number. If a non-zero value is specified the number of 

channels, the frame rate, and the channel multiplexing type of the output file must agree with those of 

the current stream processor, or a "conformality" error will result. 

WriteLog Block  —  Writer to Log Window and file 

WriteLog 

Text to label output 

Value   >> 1  

[Enable : Bool]  >> 2  

The WriteLog block can be used to write a textual representation of the value presented the first input pin 

to the MitSyn Log window and other Log destinations. Such output is effected for each processing tick that the 

Enable input is true. The log entry value is preceded by a label which includes the text which is the parameter of 

the block. If the Enable input is not connected, the Log block is enabled all the time. Any output to the Log 

window can also be written into a log file, as documented with the Log.File property. 

X 

XOr Block  —  Logical Exclusive Or Gate 

XOr 

B1 : Bool  >> 1 >>   B1 xor B2 : Bool 

B2 : Bool  >> 2  

The output of the exclusive OR gate is true whenever one and only one of the inputs is true. The output 

is false whenever both inputs are the same. This Boolean function of two variables is also sometimes called 

"Inequivalence". 
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Z 

ZeroPair Block  —  Complex Zero Pair Filter 

ZeroPair 

Scaling Frequency (Hz) 

DC Gain 

In-signal  >> 1 >>  Filtered Signal 

Center Frequency  >> 2  

Bandwidth  >> 3  

ZeroPair is a filter which is a complex zero pair (implemented as a second order non-recursive filter). In 

some ways this is the inverse of FmntFilt which is a complex pole pair. The I Frequency parameter is the value 

by which inputs on pins 2 and 3 are effectively multiplied to specify the actual center frequency and bandwidth 

(both in units of Hz.). The DC gain parameter specifies the gain of the filter at a frequency of zero, i.e., DC. The 

frequency response is a minimum at the tuned frequency and rises 12 dB/octave above that frequency. When the 

tuned frequency is relatively low this frequency response characteristic implies large gain at higher frequencies. 

For most applications the DC gain parameter value will have to be considerably less than unity in order to avoid 

signal overflow at downstream stream file writers. Since zeros are not low pass in character they must be used 

with care so as to not exacerbate aliasing and overflow problems. Generally they should be used only in series 

with and following a pole pair which will cancel the rising frequency response characteristics above the tuned 

frequencies of interest. 
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